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FOREWORD
The story of Rama and Sita is inextricably woven into
the religious, cultural and literary tradition of India. The
Ramayanam along with the later Epic The Mahabaratham
may be deemed to -be both massive poetic recordations of
India’s ancient tradition and culture connecting the unparallelled hoary heritage of our past with the present in one
unbroken golden line. Particularly the Ramayanam with its
gripping narrative containing spiritual, political, social and
ethical precepts, is shot with the wisdom of our ancient
scriptural texts in essence.

So popular is the story of Ramayanam that there are
numerous versions in many languages in India and South
East Asia, with minor variations depending upon the imaginative perceptions of its several authors. Among them
all, the most outstanding and popular are Kamban’s
Ramacharitha
and Thulasidas’s
in Tamil
Ramayanim
own national
our
r,
Bharatia
nia
Subrama
Manas in Hindi.
lluvar and
Thiruva
with
along
Kamban
of
poet, sings
world.
the
ut
througho
peer
a
without
Ilango as poets

The Government of Tamil Nadu announced a project in
1988 for the translation into English of the great Tamil
=the ~
Classics. Thanks to the unfailing encouragement of
pubbeen
have
ions
translat
such
of
Government, a number
Cullished by the Department of Tamil Development and
of
mention
special
make
must
I
ture. In this connection,
then
the
an,
Nataraj
Avvai
Dr.
ine enthusiastic efforts of

Secretary of the Department.

Ww

Natrinai among the Sangam classics and Balakandam,
Ayodhya
Kandam
and
Aranya
Kandam
Ramayanam have been published so far.

Tt

is

well

Valmiki’s

known

Ramayanam

that

Kamban

for his magnum

of

Kamba

was

inspired

by

opus.

Kamban

like

Valmiki, is a seer-poet who can hold his own in any comparison with the latter in his masterly rendering of the
Rama story in keeping
V.V.S. Iyer holds that
altogether new in his
sonance with the norms

Though Valmiki

with Tamil ethos. In fact, the great
Kamban has produced "something
rendering of Rama’s story in conand canons of Tamil Culture."

and Thulasidas

have

been

translated

into English, till now no one has made a systematic attempt to translate Kamban’s Ramayanam into English. Occasionally scholars and critics had rendered some stanzas

of Kamban

into English for their immediate

requirements,

but possibly because translation is a difficult art, especially
when the source-text is an epic complex full of literary and
linguistic richness like Kamban’s Ramayanam, the English
translation in poetic form had not been seriously taken up
in full by any scholar so far.
It is sad to think that in the anthologies of world literature, the Tamil classics have not been adequately represented for want of authentic and competent translations in
English.
The

Government

of

Tamil

Nadu,

therefore,

commis-

sioned eminent bilingual scholars to translate our rich clas-

sics. The Tamil University has printed and
English translations of all Bharathiar’s poems

published
and well-

known
classics
like
Silappathikaram,
Manimekalai,
Thirukkoyatyar and Periya Puranam recently.
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which he

undertook

at

the

behest

of

the

then Governor Dr. P.C. Alexander and his Adviser Thiru
A.Padmanabhan. The learned professor deserves all praise
for his commendable work. It is our hope that younger
scholars

proficient

in English

and Tamil

will emulate

the

example of Prof. P.S. Sundaram and make bold to attempt
English translation of \other Tamil classics.
It is in the fitness of things that this volume is released
under the benign. aegis of our Hon’ble Chief Minister
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who
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Puratchi
development of Tamil Language and Culture as -her aim
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FOREWORD
Among the architects of Modern Tamil Literature,
Bharathidasan occupies a significant place. Though he has
regarded Bharathi, the great National poet to be his mentor,
his innate poetic talents and unique creative skill have been
developed in such a way as to mark his individuality and
originality. Even at his young age he has equipped himself.
with erudition in the Tamil classics as evidenced by the
fact

that

he

stood

first

in

the

Pulavar

examination,

con-

ducted in his native state. In his formative period, he has
written many devotional poems and also songs on National
themes. After the advent of the Self-Respect Movement organised by Tanthai Periyar, a drastic change in his mental
outlook and creative process took place. Periyar as a social
reformer, aspired to effect a social change so that the caste
distinctions and economic inequalities would be totally
eradicated. The society was under the stronghold of superstition, religious fanaticism, rituals and such retarded tendencies. Unless and until these backward factors were
extinguished, nothing could be done to reorganise and to
restructure the whole society. Realising the need and necessity of creating an egalitarian society, Periyar being a
humanist, launched a crusade against the social injustice,
and the dynamic poet Bharathidasan became the organ
voice of the Self-Respect Movement. Before gaining the
political freedom from the yoke of foreign tule, the social
emancipation was felt an urgent need.

The womenfolk who formed the backbone of the
society were neglected, deprived of all rights and treated
like slaves. They were denied higher education and there-

vi

by
job
opportunities
in
the
various
institutions.
Bharathidasan came forward to champion their cause and
to fight for their rights and privileges through his, potential
poems. The society was tom into pieces by man-made
caste differences and the poet strongly advocated the triple

principles of liberty, equality and fraternity which formed
the distilled essence of his dynamic poems.
During his days the speakers of Tamil Language did
not know the significance of their own cultural heritage.
Hence he has written many inspiring poems highlighting
the glory of Tamil tradition and the greatness of the Tamil
classics. It seems that the poet has strongly felt the need
for the cultural regeneration before effecting a social
change. He was morally bound to write poems to resurrect
the fallen Tamils and to regain their real status. It is true
that he had strong faith in the local cult.
That does not
mean that he was short-sighted. He has been compassionate
and kind enough towards fellow beings and hence treated
the whole of humanity as one unit. He has visualised a
cosmic perspective.
He has written many poems, even
after he became the mouth piece of the Dravidian Movement of Tanthai Periyar, to support national solidarity and
emotional integrity.
The poet has written many lyrics, ballads, narratives
and epics studded with all aspects of literary excellence.
The four anthologies of
his poems, Kutumpa Vilakku,
Paantiyan Paricu, Tamilacciyin Katti etc., bear ample testimony to his clear insight, creative genius and social concern. He has been rightly identified to be the Wordsworth
of Tamil literature, as evidenced by his wonderful nature
poems especially found in the marvellous book entitled
Alakin Cirippu (the Smile of beauty). His erudition in the
‘discipline of music is equally great. His musical composi-

tions are found in the collections under the title Icai
Amutu. His originality in the domain of dramatic literature
is

noteworthy.

Among

his

dramas _ Piciraantaiyaar,

vii

Ceerataantavam,

Iraniyan,

allatu

Inaiyarra

Viiran

etc.,

deserve special mention. It is beyond the pale of controver-

sy that he has enriched the threefold Tamil by his enormous. and excellent poetical creations. Even for
neo-poetry he has to be considered to be a pioneer.

the
His

poems under the title Kaatal Vaalvu and Amaiti belong to
this fresh literary form. As a prose writer, he has written
many articles in many journals on the various aspects of
culture, revolutionary themes and current problems of the

country.
Such a great literary personality, he has effected a
remarkable influence on innumerable poets who are identified to belong
to a significant school known
as
Bharathidasan Paramparai. The centenary of the great poet
Bharathidasan has been celebrated all over India by organising seminars, translating his poems and publishing research papers on his literary creations. As a part of the
centenary celebration, the Tamil University is proud to
publish the present book under the title Bharathidasan As a
Romantic Poet. This book has been written in nine chapters
in the light of Western criticism. Wherever necessary, the
relevant principles of the Tamil poetics and rhetorics have
been adduced to elucidate and establish some essential
aspects of Romanticism as embalmed in the poems of
Bharathidasan.
Romanticism includes the revolting spirit against the
established traditions and religious institutions. Prominence
to the rural life, importance to the innocent rustics and
glorification of local cult are some aspects of Romanticism.
Emotional expressions, living language, romantic imagina-

tion, escapism and day-dreaming are some of the hallmarks
of the Romantic poetry. Love of Nature and love of
Mankind are the two cardinal tenets of the Ron.antic poet.
All these aspects have been properly identified in the
poems of Bharathidasan, and systematically studied under
appropriate titles. The poems of the English Romantic

Vili

poets,
Byron,

viz.,

William

Shelley

and

Blake,
Keats

Wordsworth,
are

quoted

lustrate and elucidate the romantic views

S.T.Coleridge,

sufficiently

to

il-

of Bharathidasan.

Dr.S.N. Kandaswamy, the author of this book is the
Professor and Head of the Department of Literature of the
Tamil University.
His erudition in the Tamil classics and
also in Buddhism is wellknown. His books and articles
both in Tamil and English vouchsafe for his critical
acumen and keen insight. His impartial and impressive
reviews of books periodically published in The Hindu are
acclaimed by the scholars. He has eared rich experience
of academic life. His service in the Annamalai University
and the University of Malaya has been significant.
In this book, the author has done full justice 10 the
chosen subject. I hope that this book is the first attempt in
English, revealing the many-sided merits of the soulanimating poems of the great revolutionary poet, who has
also been extolled to be the emperor among the modem
Tamil poets. I sincerely wish the book be received by all
who are interested in the study of literature.

Thanjavur,
21.4.1991.

C. Balasubramanian.

.

PREFACE
Bharathidasan has been the great luminary in the
horizon of modern Tamil literature. He was not merely an
individual, but an institution. His poems are the best documents of Modern Tamil Renaissance. They have social
relevance, instructive value and aesthetic significance. The
rich and varied materials enshrined in his poetical creations
impelled many scholars to undertake research on the
various aspects of his literary contribution. The present
study is a sincere attempt to project his talent as a Romantic poet. This book contains a comprehensive discussion on
the salient features of Romanticism as noticed in the poems
of Bharathidasan. The necessity of this study and the plan
of research carried out in this book are explained in the introductory chapter.
The subsequent chapters discuss in
detail the particular aspect of Romanticism as expatiated in
the poetical works of Bharathidasan. The conclusions being
the result of the research are enumerated at the end of the

individual chapters. However, a consolidated account of the
major findings
chapter.
The

main

has been

objective

presented

of this study

in

the

concluding

is to introduce

the

poet beyond the frontiers of Tamilnadu, so that the genius
of the great poet and significance of his excellent creations

would be well understood by all the lovers of literature

living everywhere

has

been

in the globe.

In all fitness, this book

published

by

the

Tamil

memorable
occasion
Bharathidasan.

of

the

Centenary

University

on

the

Celebration

of

The

author expresses

his deep

sense

of gratitude

to

Dr. C. Balasubramanian, the Vice-Chancellor of the Tamil
University for his constant encouragement and continued
support, enabling him to embark on this earnest endeavour
to

bring

forth

Bharathidasan,
Vice-Chancellor,

classics

and

the

mainly

literary

merits

of

the

from the romantic

being

benevolent

an

erudite

scholar

administrator,

poems

view-point.
has

in

the

spared

of

The
Tamil

time

among his multifarious activities, to go through the pages
of this book and has given an excellent foreword for which
the author conveys his heartfelt thanks.
His sincere thanks are due to Dr.R. Muthian, the
Registrar of the Tamil University for his keen interest in

bringing out this book in due time.
The
author
wholeheartedly
thanks
Dr.
உ,
Marudanayagam, Professor and Head of the Department of
English of the Pondicherry University, who has gone.
through the manuscripts and openly acknowledged the
worth of the study, besides offering some useful suggestions to the perfection of the book. He records his thanks

to his colleagues
Dr. D. Seenisamy, Dr. K. V. Bala-subramanian, Associate Professors and Dr. T.Eswara Pillai,
Lecturer who have gone through the proofs patiently.
Thiru T.Padmanaban,
the Director of the Tamil
University Library, who has made available the necessary
books for the study deserves the thanks of the author.
Pulavar C. Ilangovan, the Assistant Director of the
Publication Department of the Tamil University and his
team of assistants are held responsible for the neat and ex-

cellent execution of the book. To all of them, the author
expresses a lot of thanks.
Thanjavur,
22-4-1991.

S.N.Kandaswamy.

In the history of Modern Tamil poetry, the great poet
Bharathidasan occupies a pride of place. His centenary has
been celebrated all over India with a view to disseminating
the revolutionary and retormatory thoughts embedded in his
excellent literary creations. The various facets of his
literary personality have been critically analysed by many a
scholar, with a view to assessing his contribution to the enrichment of Tamil language and literature and to the
promotion and progress of our society. Translations of his
poems are being attempted to introduce the poet to the
non-Tamils, so that they could understand that a great poet
was born in the South in the modern period with a mission
and message, heralding a new epoch in the history of Indian literature.
In this study, an attempt has been made to bring
forth the Romantic aspects of the poems of Bharathidasan
in the light of the principles, evolved by the critics and
‘scholars from the poems of Western Romantic poets especially William Wordsworth, S.T. Coleridge, Sir Walter
Scott, Byron, Shelley and Keats. Before directly proceeding to deal with the subject, a brief sketch of the early
phase of the literary career of Bharathidasan has been
presented in order to apprehend the background of his
steady growth as a revolutionary and Romantic poet.
Evolution

of the Poetic Career

The .poet’s real name is Kanaka Subburathinam.
He
was bom on 29-4-1891 in Pondicherry to the parents
Kanakasabai Mudaliar and Lakshmi Ammaiyar.
His father
was a great merchant and was religious minded. His elder
brother Subbarayan was good in astrology.
He studied
Tamil out of interest and stood first in the Pulavar examination held in his State, at the young age of seventeen.

4

Bharathidasan as a

He commenced his career as a Tamil teacher in the French
India.
His poetic talent was fashioned at least by two
great movements, one at the National level and the other at
tae regional level.
The Indian National Movement under the dynamic.
guidance of the great leaders like Mahatma Gandhi fought
for the independence of India from the shackles of foreign
tule.
Mahakavi Subramanya Bharathiyar plunged into the
freedom struggle with all vigour, aroused the patriotic fervour (-which was dormant in the minds of the masses and
‘also the elite), with his powerful poems on national themes
and finally was forced to take asylum in the French territory of Pondicherry where the British rule could not
penetrate. It so happened that Subburathinam at the age of
eighteen (1908) was introduced to Bharathi in the marriage
function
of Venunayagar,
after he recited
some
of
Bharathi’s poems in melodious and thrilling musical voice.
In response to the behest of Bharathi, he spontaneously
poured out two emotional and devotional poems on the

Divine

Mother

Shakti,

commencing

with

சரசர வ்

Kaaninum
caktiyataa (-Wherever you behold, you witness
the presence of Divine Mother).
The audience including
Bharathi was spellbound admiring the creative genius of
the budding poet.! With a view to popularizing his poetic
skill, Bharathi himself took the initiative of sending these
songs
to
the
then largely
circulated
Tamil
daily,
Swadesamitran -at Madras, with the note that these were
composed

by

Kanaka

Subburathinam

of the Literary

Circle

of Subramanya Bharathi.
Thus the close relationship between these two poets was stabilized.
Out of devotion,
Subburathinam called himself Bharathidasan (-the disciple
of Bharathi), as a mark of respect to his literary mentor,
who himself styled as Shelleydasan as a token of high

regard to the English Romantic poet Shelley.
to Bharathi, he is not remembered
whereas Bharathidasan is remembered
name.

With regard

by his pen-name,
only by his pen-

Romantic Poet
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In conformity with the customary view of his times,
a Tamil poet was expected to compose poems in praise of
a local god or a popular chieftain or a philanthropist, Subburathinam who was by nature pious, composed lyrics on
the Tamil God Muruga, the presiding deity at Mayilam, to
which shrine the people of Pondicherry thronged periodically to offer worship. These devotional lyrics were
subsequently
published
in the
collection
under
the
title,
Sri
Mayilam
Subramaniyar
Tuthi
Amuthu
(1926).
These songs bear ample testimony to his poetic
calibre in composing musical songs known as Kirttanai and
Cintu which were models for the successors. Even in this
devotional book, there is one song seeking the grace of

Muruga for the liberation of India.
Due to the influence of the Indian National Movement
and
the
association
of
Mahakavi
Bharathi,
Bharathidasan composed many a patriotic poem to drive
the people to the National awakening.
The National
leaders discarded the foreign goods and pleaded the people
to
purchase
the
local
products.
The
songs
of
Bharathidasan on these national themes were published in

small

book

forms

under

the

titles,

Ciruvar

Cirumiyar

Teeciya Keetam, Katar Iraattinappaattu etc., and they
gained popularity. His patriotic fervour was so intense that
it made him carry the Kadhi cloths on his shoulders hawking in the streets of Pondicherry.

The advent of the Self-Respect Movement, founded
who was in the course of time popularly and
by E.V.R.
endearingly called as Tanthai Periyar, effected a remarkable
Though
change in the mental outlook of Bharathidasan.
the Naof
supporter
staunch
a
initially
was
Tanthai Periyar
discrimination
the
bear
not
could
he
tional Movement,
among various castes, exhibited by the learned members of
It so happened that in the
the same organisation.
scholar and venerated Conveteran
the
of
Gurukulam
gressman

V.V.S.Aiyar

at Cheranmadevi

(1925),

food

was
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distributed

giving

prominence

to

the

Brahmin

students

separating them from the Non- Brahmin students who were

not

allowed

to partake

the

meal

This fanatic incident provoked

along

with

the

former.

the feeling of E.V.R.

and

some of his colleagues and resulted in the formation of the
Self-F.sspect Movement which in course of time was identified with the Dravidian Movement, protesting against the
supremacy and dominance of the so called privileged upper
class.
The main objectives of this social revolutionary
movement were to eradicate the caste system, to establish
social equality, to reject totally the authority of the Vedic
institutions, to repudiate the traditional beliefs and super-

stitions and to regain the lost glory of the Tamils.

These

revolting ideas made an indelible mark in the mind of the
young poet Bharathidasan who felt the urgent necessity to
toil

for

the

social

and

economic

freedom

of

the

Tamils,

rather than to work for the Indian liberation from the yoke
of the British rule.

Thus

it is certain that his association with Tanthai

Periyar effected a turning point also in the literary career
of the dynamic poet. Nevertheless, Bharathidasan remained
throughout his life to be a faithful disciple of Bharathi, the

National Poet, though he differed in many

respects from

his mentor. Bharathidasan subsequently became anti-Vedic
and championed the cause of the Dravidians, detaching
himself from the main stream in order to secure a right
place for them.
That does not mean that he was
shortsighted and parochial. There are poems which reveal
his expanded vision and intense humanism that embrace

the whole of human kind as fellow-brethren.”

It is essen-

tial to note that he was also influenced by the Communist
ideologies, because of his political mentor, Tanthai Periyar
who visited Russia and brought with him those fresh

thoughts.

To his journal, Kutiaracu, .M.Singaravelar,

one

of the Indian free thinkers and exponents of Communism
contributed many thought provoking articles, the study of
which nurtured the thought of the poet.”
One more force

—

Romantic

Poet
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that- shaped his thought has been the Pure Tamil Movement
organized by the great scholar and reformist Maraimalai
Adigal who worked for the revival of Tamil culture and
strongly advocated to eschew Sanskrit words and use only
pure Tamil words in speech and writing. His influence on
the poet is noticed clearly in his poetic work, Tamil Iyak-

kam.

He has dedicated a part of Kutumpa

Tamil savant as a mark of respect.

Vilakku to the
:

The Epoch of the Poet
The first volume of his poems was released in 1938
and received the appreciation of not only the members of
the Dravidian Movement but by many of the orthodox and
traditional scholars and pandits, creating an excitement and
making a landmark in the history of Tamil poetry. Yet, in
some quarters, there were strong criticisms and objections
However, his contributions to the
for quite some time.
Modern Tamil literature are considerable and commendable.

The other collections of his poems

ratives

such

as Kutumpa

Vilakku,

and excellent nar-

Etirpaaraata

Muttam,

Tamilacciyin katti, Paantiyan Paricu etc., are highly
regarded to be the best gems bedecked in the omawonderful
original and
His
Tamil.
of Mother
ment
found in the book, Alakin Cirippu,
on Nature
poems
possess permanent poetical value, deserving a significant
place among the world literatures on the subject.

Bharathidasan is not only a poet but a great musician
His musical compositions on social
ist.
musicolog
and
in the collections entitled Ica
found
y
especiall
themes
s of the modern Tamil music.
specimen
best
the
are
Amutu
as /raniyan Allatu Inaiyarra
such
works
dramatic
His
Viiran, Piciraanthaiyaar etc., bear enough evidence. for his
to
creative genius in the domain of drama. It is heartening
posthunote that the Sahitya academy award was given

8

Bharathidasan as a

mously to the beautiful dramatic work, Piciraanthaiyaar in
the year, 1969.
His contributions to the field of film re-

quire special mention.

His prose writings in the journals

and his commentary on Tirukkural are models for modem
Tamil prose.
As a Journalist, his poetic magazine Kuyil
was very popular as a media of propaganda and also as a
nursery for the young poets. -His multi-faceted contributions to the progress of Modem Tamil literature has been
admired and appreciated by the literary historians.
From
the biography written by his son, Thiru Mannar Mannan,
we come to understand that the poet was also a good
painter-artist.

After the advent of Bharathidasan, we witness a fresh
literary period which may be rightly called the Epoch of

Bharathidasan.

Hundreds of poets both budding and blos-

somed were inspired and influenced by him. They imitated
his style and expression, imbibed his ideas and principles
and echoed his voice.”
They constituted a separate and
unique poetic school of Bharathidasan.
Even the platform
orators,

social

reformists

and

active

members

of

the

regional political parties profusely quoted his potential
poems to awaken and to arouse the socially retarded and
politically suppressed Tamils.°
They hurled the poems as
swords against the social upheavals.
Over and above, the poems of Bharathidasan are excellent art creations.
In several respects, he surpasses his

mentor, Mahakavi Subramanya Bharathi.

Professor
has gone

The multi-lingual

T.P.Meenakshisundaram, also a freedom fighter,
deep into the poems of Bharathidasan, assessed

his literary merits

and presented

an unbiased

observation

which is quoted here:
"The

inspiration,

here

also, may

be traced

to

Bharathi, but Bharathidasan goes beyond his
master in his depth of force, in the breadth of

his vision, in the length of his range and in the

Romantic Poet
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height of his poetry.”
Even in some other articles,
regard and respect for the poet.

he has

expressed

high

The poems of Bharathidasan are rich in thoughts and
abundant with fertile imagination.
The powerful diction,
simple language, effective style, sense of humour and
thetorical embellishments earmark the unique features of
his poetry.
His keen observation, clear insight, creative
genius and forceful expression heighten the worth and
value of his creations.
His characters are down to the
earth. They become symbols of some quality. Emotional
and lyrical elements are dominant in his poems.
Review

of Literature

The wealth of varied materials embalmed in the
literary works of Bharathidasan impelled many scholars to
undertake research on various aspects.
Some of the significant books and dissertations based on them are to be
briefly reviewed.

Significant Books
Among the books that explored the structure and
substance of the poems of Bharathidasan, Kavinarum
Kaatalum deserves to be mentioned.!° The author, Pulavar
N.Ramanathan has focussed in this book mainly on the
erotic themes that formed the subject matter of his poems.
In the introductory portion of this book, the author has_
elucidated the concept of poetry and the features of a good
poet.
Then he has proceeded to establish the literary excellence and the unique aspects of the love poems of
Bharathidasan.
The

author has

analysed

the characterization

of the

romantic pairs Utaaran and Amutavalli, Ponmudi and Poon-

10

Bharathidasan as a

gothai.
In the first case, a citizen being
a poet and a
princess fall in love with each other. The sovereign power
stands on the way.
But the dynamic love pierces through
it with undaunted youthfulness, getting social approval, ultimately leading to cast away the class differences and establishing a democratic and socialistic republic.
In the
second instance, it is a love between two kinsfolk.
But,
their parents are against them.
However, they bear the
hardships willingly and finds pleasure in adversity and
calamity, ended their life for the noble cause of preserving
their cultural
identity
against the fanatics
of Vedic
sacrifices. A completely revolutionary but realistic love involving the young widow and a male becomes .the fresh
theme of some poems of Bharathidasan.
The
illegal
encroachment of a villainous character in the innocent life
of the couple Cuppamma and Timman formed the theme of
the narrative poem,
Tamilacciyin Katti. In another narra-

tive poem Kurinchi Tittu, the king’s concubine created

an

uproar in the political and social life, resulting finally
in the establishment of a socialistic, secular republic. The
author
has _ highlighted all these
aspects
adequately
and has presented quotations
wherever necessary
from
the Sangam
classics, Tirukkural, Cilappatikaaram,
the
lyrics of Nammalvar,Koovai Prabandhas upto the poems of
Bharathi.
Like the poet, the author is a rationalist and a
free thinker. Even then, he has profusely quoted from the
poems of Aalvaars, especially Nammaalvaar to elucidate
the beauties of the poems of Bharathidasan, exhibiting his

balanced outlook and genuine love for all forms of Tamil
respect to the commentaries

of

Naclaayiram and the commentary of Parimeelazhagar
Tirukkural are clearly revealed in this book.

literature.

His

interest and

on

One more significant feature of this book is that it
has got the considered opinion of the poet himself.
Bharathidasan has written an elaborate foreword in the
form of an autobiographical poem that contains many valuable materials to understand his formative period and his
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literary career, his contribution to the growth of a separate
poetic school to be named
after him, his vigourous
thoughts becoming tools in the hands of the politicians to
nurture their parties, the donations of one lakh of rupees
presented to him by the lovers of Tamil and his affection
and admiration to the author, Pulavar N.Ramanathan who
ever cherished his close acquaintance with him.
This book is limited its scope only to the love
themes, that too with comparisons mainly from the Tamil
classics, connecting links between literatures of various
periods.
Among the writers on Bharathidasan, Dr. Saalai [antiraiyan has done a sincere service to popularize the poet’s
literary merits and creative genius through his book, entitled”
Puratcik kavinar_Kavitai valam (1965). He is convinced of the superiority of Bharathidasan over other
modem Tamil poets. To his critical vision, Bharathidasan
has been taller than even his mentor, Bharathi, perhaps because he may be taken to have stood on his shoulders.
The author in the introductory portion of this book
briefly outlines the concept that poetry is one of the social
products,
and the creative faculty of the poet has
manifested in different art forms that make one wonder and
delight.
He compares the poet Bharathidasan to the
luminaries which do not normally require any introduction.
Nevertheless, when they are surrounded by dark clouds,
they need the blowing wind to drive them away so that the
natural brightness becomes possible and useful to all the
beings, both organic and inorganic. Here, the appreciative
critic has taken the role of the wind that flutters against the

clouds of blind and biased people who never opened their
eyes to behold the natural beauty of Bharathidasan’s creations, (pp.4-13).
Next, the

author

has

made

an

attempt

to trace

the
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factors responsible for extolling Bharathidasan to be a
revolutionary poet (Puratcik kavinar).
Though Tamil language received all praise from the devotional poets, it is
only at the hands of Bharathidasan that it has been fully
glorified and has become the subject-matter of many
poems.
Though the poet was a hedonist and treated the
sensuous pleasure supreme, his extraordinary interest in
Tamil and the extreme happiness that he derived through it,
made him declare that the pleasure offered by a damsel is
nothing before the taste of the great Tamil. It is true that
no poet anywhere under the sun has glorified one’s language like Bharathidasan.

The greatness

of the labourers

has

been

admired.

The significance of man power and the workers’ contribution to the economic growth and national prosperity, their
pitiable plight and poverty due to the exploitation and
manipulation of the capitalists and the poet’s clarion call to
their unity to fight against the tyranny of the minority have
become the themes of many a poem.
Similarly, it has
been pointed out that the ideal and heroic women characters created by the poet reflected his sincere interest and
serious concern to secure the rightful place and equal
status for the weaker section of the society.
The author
has also indicated the political vibrations that shaped
the
creative process of Bharathidasan (pp.13-43).
In the subsequent portions, he has dealt with the literary beauties and
intellectual aspects of ten narrative poems commencing
with Cafciivi Parvatattin Caaral and ending with Kutumpa Vilakku (pp.44-207).
However, he has brought to the
lime light the missionary character of Tamiliyakkam, aspiring to implement the mother language in the transactions
of daily life, administration and temple worship.
There is an appreciation for the poet’s Alakin Cirippu (pp.248- 263).
His Ilainar Ilakkiyam
18 essentially
meant for the youngsters, ‘offering ethical lessons to grow
with discipline and responsibility.
A few comments have
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Panmanittiral,

(pp.264-293).

The

another

author

has

collection
concluded

of

his

with

the

observation of Putumai Pittan who beautifully
expressed
that the great poet Bharathi has bequeathed to posterity
many properties, and amongst them the noteworthy have

been the Jnanaratham, Kuyil Paattu, Paanchaali Sabatham

and Kanaga Subburathinam alias Bharathidasan (p.296).
On
book in a
through it
poems but

the whole,
palatable
not only to
to emulate

The same
name, Puratci
endeavoured to
effected by the
and literature.

Saalai Mantiraiyan has written this
language tempting the readers to go
enjoy the beauties of Bharathidasan’s
at least some of his ideologies.

author has also published a book under the
mulakkam
(1978).
In this book, he has
identify the different aspects of revolution
poet, for instance in the domains of thought

The endowment lectures under the title’? Inraiya
Ilakkiyam
by A.S. Gnanasambandan,
are really thought
provoking.
The first half of this publication has been
devoted to discuss the trends of modern Tamil literature,
taking into consideration mainly the poetic talent of
the great dramatist Sankaradas Swamigal very briefly, and
the rejuvenating and revolutionary aspects of Mahakavi
Bharathi, vividly. The second half critically examines the
creative genius of Bharathidasan.
The learned author has
boldly presented a fact that the erudition of Bharathidasan
in the Tamil classics has been higher and stronger when
compared with Bharathi’s knowledge in Tamil (p.79). He
has also pointed out that the latter was not exposed to the
ancient Sangam literature, since he/has spent much of his
early life in Benaras, learning
Sanskrit literature.
The
poetic emotions that were latent in Bharathidasan gushed

forth through the powerful vehicle of potential words that
actuated and affected the readers very much. His devotion
to the language made an avowed rationalist like the poet to
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be theistic, at least when he appreciates either consciously
or unconsciously
the bone-melting poems of Devaaram,

Thiruvaasagam

and Nalayira-divyaprabhandam, best suited

for offering worship at the temple of Siva and Tirumaal.
Though the poet has denounced some of the incredible and
improbable episodes of Ramayana,
he never despised
Kamban’s version of this Ithihasa, as evidenced by his
harsh attack on T.K.C. an art-connoisseur and able exponent of Kamban, when he discredited three fourth of the
grand epic to be sporadic and spurious (p.88-89).
The influence of Russian revolution and the impact
of the doctrines of Lenin on Bharathidasan made him a
rebel.
It seems that the poet cared much for the social
revolution, advocated by Lenin. The revolutionary leaders
in

the

world

confronted

with

the

adamant

superstitious

people, in whose psyche the religious beliefs were deeprooted.
They envisaged that supplanting the religious
beliefs in such people was a prerequisite to effect any social revolution.
To the poet who desired to revolutionize
the society, Lenin’s captivating utterance that “Religion is
the opium
of the people’
sounded
like a_ potential
watchword.
He felt that to eradicate the mistakes and
defects found in the life of the people, they should be
liberated from the religious bindings.
The religion was
breeding
beliefs which are reared by the Sastras and
Puranas that are written in Sanskrit. That is why the poet
cautioned that allowing them amidst the people would
hinder their progress and hence he rediculed and rejected

them

(p.98).

This

kind

of

reasonable for the poet’s hatred
and Sanskrit.

argument
towards

seems
orthodox

to

be

religion

The author ably attempts to establish that though the
poet rebuked the ritualistic religion, he has accepted one
great principle which is in the form of knowledge (pp.100101).

He

quotes

from

Etirpaaraata

Muttam

poet’s regard to Saint Kumaraguruparar’s

to exhibit

the

devotional lyrics
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(pp.102-104).
Then, he proceeds like the early authors to
indicate the significant themes found in the poetical collections of Bharathidasan, and some of his narratives (pp.106144). The later authors, who embarked on the study of the
poet, have uniformly quoted at least some ideas from this
book in support of their views.
Bharathidasanil Putiya Paarvai!* (-New Perspective
in Bharathidasanj 1975) by Thiru A. Arivoli, has made a
landmark in the history of research on Bharathidasan.
In
the introduction of this book, he has recorded his deep
sense of gratitude to his teacher, Pulavar N. Ramanathan
who inspired him very much in the study of Bharathidasan.
This book consists of eight articles. In the first article, the author traces the political and social backgrounds,
the various reformation movements and the National movement that are held responsible for the revolutionary tendencies of the poet.
The dynamic
thoughts of Lenin
exercised a strong influence in his strong psyche. The influence of Self-Respect Movement on the poet was very
significant.
He has also accounted the factors responsible
for the changes in the tone and theme of his poems written
at various intervals of time (pp.9-82).
In the subsequent article, the author has gone through

the poems found in Alakin Cirippu and has pointed out the
poet’s dexterity in delineating the objects of Nature.
He
has also made some comparisons with the Western Poets
(pp.83-154).
In the next article, the delicate love themes
as portrayed by the poet, have been discussed with a sense
of literary appreciation (pp.155- 192).
The metaphysical
aspect, hitherto unnoticed by the researchers forms the
theme of one article (pp.193-210).
In the remaining chapters, the author has pointed out
some of the powerful expressions in the love poems, and
the poet’s reflections of his times (pp.211-253).
In the
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concluding portions,

as a

he has indicated some of the Romantic

aspects as noticed in his poetical works (pp.254-298).
The author has painfully noted the partial and biased
tendency of some Tamil scholars who had either neglected
him while writing the history of modern Tamil literature or
not given him the due place. The title Putiya Paarvai itself was a new one and many authors who came after him,

have used this,

in the caption of their research works.

Since the author has touched on the various aspects
of Bharathidasan’s poetry, he could not do full justice to
all the topics, taxen for discussion. Nevertheless, the book
has its own value.
Bharathidasan _‘ Paattut

Tiram!?

(1980)

by

Dr.M.Abdul Kareem is a readable book.
The author has
accommodated all the available materials from the poems
of Bharathidasan under nine heads. “ The first article has
pointed out the objectives of the poet (pp.9- 23). The following article briefly deals with the significance of the social reforms advocated by the poet (pp.24-30).
In the

subsequent two articles, the author has outlined the poet’s
view concerning the progress of the fair-sex and the
promotion of the Tamil literature and culture (pp.31-61).
The fifth essay explains the greatness of the working class
and propagation of communist ideologies (pp.62-79).
The
next three essays deal with the imaginative aspects, the
fresh rhetorical beauties, and the humorous elements with
adequate illustrations (pp.80-161).
The last essay portrays
the women characters in the poems of Bharathidasan

(pp.162-195).
On the whole, the book is meant to propagate the
message of the poet.
In such books, serious discussions
on a particular aspect of poetry need not be expected.

Puratcik Kavignar Paaveentar Bharathidasan’® (1986)
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by Dr.C.Balasubramaniyan deserves special mention.
This
book contains three endowment lectures on the specific
aspects of the poems of Bharathidasan.
In the introductory pages, the author has presented
the family background of the poet and the social and
revolutionary forces that shaped him a great poet. He has
also included the glowing tributes paid by the great
scholars and leaders who regarded and respected the poet
very much (pp.9-32).
The first lecture has been on the Nature poems. The
author has indicated the relationship between the Poet and
Nature.
He has mainly based his study on the Nature
poems found in the immortal work, Alakin Cirippu.
He
has highlighted the imaginative faculty of the poet in
depicting the various objects of Nature, such as breeze,
forest, hill, river, sun etc.,
Some poems on Nature from
other works of the poet are also taken for study in latter

part of this lecture.

(pp.33-94).

The second lecture is based on the literary aspects.
This is an extensive study touching upon the emotional
aspects and the different varieties of imagination that included the creative imagination, associative imagination and
interpretative imagination.
Besides, the formal elements,
rhetorics, descriptions etc. are also studied.
It is essential
to mention that sufficient and efficient iliustrations from
the poems of Bharathidasan are adduced to support his

views (pp.95-192).
The third lecture has been delivered on the specific
movements that inspired and influenced the poet. To start
with, the Tamil Movement that aimed to introduce and es-

tablish Tamil in all walks of life was the main force that
worked

in the psyche

of the poet.

The

antiquity

of the

heritage, its due place in the spheres of commerce,

music,

Tamil language, its sweetness and greatness, the cultural
137-2
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film, mass media, temple, administration,
occupied the major themes of many poems.

of Tamil

and

its due

merit are also noted

as a

education etc.,
The dynamism

(pp.193-234).

The author has ably pointed out the force of another movement, viz., the reformatory movement that inspired him.
Liberal education, education and equal right for woman,
love marriage, etc., have been emphasized by the poet. He
has
advocated
the
establishment
of
socialistic
and
democratic republic to be the ideal type of government.
He pleaded for the unity of the working class (pp.235-286).
The Self-Respect Movement of Tanthai Periyar effected a
dramatic change in his mental outlook.
As a result, he
hated caste-distinction, advocated anti-religious views and
accepted the concept of one formless God.
All these
points are properly documented.

These lectures almost exhausted the contents of the
poems of Bharathidasan.
Descriptive method is dominant
in this book.
Since the author has clearly restricted his
lectures
to the chosen topics noted above, the Romantic
features are left out.

Dissertations
With regard to the dissertations submitted for the
award of Ph.D., degree in the universities, only those that
are available are taken for brief review.
Among

Kavil!

(i.e.

the dissertations, Bharathidasan-Oru Puratchi

Bharathidasan as

a Revolutionary

poet)

oc-

cupies a significant place.
The author of this research
work, Dr.Maa. Selvarasan, has fearlessly selected this title
for his research in the early seventies, when the scholars
and professors were reluctant to accept such topics for
study leading to the award of a research degree. It is essential
to note
that this
was
the
first thesis
on
Bharathidasan, approved for the award of Ph.D., in the

Romantic Poet
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of Madras.

It has been

published

in the year

The book has been designed in five chapters.

The

first chapter discusses in detail the social and literary forces that moulded the personality of the poet to revolt
against the existing social set-up (pp.9-60).
The second
chapter deals with the revolutionary aspects as found in the
poems of Bharathidasan.
Since the old beliefs of the
people were protected by the religious feelings, as a rebel
the poet revolted against the institution of religion. In this
respect, he was immensely influenced by the thoughts of
Lenin and E.V.R. The poet never accepted the concept of
transmigration of soul and insisted on ethical life.
He
ridiculed the caste system and advocated social equality.
He raised his clarion voice in fayour of the emancipation
of women, the rights of the labourers and the uplift of the
down trodden (pp.61-191). The third chapter is devoted to

delineate the revolutionary characters of both the sexes as
depicted in the poetical works of Bharathidasan (pp.196302). The subsequent chapter is meant for discussing some
of the stylistic and prosodial features (pp.305-354).
The
final chapter brings forth the literary beauties and excellences with copious examples (pp.357-436).
The author has stressed the unique revolutionary
character of the poet in the initial chapters of this book,
while his individuality as a creative poet was emphasised
in the last two chapters.
Bharathidasan is known with two titles.
One is
Paaveentar, i.e., Emperor among poets. The poet himself
accepted this title as evidenced by his autobiographi-

cal

poem.

Another

title

is

Puratci Kavi, i.e. Revolu-

tionary poet. It seems that this title came to him after his
Even in the early film
poetical creation Puratci Kavi.
Dr.Seldialogues, he has been known with this title.
varaasan argues that any poet oe become a Paaveentar
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like Kambar,
other than

Ottakkoothar

Bharathidasan

has

and

Pukazhendi,

been

credited

as a

but no

poet

with the

title,

Puratci Kavi, since he was the first in the history of Tamil
literature, to revolt boldly and vehemently against traditions
and institutions and to revolutionize the structure and sub-

_. Stance of Tamil poetry.

He did the best to resurrect and

~ rejuvenate the
tionary.

Also he led the life of a revolu-

ட

Though this book inspired the younger generation to
embark fresh studies on Bharathidasan, it has not dealt
with the romantic aspects in the light of western criticism.
Dr. A.Arunachalam has done his Ph.D., research on
The Imagery of Bharathidasan and Shelley - A Comparative Study which is yet to be published.
Since
comment.

the book

is not

available

we

have

nothing

to

Another significant dissertation under the caption
Bharathiyum
Bharathidasanum
- Oppiyal Tiranaayvu
(1979) by Dr. C. Kanagasabapathy has been a worthy contribution. It has been approved for the award of Ph.D., in

the Madurai

Kamaraj

University in 1977. In this book,

a

comparative study of the poets has been attempted. It contains two parts. In the introduction, he has pointed out the
methodology that he has adopted in his study. In the first
chapter of the first part of this book, he has explained certain ideologies that included Sanskritization and Westernization, Nationalism and De-Sanskritization
(pp.8-48).
Then he has expatiated on the political, religious and social
backgrounds that led to the germination of the two
dynamic and rebellious poets (pp. 49-88). The following
chapters are devoted to elaborately deal with the caste-system and the changes aimed by the two poets to effect a
caste-ridden society, and their
ட."
analysis (pp.

89- 196).
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The second part contains four chapters. The first one
discusses the sociological thoughts concerning Sanskritiza-

tion as found in the poems of Bharathi and Bharathidasan
(pp. 199-221). The following chapter has brought forth the
sociological ideas connected with Westernization as noticed
in their creative works (pp.222-241). In the next chapter,
the author has attempted to make a comparative study on
the sociological thoughts of the two poets (pp.242-270).
The last chapter highlights some of the aspects of
Nationalization and De-Sanskritization as revealed in their
poems(pp. 271-307).
The author has successfully experimented some of
the sociological and anthropological thoughts in elucidating
the subject-matter of the two great poets.

He has also written a book under the title, Bharathi,
Bharathidasan-K gyitai Matippiitu (i. e. the poctical evaluation of the two.)
It is also published in the same year.
It seems to be a by-product of his previous study. In this
book, he has outlined the concept of modern age and the
background of modem poetry, followed by a very brief account of the language structure of modern Tamil poetry(743).
In the following chapters under the title "the poetic
theory", the author has explained some of the aspects of
inspiration, imagination, poetry in relation to science and
religion etc. Some of the Romantic themes found in the

poems of Bharathi and Bharathidasan have been identified
(pp.83-117).

The

aspects

of Realism

and

Neo-classicism

are also outlined (pp.155-170).

The last portions of this book
trends of modemism as noticed
brought forth the significance of
Shakti, Kuyil and Agni Kunchi on

literary

merits

of Alakin

Cirippu

have pointed out some
in the two poets and
poems on
Bharathi’s
the one hand, and the

and

the classical

and
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realistic aspects of Kutumpa

as a

Vilakku on the other.

Though these two books focussed on the proposed
topics, sufficient attention has not been given to explore
the essential Romantic aspects as embalmed in the poems
of Bharathi and Bharathidasan.

Bharathidasan Pataippuk Kalai’' (1984) by Dr. S. S.
Ilango is based on the materials collected for his Ph.D.,
dissertation. He has dedicated much of his time in the purSuit of research on the literary works of the poet. He is
wellknown for his perseverance to unearth the forgotten
and unpublished works of Bharathidasan. In this book, he
has given the relevant materials with regard to the narrative poems.
The first chapter explains the origin and source of
the narrative poems. Puratcik kavi (1937) is based on the
Sanskrit version ‘Bilhaniyam’ composed by the Kashmiri
poet, Bilhana lived in the end of the 11th and early part of
the 12th centuries. It seems that Bharathidasan should have
read the Tamil translation of the original text rendered by
V. Ganapathi Pillai(1928). The common aspects between
the Sanskrit narrative and its adaptation by the poet have
been pointed out. Similarly, the differences between the
two in the treatment of the story, characterization, the commission and ommission etc., are also identified.
The second narrative Etirpaaraata Muttam was published in 1941. The poet has first written the story in prose
and then developed it into a beautiful poetry. The author
has examined the two versions and noted the deviations
and differences found in them.
In the remaining portions of the first chapter, similar
Studies are carried on the other narratives that included
Kutumpa_
Vijakku,
Kaatalaa?
Katamaiyaa?
Katalmeel

Kumiltkal, Niilavannan Purappaatu, Kannaki Puratci Kaap-
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ptyam and Manimeekalai Venpaa (pp.7-281).
The second chapter analyses the significance of the
female characters in the narratives. Prior to that, the author
has endeavoured to present a detailed account about the
condition of women, during the periods of the ancient
civilizations of the world, especially in India (pp. 282-392).
In the following chapter, the author has attempted to deal
with some allegoric characters (pp.393-452). The next
chapter deals with the readings of the texts (pp.453-520)
and the last chapter with the structure and texture of the
narratives (pp.521-547).
The
author’s Ph.D., dissertation under, the title
Bharathidasan Kataippaatalkal”
has been published in
1978. In this book he has studied the form and content of
the narrative poems that he called Kataippaatal, a name
normally used to denote a ballad. His book entitled

Kutiyaracu

Italil

Bharathidasan Paatalkal”

is

a

good

study revealing those poems first published in the journal
‘Kutiyaracu’ and also identifying the particular poems that
are included in the poetical collections of Bharathidasan.
He has also pointed out that some more poems from this
source are yet to be published. He has collected all the
available essays of the poet and they are published under
the caption, Maanutam

Poorru™”

(1984).

The author’s dedication to the study of Bharathidasan
is conspicuous. His books bear evidence to his hard work,
steadfastness and faithfulness to the subject, though he has
not touched the Romantic aspects of the poet.
Bharathidasan
Vaanidasan
Kavitaikalil
Iyarkaippunaivu~
has been one of the approved dissertations for
the award of Ph.D., degree in the University of Madras,
authored by Dr. V. Kathaiyan. In this book, he has chosen
Bharathidasan and his disciple Vaanidasan for a comparative study.

He has restricted the scope of his research only
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to the poems on Nature. The whole book is devised in nine
chapters. The first two chapters have outlined some of the
Salient aspects of the descriptions of Nature in the early
Tamil Poetry and the 20th century Tamil poems(pp.9-71).
The third chapter deals with the keen observations of the
two poets and their peculiar tendencies in the delineation
of Nature. The author has highlighted their creative genius
in depicting the various manifestations of Nature such as
the rising and setting sun, moon, cloud, river, grove etc.
He

has

also

pointed

out

the

unique

features

as noticed

in

their nature poems(pp.72-97). The tools and techniques
adopted by the two poets in the delineation of natural
phenomena have been analysed. The author has also identified the fresh and original similes and imageries found in
their poems(pp.98-112).

The two poets have used their pen not merely to

draw delightful pictures, but as powerful weapons to eradicate the social evils.
The author has clearly pointed out
the main themes of the Nature poems. They included
patriotism, glorification of Tamil, the democratic principles,
the eradication of caste differences and extermination of
blind beliefs, equality of men and women, importance of
education, significance of the institution of family, respect
and recognition for the working people, etc., (pp.113-202).
The impact and influence of early Tamil poetry on the two
doets formed the core of the next chapter. The author has
also
compared some
of
the
westem
poets
with
Bharathidasan and Vaanidasan in the description of Nature
(pp.203-243). He has also endeavoured to trace the influence of these two poets over the rest of the modern
poets, Kalyanasundaram, Kannadasan, Suradha and others
(pp.244-257). Since Waanidasan happended to be a direct
disciple of Bharathidasan, it is quite natural that he has

been inspired

and influenced

by his teacher. This

aspect

has been explained in the penultimate chapter (pp.258-272).
The last chapter provides
a critical estimate of the delineation of Nature made by the two poets (pp.273-291). In the
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conclusion, the author has subsumed
search.
The

recent

publication

the findings of his re-

entitled

Bharathidasan

Italppanikaf’® (2-1-1991) by Dr. M. Annadurai has to be

mentioned, This book is another Ph.D., dissertation, approved by the University of Madras. The author has identified a new area, where the poet wielded his pen freely
and fearlessly. Most of the scholars know that Kuyil, the
poetical journal of Bharathidasan was a nursery for many a
budding poet. In addition to the publication of his own
poems, he encouraged others to write poems on progressive
themes and to get them publised in Kuyil. But, very few
know the fact that Bharathidasan has been the editor of
some more journals at various intervals of time. They are
Desa Sevakan, Puduvai Murasu and Sri Subramaniyar
Kavita Mandalam. The author of this dissertation has
brought forth all the particulars and details about the journalistic experiences of the poet. All the literary creations of
the poet that were published in various journals and
magazines are for the first time isolated and arranged
properly so that the future researchers should derive the
maximum benefit.

source

The author’s indefatigable efforts in tracing out the
materials for the study deserve to be specially

noted.
Very recent publication of one more Ph.D., dissertation undsr the title, Bharathidasan Pataippukalil Manita
Neeyam”’
brought to the view of the present author. It has
been written by Dr. K. Sakkubai.
This book aims to

study the background responsible for the poet’s progressive
views and his compassion towards the submerged population and his expectation in their elevation. The milk of
human kindness and unassailable faith in the human values

enabled him to make the people and not the divine beings

the central

figure

of his literary

creations. Due

attention
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has been paid on the impact of Self-Respect Movement of
Tanthai Periyar, the greatest thinker of the anti-Vedic and
heterodox
school of moder
times.
The
materialistic
thoughts of Engels and Lenin are also mentioned to explain some contents of the poems of Bharathidasan.
The dissertation is made up of five chapters.
In the
first chapter, the historical aspects of human kindness have
been traced. The
significance
of Indian Materialism,
Ajivaka thoughts, the heterodox attitude of Kapilar Akaval,
the role of the Siddhas, the compassionate outlook of Vallalar and the large heartedness of Bharathiyar and similar
aspects in Bharathidasan are highlighted.
The second
chapter deals with the measureless human kindness that envelopes the entire world, while the third chapter discusses
in detail the problems of the labour class and their liberation. The next chapter is devoted to discuss the position of
women in the society, their rights and measures for their
progress. The final chapter outlines the ethical norms as
enforced by the poet for the sustenance of human kindness.
Though the Communist ideologies and revolutionary
thoughts of anti-Vedic systems of Indian philosophy are
quoted
here and there in elucidating the views
of
Bharathidasan with regard to the individual and society.,
the thoughts and views of the authors and poets of Romantic school are completely left out. However, the book has
its own merit.
Though some aspects are unavoidably recurring in
most of the above mentioned books, they have their own
worth. It is true that there are many more areas in the
literary works of Bharathidasan deserving to be studied in
detail.
The review of literature indicates’ the need and necessity of the present study under the title, Bharathidasan as
a Romantic Poet. The plan of the proposed research may
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be outlined presently.

Plan of the Present Study
The study is mainly based on the materials available
from almost all the poetical works of Bharathidasan. It has
been designed into nine chapters. The introductory chapter
attempts to- outline the evolution of the poetic career of
Bharathidasan. It has also briefly reviewed some of the significant books and dissertations on Bharathidasan, besides
presenting the scheme of the proposed study.
:
The first chapter deals with the Romantic Movement.
' The different periods in the history of Tamil literature are
noted with a view to identifying the dawn of Romantic
poetry in Tamil and to present clear evidence for the
Romantic attitude of Bharathidasan. His references to the
French Romantic poet, Victor Hugo, and to the trinity of
liberty, equality and fraternity as propounded by another
French writer Rousseau,
the father-of European Romantic
movement are identified.
A comprehensive understanding
of Western Romantic
Movement
is essential to our
proposed study. All relevant materials regarding this movement are presented here. The semantic significance of the
word romance, the different definitions of Romanticism and
the chief aspects of Classicism and Romanticism with their
main and major differences are given. The factors that are
held responsible for the germination of the movement and
the impact of French Revolution on the writers of the
Romantic school are also noted.
A brief sketch of the
prominent English Romantic
poets, viz., Wordsworth,
S.T.Coleridge, Sir Walter Scott, Lord Byron, P.B. Shelley
and John Keats has been drawn. Since Bharathidasan has
referred to Victor Hugo by name, a few words about his
life and his literary personality are mentioned. In the end
of this chapter, the essential aspects of the Romantic poetry
are

enlisted

so

that

their

presence

in

the

Bharathidasan may be conveniently examined.

poems

of
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The second chapter discusses in detail the chief features of the Romantic poetry. Initially, the general features
of the English Romantic poetry with regard to the structure
and substance are elucidated. The theory of poetry and the
qualities of a genuine poet as visualized by the English
Romantic poets are explained. Next, the poetical views of
Bharathidasan are vividly portrayed. The Romantic aspects
in Bharathi as identified by his literary heir, Bharathidasan
are brought forth with clear evidence. The theory of poetry
as evolved by him has been examined with its Western
counterpart. The qualities and objectives of a poet as conceived by Bharathidasan are also outlined. In addition, the
diction, the usage of living language, echo words and
onomatopoetic words, phrases and idioms and also classical
words employed by the poet have been briefly studied. The
style and the metrical varieties and folk literary forms as
noticed in his poems are clearly identified. The revolutionary thoughts, the romantic themes, the stress on ethics,
glorification of Tamil and the amalgam of the best in the
old and new formed the substance of his poems. The rustic
characters drawn by the poet are enlisted. The plenty of
proverbs being the wit and wisdom of the many, the folk
pastimes and games etc., being part and parcel of the
Romanticism are also marked.

In the third chapter, the concept of Romantic imagination has been examined.
Initially} the views of William Blake, Wordsworth, Coleridge, Shelley and Keats are
presented. Then, the aspects of Romantic imagination as
exercised in the poems of Bharathidasan have been studied.
Creative imagination, dreaming, reminiscence, aspiration
for utter solitude, escapism, mythmaking etc., are reckoned
to be aspects of Romantic imagination, as understood from
the poetical creations of Bharathidasan.

The fourth chapter is devoted to the study of his love

_

of Nature. The treatment of Nature in the traditional Tamil
Classics, the individuality and originality of the poet in
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depicting the objects of Nature are noted.
Personification
of Nature, one of the prominent aspects in the Romantic
poems of Blake, Byron, Shelley and Keats is dominant in
Bharathidasan. To him, Nature was not only an object of
joy, but a powerful media to communicate high thoughts —
and noble sentiments. The mystical and metaphysical —
aspects of the poet in the treatment of Nature are explained

with details. The dichotomy of Male and Female principles

in the personification of Nature has also been analysed.
Projection of one’s own feelings and sentiments through
nature and aspects of revivalism as revealed in the Nature
poems are also studied) carefully.
The fifth chapter elaborately deals with the aesthetic
experience of the poet. The significance of aesthetics, the
aesthetic ancestry of the Greeks and Tamils and the
philosophic implication of aesthetics are explained in detail.
The background
of the Aesthetic Movement
and _ its
prominent principles are also stated. The concept of art as
evolved by the poet Bharathidasan has been derived. His
descriptions of the various manifestations
of beauty in different objects of Nature and the aesthetic epithets created
by him are studied elaborately. The poet’s interest in art
forms such as paintings and sculptures has been amply illustrated. Apart from the physical beauty, the beauty of
good qualities contributing to the perfection of a human
personality have also .been studied. The poet’s experiences
with beauty, taste of sensuous beauty, cosmic beauty etc.,
are analysed. The realization and enjoyment of beauty and
pleasures

arising

out

of various

sources

including

poetry

are also examined.
The limitations of the sensory organs
in experiencing beauty are underlined. The rare union of

the individual self with the Universal self, being the: pinnacle of aesthetic experience has been evidenced
poems of Bharathidasan.

the

from the

The sixth chapter commences with an elucidation of
Wordsworthian concept, viz., “Let Nature be your
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வா. the ‘application of the same to the Nature
of animism,
principles
The
poems* of: Bharathidasan.
anthropomorphism, empathy” and pathetic fallacy are explained and examined | as far as possible in the light of the
natural descriptions drawn by him. The intimate relationship between Nature and Human beings and the symbolic
and euphemistic expressions known as Ullurai and Iraicci
are also identified.

The

seventh chapter focusses

on Humanism.

Again

the Wordsworthian experience that love of Nature leads
one to love of Mankind has been traced in the poems of
Bharathidasan.
Prior to that, the significance of the
philosophic and literary aspects of humanism, its impact on
French Revolution and its relationship with Romanticism,
etc., are briefly stated. Considering man as the apex of
creation, the dignity and décency of mankind, the trinity of
humanism, the democratic principles, kindness and compassion towards fellow beings as noticed in the poems of
Bharathidasan have been studied in detail. Humanism and
religious outlook, eradication of poverty and concern for
the labour class and suppressed people are
3180 studied.
The evolution of the poet’s consciousness crossing the
frontiers of regional and even national levels soaring to the
height of universal love has
been richly illustrated from
his poems.
In the conclusion, the over all findings and original
thoughts as a result of the study carried out in this dissertation are enumerated.

At the end, bibliography,
pended.

subject index etc., are ap-

The methodology adopted in this study is both comparative and descriptive.
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Literature and Society
Society and literature of any nation are interrelated,
influencing each other. Literature, being the chief of the
social products has been aptly called the autobiography of
a Nation. The changes and growth that moulded the society
of a particular period are held responsible for the germination of fresh themes and forms, contributed to the substance and structure of any literature. The powerful
thinkers and dynamic writers have been the architects of
the everlasting and enchanting mansion of literature. When
they exercised a strong influence on the budding writers of
the following generations, the formation of a separate
school or movement with the specific features of literary
significance becomes inevitable. The school continues to
flourish till a condition of saturation or stagnation is
_ reached. When the manner of expressions and the material
for thoughts become outmoded and loose social relevance,
then a new wave of writers have arisen to guide and guard
the literature and society. The factors that affect the society
and thereby literature are too many. However, they may be
reckoned to be religious, political and economical forces,
besides being ecological and psychological aspects.

Literary Epochs
In the history of Tamil literature, though the periods
of a particular type of literary production have been earmarked, the movements and schools that were prominent in
the particular period are yet to be properly identified and
powerfully highlighted. However, the general epochs that
marked the different kinds of literary genres have been isolated at least by some scholars who have attempted to interpret the history of Tamil Literature. The
history
commences from Sangam period (S00 B.C to 300 A.D.),
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marked
by the concept of classicism. Emphasis on the
perfection of earthly existence, aspects of love, heroism, attachment to Nature, love of arts and social significance are
the paramount themes that occupied the Sangam poetry.
The diction, the techniques of expression, the metre, the
treatment of the subject-matter etc., are well-orgnised and
defined.
They
are
standardised
and
systematized
as
evidenced from Tolkaappiyam, the legislative treatise for
the classical Sangam Tamil. The Tamil monarchs, Chera,
Chola and Pandyas along with the chieftains patronized the
bards, poets and artists.

The post-Sangam
period (300 A.D. to 400 A.D)
witnessed the advent of Buddhistic and Jainistic movements, introducing some innovations both in the theme and
form of Tamil literary creation, side by side reviving some
of the salient aspects of Sangam poetry. They laid stress
on liberation from the mundane life. So, it is clear that in
the outlook of the people also, a change took place. This
period is known as Kalabhras’ interregnum, since the
Tamil Country was under the rule of the Kalabhras who
are not native to the soil, and whose leanings were towards
anti-Vedic religion and Prakrit language.
As a revolt, a counter-movement popularly known as
Bhakti movement (600 A.D. to 900 A.D) was initiated and
it spread to every nook and corner of the Tamil country,
giving prominence to the folk art, nurturing musical Tamil,
being a vital medium of propagation, preserving local cult,

_ defending the Tamil culture and resulting in the creation of
bone-melting

hymns

in a variety of supplementary

metres

known as Paavinam and manifold genres and rhetorical embellishments. The shift in the subject matter has been made

from secularism to devotion to the Almighty. This period
also witnessed the growth of temple architecture, sculpture
and painting - to be a supplementary and commentary to
the devotional themes enunciated in the Tirumurai and
Naalaayiram-The Pallavas were the dominant rulers in this
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period, patronizing the arts, religion and literature.

Cholas
Cholas

The next epoch becomes the period of the Imperial
(900 A.D. to 1300 A.D.). After a long spell, the
regained their supremacy, consolidating the whole

south,

and

1014 A.D.)
I (1012

during the reign of Rajaraja I (985 A.D.
and his illustrious and undaunted

A.D.

- 1044

A.D.)

they

extended

son Rajendra

their

suzerainty

in the North and even overseas especially in Srilanka and
South East Asia. This period created tremendous literary
works, mainly characterized by historical themes. Fresh
forms, majestic style, wonderful diction and interesting
themes become the hallmark of these creative works. The
Sangam Classics, hitherto dwindled into oblivion, have
been rediscovered, adequately annotated and richly commented by the erudite scholars, thus reviving the intellectual anchestry.
The subsequent period upto the political ascendency
of the British and also French, produced a bumper crop of
Prabhanda literature, mostly eulogizing some local chieftains, to win their patronage. Of course, some significant
creations like Tiruppukal are rarely found. The poems of
Kumaraguruparar, Sivaprakasar and Thayuamanavar deserve
to be mentioned.
Though the Islamic scholars and Christian missionaries seriously engaged in the propagation of their faith
in the South, their contribution to the growth of Tamil
could not be minimized. After the introduction of the
British system of education and printing press, the intellectual dimension was widened and the exposure to Western
literature

and

culture

became

prominent

opening

a

new

chapter in the literary history of India.
Pre-Romantic

Though

Poets in Tamil

the

country

was

politically

suppressed

and

-
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socially oppressed, the founders of some fresh religious inStitutions and national movement dedicated themselves to
the betterment and progress of the people. Among the
poets who exhibited social concern, Saint Ramalingar
(1823-1874)

comes

first.

There

is a remarkable

change

in

his religious outlook. He protested against the dogmatic
views of the religious extremists and preached kindness, compassion and universal brotherhood. He took the
ameliorative measures to appease the hunger of the poor.
Through the means of Sanmarga
(i.e. True Path), he
aspired to create social change. His devotional lyrics are
bone-melting songs, marked by simplicity of language and
felicity of expression.

His contemporary
Vedanayagam
Pillai, the first
Tamil Novelist, was also a good poet interested in the
emancipation and education of women, in addition to the
welfare of the society. The hitherto neglected social themes
formed the stuff and substance of his literary creations. His
polished style, easily understandable diction and flow of
language heightened the
dignity of his. poems. At his
hands, prose has also become a powerful vehicle of
thought.
Gopalakrishna
Bharathi
and others composed
many musical songs in a simple and sweet language, intelligible even for the rabble in the street. These authors may
be called the forerunners of the Tamil Romaatic school.
Even the Tamil Siddhars have clear marks of Romanticism.
Some of the lyrics of Bharathidasan are modelled in the
pattern of the poems of the Siddhars. They actually
revolted against the established traditions. In this respect
also, Bharathidasan should have reflected them.
Actually these poets ploughed the ground for the cultivation of a fresh form of literature both in form and content, waiting for the arrival of Bharathi and Bharathidasan,
the two luminaries of the Tamil literary
horizon of the
Modern Period.
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The Dawn of Romantic

Poetry

The tone and texture of the poems of these two great
poets considerably vary, not only from the traditional
poems of the by-gone poets, but also from those of their
contemporary versifiers. In various respects, their poems
are unique and marvellous. The themes, diction, style, language, the techniques of expression, the element of imagination, the emotional aspect and other poetic devices are
ever fresh and original in their poems to the maximum degree. They furnish to a larger extent the rm quirements of
what in the West called the Romantic poetry. Even among
these two poets, some remarkable aspects of individuality
are found, revealing the different ideologies to which they
are wedded. If it is a fact that Bharathi has inspired and
moulded the poetic personality of Bharathidasan, then
equally it is true that Bharathidasan has inspired and inviograted hundreds of poets who are rightly called to
belong
to
his
lineage
(ie.
The
Paramparai
of
Bharathidasan).

The

Romantic

Writers

and

Bharathidasan

‘The present study proposes to explore and elucidate
the Romantic aspects as noticed in the poetical creaticns of
Bharathidasan. It is quite clear that he has known some of
‘the authors of Romantic Movement. Since he lived in Pondicherry, the Capital of the then French India, he had chances to lear much about the revolutionary writers who
organised and stimulated the French Revolution (1789) that
exercised a strong influence upon the authors of the
Romantic

Movement.

Among

them, Rousseau

(1712-

1778)

has been rightly regarded to be the father of the Romantic
movement in literature
The impact of his masterpiece,
"Le Contract Social ’ is noticed in many a poem of
Bharathidasan.

This book has been regarded

of the Revolution. His thought
‘Liberty, Equality and Fratemity’

to be the Bible

provoking expression,
becomes the recurrent
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theme in the revolutionary poems of Bharathidasan. He has
elaborated the progressive views of Rousseau also in his
prose writings. Some illustrations are given here from his

prose:
1.

Camattuvam, Cakootarattuvam, Cutantiram tatumpum
ullam Veentum. atan piraku verri. atan piraku inpa

vaalvu....
Makkalin Cantarppa peetattaal eerpatum nilaiyai niikki-p-poottu, anaivarum makkal enru kollum tagmai oppaveentum. Camatvam-oppu irantirkum oree arttam.
ulakam oru taay. ulaka inpam taayiy tirumulaippaal.
paalunnat-t-taavum
makkalin
maarupataata
manoopaavam-utanpirappu enappatum.
Cakootarattuvam-utanpirappu irantukkum oree arttam.
Ulakam potu. ulaka inpam potu. makkal tamakkuriya
inpattai
ataiya-ttataikal
inri
vitupatta
taymai
vitulalai-cutantiram.
Oppu-utanpirappu-vituatalai! ninaittu-p-paarunkal. innilai atainta makkal inpa vaalkkaiyin ellai kaanpavar.
Piraayicu naatu, nanpu muraiyil tannai antiya eenaiya
Camuukattukkum, "inta muunraiyum uhkal nencil eer-

runkal;anaivarum
niinkal

Camam;anaivarum

_urimai-y-utaiyavarkal;vaa]ntu.

_ cakootarar,;
poonkal"

en-

rutaan collukiratu.
2.

Kanvilikka

mutiyaata

avastaiyil

aatimai _ nilaiyil

calukaiyumarru
irunta
cutantiram,
camatvam,
cakootarattuvankal
oor
vallaracig
tayai-y-utaiyacalukai-y-utaiya-intiyarkalukkum payantaraata_nilaiyil
irukkinrana.
3.

Camatva cakootarattuva cutantiram vaalka!
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These passages are sufficient proof for the poet’s acquaintance with the revolutionary thoughts of Rousseau.
Knowing the significance and relevance of these’ statements, the whole article was reproduced in "Tiravida
Nadu" (23-5-1945) by Perarignar Anna.
A free rendering of the above Tamil prose passage of
Bharathidasan has been given here to understand his
favourable disposition to the concept of Rousseau.
Le

The heart should be filled with the feeling of equality,
fraternity and liberty that leads one to success which
in turn secures joyous life.
One should abhor the condition effected by the circumstantial differences of the people and treating, that
all

were

equal,

should

be

conceded.

The

(Sanskrit)

are
oppu
word
the (Tamil)
and
Samatva
word
synonymous. The world is a mother. The worldly
pleasure is her breast-milk. The non-conflict mental
condition of the children who hasten to consume the
milk

is

.

convey

the

fraternity.

called

Cakootarattuvam
same

the

and

The

(Tamil)

(Sanskrit)word

word utaypirappu

sense.

The world is common. The pleasure of the world is
common. Independence indicates the liberated nature
of the people to attain pleasure without any impediment.
Just think over,
“Equality-Fraternity-Liberty”.
The
people who aitained this condition would realize the
limits of joyous life.
The French country
proached her thus:

teaches

to the

nations,

that

"Please inject all these three in your heart:All are

ap-
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equal; all are brethren; You

possess liberty.Long live!"

2.

To the fettered Indians who
and who were devoid of
were receiving the succour
tule (i.e. Foreign rule), the
and fraternity did not yield

could not open their eyes,
any concession, and who
and support of a powerful
trinity of liberty, equality
any fruit.

3.

Hail equality, fraternity and liberty.
Next, let us pass on to say a few words

Hugo.

about Victor

Victor Hugo
(1802-1855),
another
great French
author, who championed the cause of ‘the liberation of
literature’, that formed the central core of Romanticism,
has been quoted at least in two contexts in the poems of
Bharathidasan. In his presidential poem of a poetic forum
organised by the All India Radio Station at Tiruchirappalli
to commemorate the great poet Bharati, Bharathidasan has
referred to the contribution of Victor Hugo to the removal
of inequality and to the establishment of democracy in
France. The portion is presented here:
“Celvar cilloor nalvaal vukkee

ellaa makkalum enra piraancil
kutikal kutikatku enak kavi kuvikka
viktar yuukoo meevinaan anroo?"

The meaning of the above passage is presented here:
were

When
meant

noblemen

and

it was in practice that all people in France
only to the prosperous life of the minority
aristocrates,

Victor

Hugo

came to the

to raise his poetic tone in favour of the citizens.

front

In another context, Bharathidasan has quoted Victor
Hugo who stated that man has been ignorant of tomorrow’s
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happenings. The lines under reference are the following:*
“naalai natappatai manitan ariyaanenru
nallakavi viktaryukoo connaan"
Here, Bharathidasan praises Hugo to be a good poet,
i.e. “nalla kavi".
Apart from these references to the Romantic writers,
many revolutionary ideas of the French thinkers are also
found in his poems.
Before
investigating
the
Romantic
features
88
enshrined in the literary creations of Bharathiddsan, it is
essential to know something about the semantic significance of the word, ‘Romance’, and its definitions, the
commanding position of Romanticism in contrast to the
previously existing school of Classicism, the factors that
are held responsible for the germination of the Movement,
the prominent figures of the Romantic Movement and the
salient aspects that identify and isolate the Romantic
poetry.

Romance-the Semantic Significance
The word ‘romance’ being a derivative of the old
French word 'romanz’ originally meant, "the speech of the
people" or "the vulgar tongue” in contrast with the written
By vulgar tongue, it is
form of literary Latin or Greek.
the vernacular language
considered
scholars
that
understood
Latin. The languages
tongue,
learned
the
to
distinction
in
other than the classical ones such as Greek and Latin were
taken to be the Romantic languages, otherwise known as
the new vernacular languages.

Another connotation of the same word is worth men-

tioning. Through shift of meaning the word indicated the
literary work

which

has been written in that regional lan-
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guage.’ In modem French, the word Romance denotes just
a novel, whatever may be its content and structure.
In modem English, the word romance means a
medieval narrative composition or a love affair, or a story
about a love affair.
The
term romance
is characterised by different
qualities such as remoteness, desolation, melancholy, divine
unrest, passion and the all embracing power of the imagination. It is suggestive of strangeness and of adventure,
of never satisfied aspiration after the unknown or the unattainable.
According to some scholars, the word romantic has
been used in the sense of adventurous, emotional, or fanciful. In its extension of meaning, the word was applied to
denote a many sided literary movement and its immediate
forerunners. The same word according to the context was
also applied to any or all of the vast implications of the

literary

movement-to

its

remote

antecedents

posterity,
to
allied
arts,
politics,
religion,
philosophy, history, nation, human nature, etc.

and _

its

morals,

Lilian R. Furst in his excellent
monograph on
Romanticism has presented the maximum accessible meanings and interpretations of the words romance and romantic. Let us consider some of them with a view to having a
clear understanding about the significance of the term.

The word, ‘romantic’ has been generally used as a
synonym for the adjectives viz., attractive, unselfish, exuberant, ornamental, unreal, realistic, irrational, materialistic, futile, heroic, mysterious and soulful, noteworthy,
conservative, revolutionary... emotional etc.” When we
look into the above list of the synonymous words, we are
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astonished to note that even opposite meanings such as
conservative and revolutionary are also indicated by the
same word romantic. It seems that the author has spared no
pains to collect as many connotations as possible conveyed
by the word romantic. It is a puzzle how the different
shades of meaning are contained in a single word. It shows
that the authors and writers have sufficiently employed the
word according to their own taste and temperament.
Definitions

1.

2.

of Romanticism

According to Heine, Romanticism indicates the re. awakening of the life of thought of the Middle ages, 1
By this elucidation one can easily understand that
through the revival of the medieval life- style and
thinking process, a glorious present would be created
by the romantic poets.
Another
thus:

scholar,

More

by name,

defines

romanticism

"The illusion of beholding the infinite within the
stream of nature itself, instead of apart from that stream."
This definition unfolds some sort of mysterious and
mystical aspects of romanticism. The inquisitive nature of
the human mind always attempts to unravel the mystery
behind the screen.of nature. Our existence is limited; our
environs are also limited. Within this limited circumstance,
there exists the limitless and infinite which has been
variously called as God, Absolute, Power of Nature, etc.
The romantic poets through insight and intuition claimed to
have encounted with the infinite within the stream of nature itself. To put it in other words, they were able to behold

the

infinite

in

the

various

manifestations

of

nature,

such as the blue sky, the luminaries, sea, groves, flowers,
trees, water falls etc. This definition is applicable only to
some of the romantics who have faith in the existence of a
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supreme spiritual power.
3.

Waterhouse defined Romanticism to be an effort to escape from actuality. ~ It does not mean that Romantics

never

worried

about

the

actual.

happenings

of

the

world. The escape from reality indicates either their
entry into the external nature, or their engagement in

an imaginative world and it serves as a means to for-

get the miseries and to contemplate something supreme
and useful to redeem the grievances of the people.
This kind of withdrawal subsequently results in the
retum to the society for a noble cause.

4.

Abercrombie, the great critic, has defined romanticism
in the following way:

"A withdrawal from
upon inner".

From

this explanation

outer

experience

it is to be

to concentrate

inferred

that the

romantic poets are subjective in nature, often found
themselves in absorption. By travelling to the inner
recesses of the mind, they could reach the depth of the
consciousness where they found solace and rare experiences which are expressed in a symbolic language
in their poems. This concept of romanticism has been
attested by Phelps who said that the term indicated

subjectivity, the love of the picturesque etc.,

5.

Victor Hugo, one of the revolutionary writers of
French
literature has defined
romanticism
to be
"Liberalism in literature" '* tt is he who fought for
liberating literature from the shackles of the traditional legislature of literary creations. Hence. it is understood
that the romantics did not adhere to the conservative
and classical norms of literary theories, but to chalk
out fresh rules for their poetic creations.
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George Sand defines the term thus:!>
“Emotion rather than reason; the heart opposed to the
head".
This criptic note unfolds the fact that. the romantics
gave much importance especially to emotion at white
heat, rather than to reason. If they halt to think over
seriously, then their expression will not be poetic. If
their ideas are embodied with firy emotion, then their
poems also are powerful to arouse the feelings and
Stimulate the readers. The romantics are feelers and so
they attached much importance to the heart which is
considered to be the seat of emotion. The head is supposed to be the seat of reason, which is not given
prominence by the romantics.
Hanser Verlag considered that the romantic aspect consists in depicting the emotional matter in an imaginative form.!® Here again, it goes without saying that the
Romantic poets attached primary importance to the
literary elements of emotion and imagination. If these
twowere prominent, the formal and intellectual aspects
also would subsequently receive due attention.
Stendhal, the French author explained romanticism to
be the art of offering people the literary works likely
to give them the greatest possible pleasure, having due
regard to the habits and beliefs of the time.
From
this definition, it is evident that the romantics were
concerned with the business of the ordinary life. which
delighted the people much.

Another

critic

offered

a

different

connotation

to

the

same term. According to him,
“Romanticism
137-4

was

considered to be

Protestantism
in
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literature and the arts, or liberalism, or simply poetry
as against prose, or the expression of a sensitive heart
ora predilection for the grotesque and fantastic, and
So fort. ட்ட
In Christianity the Protestant sect arose as a separate
religious school against the: conservative Catholic sect.
So also in the literary field the Romantic school appeared as a separate entity as against the conservative
classical school.

10.

Rousseau, a revolutionary thinker who has contributed
much to the French Revolution, pointed out that the
word ‘Romanticism’ meant the return to nature.!? It is
true that the romantic writers gave much importance to
nature, which provided not only pleasure but also
knowledge. The fuller significance of this statement is
to be presented when we deal with the factors that
contributed to the French Revelution.

However, with regard to the first usage of the word
Romanticism, there are some opinions worth mentioning.

First Introduction

of the Word

Romanticism

According to Furst, the great poets like Wordsworth
who belonged to the Romantic school did not use the word
romantic in their writings.~.
The Preface to the Lyrical
Ballads properly contemplated and forcibly communicated
by Wordsworth has been highly regarded to be the
manifesto of the romantic poetic theory. In this preface
there is no mention about the word romantic. However, he
has used the word in his Prelude.“
Again, Furst concluded
that his comrade Coleridge who was a source of inspiration
for the poetic creation of Wordsworth and who was also a
Romantic poet, nowhere used the word romantic in his
very popular critical work, Biographic Literaria.“~
But,

Romantic

there

the

Poet

word

finds

aந

that in his Defence of Poe rs இடி” வ
Romantic poet, did not use the) wo d romgitic~
question arises how this word (வோ ட்to "the: |
literature. The credit goes to Friedrich Schlegel; the 6
man schglar who has introduced the ‘word into_the 16
context.

Though

he

did

not

arrive. “Ata yconehisive

ry
and

definite meaning, his writings provided fertile materials on
this subject. Romanticism has been considered as a revolt
against classicism. So it is proper to compare and contrast
the two different literary schools.
Classicism

Vs. Romanticism

According to Heine, classic art portrays the finite,
while the romantic art also suggests the infinite.“
So it is
understood that the empirical and physical reality is
portrayed in the classical art, whereas the indwelling and
transcendental reality is depicted in the romantic art.
Before the advent of romantic school, Neo-classicism
was dominant in 17th century, particularly in France. As a
result of the Renaissance in the end of 15th century, the
study of the classical works of Greek and Latin was encouraged to revive. Honest efforts were taken to preserve
the classical standards and to establish, elaborate and disseminate a view of literature inherited from Greek and
Roman antiquity.

The writers of the classical school were guided by
the principles enunciated by the ancient scholars Aristotle,
Horace, Quintilian and Longinus. They had unqualified
belief in the mental and intellectual powers.
Schlegel

(1772-1829),

the

German

scholar

defined

that Classicism was an attempt to express infinite ideas and
feclings in a finite form, whereas Romanticism was a sinin
cere endeavour to express a kind of universal poetry
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the creation of which the poet made his own laws.”’ His
influence to the Romantic movement has been highly estimated.
One author has beautifully summarised the available
definitions of Classicism and Romanticism in "A Compendious History of English Literature". The relevant aspects
are the following:
Classical writing is characterised by reason or commonsense in matter, expressed in a restrained style
marked by order, proportion and finish.

Romantic writing is characterised by imagination in
matter, expressed in a style more or less free of
restraint, being simple or grand, picturesque or passionate, varying according to the mood and temperament of the author.

Classicism subordinated matter to form. For the writers
of this school, form was more important than matter.
But, Romanticism subordinated form to matter. For the
writers of this school, subject-matter has been very important and form occupied a secondary position. In the
former, regimentation, regulation and authority were
dominant, while in the latter individuality, informality
and freedom were prominent.

Formal elegance, restraint of emotion and passion,
objectivism as. against subjectivism, reasoning as opposed
to imagination, undue importance in the portrayal of aristocratic people as against the rustics, etc., are some of the
chief characteristics of the classical school.

But, the Romantics were of revolutionary character.
They did not accept the orthodox way of thinking and dogmatic views. They never cared for the established rules.
The rigidity of the canons of versification, the monopoly of
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the heroic couplet, the frozen style, the frequent use of
classical words, high sounding poetic diction and ornamental language ascribed to Neo-classicism were neglected by
the new wave of writers. Flexibility in expression, fresh
forms, popular diction, creative imagination, love of nature
and humanism are the characteristic features of the Romantic poetry.
The Romantics were free birds. They added importance to the creative power of imagination and the forcible
expression of emotion. They treated Nature to be the
manifestation of the Supreme Power. With the help of Imagination, they have
attempted to realise the Ultimate
Reality.

Paul Harvy has clearly mentioned that the Romantic
writers had formed a separate movement to nurture and
nourish a new form of literary creation in the last quarter
of 18th century in Europe.”
According to him, Romanticism supplanted the old narrow intellectual attitude and
visualized a wider outlook which recognized the claims of
passion and emotion. The Romantics replaced the critical
by the creative spirit. He has rightly observed that they had
expanded vision and presented the mysteries of life in a
passionate language and delineated the aspects of life with
a sense of humour and a touch of sympathy.
So far, the semantic significance of the word
ticism, its definitions, its chief features as against
classicism have been outlined. Next, it is proper
few words about the factors that contributed to
mination of the Romantic movement.
Factors
The

for the Romantic
roots

of

the

Romanthose of
to say a
the ger-

Movement

Romantic

movement

are

found

in

the literary history of the 18th century. The force of the
strict rules, too much importance for decorum and decency,
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undue emphasis on exposing social foibles contributed to
the stagnation of the onward march of the literary journey.
The writers felt the necessity to be liberated from the entanglement of the age long traditions and established rules
as enunciated by the classical writers, so that they would
be in a position to communicate freely and frankly what
they felt and thought. As a revolt against the old classical

system, the romantic movement was blossomed:
A.C. Ward considered that the Romantic movement
was a deviation from the classical tradition. Yet he has
alsu stressed the significance of the classical Greek literature and its influence on the European literary works in the
various epochs. According to him, the modern mind has
been irrigated and fertilized by the spirit and ideas of the
classical literature investing incalculable profit to the
readers.°° He opined that most of the profit which English
literature owed to the classical tradition has come through
the Romantic writers. From this account, it is clear that
thougn the Romantic authors challenged the classical tradition in order to give free expression to the imagination and
thoughts, they were not enemies to the classical works.
What they felt to be relevant from the classical
were not neglected but handed over to posterity.

tradition

The desire for bringing new directions within the
framework of existing traditions resulted in the formation
of an open revolt. A number of literary tendencies to create a change in the structure
and substance collectively
paved the way for the appearance of literary romanticism.
According

to scholars

these tendencies

are subsumed

three heads; viz., subject matter, attitude and form.

under

The romantic themes included the rustic life and
tural culture of the non-classic lands. Reviving the national
past,
the middle ages, the local colour, the particular in
preference to the general, the extraordinary importa
nce
given to the nature etc., formed some of the chief themes
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of the Romantic literatures. The description of night, death,
ruins, graves and such other glooming pictures, dreams,
and the subconscious also occupied a special place in such
works.
With

regard

to

the

romantic

attitude,

individualism

came to the front. The romantic hero was unusually an
egocentric creature enveloped by extreme melancholy or
dullness. Also he was well portrayed to be a fire brand
raising his voice against the existing society. However, he
was conceived to be a man of mystery.
The authors often landed in introspection and recollection. They preferred lyrical forms including ballad to be
the suitable structure to convey effectively the message that

they desired to deliver. Though

the lyrical form

was

al-

ready existing, it was only at the hands of the Romantics
that it has actually attained maturity and a special significance.
It is generally said that the Romantic movement was
originally formed by the Schlegel brothers in Germany in
the end of the 18th century. However, the authors of the
French Revolution have also contributed much to this
literary movement. Hence, the impact of this revolution on
the movement has to be studied at least briefly.

Impact of French

Revolution

In the history of mankind, American Revolution that
took place in the year 1776 resulted in the triumph of
democracy over autocracy. In the war of American Independence
many
French
soldiers
whole-heartedly
participated and fought against the Imperialism of the British
rule. These soldiers returned to France with a spirit of
revolutionary thoughts and got enraged to witness the
wrongs of the absolutism of Louis XVI, the monarch of
France,

who

was

corrupt,

extravagant

and

debaucherous,

and who turned a deaf ear to the cries of the unprivileged
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subjects. The great thinkers of France like Voltaire (16941778), Rousseau (1712-1778), Montesquieu (1689-1755)
and

Denis

Diderot

(1713-

1784)

had

exposed

the

folly

of

despotism and absolutism of the monarch, revealing the social
and economic inequality that subsequently led to the
French Revolution of 1789. Among the maxims of the
aforesaid thinkers, the powerful expressions of Rousseau,
"Liberty,
Equality
and
Fraternity",
being
the trinity
watchword, that kindled and stimulated the minds of the
masses and also the men of letters to launch a holy war
against the atrocity of the monarch. 2 Being a humanist, he
emphasised
the significance of the individual in his
monumental

work

entitled

"Le Contract Social”

(1762).

He

advocated the importance of natural objects with which the
human beings were associated from the very beginning.
His concept, Return to Nature indicated not only the
significance of the Natural phenomena, the company of
which provided solace and pleasure to the primitive man,
but also denoted the original or natural form of social setup in which every one was happy and content. He desired
to revive that antique form of society.
He was considered to be the stormy petrel of the
French Revolution. He proclaimed that the head of the
state should rule the country with the consent of the
people. For, the existence in social contract theory declared
that sovereignty was rested with the people. His sense of
equality impelled him to declare that every man was bom
free, though he had been fettered by environs. His writings
had exercised a great influence on the literature of not only
France, but also on the literatures of Germany
and
England. He has been rightly called the father of the
Romantic Movement in Literature.

However, the French Revolution assured the nations
under the grip of despotism and slavery, the optimistic
hope of political emancipation and social equality.
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Indigenous Origin
However, there are some scholars who have claimed
that the Romantic Movement has been originated without
the alien influence. For instance, Legouis and Cazamian
loudly expressed that prior to the Romantic period of
Wordsworth and Coleridge, the Elizabethan age has been
considered to be the first Romantic age.-”
What the later
Romantics gained from the German and French sources
were only
secondary, whereas the primary force has
proceeded from the Elizabethan writers. Just like the neoclassical poets Dryden and Pope did not accept the romantic aspects of the Elizabethan authors and adhered the neoclassical aspects of French literature in their creative
works, so also Wordsworth and Coleridge repudiated the
tenets of neo-classicism and established the Romantic principles through their writings.
However, the later Romantic poets differed from the
early Elizabethan Romantics, at least in two respects viz.,
attitude towards nature and overdue importance attached to
creative imagination.
The collective publication of the Lyrical Ballads of
Wordsworth and Coleridge in 1798 actually inaugurated a
new phase in the history of English Romantic Movement.
The preface of this anthology has been carefully prepared
by Wordsworth revealing the innovative aspects both in the
subject-matter and structure of the poems. We have already
noted that it has been considered to be the manifesto of
Romantic poetry. Even before the advent of these two
poets,

there

were

some

pioneers

who

revealed

clearly

the

Romantic attitude in their poems.

poet.

Robert Burns (1759-1796) was a Scott and a bom
He was one of the pre-Romantic poets, wellknown

for his sense of liberty that has been the animating force of
his poetry. He advocated social equality and respected the
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dignity of an individual. He stood against the church
clergy. His poetry reveals his own life.

and

William Blake (1757-1827) was one of the prominent
poets who inspired the later Romantic poets very much.
His “Songs of Innocence" became very famous. He was a
metaphysical poet of a very high order. He has used simple
diction but depicted wonderful thoughts. His poems are
marked by a rare delicacy and rich harmony. In them, "the
dried-up spring of Elizabethan lyricism may be said to well
up again.""”
His creative works are saturated with the
aspects of Naturalism.
Apart

from

1771), William
sidered to be

Bums

and

Blake,

Thomas

Gray

(1716-

Cowper (1731-1800) and others are conthe heralds of the English Romantic

literature.

The English Romantic Poets
Among
the
Romantics
of
English _ literature,
Wordsworth, Coleridge, Scott, Byron, Shelley and Keats
are the most significant. Though these poets have shared
some common aspects of Romanticism, each one of them
exhibited individuality and laid stress on a particular
aspect. With regard to the poetic themes and techniques of
expression, they revealed their identity. However, the
literary historians are of the opinion that the age of the
Romantics has been the second golden period of English
literary creation. A brief account of the aforesaid poets
would be helpful for our study.

1. Wordsworth

(1770-1850)

He was the son of a lawyer, born at Cockermouth,
not far away from the Lake District, where he lived the
major period of his life. He spent his early days among the
innocent rustics, the shepherds and dalesmen of his native
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place. Rural atmosphere made an indelible mark in his
mind and he made the rustics to be the types of ideal characters, untainted by the tumultuous life of the urban
civilization.
He
was
a graduate
of St.John’s
College
at
Cambridge. After spending some months in London, he
visited France in 1791. He fell in love with a French lady
older than him. He had occasions to acquaint himself with
the writings of the French authors. His joyous impression
on witnessing the French Revolution hasbeen recorded in
his autobiographical poem, "The Prelude".>>
"O pleasant exercise of hope and joy!
For mighty were the auxiliars which then stood
Upon our side, us who were strong in love!
Bliss was it in that dawn to be alive,
But to be young was very Heaven!"
“Europe at that time was thrilled with joy
France standing on the top of golden hours
And human nature seeming born again."

French
tracted

Really, the poet admired the democratic spirit of the rebels against the unethical monarchy. He was atby the trinity of Equality,

Liberty

and Fraternity

as

envisaged by Rousseau. For this reason, Emile Legouis
considered that his work was a continuation of the movement initiated by Rousseau and branded it to be an
English
variety
of
Rousseauism.
Like
Rousseau,
Wordsworth possessed sincere faith in the goodness of Nature and in the excellence of the child. Their ideas on
education are. also identical. So, Wordsworth has been
placed among the numerous "Sons of Rousseau” who constituted the main battalion of Romanticism.
But, when

supremacy,

England

Wordsworth

battled against France

experienced

a mental

to establish

conflict be-
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tween his patriotic feeling and favourable disposition to
French Revolution. Also, the terrific activities of the extremists horrored him. Whenever he was mentally affected, he
was advised by his sister Dorothy to return to Nature to
get tranquillity and solace.
He has been the greatest Nature poet of England.
Being a lover of Nature, he experienced some divinity in
its various manifestations. His knowledge of Nature was as
great as his love to it. It is often said that Nature itself
took nis pen and wrote for him.
His poems found in the anthology of Lyrical Ballads
were not received initially by the public as well as by the
scholars. The critics passed scathing criticisms against his
poems. The credit goes to S.T.Coleridge, the great poetcritic who was instrumental to bring forth the greatness of
his poetry. In his company, he developed his literary activity. In the words of Hudson, "the readers of new generation began to perceive greatness and meaning in his poetry
to which their fathers had been blind."*° This was the fate
even with the Tamil Romantic poets. Most of the poets of
19th century are considered to be the literary heirs of
Wordsworth. He was the Poet-Laureate after the passing
away of Southey.
His theory of poetry has been expounded in his
preface to the monumental Lyrical Ballads. It will be outlined in the following chapter, when we deal with the
poetic theory of Bharathidasan.

2. §.T. Coleridge (1772-1834)
He was the thirteenth child of the Vicar of Ottery St.
Mary at Devonshire. When he joined the Christ Hospital,
the Charity School in London, Charles Lamb became his
schoolmate. When he was at Cambridge, he was attracted
by the gospel of the French revolutionaries. He welcomed
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the revolution in some of his early poems. At Oxford,
along with Southey, who later became his co-brother and
other friends, he planned for the utopian type of Pantisocracy to be introduced in America, as he lost hope in
his homeland. But, lack of funds stopped his plan.
With the company of Wordsworth, he made a trip to
Germany, where he mastered the philosophy of Kant that
he interpreted after his return to England both in his lectures and writings. He was a good poet, efficient critic and
able philosopher. He was an. interesting conversationalist
and illuminating journalist. He was a versatile genius and
voracious reader. He became an addict to opium. In his
later period he freed himself from that evil habit and
toured to Malta and Italy.
Among his poems, The Rime of the Ancient Mariner
and Christabel represent the triumph of Romanticism. He
endeavoured to project a human interest into his poems of
Romantic character. He defined Romanticism to be the
renaissance of the wonder.
He reflected the romantic
aspects of mystery and dreaming. His other poems included
France: an Ode, Dejection: an Ode, Work Without Hope,
Kubla Khan etc.,
His lectures on Shakespeare and other poets bear
evidence to his critical genius. His famous criticism on the
poetic theory of Wordsworth and the Romantic aspects is
found in his Biographia Literaria.’
His Table Talk was
also published.
Me made the clear demarcation between Imagination
and Fancy. The former one is creative in character, while
the latter one is passive accommodating the memories and
mental pictures.
Wordsworth and Coleridge were mutually benefitted
by their close association that Ied to the joint production of
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Lyrical Ballads which opened
history of English Literature.
3. Sir Walter

Scott

a remarkable

epoch

as a

in the

(1771-1832)

Scott was bom in Edinburgh. His father was a
lawyer. His forbears were great warriors. Though he was
lame, he took part in sports. He was interested even from
his boyhood in the historical ballads of the Scottish people
and their traditional culture. Since he spent his early years
in a countryside of his grand father, he naturally developed
an interest in the landscape and a love for the objects of
Nature. His imagination was energized by the chivalrous
and adventurous stories, told by the peasants to his satisfaction and wonder.
He was influenced by the German Romanticism. He
translated some of the German ballads into English. Also
he received his themes and inspiration from the past history of the Scottish life. All his poems are marked by the
Romantic tone. The Lay of the Last Minstrel, Marmion,The
Lady of the Lake etc., are some of his Romantic poems.
His poem on "Patriotism" is very famous as it aroused the
patriotic *fervour in the minds of those who aspired for
freedom. Since this theme becomes prominent in the poems
of Bharathi and Bharathidasan, the whole poem has been
presented here.
"Breathes there the man with soul so dead,
Who never to himself hath said,

‘This is my own, my native land!’
Whose heart hath ne’ er within him burn’d
As homeward footsteps he hath turn’d
From wandering on a foreign strand?
If such there breathe, go mark him well;
For him no Minstrel raptures swell;
High though his titles, proud his name,
Boundless his wealth as wish can claim’
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Despite those titles, power and pelf,
The wretch, concentrated all in self,
Living, shall forfeit fair renown,
And doubly dying, shall go down
To the vile dust from when he sprung,
Unwept, unhonour’d and unsung".
The passionate love for one’s land has been ingrained in Scott. His Romantic
poems: were free from
mysticism and supernaturalism. His love of Nature and his
interest for the romance of the past are worth mentioning.
He excelled in penpicturing the wildest aspects of Natural
beauties.
However, he could

not continue

to be a poet for two

reasons. Firstly, he exhausted all his poetic vein. Secondly,
the entry of Byron into the domain of poetry threatened his
popularity directing him to tum to a fresh form of literary
creation i.e. Romantic Novels. In this new field, he made a
mark.

Ivanhoe,

Kenilworth,

Quentin

Durward

and Talisman

are some of his popular novels. He was very generous and
benevolent as revealed by his magnanimous deed of rejecting the offer of poct-laureateship for which post he suggested
Southey,
his contemporary,
who
was
also a
Romantic poet.
Byron, Shelley
of the later period of
ary in their own way.
poetry, each of them
First of all, let us say

4. Lord Byron

and Keats were the significant poets
Romanticism. They were revolutionYet, in texture and temper of their
exhibited individuality considerably.
a few words about Byron.

(1788-1824)

Byron was born in London. He belonged to the family of noble men characterized by passionate temper, adventure and extravagance. He was the only child of Captain
John Byron through his second wife, being a Scottish
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heiress. He was physically handsome, though one foot was
lame by birth. He was educated at Harrow and Cambridge.
He travelled to the continental countries during 1809-1811.
In Switzerland he met Shelley and acquainted with him.
The last years of his life were also spent in the contincntal
tour. He was fascinated by the cause of Greek independence. His married life often was distorted and disturbed. His desires and disappointments are recorded in his
poems.
With regard to his literary creations, his first volume
of poems entitled, "Hours of Idleness" (1807) written in
heroic couplets after the model of Alexander Pope, was
severely criticized by Jeffrey, the Scottish editor of the
Edinburgh Review. The enraged Byron repudiated and
retorted in caustic words under the title, English Bards 7nd
Scotch

Reviewers

(1809).

This

satiric

ten in heroic couplets fiercely
Editor, but the senior Romantic
Wordsworth and Coleridge.
His

poem

was

also

writ-

attacking not only the
poets not even sparing

itinerant experiences and historical memories
main theme of Childe Harold’s Pilgrimage

formed

the

(1812).

Don

Juan

(1818-

1824)

has been considered

to be

his masterpiece. The adventures of the hero, Don Juan and
his encounters with the fair sex are narrated with thrill and
wonder. In this epic poem, he has rebelled against the established traditions and hypocrisies of the society. The
vision of Judgement, Beppo and The Corsair are some of
his significant poems. The best of his lyrical poems
remains to be The Dream reflecting his frustrated love with
Miss Chaworth.
Though the Romantic pocts revolted against Classicism, Byron was an exception. He appreciated Pope and
compared his classical school to a Greck temple and the
romantic school to a Turkish mosque.”
He expressed his
inability to replace the mosque by the temple, thereby hint-
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practical

life

was

bound

by

romanticism.

He

developed a pantheistic outlook and he depicted the terrific
aspects

of Nature

with

fidelity

the old order of feudalism.
dividualism.
against the

and

felicity.

He advocated

He

rediculed

liberty and in-

The heroes of his narratives
out moulded society. In these

were rebels
respects he

mingled with the current of French Romanticism. According to T.F.Henderson, the romantic note is clearly sounded
in many of his poems.”
Byron’s influence over the. younger generation of
poets has been unmistakable. According to Leslie A.March,
Tennyson had a high respect for Byron. Carlyle
considered Byron to be "the noblest spirit in Europe".
John
Ruskin and Browning were inspired by him. The gloomy
nature, frustration, satiety, morbidity, unrest and revolting
tendency being the chief features.of most of his poems
constituted what is called Byronism.
Some poems, like Darkness stand in good comparison with the poems of Bharathidasan on the same subject.

5. Percy*Bysshe Shelley (1792-1822)
Shelley belonged to a rich family. He was born in
Sussex. He was educated at Oxford University. By nature
he was a revolt and iconoclast. He questioned the tradition
and repudiated all the established institutions including the
government, church and religion. He was expelled from the
university for the publication of the thought provoking
pamphlet, The Necessity of Atheism as a rejoinder to the
septical views of the French philosophers. His first mar-

riage with a minor girl,

Harriet Westbrook, the daughter

of a coffee-house owner was not satisfactory. After
of Godwin,
suicide, he married Mary, the daughter

her
the

revolutionary philosopher and novelist. He was inspired by
the ideas of Godwin, especially his "Political Justice". He
137.5
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to the study of Elizabethan literature. In his early life, he
took to the profession of medicine. But soon realising his
stand in the realm of poetry, he gave up that job. With the
help of Clarke, he earned the company of the literary per-

sons

like Leigh

Hunt,

Hazlitt,

Shelley

and

Godwin.

He

gained the Greek knowledge only through the writings of
the Elizabethan authors. He was by temperament a Greek.
His poems are found in three volumes. When the poet published Endymion in 1818, the Quarterly Review criticised
it wildly without any mercy. He died in Rome at the age
of twenty five.
Most of his creations based on Greek myths are
coloured with romantic features, freed from the qualities of
Hellenic art. He was a good artist and a dreamer. He was
down to the earth. He supported the views of the radicals
of his period. He was a poet of sensations and feelings.
His religion was the adoration of the principle of beauty,
as found in the manifestations of Nature and Art creations.
His contribution to the Romantic aesthetics is considerable.
He considered poetry not as a media of preaching and
propagating some social or political thoughts, but to be the
embodiment of beauty. His humanism is well understood in
his illuminating, interesting and informative "Letters" rather
in his poems.””
He has powerfully influenced his successors, Tennyson, Swinburne and others.
His narrative poems and odes earned him a good
position among the English poets.
Endymion, Lamia,
Isabella, The Eve of St.Agnes and Hyperion are his popular
poems. Among his Odes, Ode to a Nightingale, Ode on a
Grecian Urn, Ode to Psyche, To Autumn etc., are the significant. Imagery, personification and projecting the senti-

ments and feelings through Nature are some of the salient
aspects of his romantic poetry.
In

our

Bharathidasan

study,
deserve

the
to

aesthetic
be

aspects of

compared.

There

Keats. and
are some

ats
by,

Literary Tendencies
The poetry of a particular epoch has been marked by
some characteristic features. The significant changes in the
diction, style, metre and theme determine the literary tendency of a specific period. When we peep into the periods
of Tamil literary history, we would be convinced to notice
the transformations that have taken place both in the structure and substance of the literary creations. The earliest
available Sangam classics form themselves
a separate
class, separating themselves from the rest of the Tamil
poetical
works in regard to expression, imagination,
thoughts and themes. So also, the devotional lyrics of the
Bhakti movement form a unique group as they differ both
in content and form from the poems anterior and posterior
to them. The tone and texture of the minor literary works
popularly known as prabandhas of the medieval and later
periods are conspicuously different from those of the works
blossomed before and after them. Coming to the modern
period, revolutionary innovations are noticed in the structure, style and subject matter of the Tamil poetry suggesting the dawn of an entirely new epoch. The poets Bharathi
and Bharathidasan are the great luminaries of the present
period.
When we consider the history of English literature,
similar periods are clearly earmarked. The period of ancient English produced the great poet Chaucer. The age of
Renaissance created a stir in the realm of literary creation.
The Elizabethan age produced Shakespeare, the greatest
among the English poets. The Age of Neo-Classicism was
dominated by Dryden and Pope. The latter part of the 18th
century and the early part of the 19th century have been
identified as the Romantic epoch, the most productive

period in thé history of English literature. William Blake,
‘Sir Walter Scott, Wordsworth, Coleridge, Byron, Shelley
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and Keats enriched the language by their invaluable contributions. The rest of the literary history included the Victorian age and the present century.
Poets-Cum-Critics
Our study is focussed only on the Romantic poetry.
The proposed hypothesis, that the poems of Bharathidasan
shared most of the significant Romantic aspects is to be
examined and if possible to be established in the light of
evidences to be adduced in the course of this dissertation.
Before that, it is essential to have a glimpse of the theory
of poetry as elucidated by the English Romantic poets, followed by a detailed study of the views of modem Tamil
poetry as expounded by Bharathidasan. To start with, a
brief account of the theory of poetry as visualized by the
Romantic poets deserves to be presented.
Among the Romantic poets, Wordsworth’s Preface to .
the Lyrical Ballads has been considered to be a manifesto
of the new poetry.! The last chapters of Biographia
Literaria revealed the theory of Romantic poetry as contemplated by his bosom friend and poet S.T.Coleridge.” In
A Defence of Poetry, Shelley has propounded his views on
the canons of poetry.
As far as Keats is concerned, his
letters furnish some useful materials to understand his
stand-point with regard to the form and function of poetry
as an Art.” The rest of the Romantic poets also exhibited
their individual views on the art of poetry as deduced from
their writings. Only the general features of poetry as
upheld by these poets are noted.

The General Features
The following chief aspects are the ட
features commonly found in the Romantic poetry. They may be subsumed

under two heads,

viz., substance and

structure.
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Substance
1.

In consonance with the revolt against the traditions,
dogmas and beliefs, the romantic poets repudiated the
literary conventions, the established rules and in short,
the tyranny of classicism. This aspect characterized the
fabric of the Romantic poetry. They preferred new
themes and fresh motifs.
The advent of the new poetry has been a counteraction
to the tendency of the reading circle, that neglected
the invaluable works of Shakespeare and Milton, due
to the glamour of frantic novels, the German dramas
and the extravagant verse stories. So, reviving the
medieval poetry may be taken as a special aspect of
the new poetry. Hence, some of the contents of the
medieval poetry have become the substance of the
Romantic poetry.
The humble and rustic characters are generally chosen
to be the heroes of the new poetry. The incidents and
Situations from common life generally formed the subject matter of the poetical creations.
Even

if

Prometheus

some

classical

Unbound)

are

themes

(-as

selected

for

in

Shelley’s

metrical

com-

position, they are soaked in romantic feeling.
Due to the impact of the revolutionary authors like
Locke, Hume, Voltaire’ and Rousseau, championing the
cause of the depressed and deluded population becomes the dominant theme.
The influence of new learning, new philosophy, discoveries and inventions made the Romantic poetry
fresh and new characterized by human concer.
Love

of Nature

and

Love

of Mankind
t

ப

are the

sig-
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nificant features of the new poetry. Supernatural
themes also are noticed as in the case of Coleridge’s,
The Ancient Mariner.
7.

Insistence upon the primary and essential qualities of
human nature and emphasis on comprehensive sympathies are conspicuous in the Romantic poetry.

8.

The trinity of Liberty, Equality and Fraternity has been
the keynote of the Romantic poetry. The establishment
of democratic ideals was the main theme of this new

poetry.
9.

Heroism, adventurous activities, revolutionary means
and reorganization are some more vital aspects to be
mentioned.

These are the important features with regard to the
substance commonly and collectively noticed in the poems
of the Romantic poets. However, some poets have laid
stress on a particular theme, while the other poets concentrated on a different theme. Any-how,
they come
within the purview of the Romantic themes.
Now, let us move on to briefly outline the common
characteristics of the language, diction, style and other
aspects related to the structure of the poetry.
Structure
1.

The language that describes.
should be straight and simple,
shall be intelligible even to the
readers. The language, really
man

(-but

purified)

has

been

the humble characters
touching the heart. It
beginners and average
used by the common
made

the

vehicle

of

Romantic poetry.

2.

There is no much difference between the language of
poetry and that of prose. The manner in which it is

Romantic
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used determined
prose.
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the

form

- whether

it is poetry

or

A large portion of stock pharases and irrelevant
figures of speech that were transmitted from father to
son and considered to be the common inheritance of
poets was discarded by Wordsworth and some other
Romantic poets.
Similarly, "the gaudiness and inane phraseology
many modem writers" were abandoned.

of

Simplicity of diction, clarity of expression and lucidity
of style are the striking hall-mark of the Romantic
poetry. The Romantic poets renounced the poetical
craft of the 18th century and rejuvenated the living
language with adding force and power. However,
Keats preferred richly ornamental diction.
The

poetical style was delightfully relaxed. Flexibility

of the metre was

a remarkable

feature.

The vigorous and rapid style, a style of verbal beauty
and cadence, and vivid picturesque style are also
noticed.

However,

in

the case of Byron,

an imitation

of Pope is significant.
The creative aspect of imagination was stressed.
Emotion at white heat earmarked
of Shelley, Byron and others.

the Romantic poetry

10.

Since personifications and projections are abundantly
found in the poems of Blake, Shelley, Byron and
Keats, they may be taken to be a special feature of the
Romantic poetry.

171

Lyrical aspect has been dominant in the New poetry.

137-6
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Lyrics, Ballads, Odes, Narratives etc., are special
literary forms employed by the Romantic poets.

The aforesaid aspects are the essential and important
factors that determine the structure of the Romantic poetry.
Some of them are to be taken common features also sharing with substance.
Wordsworth closely followed his declared opinion as
far as the theme is concerned. But, some deviations in his
style and language are noted in his poetical works by some
critics. Though the style and diction of Wordsworth are
touchingly simple in the pastoral poems, they are joyous in
the lyrics, and also vigorous, resembling the Miltonic style
as found in The Prelude and his Sonnets.
With regard to the qualities of a poet and poetry, the
Romantic poets had their own views. The poets, themselves
also being good critics, had evolved such views reflecting
their experience and sense of aesthetics. An understanding
of their views would be immensely helpful to study similar
views as found in the poems of Bharathidasan.
On

the Poet

Wordsworth has defined a poet, as he explained
poetry, in his Preface to Lyrical Ballads. According to him,
the poet is a man speaking to men. He is endowed with
more lively sensibility, more enthusiasm and tenderness.
He has a greater understanding of nature and human nature. His faculty is something higher than that of comman
man. He is pleased with his own passions and volitions. He
rejoices in the spirit of life. He delights in the contemplation of similar volitions and passions as manifested in the
happenings of the routine life. He is forced to create them
where they are not found. He has acquired the skill and
capacity to powerfully express what he thinks and feels.

.

-
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The poet looks before and after. He is the rock of
- defence for human nature. "He is the upholder and preser_ ver carrying everywhere with him relationship and love. Jn

spite of difference of soil and climate, of language

and

manners, of laws and customs: inspite of things silently
gone out of mind, and things violently destroyed; the Poet
binds. together by passion and knowledge the vast empire
of human society, as it is spread over the whole earth, and
over all time.”
The poet’s definition is definite that it directly
proceeds from his personal experience. The humanism and
universalism
characterized
the true
great
poet
who
transcends the limits of region, language, culture, race and
even age. He becomes an cternal poet through his immortal
_ poems, appealing to the humanity at large.
Shelley, one of the greatest among the Romantic
' poets has defined a poet and also poetry in his excellent
article, A Defeence of Poetry. First, let us present his definition of a poet.

:
+

"A poet, as he is the author to others of the highest
wisdom, pleasure, virtue, and glory, so he ought personally to be the happiest, the best, the wisest and
the most illustrious of men. - --- That he is the
wisest, the happiest, and the best, in as much as be
is a poet, is equally incontrovertible.
The greatest poets have been men of the most spotless virtue, of the most consummate prudence, and if
we-would look into the interior of their lives, the
_ most fortunate of ட

்

_ According to Shelley,. the poets should
and ethical, besides being wise and happy.

‘The short-lived Keats, another Romantic

be virtuous

poet, has
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also left some impressions about poet and’ poetry in
general. His definition of a poet is found in his letter addressed to Richard Woodhouse:
"A Poet is the most unpoetical of anything in existence, because he has no Identity-he is continually in
for - and filling some other body. - The sun, the
moon, the sea, and men and women
who are creatures of impulse, are poetical and have about them
an unchangeable attribute. - The poet has none, no
identity - he is certainly the most unpoetical of all
God’s creatures".
Since the identity of every one, who comes within
the purview of the poet, is impressed in his psyche, his individual identity is annihilated. The objects of Nature including the human beings have immutable qualities. Since
the poet is empowered and enchanted by the beauty of
these objects individually and collectively, he loses his
identity and becomes one with them. Such kind of identification speaks to the consummation of the poet's aesthetic experience.
So far we have seen some of the essential qualities
and important functions of a poet as envisaged by the
aforesaid Romantic poets. Next, their views on poetry
deserve to be mentioned.

On Poetry
Wordsworth has attempted to evolve a comprehensive
theory of poetry as agreeable to the new kind of poetry.
According to him,
"Poctry
is the breath
and
finer spirit of
all
knowledge.
It is the impassioned gxpression which
is in the countenance of alJ science".
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This is one of the definitions given by the poct. He
slightly differs from Shelley who attaches much importance
to passionate
and
highly
emotional
expressions
that
heighten the sense of the poetry. In a subsequent context,
Wordsworth again has presented a different but related
definition. It runs thus:
“Poetry is the first and last of all knowledge.
as immortal as the heart of man"

It is

Herein, the poet has assigned a supreme place to
poetry which commands the rest of disciplines in imparting
knowledge and wisdom.
It seems that he is an idealist, as
he believes in the immortality of consciousness, the seat of
which is located somewhere in the heart, while some others
assigned the head to be its residence. However, the poctry
gushes forth from the fountain-head of the heart and hence
its immortality is connected with its source of origin.
Even in the Tamil tradition, the poetry is considered to be
eternal, unlike the material objects, produced by the
Creator-God, that are subjecting to decay.

as

The most famous and oft-quoted definition of poetry,
contemplated by Wordsworth, deserves to be men-

tioned:

“.. . Poetry is the spontaneous overflow of powerful
feelings. It takes its origin from emotion recollected
in tranquillity”.
According
produced

from

to

this

natural

definition,
feelings

and

emotions, when the poct is absorbed
meditation, withdrawing himsclf from
ternal phenomena.
Wordsworth does
view that poetry has been the product
force or external inducement.
What

becomes patent.

poctry

is

originated

something
from

the

in contemplation or
the contact of the exnot subscribe to the
due to some outside
is innate and latent

If it is not already in existence internally,
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it could not be developed into a blossomed poctry.
This
again reveals the idealistic character of Wordsworth’s
theory of poctry.
Shelley also was an idealist.
But he shared some
materialistic views, when he dealt with atheistic subjects.
His explanation of poetry equally deserves to be quoted: ~
"Poetry, in a general sense, may be defined to be the
expression of the imagination”.
Shelley gives much importance to this element of im-

agination which

forms

the

source

of

poetic

creation.

Without imagination, poetry becomes colourless and also
meaningless. It forms the flesh and blood of poetry. Any
idea or thought clothed in the pleasurable imagination interestingly appeals to the reader’s heart.
Another

definition

of Shelley

is

worth

mention-

ing:
"Poetry is the record of the best and_happiest
ments of the happiest and best minds".
ae

mo-

The best thoughts are the outcome of the best moments of the exalted minds.
They are also the happiest.
The permanent value to poctry proceeds from such high |
and valuable thoughts.
The following ines
expected by Shelley.

explain the function of poetry as
;

"Poetry turns all things to loveliness.
It exalts the
beauty of that which is most beautiful.
It adds
beauty to that which is most deformed.
It marries
exultation and horror, gricf and pleasure, eternity and
change. It subdues to union under its light yoke all
irreconcilable things.
It transmutes all that it
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touches, and every form moving within the radiance

of its presence is changed by wondrous sympathy
an incarnation of the spirit which it breathes ....."

to

With the magic wand of poetry, the poet is. ambitious
and also anticipates, that a thorough transformation for
good would be effected.
It provides not only knowledge,
but alsc furnishes sufficient food for one’s aesthetic enjoyment.
The next poet, Keats has left behind him, some excellent thoughts on poetry.
He has also considered the
paramount role of imagination.
He believed that through
imagination one could grasp beauty which is nothing but
truth.
In his letter to Benjamin Bailey, he stated: "What
the imagination seizes gs Beauty must be truth - whether it

existed before or not”:

In another letter
addressed
Reynolds, Keats expressed:

to

John

Hamilton

“Poetry should be great and unobtrusive, a thing
which enters into one’s soul, and does not startle it
or amaze it with itself, but with its subject’.
This definition of poetry reveals its purpose and also
function. A.similar experience is noted in the hymn of
Nammaalvaar (900 A.D.) who has compared his mystical
enjoyment to the delight of poetry.
He has beautifully
Stated that like a good poetry that mysteriously enters into
one’s soul, so also the Almighty has entered into his consciousness and mingled with him.
It is a happy coincidence.
In a different letter addressed to John Taylor, Keats
has given a wonderful analogy for the creation of poetry:
"That if poetry comes not as naturally as the leaves
to a tree, it had better not come at all’.
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Poetry should not be produced with strain and hard
effort. It should come out of the poet with effortless ease,
as sprout is shooting forth from a potent tree. It should be
natural.
Just like the leaves are already there along with
the tree in potential form, the poetry also has already been
there in the consciousness of the poet.
As the leaves are
evolved out of the tree, poetry also is emanated from the
latent source of the inner self of the poet.
So far, we are sufficiently introduced to the characteristic features of the Romantic poetry, goveming the
dichotomy of structure and substance, and also to the
views of the Romantic poets on the qualities of a genuine
poet and good poetry. With this background, an attempt is
being made to explore the materials embedded in the
poems of Bharathidasan, to reconstruct his theory
of
poetry which, in analysis, satisfies most of the requirements needed for Romantic poetry.
The

Poetical Views

of Bharathidasan

Bharathidasan has identified clearly two different
kinds of metrical composition, one following the old
methods, established rules, old style and traditional themes,
while the other adhering the new method,
new style and
fresh

themes.

The

technical

words,

Putu

Murai,

Putu

Natai,
Putu Neri and Putupporul indicate beyond doubt
the aspects of Romantic poetry. He admires Bharathi, his
literary guide, who
revealed him
"The New
Path"(Putuneri Kaattiya Pulavan).
He has liberated himself
from the weight of the age old customs and traditions. He
has extricated his language from the gaudiness and inane
phraseology of the Prabandha versifiers. He has noted the
difference between poetry and verse.
He has frequently
used the word Kavitai to denote poetry and his poems in
anthology are collectively known as kavitaikal.
Ceyyul
generally indicates a verse.
The literal meaning of this
word is that which is made.
He has also used the words
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paa and paattu to denote poetry.
The usage of the word
kavitai is first noticed in Paripaatal, and next in the hymns
of Tirugnanasambandar.
Bharathidasan has presented a contrasting picture of
old and new poetry.”
He has properly analysed the contents and forms
of the literary compositions before the
advent of Bharathi.
He has penetrated into the poems of
Bharathi and he has been convinced of the striking individuality
and
the unique originality of Bharathi, who
has been the fountainhead of modern Tamil Romantic
poetry.
With
the sense of respect
and
gratitude,
Bharathidasan
has
acknowledged
the
contribution
of
Bharathi to the domain of modern Tamil poetry, characterized by romantic aspects. He has vividly portrayed the
position of poetical creations existed before the advent of
Bharathi.
The following are the essential trends and tendencies

of the Tamil

poetry when

Bharathi

entered

into the

literary field.
The language was restricted only to deal with matters
concerned with religion.
Scholars opined that poetry
should be related to God.
No subject other than God
should be the theme of poetry.
Even the theistic poetry
was not acceptable, if it was composed in a language easily understandable.
One should condemn other religions as
false faiths.
The institution of caste was dominant.
Hence, the world was contracted and restricted within the
boundary of one’s awn caste.
The

traditional
should

versifiers advocated

that all that was

are to be closely observed

not tolerate what was modern

ancient and

and adhered.
and fresh.

They

They
con-

sidered that the world was impermancent like the moustache
of the pole-dancer.

The position of women was deplorable.
treated to be mere objects of sexual pleasure.

They were
Even if one
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destruction was due to women.
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to trumpet that

The
mini
literary
forms
popularly
called
the
Prabandhas were considered to be the best of the literary
production.
They included Kalampakam, Anthati, Maalai
and Kaappiyam.
Most of them were blind imitations. To
put it in the poet’s words, on seeing a Kalampakam,
another Kalampakam was produced.
On reading an Anthati, a similar work was composed. All these genres were
centered around a chieftain or a king, if not God or godly
persons.
In order to satisfy the cheap taste of the local
patrons, these poems were created mostly with amorous
and erotic themes.
They never cared for the problems of
the common people.
They satisfied the taste of the sensuous and luxuriant feudal chiefs.
The versifiers with their dexterity went to the approved pandits, entreating them to get some laudatory
poems known as Caarru Kavi to prefix their Prabandhas,
and used to publish with all interest some two hundred
copies which were sold in a hundred years! This tendency
of the poets was considered to be the scholarly convention.
Thus, Bharathidasan has exposed the pitiable condition of
Tamil poetry, prior to the arrival of Bharathi.
He continues to state that the pre-modern poets were alarmed to
fresh thoughts and new expressions.
Some of their commandments
to
the
literary
novice.
are
enlisted
by

Bharathidasan.

They are the following:

1. Do not deal with the demands of the day.
2. Do not use fresh diction and follow new style.

3. Do write only the ancient traditions.
4. Ear your bread only writing the matter that became extinct.
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These commandments of the traditional pandits disclose the fact that the age of Bharathi was really facing a
transition in the realm of literary creation, and the reaction-

ary and retarded forces stood against the progressive views
of the free thinkers and revolutionary writers. The wonder
goes to the extreme when we come to know the actual
position of the ordinary man, who did not know to mention
the name of his own mother tongue, if some one asked
him.
Bharathidasan was also caught in the tradition and
wandering in the jungle of religion.
However, he was
recovered because of his contact and company
with

Bharathi. He has thankfully acknowledged his debt in this
regard to Bharathi.
:

He

has

admirably

illustrated

from

the

poems

of

Bharathi how they looked fresh and new in thought and
expression.
Patriotic fervour, glorification of motherland,
national integrity, significance of liberty, equality and
fraternity formed the fresh themes of his poetry.
According to hjm, Bharathi excels even Kamban who has composed 12,000 poems but not inspired the Tamil feeling
among the people.7> It is Bharathi who fired and inspired
the people to feel proud of our mother tongue Tamil and
native land Tamil Nadu.
Bharathidasan has fully known the difficulty of
Bharathi who could not detatch himself from the clutches
of tradition and institutions.
But, however, he gave new
meaning to them through his revolutionary and reformatory
perspectives.
So, when Bharathi directed his pen to write
on God, he used a peculiar diction, hitherto not found in
the poems of previous poets.
It is Bharathi who has not
only renewed the language but also rejuvenated with the

fresh techniques.
extolled
society.

He has high regard for women.

He has

their beauty and creative role in shaping the
He was a rebel. When one compared the contents
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of the Athisoodi
of Avvaiyar (900
A.D.) and that of
Bharathi, the difference in the content would declare the
revolutionary character of Bharathi.
After stating this,
Bharathidasan has given the following
among the
pairs
that differ in the sense and significance.

Avvaiyar

Bharathiyar

I>

Do!
not
stand
the war-front

“in

2.

Do not desire
more food.

for

Do

stand on the war-front.

Desire

for more

food.

The difference reflects the age that produced the
poets.
The former lived in an age that discouraged warfare. The latter existed ih an age that fought against tyranny in all forms.
Again, the revolting tendency is to be
regarded as one of the Romantic
aspects.
Further,
Bharathidasan has profusely quoted from Bharathi to note
his romantic spirit. Bharathi advised people to bear a rod
in their hands, and to stand erect like a rock. He wished
every one to think what is good, for he felt what is
thought would be realized.

The poet says that Bharathi has injected into
poetry the roaring tone of a lion, a characteristic feature
the poetry of Shelley and Byron.”
Beauty and clarity
the hallmark of his poetry.
It has also been pointed

that the language

was heightened by

the

contribution

his
of
are
out

of

Bharathi, as Bharathi was elevated by the language.
Tamil, that was pressed’ down once, has come up due to
the great service of Bharathi through his wonderful literary
creations.

Further the concept of poetry as a divine gift has
been recorded as least in two contexts in the poems of
Bharathidasan.
The one is in the Puratcikkaviand the
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other is in the Etirpaaraata Muttam.~த்
Perhaps, to give
emphasis to the supra-natural excellence of the creative
poems, such device of ‘divine agency has been postulated.
Or, it should be taken that though he became a confirmed
atheist, still the reminiscence of the early days of his
religious life was lingering occasinally in his mind.

The Romantic Aspects.
His lengthy poem on Bharathi reveals the new order
of society that he desired to establish and the new way of
poetry that he actually popularized.
Since this poem contains all the essential aspects of Romantic poetry, its substance has been elaborated. The graphic description of the
poetic personality of Bharathi is really interesting and
revealing:
;
"Bharathi was the driving force of the green Tamil
Chariot.
He was the humming bee of the perfect Tamil flower.
was

the father of Cintu C a mélodious

lyrical form

Of poetry).
He was the singing Gulbis (- தஸ் bird!
And the poetic trumpet to drive out

The enemical forces plotting against this land!
He was the singing moon that dispelled the long
slumber!

He was the sovereign of words,
That smell like the fragrance of the camphor.
He was the fountain of imagination,
And the treasure trove of stories!

The hero, who came to sing the valour.
And the poet to deliver fresh ethics.
He was the remedy to the malady of caste
That spread everywhere in the state.
A Fire, that could not be touched by religions
The unextinguished light to the other’s protest.”

He
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From this penpicture, the revolutionary and the. related aspects of Romanticism are very well brought forth ©
by the poet Bharathidasan, who has also possessed all: the
above qualities and something additional that we would see
in the course of this study.
The

Advent

of Bharathi

In the opinion of Bharathidasan, the advent of
Bharathi was significant and unique.
In his thought, he
has occupied a supreme place. That is why his birth hasbeen described to be the result of the long term penance of
the Tamils to get a dynamic leader cum poet to guide them

from darkness to light, and to promote the Tamil language
which
ranked

has been as sweet
along

with

as their soul.

the founder

of Jainism

So, he has

been

(-i.e. Mahavira), -

who preached non-violence against the slaughtering of
living beings in the name of
Vedic sacrifice, Ramanuja
who delivered the esoteric message knowingly violating the
injunction of his master, in order to deliver the lot from
the sufferings of mundane life, Ramalingar who preached
universal brotherhood and compassion, undermining the
religious orthodoxy, Lenin whose thoughts fired the atrocious Zaar of Russia and Victor Hugo whose poems inspired the French to fight for democracy.

_ The Flood Analogy
The

flow

of the perennial

river becomes the

analogy

of good poetry.
The thoughts soaked with emotion and decorated with imagination should spring forth from the _
00018 heart incessantly with effortless ease. We have al-.
teady noted Wordsworth’s description of poetry to be (06 .
spontaneous overflow of powerful feelings. Shelley in his
sonnet entitled To the Nile has pointed out that knowledge
must inundate like the great flood of the River Nile that ir-,

Tigates the vast territory of Egypt...
ence are given here:

The lines under refer- ட
ea
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"Beware, O Man - for knowledge must to thee
Like the great flood to Egypt, ever be".
Like the great flood of a mighty river dashes down
the obstacles on the onward march of its course, so also
the flow of poetry should smash down the clogs and blocks
of beliefs and superstitions that stood on its progressive
path.
It seems that such analogies found in the Romantic
poetry of Wordsworth and Shelley are also noticed in the
poems of Bharathidasan.
He declared that thoughts would
well up in our hearts like the flood of the River Ganges
and the River Kaveri:
"kankaiyaippool

Kaaviripool Karuttukkal

unrumullam

enkal ullam"
In another poem, that delineates the objectives of the
writers, he expressed emphatically that the spring of~
thought should flow out like the fountain in the mountain:*?
“Karutturru, malaiyuurraayp perukketukka veentum"

—

In a different context, he compares the overflow of
Bharathi’s poetry to the flood of a river. When the river
moves, it makes a noice that becomes the analogy for the
pleasurable melody of Bharathi’s poem:
“natipperukkaip pool kavitai narperukkin inpa oli!”

The heroic words of Bharathi to stimulate and
wornout people, like the brave speeches of the
and relentless warriors, continue to flow in his
the flood of the River Ponni (-another name for
"mukaittinilee kalaiyilanta makkal tammai
munaimukattum caliyaata viirar aakap

actuate the
undaunted
poetry like
Kaveri):
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pukuttumolippeeccellaam ponni yaarrup

punalpoolat totarvatuntaam annaar paattil”
_
The poet advises the young boys and girls to learn
liberally.
He says that education would bestow ong with
the brilliance of knowledge like the flood of Kaveri:
“kaaviri vellampool arivoli ceerkkum"

Such common tendency has aiso been found in the
Sangam poem Paripaatal and the immortal epic Kambaramayanam.
Nallanduvanaar, the author of the Sixth
Paripaatal has stated that the flood of the River Vaiyai
flowed like the moyement of a good poetry, produced by
an immaculate poet.”
Here, we witness the occurrence of
inverted simile. That is, the poem has become an analogy
for the flow of a river. Similarly, Kamban has compared
the flow of the River Godavari to the majestic gait of the
poems of great poets.
One of the qualities that contributed to the perfection of a good poetry has been techni-

cally

called

in Tamil

aarru

olukku

(i.e. The

flow

of a

11960).
However, it is enough if we understand that the
romantic analogy of flood to the flow of poetry has been
found in the Tamil classics, though the vigour and vitality
to the expression of the comparison may be taken to be
conspicuously found only in Bharathidasan.

Necessity of Prosody
The Tamil grammar has been elaborated into
fold divisions. Eluttu describes the phonological and
Phophonemic systems, while~Col deals with the
phological and syntactical structures
of the language.
poetical themes and forms are elucidated under Porul

fivemormorThe
and

Yaappu, which also deals with the canons of versification,

while

the figures of speech

are discussed

and

rhetorical

in the division of Ani.

been a scholarly poet.

embellishments

Bharathidasan has

He has passed the Pulavar examina-
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tion at the age of eighteen with distinction. His deep
knowledge in all the five divisions of Tamil grammar and
in the various genres of Tamil literature has been
evidenced from his ‘creative works.
His poem, Puratcikkavi commences with an emphasis
on the study of prosody and rhetorics, being necessary for
the literary novice to embark on creating poems.
In his
poetical journal Kuyil, he has given sufficient exercises in
the art of writing poetry for the budding poets. He could
not tolerate the phonological, morphological and syntactical
errors occurring in the language of poetry.
He has illustrated such mistakes commonly committed by the beginners or ill-trained writers when they attempted to ereate a
poem. His desire was to correct them.
In Tamiliyakkam he
those who do not
know
should not engage in literary
undertake the job of writing
in the two, it would ruin the
"ilakkanamum

has emphatically stated that
both literature and grammar
activities. If they ventured to
without sufficient knowledge
language:

ilakkiyamum

teriyaataan

eetu

elutal

keetu nalkum.”

Just like the customary rules and regulations that control
the society, the grammatical rules regulate the format of
the language and preserve its dignity and beauty. But, the
language on its onward march through the years has
naturally undergone many changes to satisfy the requirements, necessitated by the demands of the periods. On the
basis of these natural changes, fresh grammars should be
written, Bharathidasan anticipates the creation of such new
grammatical works so that new developments in the form
and content would get the approval of the literate. The fol-

lowing line deserves our attention:

"ilakkananuul putitaaka iyarrutalum veentum"
137-7
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Further he has stated that if new grammatical treatises after
the models
of Tolkaappiyam
and
Nannuul
are
not
produced, it would be taken-as a remorse not only to those
old grammars but to our modern scholars.” ~
Though the poet insisted on all aspects of grammar,
there are some digressions indicating the primary significance given to the substance rather than to the structure. The
form
of vritta metre
has
been
changed
considerably, transgressing the traditional rules. So also,
the metrical links known as Talai that are very, important
in Venpaa are found against the prosodial rules.
Even in the usage of the members and sub-members
of primary metres and suplementary metres, flexibility and
simplicity are clearly noted. A comparative study on a particular metre in the poems of Bharathidasan on the one
hand, and in the poems of early poets or his contemporaries who strictly adhered to the canons on the other.

hand, reveals the glaring difference between them, suggesting the new changes introduced by the revolutionary poet.
It is essential to note that Bharathidasan. emphasised
that mysic
and melody to be a requisite for any kind of
metre.
Without cadence, the meaning of the poem is not
properly conveyed. Himself a good musician, it is quite
natural that he laid stress on this aspect that contributed to
the aesthetic significance of the poetical creation.

Specific Features of a Poet
With regard to the essential qualities of a good poet,
Bharathidasan stressed erudition in all the branches of ancient, medieval and modern literatures. In one context, he
emphasised the learning of many languages that add lustre
to one’s education and openly declared that knowledge of
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English is a must
integrity.
“Panmolikal

for the international understanding
karpatuvum

patippukku

and

alakaakum

aankilattai ulakorumai arivukkeerpaay nanru"
He was a
some knowledge
wished that one
sible not only to
a wide range of
ners of the world

to be emulated.

great scholar in Tamil. Though he had
in French and perhaps in English he
should learn as many languages as posenrich one’s scholarship but also to have
acquaintance with the customs and manpeople so that one could choose the best

Perfection is a special feature that he expects from a
great poet, All perfections that exalt a poet are found in
Bharathi:
"cliruyarnta kavinaritam etirpaarkkinra
cemmaiyelaam avarpaal kanteen”.
The
ness. His
So, apart.
liance are

heart of the poet should be the spring of kindhigh, expanded knowledge should emit brilliance.
from wisdom and learning, kindness and _brilneeded for a perfect poet.

Another significant qualification for a great poet has
been the wider perspective. He should not be short-sighted.
He should have a broad outlook to embrace the humanity
at large. Bharathidasan would not satisfy even if the poet
has passed the level of selfish motives and cared for the
welfare of only one village or one country. He expects that
the poet should think always about the world. In his experience, he noticed these high
he extolled as ‘World Poet’.
Further,

poet Bharathi

Bharathidasan

qualities
:
implied

in Bharathi

from

whom

the illustrious

that a good poet should curb the talk about
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inequalities, found among the people, at the very beginning. He should think to eradicate the distress of the world.
His thoughts should be fresh and new. He should express
in clear, true and beautiful language. He should eschew the
old mode of life, old style and old poetry. He should
not imitate old books. He should choose themes from the
rustics. His thought should be spontaneous and great. He
should be spotless like the white conch bangles.
Bharathidasan has also condemned in strong words
the imperfect writers who do not possess knowledge in
Tamil even to the level of school going boys.’
He called
them kaappikkatai muntankal literally meaning the stupids
who spent idly their time in frivolous talk at the coffeestalls without any objective.

The Objectives of the Poet
What we collect from the scattered informations
about the objectives of a good poet are sufficient to understand the views of Bharathidasan. First, he has insisted that
the poems(-also the leaves of the books) should speak the
truth. Being a rationalist, pursuit of truth in each and
everything was his motive. He favours the courage of condemning the mistakes wherever they are found. He calls
the writer as a ploughman who should bulldoze the ups
and downs in the society to make an even ground to sow
good thoughts:78
“eetukal meypeeca veentum-pilai

enku kantaalum ititturaikka veentum
meetu pallankalaik kantee-nalam

vitaikka eluttu uluyoon eluttaalan”

ee

In another context, the poet emphasises that it has been the
duty of a writer who works for the betterment of others, to
create a revolutionary mentality in order to effect a social
change:
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“irukkum nilai maarra orupuratci manappaanmai
eerpatuttal pirarkkulaikkum eluttaalar katanaam."
The title Puratcikavi suggests the revolting tendency of the
poet against the traditions, beliefs and institutions including

monarchy.

He

has

also

used

the word

Puratcipaatiu

to

denote a rebellious poetry.
He aspired that the Tamil language should be a vital
vehicle of secular thoughts only. It should not be bent
towards religions. As a revolutionary, he stood against
religion.
He makes a mother to dream the day
when her
daughter, who learns the art of poetry, should use her
poetic skill to establish peace in the country(-uur indicated
not merely a village). So, not only revolution, but peacemaking also may be taken to be one of the objectives of a
good poet.

Two

Aims of Poetry

Since the poet had social concern, he expected that
the media of poetry should be a powerful weapon to establish an ideal State. But as an artist, he wished that poetry
should also provide aesthetic pleasure. The following lines
disclose indirectly that another function of poetry has been
to delight and deliver pleasure:
“paattin cuvatyariyum paakkiyamtaan

enrataivaar?”
"nalla kaviinimai nam _tamilar naatumnaal

vella yarumtiru naal.”
oY
arivittaar’
cuvaikantu
"ayalaar
Hence,

perform
‘which

it becomes

clear that poetry

as an art has

to

the two functions, viz., to instruct and to delight,

are

clearly

indicated

by

Bharathidasan

in

the
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aforesaid passages.
Since poetry like any art has two inseparable sides
viz., structure and substance, let us try to highlight the portions in the poems of Bharathidasan that shed a flood of
light on this dichotomy. First, let us consider the elements
concerning the structural side.

Structural Aspects
1. Diction
The poet favours the use of easy and effective words
that convey the sense directly to the readers. He mentions
that the language should be very simple that the people
should discern the meaning without the help of anybody:
"oruttar tayai illaamal uurariyum tamilil”
This kind of simplicity becomes very significant when we
consider the condition of the so called versifiers who tried :
to exhibit their skill only through making poetry not easily
understandable, by using the obsolete and hard words
found only in the age-old works. They measured the greatness of their poems on the basis of the percentage of difficult words used by them. Bharathi and in his footsteps
Bharathidasan have freed the poems from the stronghold of
the
orthodox pandits and made them easily intelligible
eyen to the rabbles in the street. This was possible because
of the chosen words that are known even to the ordinary
public. These current words are not used in the poems

before

the

advent

of these poets.

Bharathidasan

defines

such a diction as munam enkum illaata moli~”
He discarded and denounced the usage of bombastic words and
verbosity. He advises to sing so that all could understand
the meaning:
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“palarkku puriyap paatunkal."°!
He has also contrasted two different types of poetry, the
one that conveys the meaning very clearly and the one,
that
frightens
others
causing
difficulty
even
to
prongunce. Naturally his preference has been for the first

type.

He desires that the words to be used in poetry should
not only be simplg, but also sweet: eluttellaam inimai aakkum tamil 42/10.
The words should be as palatable as
rockcandy.
He has also compared them to ambrosia or

milk.°!

In the poems of his early period he has sufficiently
used Sanskrit words. But after his leanings towards the
Pure Tamil Movement, commenced by the great Tamil
scholar, Maraimalai Adigal who was equally wellversed in
Sanskrit and English, he became a staunch advocate of
puritanism in the diction and style of Tamil poetry.
பக
wished that Tamil should be used everywherin
e the
school, temple, bazaar, administration, offices etc., He has
mentioned in many of his poems the usage of pure Tamil
words in composing poems.
If necessary, he has also
created some pure Tamil words on analogy.
In conformity with the curriculum activities of his
school days, he recommended
the budding poets to
memorize aS many words as possible so that to meet the
metrical requirements one can easily employ an apt word
in creating a poem.
Byhearting the metrical lexicons,

known

as Nikantu, was familiar with the traditional poet.

Even Bharathidasan himself did it at his formative period.
He has beautifully described the Nikantu to be a cage, in
which

the

words

of cuckoo

birds

are

locked

up,

whereas

the dictionary is a pleasant grove where the same birds are
freely seated and raised their voice.
He has even depicted
the good dictionary to be a horse riding in the world of
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words.°© He wants the poet to build his vocabulary so that
the meaning of what all we learn would be easily comprehended and the imagination be expanded.

Colloquial Words
Since he has given prominence to the rustics who included the craftsmen of all categories, workers, peasants
and womenfolk, he has liberally used their language beautifully and pleasantly. His main aim was to make the common man understand the themes of the poems, and hence
he has preferred to employ even colloquial words and current slangs. The English Romantic poets also used such
words
in
their
creations.
Some
illustrations
from
Bharathidasan’s poems are listed and given in a tabular
form. First, some of the colloquial usages have been isolated and identified. They represent the living language of
the illiterate common man. Next follows the echo words
and onomato poetic words. Naturally they are found in the
speech of the rustics and sometimes in the utterance of the
literate. Then, the idioms and piirases that are abundantly
found in the poetical creations of Bharathidasan are enlisted. They throw some considerable light on the social
and cultural aspects of the people. All in all, the given list
of the aforesaid lexical items would be taken important and
essential, since they reflect the living language of the
people, being a common feature to be noticed in the
Romantic poetry as understood especially from the pastoral
poems of Wordsworth.

yan

28.

huukkum

29.

huuhuum

(5) el)

(4)

(3)

(2)

Q)

Bha.Ka.III p.123

==

sound denoting
negative sense

Bha. Ka. p.125

--

sound denoting
negative sense

These are only samples. Many such words are uttered by the illiterate and rustic characters, since
they are not required to speak in a classical and grammatical language.
Echo

Words

and

The following
Bharathidasan.
SI.No.

(1)

Onomato
are

some

Poetic Words
of the

echo

words

Occurrence

(2)

and

onomato

poetic

words

Reference

(3)

found

in the poems

Meaning

(4)

1

Kanakana

1éai.Am.1,p.25

a sound

a

Kalaampulaam

Paa.Pa. p.78

a confused

of

(1)

(2)

(3)

10.

mala mala

Bha.Ka.III, p.62

softness

11.

malukkenru

Teen, p.34

breaking sound

12.

munumunuttal

Bha.Ka.III, ற.75

murmering

13.

monamona

14.

vetukkenru

Kutu. Vi.p.211
Bha.Ka III, p.50

(4)

ticking of a/
clock
suddenness

Phrases and Idioms
Apart irom these spoken words, the poet has also used some phrases and idioms that are current
among the rustics. Thus his language of poetry comes very near to that of the people. The following list
of phrases and idioms are some illustrations isolated from his usages.

5181

47.

3)

@

00)

vilaiyaatukiraar
்

Bha.Kavi.Il],p.136
ட்

6)

8)
He is playing

He is enjoying
with a woman

However, these phrases and idioms formed the standard dialect that was current during the days of
Bharathidasan. Almost all these utterances are in usage even now.

Classical Words
In general, the poet has written all the poems in the language of the common people. In his
preface to the excellent narrative poem, Paantiyan Paricu, he has clearly mentioned that he has written
the poem in a simple language so that even the beginners of Tamil literature could easily comprehend
the substance.

His firm belief has ever been that he could

communicate

the all round

greatness

of Tamil

and its benefits in simple style through the living language of the ordinary people. Though he has consciously written his poems with this objective in mind, knowingly or unknowingly some classical words
that are not current in the present day, have crept into his poetry. That is inevitable. His erudition in the
Sangam classics, epics, devotional lyrics and even /prabandhas was instrumental for the entry of the unusual lexical items in his poems. He has also successfully attempted to render some of the Sangan
poems and also themes into lucid modern Tamil with a noble objective of introducing the wealth of ancient literature to the ardent students and literary novices in order to enable them to taste the beauty of

7777.
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These words require some basic knowledge and training in the ancient Tamil classics for easy comprehension.
However, they do not prohibit the free flow of the poems.
Very rarely they occur and. that too not in an array, but occasionally interspersed with the common words.
So
poetry.
poems.

far we have dealt with the diction of the new
Next, we have to ponder over the stylistics of the

Style
It is sufficient if we say that the various categories
of words themselves determine the Style of the poem.
Even then, the poet has marked the style of 4 modem
poem.
He favours only the simple style.
He has clearly

Stated

that

the

Tamil

works

should

be

written

simple style:°/

in

this

“eliya nataiyil tamil nuul elutitavum veentum"

In

Paantiyan

Paricu,

he

has

view:

expressed

the

same

"kanivilaikkum tamilaalee pantitarkkuk
kalaivilakkum eliyanatai-p-paattu-p-paati-kபல்வா.
nancey”

Pandits are the orthodox scholars.
Even to make
them comprehend the beauty of the poetical art, one should
create poetry in a language as sweet as a fruit and in a :
style marked with simplicity. On hearing such a poem,

the

heart

becomes

cool

(-as

a token

of rejoice).

Such

a

style is called by the poet as putunatai (- new Style), since
it was not found in the poems that appeared before him.

His style, even though simple, differs according to
the theme and context. Mellifluous and melodious Style is
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found when the poem delineates the beauty of the natural
objects, or the innocent love of the youngsters.
His style
becomes
majestic
and
heroic, when
battle-fields
are
depicted. Trumpeting and roaring sound echoes, when the
poem agitates against the atrocities of the existing order
and established customs. The adage that "style is the man”
becomes true in the case of Bharathidasan.
To him, style
is not the coat but the very skin of him, since it reveals his
impressive and bearing personality.
A detailed study of his stylistics would disclose the
nuances of his psychic moods and their powerful expressions in his writings.
The metrical varieties and the literary forms, that are
found in his poems, are also to be treated under the structural aspects.

The Metrical Varieties
are fourfold, viz. Venpaa,
primary metres
The
Aaciriyappaa, Kalippaa and Vancippaa. They have their
own sub-members. The supplementary metres’ are known as
Paavinam which are known as Turai, Taalicai and Viruttam. Except vafcippaa and its kindred- members, almost
found in the poetical creations of
all the metres are
Bharathidasan.
Among the main metres, Pakrotai Venpaa has been
in abundant usage: Neericai Venpaa is also freely used.
Though it is generally deemed that it is a very difficult
metre, the poet has handled it with effortless ease. His
adaptation, Manimeekalai Venpaa has been written in this
metre and the poet’s mastery over this metre is significant
and he excels in many places even Pukaleenti (1300 A.D.,)
an adept in using this metre. Equal importance is given to
Aaciriyappaa. Kaatalaa? Katamaiyaa? is written in this
metre. There are many more poems to mark his individuality in the easy and effective usage of this metre.
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In the series of supplementary metres, viruttam takes
a prominent role. Enciir Viruttam becomes very familiar
with the poet who has composed the whole of ‘Paantiyan
Paricu

in this metre. Aruciir

Viruttam

is another significant

metre that he used in narration and description. For the
remaining metres used by the poet,. the present author’s
books entitled, Tamil Yaappiyalin Toorramum Valarcciyum
may be referred.

It is essential again to note that though the poet has
used the traditional metres, there is a difference marked by
simplicity, flexibility and easy flow that are not found
in the same types of metres of previous periods.

The poet jas stated in Puratci-k- Kavi another set of
fourfold poetry.”
They are the following.
1. Aacu

Kavi

This
denotes
the
instantaneous
composition.
If
anyone asks to write a poetry on a prescribed theme in a
particular metre with the formalities of the beginning and
ending words, immediately it is created on the Spot itself
without any difficulty. It may be artful or not, but it would
fulfil the requirements of prosody. When Bharathidasan
was asked by Bharathi to create a song, immediately he
rendered the poem commencing with, enkenku-k- kaaninum
caktiyataa. This is an instance for aacukavi.

2. Cittirak Kavi
Cittiram means picture or painting. The dexterity in
drawing the pictorial representations of a chariot, drum or
a serpent in the form of a poem determines the perfection
of this type of poetry. This type comes under rhetorical
embellishments. The poet’s talent in writing this kind of
poetry is noticed when he engaged in the play of words,
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punning etc.,though
this type.
3. Matura

there

is no direct poem

available for

Kavi

Maturam means pleasant and sweet. The diction and
tone contribute to the sweetness of this type of poetry.
Among the Aalvaars, the disciple of Nammaalvaar is
known as Matura Kavi, since he should have been an adept
in composing this type of poetry. Some of the poems of
Bharathidasan dealing with the love themes and glorification of Tamil are examples for this kind of poetry.
4, Vitiaarak Kavi
The word Vittaaram means elaborate. Normally the
epics and narratives come under this category. It is also
known as akalakkavi. Bharathidasan is notably a poet of
this type, since his narratives both long and short are
many.

These four types do not refer to separate metres.
They denote the particular variety of literary production.
All of them are created only in the primary and secondary
metres that we noted in the beginning. These types have
been introduced in Tamil when the epics were composed.
Paattiyal treatises gave importance to these types. Since
Bharathidasan had a good knowledge in these works, he
has revealed it in his Puratcikkavi.

Vacana Kavitat
During
known

as

his

an

period,

prose-poetry

has

entirely
been

new

introduced

literary
by

form,

Bharathi,

who got its model from Walt Witman and others. Being
literary heir, Bharathidasan also ventured to examine
kind in his literary creations. In his second anthology,
poem under the caption, Kaatal Vaalvu is written in

his
this
the
this
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type./” But, the difference of this vacana kavitai and that
of Bharathi is conspicuous, revealing the individuality of
the poets. Similarly, his panto-mime play, Amaiti illustrates
the poet’s mastery over this art form. These may be taken
to be the precursors of the later growth of Putukkavitai,
(neo-poetry) though it has been developed in its own direction, marking a separate entity.

Folk Literary Forms
The poct has liberally used the folk literary forms.
He derived his models from the current types sung by the
folk artists in the street dramas, social cum religious functions and ceremonies. Also he followed the Siddhars who
revolted against the traditions. In some cases, the musical
composers like Annaamalai Reddiyaar, Arunaachalakavi,
Gopalakrishna
Bharathi
and
the
devotional
lyricists
Taayumaanavar, Raamalingar and Bharathi have become
his guide. In many places the poet himself has specifically
noted that the particular poem is modelled in the pattern of
a previous art-form which characterized the folk element.
The pleasing effects of the folk songs are noted by the
poet. Even the venomous serpents would rejoice and the
riotous elephants become passified on listening to the folk
music:
“naccaravum makilntirukkum naattu-p-paattu-kkeettaal
aanai onrum matam atankum arumai-p-paattai-kkeettaal”.

The poet frequently mentioned that the Tenpaanku,
the folk musical compositions, being native and pure,
pleases the ears and touches the heart easily. Even the cool
breeze resembles this melodious form of music.’"
Another
popular form is Cintu which has been as sweet as honey.
Since this kind of folk art form has been noted in a quotation presented by Adiyaarkkunallaar in his commentary on
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Cilappatikaaram, its popularity needs no introduction.’°
The poet has written various . types of Cintu known as
Kaavatic Cintu, Nonti Cintu, etc.
Another form is Kanni
in two metrical lines.’ Aananthak kalippu is one of the
significant compositions. ~ They are composed after the
models available in the
lyrics of Taayumaanavar. The
Tamil Siddhars also became his guide in rendering some
musical verses.
Lullaby songs®! and Kummi®? songs are
other forms of folk music.
ome forms are known as eerrappaattu®> and Ootappaattu ~ respectively sung during the time of pulling water
from the deep well and rowing a boat in a river. Pallu
another important folk form is the musical song of the
peasants who worked as labourers to the feudal chiefs.
Swing
songs are also found.
Though

Vannam

and

Cantam

may

not be folk forms,

it seems that they should have emerged out from the folk
music, characterized by exalted melody and excellent
rhythm due to the combination of some sound patterns.
The musical songs of folk art forms are marked by refrains
that may be a word, phrase or a whole line.
It is the
contention of Bharathidasan that the Tamil music has been
the developed form of our folk music. He stood against the
advocates of carnatic music. He raised his voice to
popularize the Tamil music to get its due place and recognition from the artist musicians. Nevertheless he had good

knowledge in carnatic music and composed some songs in
In one context, he has clearly mentioned that
this variety.”
camatic music has been evolved from the Tamil music, the
history of which goes back to the Sangam period.

Among the literary genres, lyrics and narratives are
many among the poetical creations of Bharathidasan. He
has also adapted the medieval genres tasakam, pallielucci,
paavai-p-paattu etc., to meet the moder requirements.
Poetical drama is a new attempt.
137-9
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The next aspect of the new poetry as envisaged by
the

poet

is

concemed

with

the

substance.

His

poetical

works provide sufficient materials to understand his viewpoint with regard to the subject-matter or theme of a poem.
Let us consider them briefly.

Substance
As a revolutionary poet, Bharathidasan welcomes:
newness and freshness not only in the structure but also in
the substance, Novelty (-putumai) should be found in every
walk of life”? He exhorts even the youth to hasten towards
novelty.”
He admires the lady love to be the first leaf in
a new book.” He encourages the writers to create new
books, let them be epics or any form, bearing the fresh
thoughts of the world.”~
He wishes that the scholars should
introduce new thoughts in new books.”’
Even the budding
boy is advised to attempt to write new book, and to alter
the old order.”® He inspires him to writs perfectly and to
increase the output of creative literature.” He blames those
who do not patronize the fresh creations that enrich the
Tamil’s
development.
He
appreciates
Bharathi’s
Panchali Sabatam though an adaptation of the old Ithihasa,
remains to be ever fresh in thought and form.
He admires Bharathi’s Aatti Cuuti as a new war text, implying
that it sounded a Protest against the traditions and stirreda
social

revolution.

‘He

wishes

that

if one

finds

even

a

small book of novelty, he should carry it on his head to
give it to the library. ~ His ambition was that our scholars
should write golden world literature.°*
in his extreme
love, he has

stated that the world

would

expect the arrival

of classical Tamil literature. He has given importance to
modem literature which he called inru malarnta ilakkiyankal.*
He has given due recognition to new literary
forms including the short story and novel as evidénced

from his poems on "Journal" (Pattirikai).

—
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Revolutionary Thoughts
He has been admired to be a revolutionary poet, after
he has written a narrative poem under the title Puratcikkavi, an adaptation of the Sanskrit original Bilhaniyam. As
the title suggests, Utaaran, the main character of this narrative poem has staged a protest against the feudal set-up
and the institution of monarchy, creating a mood for the
realization
of a new and fresh democratic rule in which
the
participation
of
the
public
becomes
complete.
Bharathidasan all over his poems - let them be long narratives or short penpictures, has sown the seeds of revolutionary thoughts including the trinity of liberty, equality
and fraternity. Emancipation of women from the traditional
bondage, demand for their due rights and equal treatment
on a par with the male members, condemnation of marriage at a very young age, advocacy for the marriage of
young widows, censure to polygamy, stress on monogamy,
chivalry, family planning, love themes, nature etc., formed
the central themes of his poetical creations. It is essential
to note that Bharathidasan has been progressive in his
views and the first to talk about birth control in the whole
of India, at least some sixty years ago.

Romantic Spirit
themes

Adventurous

are

in

many

the

poems

of

Bharathidasan. One example is cited here to reveal his
romantic bent of mind. In the poetical drama entitled,
Viirat taay, the following lines are occurring:

"Kooliyumtan kuncutanai-k- kollavarum vaan
paruntai-c-

Cuulntetirkka afcaata tolpuviyil”
Even

vulture
young

the hen is dared to resist the attack of the cruel

fluttering
ones.

This

in the
ancient

sky,
earth

aiming
has

to carry

been

famous

away

her

for such
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rare adventurous activities. Here, the hen stands for the
tender but strong leader of the uppressed human beings,
while the vulture is a symbol for the domination and
manipulation of the upper class. The young ones represent the affected and the innocent public. It is the duty of their
leader to defend and protect them. The sustained sirength
to protest
and
fight
against
the
inhuman _ tendency
miraculously and spontaneously is gushing forth from the
psyche of the dedicated leader of the submerged population. Even the royal characters embrace the democratic
principles and preach equality and liberty.
In this context, it is to be stated that the tradition of
founding great citadels is based on such romantic happenings. According to the ancient Tamil epic Cilappatikaaram,
Uraiyuur, the capital city of the Cholas was founded in the
sorroundings, where a hen chased an elephant and defeated
it to the wonder of all.’?°In the later history, the
Vijayanagara empire was established in the city Hambi
where a hare bit the hunting dogs and caused them to
retreat.
That is why the poet has hinted tolpuviyil to
denote such adventurous deeds becoming common when
occasion arises. It is the actual romantic spirit.
Stress on Ethics
Though the poet was atheistic and anti-Vedic, he has
been the strong supporter of ethical norms. In many of his
poems he laid great emphasis on morals.!!° The age-old
concept, that righteousness alone would succeed ultimately
and the immoral and unethical would be defeated, runs
through his poems.
His epigramatic
sayings
in the
children’s literature, especially the two Aatti Cuutis deserve
special mention. In the place of a theistic way of life,he
has substituted the ethical way. Even with regard to the
Supreme Power, he has in many: places accepted a non-corporal Absolute that does not require rituals and festivals.
The postulation of a supreme being has been ment that
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every one should have some moral fear to eschew evil and
to encourage virtuous path so that the routine life is not affected.
Glorification

of Tamil

Glorification of Tamil in the most imaginative, emotional and endearing language has been a special theme in

Bharathidasan’s poems:!!2 He has glorified also the ancient

poets like Tiruvalluvar and the modern scholars like
Maraimalai Adigal, Tiru.Vi.Ka. and others. He has praised
the golden treasures of ancient Tamil classics like the Sangam poetry, the epics Cilappatikaaram and Manimeekalai.
He has paid tributes to the great social leaders like Tanthai
Periyar E.V.R., Singaraveelar and others.1!? He had high
esteem to Mahatma Gandhi, the father of our Nation.!‘4
Above all, he has devoted many poems to extol the glory
of Mahakavi Bharathi, the first great luminary in the poetic
sky of modern Tamil. He has glorified Pongal, the festival
of the Tamils in his poems entitled, Ponkal Vaalttuk
Kuviyal.

Amalgam

of the Best in the Old and New

So much so we have noted the new themes that may
rightly be identified romantic in character and content.
- There is one more aspect in his poems that too suggests a
unique and novel feature in his thematic view. In some
cases, he has totally rejected the antiquated and outmoded
traditions that stood as a stumbling block in the path of
progress. With regard to some other items, he has partially
accepted thinking that if they were adapted and modified
Suitably, they would serve the required purpose of our
period.
That is why he has praised Bharathi who has
renewed and rejuvenated the old thoughts
to suit the
modem

demands.

Even

when

he

described

the

enchanting

full moon, it seems to his poetic vision to be the fusion or
grafting of new thoughts in old tradition.
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World

The ultimate purpose of his writing is to create a
new world based on the ideology of the communist
thinkers Carl Marx, Engels and Lenin. - He even dared to
encourage violent means to achieve the end.!!” We should
think what made the poet, who was originally religious,
subsequently to turn against the old order and to strive for
establishing a new form of society. The answer is not far
to seek. He was living in a country under foreign rule.
Being a poet, he desired to recover his country from the
clutches of alien yoke. During the thirties, even some of
the freedom fighters were influenced by the Communist
ideologies to collect the scattered Indians to forge under
one banner to fight for their rights. So, when we consider
the social and political conditions of his days, we would
accept the dynamic change working in the consciousness of
the poet to establish a classless and cacteless society,
provided with equal opportunity to work anc live, rendered
with equal justice in all respects.
Rustie Characters
With regard to the persons given prominence in the
poetical works of Bharathidasan, a few words deserve to
be mentioned. In all his poems, he has chosen almost the
ordinary people and in a lesser degree the middle class .
people to be the main characters. It is true that he has introduced royal persons in his narratives. If we go deep into
his creative processes, we would wonder tc note that the
royal
characters
are sufficiently
tamed
and _ suitably
modified to accept the social changes and the oncoming
new orders.'!
However, it is to be remembered that the
Romantic poet Wordsworth has chosen rustic characters to
be treated in his poems. Bharathidasan has also glorified
their innocent character and peaceful life. What follows is
a list of such characters becoming the subject-matter of his
poems.
:

(0)

(2)

(4)

(3)

23.

paalkaaran

Kaatal paatalkal p.145

milk man

24.

paavootum penkal

Icaiyamutu, 1, p.5

weaver-women

25.

puukkaari

26.

Deals

petti puuttu-c-caavi

pootuvoon
[The poet calls him

oe
28,

Mainar ilakkiyam, p.90

flower-vendor(woman)
he, who

repairs the box and.lock

a good labourer (nalla oor paattaali).|

maatu meeyppavan

Icaiyamutu, Vol. 1, p.4

cowherd

valainar

Mainar ilakkiyam,p.47

fishermen

The poet has given a list of labourers in his narrative, Katal meel kumilikal.

The following people also belong to the group of rustics though they are unable to
be called
labourers. They are amusing entertainers. Throu gh them, the poet has communicated progressi
ve thoughts
with a sense of humour

and subtle satire.

1.

kalaik koottaati

Kuyil paatalkal, pp.116118
Ilainar ilakkiyam, p.116

pole-dancer

2.

kutukutuppaaikkaaran
:

a man with a mini drum prophesying the
future:

Bs

ராப

Iainar ilakkiyam, p.121
Kuyil paatalkal, p.44

a man who trained a monkey to act according to his commands.

4.

paampaatti

Ilainar ilakkiyam p.122

snake charmer

53.

perumaalmaattukkaaran

» pp. 114-6

a man with a drum, who trained 4
decorated cow to nod its head when he
prophesies.

Nobody left the perspective of the poet. His intense observation and sense of humanism

to delineate the living conditions

of the ordinary

people.

In addition to the above

people,

made him

the characters,

representing various stratas of society and from different walks of life, take
an active role in the narratives. For instance Vanchi and Kuppan, Cuppamma and Timman are innocent
rural people and their
characters are wonderfully pictured with the realistic background. The poet
has some committed opinion
with regard to the worldly wisdom, common sense and sharp intellect
to be the possessions of the
women folk who actually had the will to regulate their partners and direct
them to tread on the right

track. It does not mean that all the male characters are defective.
Amutavalli, Veelan and Annam, Makinan and Killai are also created.

Ideal characters like Utaaran and
But all of them are progressive in

their views to establish a democratic and socialistic pattern of republic. Glorifying the rustics and
labourers has been considered one aspect of romantic poetry, and this aspect is predominantly found in
his poems.

Plenty of Proverbs
There are some more folk aspects found in the poems of Bharathidasan, deserving our attention.
Plenty of proverbs peculiar to the common people are, properly introduced in suitable contexts
of his
poems. A peep into them is sufficient to know the value of these old sayings.

SI.No.

(1)

Proverb

(2)

Reference

Literal Meaning

3)

(4)

(5)

Significance

1.

47800 aantiyaay
alaiyak kuutum

Kuni p.67

A king may become a beggar.

Nothing is permanent.

2.

aranmanaic ceyti
tannat ampalam
akkal aamoo?

», p.140

Palace news should
not be publicized.

Maintain the
secrecy of the
State.

(2)
avananri ooranuyvum
acaivatillai

(S)

a)

3)
pili

Without
would

civam

Etirpaa.mu. p.62

(Though this occurrence is already found
in the ordinary language of the people.)
aakkapporuttoom
aarapporuppoom

(aayiram kooti

aantu cellinum)
tuuyatu tuuyatu,
turumpu

irumpu

not

God is great.

move.

(This proverb is put in the speech of the theistic character.
poem of of Taayumaanavar (1800 A. D. )
anpee

Him,

even a single atom

Bha. Kavilll, p.118

Il, p.115

Love

in

It has

already

is Siva.

Tirumantiram,

been

found

Love

is God.

in the

it has been used as a proverb

Waited till cooking.Let us still wait
for cooling.

Patience has its

Even thousand
crores of years
passed, pure is
pure, a bit of straw

Satkarya
vaada(realism),
as understood in
the Samkhya

value.

OI-LET

(0)

(2)

(3)

(4)

6)

(c) Strike the iron

while it is hot.
19.

kinarru niirai uurit-

‘Kuri. ti. 49.

The flood would

Safety is assured.

ta vellam kontu

not carry the well

pookaatu.

water.

20.

kilipoolaccolvatu

Tamiliyakkam, p.37

Repeating like a parrot.

Absense of
originality.

21.

kulaippalam veentaam ennum
kurankai nii kantatu
untaa?

Kurincittittu,

Have you ever seen
a monkey not
liking a bunch of
fruits?

Sense-contact is
powerful.

22.

kullanai anualavum

Bha. Kavi.III, p.109

Do not trust the

Personality has
its own value.

nampaatee.

(The full proverb means,

p.170

dwarf.

"even if you

believe a thief, do not believe

a dwarf.)

Oe
23.

(2)
kooliyee kuncukatku-

@G)
Kuri. ti. p.100

k-kotumaiyum vilaip-

patu untoo?
24.

carkkaraip pantalil

Veenkaiyee eluka, p.38

2௮.

26.

Would the hen create trouble to its own
chicken?

No suffering .due
to the chiding of
the dear and near.

Raining of honey

Sweetening the
sugar. i.e. Adding to the good.

the pandal

teen maari peyyum

tancaavuur-p-paavai
aanaal

Kuri. ti. p.40

tinratanai
naatorumee tinraalnalla ciiniyum
kacakkum ati pennee.

Tam. Ka. p.16

6)

(4)

in

of sugar.

She becomes like
the Tanjore puppet.

To

If one takes daily
the same food, even
sugar
would be soaring.

Familiarity
breeds contempt.

act to one’s

tune.

(This proverb seems to be an adaptation of the old one found in Kuruntokai: aarntoor vaayil
teenum pulikkum. The popular version of the proverb is this: Palaka-p-palaka-p-paalum Pulikkum, )

00)

(2)

(5S)

(4)

(3)

Test a single grain

A single act

to know whether
the rice is cooked.

reveals a man.

Kurincittittu p.241

The great will pardon the youngster’s
mistake.

To err is human.
To mend is noble.

periyaar vaayc col
palikkum

Paan. pa. p.76

The

Ethical potency.

3).

perum puliyam
kompu pitittuvittaay

Kuri. ti. p.137

36.

porkumaa verum
paanai taan?

32

33).

paanaiccoorrukku-ppatam oru cooru

Teenaruvi, p.64

periyavar ciriyar

pilai poruppaar

34.

words

of the

great would fructify.

Seizing a big
tamarind club.

Getting a powerful person as
one’s friend.

Empty pot will not
boil up.

Satkarya vaada
(Realism).

00)
37.

(2)
mullaikkottil
puliyam puu puukkaatu.(A modified

(3)
Bhara. Kavi. Ill, p.182

(4)

G)

In the bunch of jasmine, tamarind flower
will not blossom. (This indicates the Satkarya vaada of Samkhya philosophy.)

Statement)

38.

maniyoocai keet-

Kuri. ti. p.191

We heard the sound

Coming events

toom yaanai

of the bell first.

cast their shadow

varuvatu meyyee.

The elephant follows truly.

before.

The good never
touch the doorsteps of the
arrogant’s house.

Restrain from the
disrespects.

Irrigating sedge instead of paddy.

Profitless and purposeless job.

39.

matiyaar viitu
mitiyaar nallaar

40.

viinaay iraitta
vilalukku niir

Kutu. Vila. p.114

Kurinci.p. 201

(1)
41.

42.

(2)

(3)

(4)

(6)

vennai vaittu naru
neykku aluvataa?

Bha. kavi.III, p.19

Weeping for ghee
while having the
butter in the hand.

Realisation of
one’s resources

venta punnil veel

Veen. elu. p.119

paayccum veelai

த்

Discharging the

.

Do not trouble

javelin against the

those who are al-

burnt wounds.

ready troubled.

These proverbs are suitably used in the appropriate contexts of the texts. Some of them are
modified by the poet himself. Some proverbs are given a different version, perhaps to suit the metrical
exigency of the poems. These old sayings bear evidence to the wit and wisdom of the people. They are
the records revealing the cultural and social history of the Tamils. The very fact that they survived the
ravages of time speaks to their potency and popularity.
;

Folk Pastimes
One more significant rural and rustic aspect consists in the folk games, pastimes and art of ornamentation. The following table furnishes the available accounts on this aspect from the poems of
Bharathidasan.

SI.No.

Folk Games and

Reference

Meaning

Pastimes

(0)

(2)

(3)

(4)

1.

uuncal

Orutaay ullam, p.65 Kaatal ninaivukal, pp.26-7.

Swinging play.(Normally this play is connected with girls).

2.

kalanku

Kutumpa: Vilakku, p.157

a play among girls with molucca beans.

3.

kummi

Orutaay Ullam, p.33

This is also a game of the fair-sex. Dancing with the clapping of hands to time
and singing.

4. _ koolippoor

Kuyil Paatalkal, p.31.

a fight between cocks
groups of people.

5

catukutu

Kutumpa Vilakku, p.11,
Bhara. Kavi.III, p.55.

a country play, used as a simile for
sewing and weaving.

6.

ceevalpoor

Kuyil Paatalkal, pp,42-3.

See No. 4.

reared by two
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The poet has denoted these folk games and pastimes
not from his bookish knowledge, but from his observations
from the day to day life of the people, especially living in
rural areas. These plays are only representative and not exhaustive. They are useful in several respects. Most of them
are meant for recreation and relaxation of the people. They
require some skill and courage.
They also develop
of the people.

Under
itutal (dotted

the category
drawing

the talents and competitive

of folk omamentation,

with flour and

puuttotuttal

spirit

koolam
(wreath-

ing flowers) are also noted. These are peculiar to the Tamil
culture.
There is one more aspect to be noted here while we
are dealing with his poetical views. His sincerity and
originality could not tolerate the bad habit of physically
lifting the ideas, phrases and even lines from others and
grafting them in their own poems to look as if they were
original. They never cared even to acknowledge their indebtedness to the original writers. Such aspect of intellectual theft is known as plagiarism. The righteous wrath and
biting condemnation of such unhealthy practices are found
Sometimes, his
in the firy poems of Bharathidasan.
prefaces perform the same function.

Plagiarism
He redicules those who are stealing the lines and
thoughts of his own poems. He warns that this habit would
lead one to steal the whole book of foreign authors also. It
is a disease to be avoided. If this kind of theft is allowed ,
the foreigners would not respect our Tamilnadu.

In another context, he expressed that those who are
‘plagiarizing would be condemned by the society. He fur-
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ther stated that their own heart would laugh at their wicked
deed. He advised them to write originally to their possible
extant and through such a habit in the course of time they
could, develop their talents and techniques to contribute a
lot.

The

Among

poet

unfolded

his

experience

in

the

filmdom.

the modern Tamil poets of reputation, he was the

first to write stories, dialogues and lyrics for various films.
His entry into the filmdom created some innovation and
revolution in the film art. But those who came after him
were inspired by his writings liberally, lifted passages after
passages from his creations. He advised them not to engage
in such bad activities. Even the political leaders profusely
quoted his revolutionary poems to arouse the feelings of
the people and to awaken them. The poet has proudly said
that they utilized his potential and dynamic poems to
strengthen and stabilize their parties, It is significant to
note that the poems of Bharathidasan have inspired and influenced them very much. That is why, they came forward
to quote them and even imitate them

In one context, he has mentioned that just like the
milk-vendor used to mix with milk equal quantity of water,
the plagiarists used to mix with their poems equal proportion of others’ poems.

In the preface to his immortal piece of artistic creation, Alakin Cirippu, the poet has rightly claimed that
through this original creation, he anticipated the writers to
give up the habit of closely imitating the poems in Tamil
and in other languages. He expressed his intention that the
Tamil writers should develop their own faculty to keenly
observe the beauty in all the visible objects and to penpicture their own aesthetic experiences.
From the above references, it becomes crystal clear
that the poet, who has condemned plagiarism completely, is
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quite natural to be original to the utmost extant with regard
to the style, diction, subject matter and other’ poetical
aspects.
Revivalism
Revivalism has been deemed to be a chief feature of
Romantic poetry. In the course, of this study, various illustrations are to be adduced in favour of. this view.
Glorifying the classical and medieval life and arts of the
people has been one aspect of revivalism. It also meant
putting new wine in old bottle. These two aspects of
revivalism are fully found in Bharathidasan.
His adaptations viz., Kannaki Puratcik Kaappiyam
and Manimeekalai Venpaa are based respectively on the
ancient epics Cilappatikaaram and Manimeekalai. To meet
the demands and requirements of our modem period, the
poet has revolutionized not only the structure of the story
but reshaped the characters, avoiding the supernatural elements and blind beliefs. His dramatical piece of art,
Piciraantaiyaar

and

Ceerataantavam

materials available in

are

created

on

the

the Sangam classics.

He has rendered many poems of Kuruntokai and
Puranaanuuru in the living language of our, times with a
view 10. popularizing the classical thoughts.
Even to illustrate the subjective and objective themes known as akattinai and purattinai, he has written many poems not in the
Sangam style and old metre, but in the modem style and
folk art froms.
He has retold some rare thoughts and
phrases of Sangam Tamil in modern diction.
~ " It seems
that the poet should have thought that unless the modern
Tamils have known their ancient heritage, they would not
prepare

themselves

for

a thorough

change.

He

wanted

to

effect a cultural renaissance prior to the realization of the
social and political revolution, so that it would be established on firm grounds.
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Bharathidasan has been a fire brand. His emotions at
white heat burst out in his inspiring and thought provoking
poems. He has admired in several contexts the emotional
appeal of Bharathi’s poems affecting the heart and soul of
all. Since the various facets of his Romantic imagination
constitute the central core of discussion of the following
chapter, they are not treated here. His mastery over the
language, clarity of thought, felicity of expression, power
of imagination, creative potentiality, sense of humour,
stress on ethics and above all humanism marked him to be
the greatest among the Tamil poets of this century.
As a result of our study made in this chapter,
main points to be reckoned are enlisted hereunder.

the

ம்.

Most of the English Romantic poets were also good
critics and they have evolved their own theories of
poetry and concepts of a good poet.

2.

New themes, fresh motifs, characterization! of the rustics; Sympathy towards the suppressed, Love of Nature and stress on the trinity of liberty, equality and
fraternity are some of the chief features of English
Romantic poetry.

3:

A considerable change in the style and structure
conspicuous in the poems of the Romantic poets.

4.

5.

Bharathidasan has expressed his views on new poetry
and on revolutionary poet mostly in the poems on
Bharathi and his own autobiographical poems.
The epithet, Putu Neri indicates the romantic

of writing poetry.

6.

is

method

It is understood from the references found in the
poems of Bharathidasan that Bharathi has inaugurated
the new path and he is to be regarded the first Tamil
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Romantic poet.
The flood analogy to a good poetry is found both in
Shelley and in Bharathidasan.
Bharathidasan has stressed the necessity of grammatical and prosodial knowledge for a poet, though he
pleaded for fresh and revised treatises on the subject.
He has evolved his own theory of an ideal poet and
he viewed that Bharathi has to be ranked with the
world poets.
10.

To effect a radical change at the social and political
levels through revolutionary means has been treated
to be the main objective of the new poet.

றர.

He has stressed that the functions of poetry are two
fold, i.e. to instruct and to delight.

12;

Clarity, simplicity, and pleasantness are the characteristic features of a good poetry as marked by him.

5

Though he used in his poetry the language of ordinary people that included the colloquial words, echo
words, onomatopoeic words, phrases and idioms, he
has also employed some classical words with a view

to reviving the forgotten heritage.
14.

He emphasised the easy and simple but powerful and
forceful style in poetry.

15.

Though he has used the traditional metres, he has
relaxed the rigidity of their structure and made them
to be the powerful vehicle of thoughts.

16.

The Romantic features of his poetry consist in the
usage of folk literary forms, revolutionary thoughts,
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democratic principles, glorification
aspiration to establish a new world.

of

Tamil

as a

and

diye

He has chosen ordinary men and women, most of
them being rustics to become the chief characters of
his poetry.

18.

Even the royal characters become
in his creations.

19;

Plenty of proverbs and references to the folk games
add importance to his new poetry.

20.

Revivalism, being a feature of Romanticism
found in his works.

21°

Since Bharathidasan has been original and sincere, he
could not tolerate plagiariam in any form.

the tamed

citizens

has been
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Among the essential aspects of Romanticism, the
concept of imagination has been considered prominent. The
great critic C.M.Bowra in his immortal work entitled The
Romantic Imagination has made an intensive study on the
new concept of imagination that occupies a central place in
the formation of romantic literature. According to Bowra,
the demarcation between
the English Romantics and the
early poets of the Neo-Classical school has been made on
the basis of excessive and intrinsic importance attached by
the formers to the creative side of imagination. The NeoClassic poets devoted much of their skill to the formal perfection, polished style and poetic diction.
All the poets are imaginative in one way or other.
But the Romantics laid stress on the element of imagination which is indispensable for the creation of poetry.
Before the advent of the Romantics, there were scholars
who negiected the significance of imagination for the creation of literature. Bacon never accepted the inevitability of
the imaginative faculty. According to him, the function of
imagination, while not in conformity with the laws of matter, was to unite things that are separated by nature, and
also separate things that are by nature united. Thus it was
held that unlawful matches and separation of things were
the outcome of imagination. So, Bacon did not attach much
importance to the creative aspect of imagination though he
treated it to be a harmless activity.
The Elizabethan writers including Shakespeare considered the imagination to be something that was responsible for the creation of fantasies which had no meaning to
real life. In his famous play, A Mid Summer Night's
Dream, the poet was treated on a par with the lunatic and
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the lover, since his imagination gave shape
to the unknown things and a local habitation and a name to <airy
nothing.” Imagination was treated to be a diseased faculty
and hence there was no surprise that it was not attached
with any divinity. But in the Roniantic period, the concept
of imagination attained a new shape and assumed a fresh
interpretation. It was the source of insipiration, insight and
intuition. The Romantic poets paid little attention to the
formal rules, rigidity and rational thinking. Their stress was
on the significance of the imagination which had some
divinity. They observed the natural objects with the eye of
imagination, which was not a mere faculty of creating
literature, but as an apparatus and accessory to apprehend
the ultimate reality that exists beyond the surface reality
and that is the immanent and indwelling principle. They
were able to portray what they experienced through inspired insight in the form of beautiful poetry.
Most of the poets of the romantic movement have
evolved their own theory
of imagination. A brief note
about their views on imagination is essential to have a
clear idea of the unique position dominated by the faculty
of imagination in the creation of Romantic poetry.

Imagination- Views of the Individual Poets
1. William Blake
Blake was one of the pioneers of the Romantic
School. He was an idealist and a mystic. He was also a
metaphysical poet. It was he who attributed much divinity
to the element of imagination. Even in his early days of
boyhood, he experienced divinity and felt the spiritual
presence between the earth and air. His miraculous power
of imagination induced him to carve physical forms to
abstract thoughts. He was able to depict the invisible in
the language of the visible. Through the creative imagination, he got his inner vision that revealed him the reality.

—
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of C.M.

Bowra,-

"For him the imagination
masked by visible things."

uncovers

the

reality

According to Blake, the imagination was an _ inevitable and indispensable element in the process of poetic
creation. He professed thus:
"One Power alone makes a Poet: Imagination,
the Divine Vision”.
So, the imagination and the Divine Vision go together.
Mind was the fountainhead of spiritual energy. It was also
the pivotal point for every action. The most vital activity

of the mind was the imagination.
viz.,

Blake

classified

the

1.

world

Imagination

the

of

existence

.
into
and

two
2.

the

categories,
world

of

generation or vegetation. Among them, the former one is
endless and ever existing, while the latter one is limited
and transitory. Every thing that we notice in the empirical
world is the reflection of the realities which have a permanent existence in the Etemal world of Imagination.
Blake believed that the imagination was a divine activity in
which the spiritual nature of man is understood.
Hence,

it is evident that Blake gave much

importance

to the creative power of imagination which formed an essential and integral part in the theory of Romantic poetry.

Attributing eternity to the imaginative poetic world is
not
new
to
the
Indian
literary
tradition.”
Saint
Kumaraguruparar (1700 A.D.) proclaimed that the body of
glorious literature created by the poets would not perish,
whereas the physical body of human beings made by Brahma, the God of creation suffered decay and death. Though
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the physical frame goes out of existence, the name and
fame arising out of excellent poetic creations sustain for
ever.
The greatest among the Romantic poets has been
considered to be Wordsworth not only from the point of
view of his voluminous poetic collections, but also from
the quality and variety of his poems. He has his own view
of imagination. His interpretation to imagination is enlightening and instructive. Let us consider his opinion.
2. William

Wordsworth

Wordsworth estimated imagination to be a valuable
gift and precious possession of a poet. For him, imagination was synonymous with creative power and visionary insight, which were again the output of the mind. Generally,
other Romantic poets assigned a relegated position to
reasoning. But, Wordsworth admitted that inspired insight
was nothing but one’s exalted mood.
Also he differed from other Romantics in one more
aspect. Blake and others accepted only the reality of consciousness (i.e.mind). According to these idealists, apart
from the amplitude of mind, there was no external reality.
What one sees in the glass of nature is only the reflection
of the mind. But Wordsworth considers that the external
world is not dead. It has its own soul. This soul is distinct
from the soul of the human beings. The purpose of human
existence is to realize the soul of the Nature, i.e., the external world, and to become one with it. In his mystic experience, he enjoyed the holy wedding of his personal soul
with the soul of Nature. His idea seems to be very close
to non-dualism or one kind of Advaita that is peculiar to
indian philosophy.
-

His poetic imagination travelled both intensively and
extensively into the world of imponderable mysteries and
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brought fresh facts that formed the theme of his poetry.
According
to S.B.Mukherji,
the imagination
of
Wordsworth was at once a passive and active power, as it
received as well as created.’ He considered that the mind
was only a passive agent and the knowledge was the result
of sense perception and impression. Only with the contact
of the external world the ideas are mechanically con“structed by the mind. His theory of knowledge was in conformity with that of Locke, Hartley and the other empirical
philosophers who were popular in his period.

It is inferred from the view of Wordsworth, that the
external world exists by itself and it is not a projection of
the mind. The worldly objects through the gateway of
sense organs enter into the passive mind and in this contact
and association, ideas are blossomed. Hence, it is not far
from truth to consider that Wordsworth was a realist rather
than an idealist.
Most of the Romantics agreed in one principle that
the imagination was a channel to witness the transcendental
order and to realize the Absolute Reality.

3. S.T. Coleridge
Coleridge was both a poet and critic. He was a good
friend of Wordsworth. In the initial stage when scholars
were reluctant to recognize the new poetry of Wordsworth,
it was Coleridge who approved his poetic genius and was
company,
his
In
popularity.
his
for
instrumental
into new
grew
and
fruition
attained
poetry
Wordsworth’s
in
poetry
new
their
published
them
of
Both
dimensions.
imHis
Ballads.
Lyrical
as
known
popularly
volume,
one
mortal poem, The Ancient Mariner earned him a very good
reputation, as a romantic poet. When he visited France, he
witnessed the middle stages of the French Revolution
which influenced him very much.
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a critic, he has produced

his own

theory

as a

of im-

agination. He divided it into two kinds:
1. The Primary Imagination and
2. The Secondary Imagination.
He opined that the Primary Imagination was the
living Power and prime Agent of all human Perception. He
has identified two minds, the one is finite and the other is
infinite. The act of creation that is eternal, is due to the
Primary Imagination. It seems to be a repetition in the
finite mind. It shares the creative power of God. He considers that "Imagination is possibly in man a lesser degree
of the creative power of God".
The secondary Imagination is the source for the creation of poetry. There is no much difference between these
two kinds of Imagination. They vary only in degree.

However, he believed that Imagination partook of the
creative activity of God. His view is very similar to that of
Blake who upholds that the imagination is nothing less
than God as He operates in the human soul. So, Coleridge
considered that the act of creation prompted by the imagination was divine. He viewed
that the imagination
working with an insight would enable one to differentiate
between the surface level reality and the ultimate reality.
Most of the Romantics including Coleridge opined that the
apparent visible objects served only as tools for exploring
the mysteries of the universe and understanding the abiding
principle which is the source of the phenomenal world.
After a perusal of the poems of Coleridge, some scholars
came to the conclusion that he represented perfectly that
side of the Romantic Imagination which led to the dreaming and travelling in the
wonderland
and to create
a
magic
world
with supernatural happenings dazzling with
the unusual light.
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It is essential to note that Coleridge was also an —
idealist. He was influenced by the idealistic philosophers
like Kant and Schelling. As a result of his study of their
writings, he believed that the world of ideas or spirit was
the only reality, and the external world was only a replica
of the mental picture.

4. Shelley
Shelley was a revolutionary from his early days. He
stoutly stood against the established authority and fossilized
tradition. Among his poetic creations, the lyrical drama,
Prometheus Unbound has been considered the best. His
poems are studded with beautiful personifications and fresh
myths which provide valid evidences for his imaginative
faculty.
Shelley
defined poetry to be the expression of the
Imagination. He felt that in the ordinary world, all things
were separated through reasoning and analysing, whereas in
poetry, they were presented in a harmonious background
due to the marvellous power of imagination. He realised
that the primary

and basic task of reason should be to scan

the seen objects with a view to providing an instrument for
the artistic performance of imagination which aimed at
projecting congenial and collective picture.

_ Shelley was convinced
which

furnished

avenues

of the faculty of imagination
to

apprehend

one’s

noblest

powers. He was also a confirmed idealist since he believed
that the eternal mind was otherwise known as the ultimate
_reality which provided support for the existence of the ex-

ternal world.
:

According to him, the main purpose of imagination
was to create forms which would reveal the reality in all
its splendour. In his Defence of Poetry, he declared that
the poet has a special kind of knowledge to behold the
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present as it is and to discover the relevant rules to regulate the present things. He also beholds the future in the
present and his thoughts are the germs of the flower and
the fruit of the latest time.
He

the power

considered

that the poet has been endowed

of intuition and insight to behold through

with

the

natural objects the timeless and unchanging reality of
which the empirical world was only a broken reflection or
a moving shadow.
5. Keats
Keats was the youngest among the Romantic poets
and short lived, though his poetic creations made a permanent mark in the history of English literature. As an artist he treated poetry to be the embodiment of beauty, and
not as a vechicle of propaganda. He alarmed to note that
beauty had to face the menace of the scientific inventions
and he alerted that only the imagination would come to the
rescue of beauty. His famous epic Endymion opens with

the oft-quoted lines:
"A thing of beauty is joy for ever
Its loveliness increases and it will
Never pass into nothingness....”
These lines bear testimony to his aesthetic experience
excellent expressive power.

Among

and

the Romantic poets, Keats was the best ad-

mirer and passionate lover of beauty as manifested in the
visionary world. For him, Beauty was Truth and Truth,
Beauty. His identification of Truth with beauty is very significant. Truth indicates the imperishable and everlasting
Reality: Since Keats felt that the essence of the Reality
remains to be Beauty, he has equated it with Beauty. This
view has parallels in Indian thought, which would be dis-
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cussed in the chapter entitled, Aesthetic Experience.
Like Blake, he too believed that Ultimate reality was
to be found in the imagination. For him the imagination
had the power to create and reveal, and the products of imagination were not unreal, as they had relevance to the ultimate reality.
Keats was not only a poet but a‘ good aesthetician.
He knocked the door of absolute reality with the help of
the imagination. His appreciation for the beautiful senseobjects brought him before the presence of the supreme
reality. When he came into contact with the beauty of the
sense-objects he got excited and exalted, experiencing a
travel in an imaginative world which was to him to be
eternal and universal, transcending the level of objective
existence.
Thus, it is clear that the Romantic poets, in their
search for the spiritual reality, treated the artistic imagination and finer feelings to be the proper means, though
these were discredited by the rationalists.

To sum up, the following are some of the important
aspects of Romantic imagination:

1

2:

3:

Imagination

has been generally considered

Imagination endows
creation and insight.

the

poet

with

137-12

the

power

of

It has been regarded to be an aid to apprehend the
Absolute Reality.

4,

to be the

essential element of poetry.

Divinity is attached with Imagination.
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of Imagination

is limitless

and

as a

5.

The world
able.

6.

The dual role of Imagination being
tive was stressed by Wordsworth.

Ts

Imagination reveals the Beauty in the
manifestations of Nature in all splendour.

8.

Sometimes Romantic Imagination leads one to travel
in the wonderland.

o:

The holy wedding of the individual soul with
Nature’s soul is due to Romantic Imagination.

passive

imperish-

and

ac-

different

the

With this background, let us proceed to explore the
Romantic aspects of Imagination as conceived and prac-.
tised by the Tamil Romantic poet, Bharathidasan.
Most of the Western Romantic poets were also good
critics. We have already noted that they had evolved their
Own views on poetry as evidenced from their articles,books
and prefaces prefixed to their literary works. But when we
tum to the Indian tradition including the literary heritage of
the Tamils, we come across two different sets of scholars.
One section of them are essentially poets totally devoted to
literary creation, while another section consisting of the
grammarians, rhetoricians and commentators committed
themselves to formulate, theorize and standardize the rules
and regulations pertaining to the production of literary
pieces. There may be some exceptions to this general view.

With regard to Bharathidasan, he is out and out a
poet, though his skill as a critic is noticed in some of his
poems and even in his prefaces io his poetical collections.
It is beyond the pale of controversy that he has no Western
model in his mind when he ventured to write poetry. However, one who has acquainted with the theory of Western
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Romantic poetry, could easily identify and isolate the
aspects of Romantic imagination manifested in his poems
on some vital themes
like Love, Nature, Language etc.,
First of all, an attempt is made here to find out the terminology and techniques adopted by Bharathidasan to indicate Romantic imagination.
்

Karpanai
In Tamil the word Karpanai generally means imagination. It is also used as an antonym to Unmai meaning
a reality, fact etc. Though some of the Romantics believed
that the products of Imagination are eternal, that does not
mean that they have a permanent existence in the empirical
world. In this aspect, it becomes a fictitious thing. They
have their own existence in the imaginative world. Sometimes, some of the products of Imagination turned to be
reality.

The Poet Bharathidasan has
in many contexts most of which
Without presenting the situation,
word karpanai cannot be properly
context is also briefed in order to
significance.

used the word Karpanai
have romantic character.
the connotation of the
understood. Hence, the
bring forth its romantic

In one of his Narrative poems
‘Bharathidasan creates a situation
Utaaran and the princess Amutavalli
sionately admiring each other due to
irresistable and irrevokable love that
the scheming of the cabinet and the
the sway of the established tradition,
great he may be, should not marry in

entitled, Puratci-k-kavi
that brings the poet
in close quarters, pasthe mutual attraction,
dares to smash down
king who were under
that a citizen however
the royal family.

The king’s only daughter Amutavalli has learnt suffi_ ciently the Tamil literature and grammar. In addition, she
has gained knowledge in other languages. She has also
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studied

the

ethical

works

and

books

on

different

dis-

ciplines. But she does not know the a, b, c of prosody to
compose poems. Though she has a sense of appreciation
for the Natural objects such as the flower, beetle, ponds,
rivers, mountain, sea etc., she could not translate the felt

impressions
with

the

into beautiful

advice

poetry.

of his minister

That
has

is why

arranged

the king

a good

ac-

complished young poet Utaaran, to instruct the techniques
of poetic creation to his beloved daughter. Since, Utaaran
was brimming with youthfulness possessing an arresting
personality, they worried that nothing untoward should happen and hence devised a plan. Accordingly, while learning
in the decorated dais near a grove, a Screen was put up to
divide the two. The princess was pre-informed that the
poet: was blind. Similarly, Utaaran was well-informed that
the princess was a leper. This kind of arrangement was
believed to keep the poet and princess apart, since it was
the belief that seeing a defective person was a bad omen,
to be shunned. Thus, the preliminaries were over and the
course was commenced.

-

Utaarap taught the princess the principles of prosody,
rhetorics and the techniques of writing the four-fold poetry,
- quoting his own poetic experiences. Till then, she never
saw his face and the poet also never beheld her as per the
instruction that seeing the blind or leper was ill-omen.
Thus many days rolled on. One evening, she was waiting
for the arrival of her young guru beside the dais. At that
time, destroying the forest of darkness, the full moon
emerged out enveloping the entire ether with its dazzling
light. Enchanted by the excellent beauty of the Moon,
poetry gushed forth spontaneously from the unfathomable
depth of the poet’s heart. On hearing the laudable poems
on Moon, the princess naturally suspected the blindness of
the poet, and seriously thought that it was impossible for
the poet to delineate the Natural beauty, if he was blind.
Soon she was tempted to remove the curtain and with her —
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lotus-eyes glanced at the talented poet with his hill-like
shoulders. Struck with wonder and delight, in herself she
exclaimed thus:
"Is there a better embodiment of masculine
beauty than this man!
Is there an immaculate painting like this!
Even the shining moon has defect;
There is no defect in the beauty of this person!”
On seeing the pretty princess bedecked with ornaments stood before him, the unparalleled Utaaran lost his
control and indulged in unabated appreciation. In his mental screen, a panorama of lovely impressions was cast in
sequence. Enamoured with the presence of the princess,
poetry leaps up from the fountain-heart of the poet, attesting to his creative power of imagination. He inwardly exclaims in the following way:
"What wonder is this! Is it
The pretty Moon in the sky assuming
The form of a Damsel appeared in front of me!
(- As a rare gift);
To this earth, is there a better cool-brightiness
than this! (-Moon

- like girl)

Is it a product of the mass of lighinings!
Does it belong to the race of Rainbow!
Is it a manifestation of the Imagination
Born in the heart of the poets of the Sweet
Tamil!
Is it the shining of the melted gold!
Or a flower-creeper or a bunch of flowers!”

Then both of them mutually understood each other,
prepared even to protest the royal power to preserve their
pure and divine love, even at the risk of their life.

The

above

passages

are

suitable

examples

for

the
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romantic type of imagination based on love arising all on a

sudden breaking the formidable barriers. The comparisons
to the princess are both celestial and terrestrial. The poet’s
vision flies between the ether and earth to find out the
agreeable and aesthetic analogies for the predominantly
beautiful princess that bewitched both his heart and soul.

Karpanai Uurru
In the second anthology of his poems, the word Karpanai used to denote imagination in general. For instance,Bharathidasan extols his mentor Bharathi to be the
spring of imagination .(karpanai uurraam), suggesting, the
spontaneous overflow of his powerful imagination. ~ In
another context, when Bharathi described the southern
boundary of India to be the edge of the sea of blue waves,
where the Goddess Kumari performed eternal penance, he
has exhibited an example for romantic imagination, as per
the account of Bharathidasan.!* The purpose of Her
penance may be to protect the people and the border from
the on-slaught of the ferocious sea and foreign military expedition. Some sort of supernaturalism and divinity are attached in the aforesaid description.

In a different context, when the poet engages in
biting criticism against the film producers, he questions the
validity and utility of accepting the stereotyped pictures.
He exhorts whether changing the dirty clothes by fresh

ones

is bad.

If one

thinks

that the

old story

(ie.

the

purana) sustained us, whether the imagination has lost its
vigour. ~ He adds that the Tamils never rejected to enjoy
fresh stories in the silver screen. He wants to change the
fossilized ideas through introducing fresh thoughts and new
Stories being the outcome of imagination. Here, it is very
clear that the poet expects innovation to be the product of
imagination, revealing again the romantic nature of its purpose and function.
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Kanavu
Next, in the language of the poet kanavu has been
used to denote imagination. Kanavu literally means a
dream. Since dreaming is considered to be one aspect of
Romantic Imagination, one could very well understand taat
Bharathidasan as a Romantic poet favoured dreaming, that
too day-dreaming which lasts for a long time and hence he
calls it Netumpakal kanavu (--lit. long day dream).°°
Even
his predecessor
Bharathi
has already
used
the
term

Nettai-k-kanavu which is not different from this terminol-

ogy in his immortal piece, Kuyil Paattu. When he visualizes the music of the black kuyil, the Indian Nightingale,
Spreading its melodious din everywhere in the atmosphere,
just like mixing the ambrosia-in all the wind, he imagines
that some celestial damsel has assumed the form of the
black bird and rendered the sweet melody. On thinking
about the wonderful musical bird, the poet says that he was
maddened with poetic fervour that destroyed the waking
State and lodged the poet in a long day-dream which has
been customary with the poets. Here again, one can find
one aspect of Romantic imagination, i.e. the madness
of
poetry takes the poet from the conscious level to the still
higher level of dream consciousness. The relevent metrical
lines under reference are given hereunder:

“innamutai-k- kaarrinitai enkum kalantatu pool
Sa
ட
. . vaanattu mookiniyaal
inta-v-uru eyti-t-tan eerram vilakkutal pool
innicai-t- tiimpaatal icaittirukkum vintaitanaimunni-k- kavitaiveri muuntee nanavaliya-ppatta-p-pakalilee paavalarkkut-toon ruvataam

nettai-k-kanavin nikalcciyilee kanteenச...

Le

Since Bharathi has commenced the proper Tamil Romantic
tradition, his successor and literary disciple Bharathidasan
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should

have

imbibed

the

concept

of day-dreaming

as a

from

him to be a poetic device to literary creation and also enjoyment. His poems on Kaanal (literally
reveal his painful sojourn in the dreamy
like a desert due to the scorching of the
Though he describes the hot season in the

meaning Mirage)
tract that looks
unbearable sun.
most natural and

realistic

conscious

setting,

it does

not

occur

in the

but only in the day dreaming, as fevealed
of the last stanza which runs thus;

world,

by the first line

“titukkena vilitteen-nalla
clitala-p-perumcoolai!
netumpakal kanavil-kanta

nencuruttum kaanal"
As soon as he awaked, he was seated before the great cool
grove. Even when he returned to the normal level of consciousness, what he witnessed in his long day dream, i.e.
the burning mirage seriously affected his heart. Not only
that. It went further. Because his heart was pre-occupied
with the* horror of hot season, even the gentle grove and
running brook actually appeared to him to be fire approaching him to burn, It may be suggested that the previous experiences of the poet that were stored up in his
sub- consciousness came up to the surface level of his
dream-consciousness to find an outlet, and finally even
when he realised what happened was only a dream, the
heaviness and harshness of the dream-scenes projected in
the external objects, which were by nature cool and
pleasant, illusioned the poet to fear them for a hot and unpleasant phenomena,

Here again, one may concede that this kind of imagination is neither normal nor practical but actually
Romantic.
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Tamilkkanavu
There are somemore examples in the poems of
Bharathidasan to day-dreaming. In the first collection of his
poems, there is one long poem under the caption Tamil-kKanavu~
literally meaning a dream about Tamil. Herein,
the poet unfolds his aspirations and ambitions for the
unification of the Tamil community
to establish an
academy to the many-sided growth of Tamil language and
to effect a.renaissance in the thought and life of the
people. In the end of the poem, the poet comes to the
waking state, when he listened to the dialogue in which the
lover fell down unable to bear the adoration of his sweetheart, just because it happened to be in slang. The poet’s
expression
utanee titukkena vilitteen
[-immediately and
alarmingly I woke up (opened my eyes),] reveals his strong
involvement in day-dreaming. The terse and pithy sentence
Structures, rustic idioms such as tataputal, amali, kuviyutu
etc., add to the Romantic character of this poem. The poem
is charged with emotion at white heat which again marks
the Romantic aspect. For instance, the following lines
deserve to be quoted:
"Tamilin tontar tatukkinum nillaar
Otinaar ootinaar ootinaar natantee".

In his ecstacy, he describes that the devotees of Tamil
not stop even if they face any obstruction. Their busy
fast movement is painted in the second line’: "They
ran, ran but walked". What is meant by this sort
oxymoron is that they are unusual and different from
ordinary
supreme

and idle
and noble

will
and
ran,
of
the

people, since they are wedded to a
cause, they do not halt or procrastinate

till their goal is achieved.
The poet concludes the poem with a note of disappointment after returning to the state of consciousness to
find himself among the old desperate Tamils.
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The usage of the phrase titukkena vilittal has been
current in the spoken language of the people, indicating
one’s return to waking state due to a shocking experience.

The same phrase that has some romantic character finds a
place in the poems
hereunder.

of Bharathidasan. Illustrations are given

The theme of one poem, in which the said phrase occurs, centres around a conflict and comic conclusion between a husband and wife happening in a dream. Many
years passed away after wedding. After a long conjugal
life, the wife is barren, yielding no offspring. The husband
feels the necessity to have a progeny
to prepetuate his
family. In a rash and angry mood, he chided her bitterly.
As a result, she left him with the eyes incessantly shedding
tears, and with a burning heart. Along with her the music
of her anklet also left the place. With the sobbing sound
that moved even the space, swimming in the darkness, she
reached a dense forest that frightened even the thieves, undaunted for murderous activities. With unbearable distress,
she placed herself in the forest slowly laying down, since
her waist was painful. Nobody knows whether she is alive
or dead. The husband repents for what has happened. A little bit he is selfish, and reflects that nowhere he could get
the palatable food and the mixture of arecanut and limecoated betel-leaf for chewing, after her separation. In his
anxiety he asks himself whether is it possible to get the
ambrosia of her jasmine-like smile in the bazaar. He could
not bear the pangs of her separation. So he went to the
forest in search of her and entreated her pardon. He felt
that it was sufficient to regain her and never worried to
have a child. Thus thinking, he approached her for an
embrace, but she boldly told him to quit the spot. Again
(with increasing love), he pleaded with her, stating that it
was quite natural that disgust would come and go between
the wife and husband, but she should not magnify the mistake to that extant of destroying the exalted pleasure of

life. On

hearing this,

she expressed

that if they did not
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bear any child, he should have that broad outlook of treating other children in the world to be their own. Since he
was lacking that large heartedness, she was not prepared to
continue to live, and thus died.
All on a sudden,
self)

got

up

from

his

the husband
slumber.

He

(-being the poet himwitnessed

the

kaantal

flower-like hand of his wife being placed around his
shoulder. To extricate from the clutches of doubt and fear,
he frequently touched her many times and happily found
the flow of breathing in the tip of her nose. In the bed, he
found her with life, like finding a golden treasure. In awe
and wonder, immediately he touched himself and found to
be safe and alive.’
This dream may not be due to the suppressed
thoughts in the sub-conscious level, since the poet, who
takes the role of the husband in the poem, has been
blessed with sufficient children. Perhaps, the barren life
of some known couple should have made an impact in the
poet’s mind. Or, the poet should have indulged in such a
dreaming to instruct the childless couple to develop a sense
of a parental affection to breed ihe neglected children to be
their own.
This kind of dreaming has been considered to be one
aspect of Romantic Imagination that we have noted more
than once. —
Nanavu

and Kanavu

Bharathidasan has clearly indicated two different
levels of existence known as Nanavu Ulaku and Kanavu
Ulaku, the first one denoting the empirical world, while the
second one denoting the dreaming world.
Why he has
made such a division is not far to seek. Escapism explains
the position well. The purpose of such a device is to fly
from the routine life, sometimes disturbed, and to get into
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an imaginative world to engage in a reverie.
This aspect
has also been accepted to be an integral part of Romantic
mood.2!_
What actually happens sometimes is that the
same plight chases one even in the dream.
Whatever it
may be, the poet does not aspire to withdraw himself from
such sort of imagination.

poet

In the poem under the title, Tavippatarkoo Pillai, the
states that he and his better-half have just then de-

scended

down

to

the

conscious

world

(-Nanavu

Ulaku)

from dreaming. What they, dreamt forms the content of the
main corpus of the poem.
The present dream is a deliberate contrast to the previous one, cited above.
This dream unfolds the miserable
condition of the family due to bearing child one after
another, causing a heavy expenditure exceeding the paltry
income of the husband and hence resulting in poverty and
disease. Despite the burden of the family, one night, after
supper and after the children slept, the wife gently approached her husband who has just slipped into slumber in
the

tinnai

(-the

elevated

outer

portion

of

the

house

or

verandah~ facing the street), and touched him with her
flower- like hands, silently asked whether he has lost all
himself in sound sleep.
Realising her husband coming
slowly to consciousness, she hinted that there was snow in
the street.
Her expression was symbolic, slowly tempting
and alluring him to indulge. In a humourous tone, the poet
says that there is no need for further word to understand
her psychology. Both of them kept in silence for a minute.
As a result, they had a dream which reveals the plight of
the poor, begetting children in large numbers, who are

guideless and helpless.

In this
of the poor
the affluent
imagery that

continued dream,
children suffering
children with all
portrays the rich

there is a contrasting picture
under the grip of death and
happiness.
There is a fine
parents embarked in the ship
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with the flown flag of money (-sailing in the ocean of the
earthly existence) never worried about the miserable
children, but actually despised them.
As
‘scended

the dream
down

to

collapsed,
the

both

conscious

the partners

world

have

(Nanavu

de-

Ulaku).

What they experienced in the dream urged them to detest
to have a dip in the ocean of love. Their distress in the
daily life could not be understood by anyone.
Contrary to their forced dislike for sexual indulgence,
when they mechanically moved into the private compartment of the house, due to the strong gravitation of the
magnet of conjugal enjoyment, both of them stumbled
down into the flood of love (- i.e. they copulated to their
hearts’ content).

After ten months, one day in the day time,
husband was harassed by the money-lender, and
daughter was suffering from severe fever, the
conveyed by the aged nurse attending his wife,
delivered a child in an auspicious time with the
Muthaalamman

(the

Goddess

Maari), was

just

when the
the elder
message,
who has
grace of

like

a

fuel

adding to the fire.

The poet asks whether is it necessary to get a child
when the whole family is seized by the tempest of disease,
poverty and distress.

There are two sides in the poem, one picturing the
real position of the family circumstances instructing to
avoid sexual life, while the other side focussing on the irresistable and unquenchable crazing to gratify sexual urge.
- The poet finds an amiable solution to the dilemma by advocating birth-control, making provision for sexual union,
thus

avoiding

infant mortality

due

to poverty

and

alleviat-

ing the suffering of the wife due to periodical conceptions.
He concludes that there is nothing wrong in the implemen-
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tation of birth control.

When one knows the social history upto the middle
of this century, he would easily be convinced what the
poet had boldly suggested was really a revolutionary venture, since birth control was against the established Indian
tradition and was considered to be-a heinous sin. In order
to stem down the explosion of population, the Modern
India has legalized birth control which has been favourably
adhered even by the rich.
As for as Bharathidasan
is concerned, creating
dreamy world and entertaining revene are meant not merely to produce delight or wonder, but for instructing a good
lesson to the people at large for leading a happy and healthy life.

Karpanai Ulakil

bend

The Romantic Imagination of the poet is meaningful
and hence useful.
The poems entitled, Karpanai Ulakil
(literally meaning the world of Imagination) require a careful study to understand further about the Romantic features
of the poet’s imagination.
These poems coniain the following aspects:

Uo

A Reminiscence.

. Aspiration for utter solitude and the hurdles.

BSS

2.

. Description of the poet’s office room.

. Escapism

5. Experience
6. Return to Normalcy
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The poet describes his little office
chair and table. Old papers are spread
room. There is a box and petty things.
window permitting the entry of the
description is realistic and natural.
seems to be romantic. :
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room with a small
everywhere in the
There is a small
wind.
Here, his
But what follows

One day in the evening at about 5 O’Clock, the poet
sits in isolation, peeping out once. A reminiscence has immediately flashed before him. In his heart,she (the sweetheart) came

and has broken his solitude with the ogles, and

smiled.
Then she turned her lotus-face exhibiting an endearing anger, effecting a gainful result. He praised her to
be a pretty parrot and begged (for her pleasure). Soon she
moved towards him and was caught between his hands.

He aspires for utter solitude which he called eekaan‘tam, which is a technical term in Advaita philosophy to
denote ultimate reality. It seems that the poet has used the
word in a secular sense, to denote a lonely condition undisturbed by any external phenomena.
Even for brooding or
writing a poetry he wants privacy and solitude.
But he
says that the empirical world is an enemy (-Virodhin) to
ekaanta(-solitude), pested by regular beggars, bored by the
street-friends, confounded by the gossip mongers and the
‘like. In order to escape from this sort of confused existence, he informed his lady-love to fly along with him so
that they could climb to the top of the soaring heaven.
As human beings, they cannot fly. The poet wants
to get wings not only for himsclf but for his better-half
also. A sudden metamorphosis takes place. Both of them
transformed themselves into the beautiful forms of a dove
couple, (-a symbol of purity and love) commenced their
upward journey, exchanging innumerable kisses and drinking the ambrosia, springing forth from the petal-like lips.
Further they went.
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Though they assumed the dove-form, the description
of the lips seems to be human, indicating that they required
at least physically the instruments invested with them
originally by nature.
The twinkling stars and the glittering planets transformed by their brilliance the dark heaven into a bright
one.
She joined her head with his head, and their wings
were entwined. Soon he lost himself and she too! After a
lapse of time, both opened their eyes in the residence of
the space!
Immediately the poet returns to his consciousness, uttering, Oh my Love! We are Bharats, Come down’
(From

heaven).

(Soon she also returned to normalcy).

Again the poet has“found himself sitting alone within
his small room with the materials mentioned above,
without resuming a further flight, surrounded by the family
members, perturbed by many a trouble, unethical activities
of the leaders of the ruling party etc., agitatingly entered
into the orbit of his consciousness.

The poem ends where it commenced.
Romantic imagination along with the concept
finds a better expression.

Herein, the
of escapism

In one of his long narrative poems, Paantiyan
Paricu, the poet has again: presented a picture of Nanavu
Ulaku and Kanavu Ulaku.”* Also in his prose-poetry on
the theme of love and life, the poet utters thus:
"One day they (-the
earth and spoke"

partners)

came
roe

down

to

the

This passage suggests that usually the lovers delight in an
:
imaginative dreamy world.
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Escapism
Escapism enables the characters to find out a quick
exit t0 move in a fairy-land. It is so with the poet himself.
When he finds himself disgusted with the ups and downs
of the mundane life and distressed with the troubled surroundings, there is no other go except to escape from such
circumstances to find an out-let and solace in a dreamy
world.
The illustrations cited above are sufficient to support our hypothesis. With regard to the Western Romantic
poets, there are many examples to substantiate the aspect
of escapism: One example is given here.
Keats, the great aesthetician-cum-poet in his Ode to
a Nightingale clearly makes use of this device of escapism
in order to forget the untold miseries that he had to face
due to the death of his brother Tom, the separation of his
other brother George who settled in the U.S.A. to earn a
good fortune, the savage criticism against his epic Endymion by the heartless reviewers and the disappointment
of his love with Miss Fanny Browne. With a view to escaping from the tension and turmoil, he seeks entry into the
world of beauty. On hearing the intoxicating music of the
Nightingale he forgets the conscious world.
It has exercised on him the magic influence of opium or wine.
He
begins to address the bird in the most adorable language
and thus forgets his misery
சா

That thou, light-winged Dryad of ee trees,
In some melodious plot
Of beechen green, and shadows ச.
Singest of summer in full-throated ease.
That I pee drink, and leave the world unseen,
_And with thee fade away into the forest dim.”

In his ecstacy, he has crossed the limits of ‘space and time,
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sojourned to the wonderland with romantic castles
where
he has happened to witness a beautiful, imprisoned princess
waiting for the knight to get liberated. The line,
"Adieu! the fancy cannot cheat so well"
suggests what the poet has experienced is due to the power
of imagination which he calls fancy.
His homeward journey to habitual self is indicated in these lines:
;
“Was it a vision, or walking dream?
Fled is that music: do I wake or sleep?”
Thus, we have noticed some common ground conceming some aspects of Romantic Imagination and Escapism, between Bharathidasan and his Western counterpart.

Apart

from

the dreamy

world,

our Tamil

poet has

also identified a sphere of dreamless sleep.
Be that it
may.
Like the world of dreams, he gives importance to
the world

of. arts (Kalai

Ulaku), which

also obliterates all

kinds of pain and distress and endows one with solace and
joy.
In one poem, he despises the world to be crooked,
besides being a place of slaughter (-i.e. killing the ethics)

and a place of meanness (-i.e. dominated

by the low and

shori- sighted persons).
Yo extricate himself from such a
detestable existence, he seeks entry into the world of arts.
There he rejoices to his heart content on seeing beautiful
dance of the lovely damsel, bedecked with fine ornaments,
resembling a peacock.29
The subsequent poems also deal
with the same theme, attesting to the aesthetic sense and
creative power of the poet.
Now, let us pass on to deal with one kind of Romanlic imagination as drawn in the narrative poem entitled,
Sanjeevi Parvatattin Caaral °. This poem is meant to ex-—
pose the evils of caste-system, priesthood, blind beliefs, or-

thodoxy, mythology etc., that stood as clogs on the way of —
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human progress and prosperity. The word Sanjeevi denotes
a mythical herb, supposed to be available in a mythical
mountain, possessing 2 supernatural potency to revive the
dead.

The

Tamils

(-the

Indians)

believed

the

story

of

Hanuman, an undaunted and adventurous character in the
Epic Ramayana, who was a staunch devotee of Sri Rama.
When Indrajit, the indomitable and peerless hero and eldest
son

of

Ravana,

discharged

the

Divine

Serpent

Arrow

(-

Nagastra) against the Vanaras who came to support Rama
and Lakshmana, they fell down unconsciously. In order to
revive them, the great hero Hanuman manifesting himself
in a magnificient cosmic form, pervading the earth and
ether, went to the mountain and lifted it with its herbs and
hurried to resurrect all the unconscious warriors fallen in
the battle-field.
The poet repudiates such an unbelievable account and
aspires to liberate the people from the bonds of superstitions and myths. To achieve this end, he has created the
above narrative poem which may be conveniently divided

into the following seven parts:
1. The Description
jeevi Parvata.
2. Introduction

of the

of the

mythical

love

mountain,

characters

Kuppan

San-

and

Vaiichi in an erotic setting.
3. Kuppan’s expedition to the Mountain
herb and its effects.
4. Cognizance
guages.

of

the

speeches

in

to fetch the

Different

5. Listening to the Ramayana exposition in Tamil.

6. The Realisation of Kuppan and Vanchi

lan-
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7. Retum to the same place.
The

poem

is marked

by beautiful

by

subtle

humours,

and interspersed

thoughts.

imagination,

with

punctuated

revolutionary

The main characters are Kuppan and Vanchi, the

two rustics.
Dialogue occupies a dominant place in the
long poem. The language is living and simple but powerful and pungent.
Being a rationalist and a free thinker, the poet does
not believe that a man can uproot a mountain and he can
assume

a

cosmic

form

(i.e.

Visva-rupa).

The

following

lines deserve our attention:

maamalaiyai-t- tuukkum manitan iruntatillai . . . pinnum malaituukkum manitan pirappatillai
avvaaree oormanitan aakaayam puumimattum
evvaaru niintu valaruvaan? illai illai."

But in a
kavi, thes
poet, who
fervently
boundless

subsequent narrative poem, known as Puratci-kpoet has made the main character Utaaran, the
passionately loves the Princess Amutavalli and
adores her expressing his gxcessive emotion and
love in the following lines:

“anpullam puunukinreen;

atuyum

murri

aakaayam alaavumoru kaatal konteen"

His kindness ripens into intense love
height of heaven.

ee soars up to the

One may defend the poet stating that physical growth
to an unimaginable magnitude is improbable and impossible,
whereas love, being a psychical aspect could
transcend all the barriers in its swelling even to the height
of the heaven.
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However, one more criticism concerning the power
of the herb has been advanced by Dr.K.Swaminathan,
an

able critic and efficient Professor of English?

On what

authority the poet, who discredited the supernatural power
of immortality attributed to the Herb,
has ascribed
the
two fresh special powers to the same Herb, viz., (1) enabling a person to easily understand any people speaking
any language under the sun, and (2) projecting a vision to
witness all happenings occurring anywhere in the earth.

The answer is not far to seek. In order to remove a
thorn, a thorn is used in the life of the ordinary people.
So alco the poet makes a fresh myth in order to discredit
the already existing myth.
To pay in one’s own coin is
nothing
new
to
the
revolutionary
poets.
What
Bharathidasan has created is to be taken a poetic device
meant for a noble objective.
One more thing has to be noted.
Belief in the old
myth with regard to the herb develops superstition, whereas
the new myth as created by the poet destroys superstition.
So, though the latter one seems to be unrealistic, when one
considers the objective for which it stands, he may tolerate
its introduction.
Since the poem is essentially meant to instruct much
about the observations and criticisms of the foreigners over
the behaviour and beliefs of the Indians, these imaginative
devices and reflections are very importani.
It is to be
borne in mind that the poem was written some six decades
ago, while the country was under the supremacy of the
British rule. Though these reflections are poet-made, it is
not incorrect to think that they also included at least some
of the thoughts of the foreign on-lookers, sympathizers and

lovers of India.
The
Vanchi

have

narrative
tasted

poem

indicates

a bit of the

herb

that
under

Kuppan
reference,

and
on
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their return from the Mountain and halted beneath the
shade of a pleasant tree.
As a result of the miraculous
power of the herb, they become audience to the distant
speeches of the French, American, English and finally the
Tamil.
The wonder increases when the poet says that
these two adventurous characters being Tamils, have felt
that they received the speeches of the foreigners in the
Tamil version. The poet’s sympathy towards the two rustics is boundless and hence he makes the foreigners’
speeches easily accessible to them in the Tamil translation.
The substance of the individual speech deserves to be
presented here, since the main objective of the poet in assigning super-power to the herb would then only be well
understood.

1. The Speech of the French
The French condemned the Italian comrade who was
intolerant to see a black Tamil seated in front of his dining
table in a restaurant suggesting him to run a separate one,
reserved only for the use of the black people.
But the
large hearted French instructed his Italian comrade the
necessity to develop a sense of equality, asking him
whether had he seen any difference in the process of birth
and death among the different groups of people on earth.
In France, nobody would be prepared to discriminate and
differentiate people, thus belittling their age-old fame.

On hearing these words of the French, both Kuppan
and Vajfichi hailed him for his humanistic tendency.
Here

it is essential to note that Bharathidasan,

being

a citizen of French India was inspired by the democratic
ideologies and humanistic attitudes, brought to the lime
light through the French Revolution.
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2. The Speech of the American
The speech of the American has revealed a two-fold
division among the Americans themselves.
Accordingly,
the benevolent Americans would aspire that all the people,
living everywhere in the expanded world, should prosper,
while the malevolent section of the same nationals would
be utter selfish, thinking that they alone should thrive.
The
Americans

two

tustics

to come

wished

the

first

category

of

to the succour of the slave countries to

get freed, thus earning an exalted fame.

3. The Speech of the English
What follows next is the lengthy speech of the
English that reveals that the thirty three crores of Indians
(-the population strength during 1920-30) are badly severed
by individual differences, caste-discriminations, manifold
religious ideologies, and upset by the J/thihasas and
Puranas breeding hatred and division, religious priests misleading the society, hero-worship leading to idolatry etc.
Unless and until they discarded completely their own differences through developing the sense of unity, power of
reasoning and reliance on their endeavour and exertion,
they are not fit to wage a war of independence against the
British. The speech continues further:

"It is impossible for a good principle to get gerThe Inminated in the mire of confusion and agitation.
They are thinking only about the
dians are pessimists.
They
transcient nature of the body and of the relatives.
for
care
little
They
reject the objects of enjoyment.
hence
and
wealth. They treat this world to be evanescent
useless. They deeply engross in blind beliefs, developing
If they sufficiently equip
ill-will and nurturing divisions.
elements, then
undesirable
these
exterminate
themselves to
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they become fully qualified to drive the English away from
their country”.
On listening closely to this lengthy speech, being a
healthy criticism of the men and matters of the British

India, both Kuppan and Vajfichi felt very much for the pitiable condition of their mother land. Though the caustic
speech of the English made the shrewd Vanchi unnerved to
stand like a stone, soon she regained herself and was
happy to learn much about the country.
In her exalted
emotion, uttering that the green herb yielded good நய,
she saluted the Mountain that supplied the herb?

The

pity

is that even

to have

an

idea

about

the

causes for the entanglement of India, the Indian people required the platform orations of the Whites. In this connection, it is proper to menfion that due to the earnest efforts
of the British humanists Allan Octavian Hume and William
Wedderbum, the Indian National Congress was formed to

liberate India from the bond of foreign rule.
4. The Speech of the Tamil
Lastly, Kuppan and Vanchi were made to hear the
Tamil talk, being an elaborate exposition of Ramayana by
a professional Bhagavata.
The dialogue between Kuppan and Vafichi on hearing
the Ramayana narration has been presented with full of
humour, exposing the innocence and ignorance of the
former, finally
enlightening
him to get freed from orthodoxy, uncovering the manipulation of the clever people
living on religion and puranas.

The poem opens with a beautiful natural setting and
it ends where it has begun.
The poet has fully forged his creative power of im-
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agination not only in the structure of the narrative, but in
the attribution of the special powers to the herb, without
which the poem becomes meaningless. It is to be borne in
mind that the imagination, involved in the picturesque

portrayal of all the different speeches,

supposed to have

been delivered by the distinctive linguistic individuals from
overseas and in the power of understanding of the two rustics, may be considered something unusual, hitherto not
practised by any poet with a solitary exception of Sekkizhar (1200 A.D.) who stated in Periyapuraanam, the hagiology of the Saiva saints, that Ceeramaan Perumaal (800
A.D) was endowed with a divine power of deciphering the
sense of the sounds of the different species of organic
beings.
There are many descriptions which are divine.
In
the language of the poet, they are tivviya varunanai i.e. the
mae
த
அர்
:
ie
divine descriptions.”
One example will do.

Divine Imagination
Utaaran and Amutavalli were ordered to be executed,
for the king was not prepared to accept their sincere love.
The daughter of a king should not involve in love with an
ordinary citizen.
That was against the custom and tradition.
Before their execution, Utaaran was permitted to
deliver his last speech, which is really heart-renting. Finally he bent his neck before the royal knife.
The poet
describes her appearance in the most divine language:
Amutavalli

looks

like

an

Amman

(Mother

Goddess)

to the eyes of the public. With her incessant tears, she appears like a crystal (Idol of Amman) immersed in the milkimage is not only
This
offering (Paal Abhhishekam)’
touching but also revealing the regard of the people to the
When Amutavalli in anguish
royal heir to the throne.
questioned whether those who made love would not be allowed to exist on earth, the public audience were moved,

—
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seized the royal sword, and arranged for a peaceful settlement between the lovers and the king, resulting in the blosWhat we have to note here is that
soming of democracy.
though the poet was an atheist, stood against idolatry, in
his imagination the anology of a crystal idol to Amutavalli
has suddenly flashed up and found forcible expression. To
the minds of the masses steeped in idolatry, that too the
worship of a Goddess, nothing would be found more
suitable and agreeable than this analogy. Hence, when the
poet has ventured to depict the plight of the princess from
the angle of the unlettered rustics the above comparison
alone stands appropriate, conveying full sense.

Romantic-and

Metaphysical

The imaginative faculty of Bharathidasan assumes
different dimensions, revealing the greatness of his psyche.
He describes the sudden love of a young widow with a
beautify youth in the most picturesque and emotional language.
Their copulation has been compared to the harp
and

its melodious

music

(viinaiyam

naatamum).

It is not a

mere physical union. Their boundless love tempts the poet
to compare their union to the immersion of one flood with
another. He describes their plane of existence of love-consciousness to be a place devoid of death and life, besides
being a place devoid of even an iota of disturbance. The
description continues further.
It is a place untouched by
external siege and traffic, besides being a place where the
heart feels beyond the functions of touching and leaving.
In that world of love-consciousness, they were unconscious
of seeing and thinking. The silence was broken when the
mothers of the lovers entered the place. What follows is a
blaming, resulting in cursing only the young widow, exposing the serpent-like heart of the two mothers.
The poet
pleads for the innocent love of the young, appealing to the
society, justifying the deeds of the lovers.

In the poems,

the portion that delineates the exist-
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ence of love-consciousness deserves special mention, since
it reveals the poet’s imagination which is both romantic
and metaphysical, since the lovers’ engagement crosses the
level of mere physical union.
The poet also portrays similar love in a different
context, where the lovers are not young, but very old, underwent manifold experiences and lived a full life which
has been immaculate and exemplary.”
Though their
sense-faculties have failed, their consciousness do not suffer.

Their

minds

are

compared

to

a pair

of birds

which

embrace each other without any dissatisfaction.
Their
wings are always fluttering.
The pleasure and bliss that
they are deriving through the union of their pure ‘hearts is
not achieved even by the active and smart young lovers.
They take their bed in the night like two fallen dried
leaves coming together.
Though they are very close to
each other, there is no action, but there is love. They exist
beyond the brilliance of the lamp that radiates the bed
room.
‘They exist beyond the darkness that devours the
space.
Though the gentle breeze is blowing, there is no
use, since the two are not there, for their hearts are experiencing an inexplicable joy.

The poet is gentle and genial in visualising the ripen
116 15 equally great in the
love of the ripe old lovers.
sets of lovers, let them be
the
both
of
description
poetic
young or old.

So far, some
tic

imagination

Bharathidasan

as

of the relevant aspects of the Romanembedded

in

the

poetic creations of

have been highlighted. Some

more

aspects.

are yet to be explored in the chapter dealing with the Love
However, the significant points being the outof Nature.
come of the study carried out in this chapter are being
enumerated here-under:
Te

On

a

par

with

the

Westem

term

‘Romantic

—
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Imagination’, it seems that Bharathidasan has used
the words
Karpanai,
Kanavu
and
netumpakal
kanavu.
Nettaik-kanavu of Bharathi and Netumpakal Kanavu

of Bharathidasan indicate the same day dreaming.
The dichotomy of the world of consciousness and
the world of dreaming has been clearly made in the
poems of Bharathidasan.
Titukkena vilittal is the poetic usage to denote
transition from dreaming to daily consciousness.

the

The usage tivviya varunanai has something to
with the divine aspect of Romantic imagination.

do

The mutual adoration of Utaaran and Amutavalli has
been not only poetic, but also romantic.
The poems entitled Tamilkkanavu, Tavippatarkoo Pillai, Kaatal Kurravaalikal, Meyyanpu and Karpanai

ulakil are the classical

Imagination of the poet.

examples

for the Romantic

The concept of escapism, one aspect of Romanticism
has been noticed in many poems of Bharathidasan.
Though the poet discredited the myth of the herb
Sanjeevi which according to the Ithihasa has the supernatural power of giving immortality, he has
credited to the same herb two fresh supernatural
powers with the noble objective of enlightening the
superstitious people.
10.

The imaginative speeches of the French, American,
English and Tamil are both creative and romantic.
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sketches. Here its role is only secondary. There is another
kind of poetry where Nature forms the subject. This is the
actual Nature poem. Here its role is primary.
Tolkaappiyam does not prescribe any direct rule to
create pure Nature poem, though he has given paramount
importance to Nature. He has treated Nature only as a setting scenery to provide a picture of life. The same literary
tradition is faithfully followed in the Sangam classics, with
a singular exception being a Kuruntokai
poem
that
describes the dusk and the return of the birds after collecting grains to feed their little ones in the nest. Though in
Paripaatal there are poems on the River Vaiyai, they are
not pure Nature poems, since they outline the love- scenes
from the practical life of the Tamils, with the back-ground
of the river scenery.
Tolkaappiyar has also identified the special occasions
for the characters involved in the love-affairs, especially
the hero and the heroine to indulge in monologues addressing to the plants, birds, moon,breeze etc., as if they are invested with the faculty of understanding the human
language, and also to commission them to act as emissaries
as if they are endowed with the limbs of a human being, to
convey the message of one individual to another, with the
objective of offering an outlet to the intense suppressed
emotion of the lovers concerned.” This kind of expression
is called pathetic fallacy. In the different forms of figures
of speech and in handling the poetic techniques known as
Ullurai and Iraic¢ci, the objects of nature are given a very
important place.” In the usage of such techniques, the poet
Speaks through the language of nature. These aspects of
Nature
are abundantly found in the love poems of the
Sangam

anthology.

During the Sangam period (500 B.C. to 300 A.D.),
Divinity was attached to the manifestations of Nature.
People believed in the presence of God in trees, groves,
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flowers etc., Sun and Moon have been regarded as divine
beings. Tirumurukaarruppatai and the poems of Paripaatal
unfold the mystic experiences of the matured souls. Worship of Nature was common in the remote past. Animism
and pantheism were not unknown to the Sangam poets. The
authors of the Alankarasastras both in Tamil and Sanskrit
have prescribed the delineation of the Natural phenomena
to be a requisite among the various elements of an epic.
Cilappatikaaram, Manimeekalai, Perunkatai and other epics
are replete with the descriptions of Nature.
The devotional poems especially those found in the
Saiva Tirumurai literature possess many a penpicture of na-

ture. The

lyrics of

Tirugnanasambandar:

(650 A.D.) are

studded with beautiful sketches’
of natural scenes. His contemporary Saint Appar visualized the divine presence when
he witnessed the pairs of different fauna in the vicinity of
the sacred shrine at Tiruvaiyaaru. Sundarar excels in the
description of the landscape in which surrounding, the
temple of Siva was established. In the poems of Andal,

Mangaimannan

and others,

the depiction of Nature is su-

perb. Most of the spiritual poets experienced the bridal
mysticism as evidenced from the bone-melting lyrics found
both in the Saiva and Vaisnava devotional literature.
In the Prabhanda literatures such as Kalampakam,
Ulaa, Pillait-tamil, Tuutu etc., the objects of Nature have
been adored and depicted with an excessive amount of imagination and exaggeration. Even the folk literature such as
ballads, have some fascinating sketches of Nature.
The history of Tamil literature unfolds the fact that
any poet in any period never failed to pay attention to
adore nature in one way or other.
Bharathi
With

and Bharathidasan
the

- A Difference

arrival of Bharathi,

the horizon of creative

ota

poems

Bharathidasan as a
widened

was

and

poems

on

Nature

were written

with the sense of aesthetics and ethical bearing. Though he

is original in many of his Nature poems, he has also been
influenced

by the

Vedic

Seers

on the one

and

hand,

the

Westem poets like Wordsworth, Shelley and others on the

other. However, the poems of Bharathidasan on Nature are
something extraordinary and unique. They do not have adequate parallels either in Tamil or in English. He has been
the first among the Tamil poets to glorify the various
manifestations of nature in a whole poetic work. -

Nature Poems

Alakin

Cirippu

. ad

is

a rare

piece

of

art

containing

poems on sixteen topics. The introductory poems on
‘beauty’ reveal the concept of beauty as conceived by the
poet. Sea, breeze, forest, hill, river, lotus, sun, sky (ether),
papai tree, doves, parrot, darkness, small village, city and
subject-matter of the subsequent poems.
Tamil form the
Each one of them has been depicted in ten poems whose
metrical form is known as Aruciir Aaciriya Viruttam which
is very flexible, readable and pleasant as against the same
form handled by other poets, especially those lived before
BharathidaSan. The poetic style is delightfully relaxed.
One may raise a question about the validity of calling the poems on city and Tamil to be poems on Nature. It
is sufficient if we say that these poems breathe a natural

air.

ee
In his other volumes, there are many poems on Na-

ture. They are on grove, moon, peacock, forest, mirage,
scenery, wealth of nature, dawn, skylark, azure sky etc.,
etc.. These Poems are not the outcome of his bookish
knowledge. They are emanated from the very source of his

aesthetic

experience and excellent creative power.

A close study of these poems provides enough data ்
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to understand and appreciate the Romantic aspect of the
poet. His love of Nature, adoration and description of
natural objects are immense and great. He has treated Nature not only an object of beauty giving joy for ever, but

also a media to communicate

noble sentiments

and high

thoughts to educate the people. The poet has been not a
mere aesthetician but a social reformer. The nature poems
bear evidence to this fact. Let us proceed to unravel the
beauty and message of Nature as revealed in his poems.
Since personification of Nature has been considered to be a
vital. aspect jn the Nature poems of Romantic poets like
Byron, Shelley and Keats, let us take this aspect first to
examine.

Personification of Nature
The Romantic poets had intimate relationship with
Nature. The Lake poets Wordsworth and Coleridge, inspired by the enchanting natural surroundings where they
walked and talked, developed a sense of reverence to nature. Their poems found in the collection of ‘Lyrical
Ballads’ are the outcome of their intimacy with the objects
of nature. Shelley, though born and bred at London, was
passionately attracted by the objects of Nature as revealed
by his poems such as ‘Ode to a West Wind’ ‘To a

Skylark’, ‘The Cloud’ etc. Keats lost himself in the beauty

of Nature and his Odes and Endymion bear evidence to his
enjoyment of Nature for her own sake.

The experiences of the Romantic poets in the company of Nature are varied and colourful. Some of them are
common, though some experiences are special, indicating
the uniqueness and individuality of the poet. Projection of
the feelings and sentiments of the poet into the objects of
Nature has been considered to be the chief feature which
has
has been shared by most of them. Sometimes divinity
or
ural
‘been attached with them and hence some supemat

-

nonterrestrial qualities are also attributed to them. In the
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case of Wordsworth, an attempt to establish a liaison between man and nature has been successfully made. In the

preface to The Excursion’, the poet himself has called ‘it

Spousal relation which may be explained to be the mystical union of the poet with nature. This kind of union corresponds
to what
in theology
described
as Bridal
Mysticism.

Personification of the five elements and their emanations has been identified to be another significant aspect of
the Nature poems of the Romantic poets. The myth-making
power of the poet enables him to treat the Natural objects
to behave like human beings, having similar sentiments and
reflections of mankind. Thus, even the inanimate beings
become animate, expressing the emotions like the human
beings. This is made possible due to the wonder-working

power of personification. Shelley’s The Cloud may be cited

to be a copious
agination.

example

for this kind

of Romantic

Im

Sometimes, the Romantic poets transform the objects
of Nature to be great ‘Moral Philosophers’, teaching noble
lessons and transmitting wordly knowledge to all the observers. Wordsworth’s The Tables Turned confirm our
hypothesis.

Bearing in mind the aforesaid aspects of personification,let us pass on to Bharathidasan. He was a native of
Pondicherry, which is neither a big city nor a small village.
It was abundant in mango groves, green trees, flower gardens, pleasant beach and pageant of birds. Since it is on
«the shore of the Bay of Bengal, he had occasions to Visit
the coastal region. These objects of Nature should have
made an indelible mark in his mind even during his early
years.

work

As

a language

teacher,

he had

in

the

the

situated

in

remote

schools

the

Opportunity

to

rural areas
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which, in those days, were untouched by the modem
civilization. They formed the beautiful landscape that
should have exerted a great influence in the mind of the
poet. He found himself delighted in the company of Nature. His keen observation, and deep insight into the different manifestations of Nature resulted in his reflections as
revealed in his poems on Nature.

Like

Shelley,

Bharathidasan

has

been

an

avowed

atheist. But, when he beholds the beauty of Nature, he is
thoroughly transformed to communicate his aesthetic experiences in mystical and meaningful language. He is not
content to mention Nature in its naked form and name. His
colourful experiences of Nature prompted him to personify
Her in the most adorable and endearing language, being a
feast to the lovers of poetry. The poet has adopted different techniques in the creation of personification. Personification has been counted to be one of the chief figures
of speech. It may be taken to be an extension of
metaphorical expression. From the various descriptions of
nature, it becomes evident that the poet has noticed the
dichotomy of feminine and masculine principles
in the
manifestations of Nature. The abundance of feminine personifications in his Nature poems speaks volumes to his
immense care and excessive enthusiasm and high respect
for the woman-folk as attested also by his poems on social
themes.

It is a special feature with the poet to assign
feminine qualities to a particular object of Nature in one
context. In a different context, the same object has been inwith thé qualities of a male. This striking feature
vested
reveals a change in the poet’s outlook and his reflection.

First and foremost, let us endeavour to earmark
various ways of personifying Nature in general.

the
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As a result, he treats the moon to be a child of the motherNature in.whose creation he has noticed full perfection.

The Creator of Beauty
The poet has written a wonderful poem on peacock.
It has been a peculiar bird commonly seen in the moun-)
tainous region. It has been treated to be the Mount of Lord
Muruga, the Lord of the Hilly tract. Modern India has
made it to be the National bird, giving prominence to its
excellent beauty. The poet’s approach to the beauty of the
blue-bird is not either from the religious or from the
secular points of view. As an aesthetician, he indulges in
the arresting beauty of the bird. He depicts the bird in a
realistic and also romantic language.
The poet meets the bird dancing in ecstacy in a
grove where the parrots are prattling,the black cuckoo
(kuyilissues music

of ambrosia

(-to be a feast for the ear),

the beetles in the fragrant flowers are incessantly humming
and the breeze embraces. The dance of the peacock in this
natural background is enchanting to the poet’s heart from
where the poetry is gushing forth spontaneously.

natural

dazzle

The tail of the
painting, being

and radiate. The

peacock (-tookai) resembles the.
a treasure of ninefold gems that

poet wonders

that the collective

brilliance of the bird’s inward joy assumed the form of the
crest that tops its crown.
The poet keenly observes that in the tip of its beak
its sight is cast while dancing, also ogling the other side.
Loveliness is its characteristic property. In a rapturous
mood, he hails the bird. Its body is compared to a colourful reservoir of melted emerald, dotted with thousands of

crescent moons and gold coins. Its bewitching body,
beautiful dance and its life collectively carried away the
poet to the imaginative world.
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The poet says that he has returned just then to the
world of consciousness. Then he commences to speak to
the peacock thus;
"I want to convey a message to you.
It-is thrice true that you and the girls are equal!
Even then, these girls are accustomed to talk ill
of others.
Their neck could not be an equal to yours!”
Thus saying, the poet imagines why the girls are
with a short neck while the peacock is blessed with a long
one. The poet discovers a reason for the difference in the
shape of the necks, attributing to the wonderful creative
power of the Mother Nature
("iyarkkai annai").
In order to shun the girls from peeping into the happenings of the neighbour’s room, Mother (- Nature) has
given them short necks. Since the peacock is immaculate
(and devoid of such shortcomings), the (divine) Mother has
made a long neck to her to stand uprightly with a majestic
look.
The element of humour creeps into the poem when
the poet implores the blue bird to deposit what he frankly
uttered in her mind, otherwise the womenfolk would scold
him for minimising their stand.
Finally, the poet communicates to the world that
since the very beginning the menfolk did not treat the fairsex honourably, their contracted heart had little chance to
get expanded.

the

The poet’s sharp comment reflects his symathy with
womankind. Since he has developed a sense of

reverence

to the limitless powers

of Mother

Shakti

in his

formative period, he has visualized Nature to be the Divine
mother, the source of all creation.
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Just like the fruit-giving trees and other objects of
Nature sacrifice all their yields by offering them to those
who worked for them, without consuming not even a slice,
the labourers are delivering all the goods to the capitalists
who run the factories. The poet sympathises with the working class who are manipulated and exploited by the affluent. He would like that the rich should learn a lesson
from the phenomena of Nature that the products are-due to
those who work and toil. The poet makes the message of
Nature to form the basis for the rapid spread of com:
munism in the country.
Finally, the poet entreats the intervention of Mother
Nature in the human affairs to set aright the economic condition.!° She alone should effect a sudden change in the
sphere
of industries,
annihilating
the
institution of
capitalism and upgrading the co- operative and cumulative
enterprises
to ensure benefit to the society just like the
trees yielding fruits for others. The poet aspires that if the
Mother has effected that change, then there is neither distress nor manipulation.
Bharathidasan being an ardent votary of Nature,
wishes that the social upheavals and economic imbalances
would be wiped away only with the grace of Nature. So he
invokes Her blessings.
Tamil

- Nature’s

Gift

He considers that the Sweet Tamil language has also
been the gift of Mother Nature;!!
"iyarkai annai aruliya intamil"
It may be incompatible to the linguistic principles.
But the poet has not bothering about that, since he believed
that the antiquity of Tamil should be considered on a par
with that of moon, sun, heaven, stars, sea and similar ob-
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jects of Nature. Tamil has been a natural language and not
an artificial language like Sanskrit. That seems to be the
firm faith of the poet and hence he said that Tamil has
been a product of Mother Nature. (Even
in Sanskrit the
word prakriti means Nature and hence Prakrit
unlike
Sanskrit was considered to be a Natural language representing the living speech of the people).
In a subsequent poem, he personifies both the fertile
Tamil and cool moon to be sisters, nurtured by Mother Nature.
In his poetic collection entitled, Kuyil Paatalkal he
has again passionately adored Nature to be a pleasant
mother.

The word

taay

is a synonym

of Annai

denoting

mother. So, the poet has used the epithet iyarxait taay also.
In a different poem he enumerates a list of Natural objects
that include the brilliant rising sun, the jubilant spring, the
bunches of jasmine flowers, the dance of peacock, the
pageant of colourful birds, the palatable vegetables, the
Sweet fruits and the harvest are the different objects
through which the Nature-Mother offers many a pleasure to
the observers.

Nature Mother - The Unifying Force
It is the cultural tradition and belief that have been
current from the ancient times of Tolkaappiyar, that lovemarriage is materialised by the force of good act, otherwise
known as the God of Karma paalvarai teyvam. It has been
held responsible for apportioning the due to everyone so
that nobody could escape from the fruits of their acts.
Tiruvalluvar has called it uul and vakuttaan. It has been
regarded to be the unifying force that brings the sincere
lovers together to get united in wedlock. But our poet
Bharathidasan accepts this with a difference. He has no
137-15
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faith in the theory of Karma which, according to him, was
Aryan concept introduced in the ancient Tamizahagam by
Saint Agasthya. So, in the place of the force of fate, he
has posited Mother Nature who is praised to be the binding
force that united the pair of lovers. This view is wonderfully expressed in a poem on love theme. ~

The

poet professed

over and

again that it is quite

natural that a handsome boy and a pretty girl by mutual attraction and understanding get united in love marriage.
Nature

as Damsel

In Alakin Cirippu, the poet has personified பவமான as
a Damsel, iyarkai-p -pennaal. The poem under reference is
full of personifications. The basking sky is the territory
against which an expedition is led by the army of black
clouds. The rainbow is the bow. The lightnings are the
swords and spears. The thunder is the laughter of the black
clouds (i.e. army men). As a token of success, the nas
Damsel showered the rains as flowers.
This description of the sky is unique and wonderful,
marking
the
rare
creative
genius of the poet. In this
context, it is proper to note that Maanickavaasagar and
Aandal have already depicted similar scenes but with a dif-

ferent vein, when they composed the Paavai songs.
In holding Nature to be a Goddess, Mother or a
Damsel, the poet should have contemplated that Nature has
been synonymous with Prakriti, the Primordial Matter as
envisaged in the Samkhya system, which according to the
poet was the product-of the Tamilian intellect.!’It is the
Eternal Mother principle or Matrix out of which the perceptible world has been evolved. Personifying the Earth as
a female principle has already been found in the Tamil

literary tradition. Nanko Adikal has called it irunila matan-

tai and mannaka matantai.”

What Bharathidasan has per-
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sonified
may be taken as a revival of the past, which
again has been identified as an aspect of Romanticism.

In this context,

it is not out of place to recall the

poems on Shakti, sung by the poet, when his revered guru

inspired him to sing. These poems reveal the dynamic
powers of Nature known as Shakti cum Universal Mother
existing everywhere.
Dance

of Cosmic

Mother

The language of personification continues to thrive
when the poet engaged to describe the cosmic dance of the
Divine. Mother.
The Ulakattaay literally means the World
Mother.”? But the poet has used it in the sense of Cosmic
Mother. The poem describes in a vivid picture the cosmic
dance of the Mother and the delightful joy that the poet
has experienced. The free rendering of the musical poem is
presented here under:
"The cosmic Mother dances; simuitaneously
The heart is filled with immense joy.
Mother’s great effulgence radiates the great
space,
From where all things are created;
Her tresses are the black clouds in the sky,
The flowery linen (-the white cloud) that waves

from Her waist
Moves everywhere in the great space!
Her gentle smile is the lightning that glitters,
Mother's dancing feet and crest are roaring!
In one arm she bears the long and great Rainbow;

;

In another arm the bright spear,

That could powder the great space!
On seeing the vigour of Her dancing
With Her lengthy eyes (-the sun and moon)
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That emit fire, the foes are running!
She dances in the cool moon light
That fills the space in the night.
Singing thenpaangu Tamil music
That is beautiful and pleasurable!
The defectless stars, with diminished size fly,
Her war-drum like waist gently moves,
Her pair of eyes move freely.
She is the knowledge, the life-principle
"All the remaining virtues will decay”
Thus stating the Mother dances,
Merging the intention and action together!
While the Mother dances in the space
The enemy of ignorance dies away.
The cruel fire of poverty passes off groaning;
The slavery becomes pestled and powdered.
Long live our Mother! Her dancing
Fills the heart with immense joy".

The poet rejoices in visualising the great dance of
the Cosmic Mother, destroying all kinds of miseries so that
all. prosperity would usher in a fresh life.
The dance is
symbolic indicating the extirpation of the foreign rule and
the establishment of independence, for which the people of
India were strenuously striving. The poem is studded with

personifications

and imageries,

being the hallmark

of the

Romantic poetry.
A similar poem under the title, uuli-k- .
kKuutu has already been composed by Bharathi but with a
difference.” There, the poet beautifully depicted the fearful
cosmic dance of Shakti at the time of final deluge. In the
final stanza, he has visualised the ultimate principle Siva,
untouched by the various planes of existence that are subject to the Time factor.
When the Divine Mother after
destroying all out of Her cosmic dance faces the transcending Absolute Siva, Her terrible anger is quenched.
Then:

the two get united

so that She would

begin the blissful
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dance to revive the world.

One may infer that Bharathi’s uuli-k-kuutu should
have been a model for Bharathidasan’s ulakattaayin kuuttu, though the description and intention of the two poems
differ both in form and content.
In this context, it is proper to state that Shelley has
personified the earth as a Mother in whose breast the buds
are lulled to sleep.”
The Post also depicts that the Mother
earth dances about the sun.
During his time the discovery of the earth rotating around the sun was made and
hence this description is also scientific.

There are some more contexts
has personified Nature as a Mother..
poems under reference.

Dawn

as Mother

where Bharathidasan
Let us peep into the

(vaikarai-t-taay)

The division of a full day into six periods has been a
common feature in the landscape poetry as formalized in
Tolkaappiyam and adopted in Sangam classics.
The
descriptions of these periods are many in the Tamil literary
works.
The poet Bharathidasan personifies Vaikarai- the
dawn as a Mother.
Vaikarai-t-taay is his epithet.~"
As
soon as she wakes up, the twinkling of the stars becomes
dismal in the sky. The eastern direction dawned as if the
lost life was regained.

The Sun (-as a Male) has issued ef-

fulgence like the self- respectful Tamil (-that bestows the
light of wisdom). Thus the poet describes the early morning. .
Personifying the dawn as a female principle has also
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been found in the Vedas. There it is called as Usha. The
ancient Greeks named the same as Aurora, the rosyfingered dawn according to Homer.

It is essential to note that Caattanaar, the author of
the Buddhist Tamil epic Manimeekalai (500 A.D.)
has
personified the Evening as a Lady.
anti ennum pacalai

meyyaatti. Further he has attributed the Sun to be Her husband.
After losing him in the battle-field ( i.e. Western
horizon), she settled in the city of Pukaar which has been
personified to be the parental place of the Evening Lady.
This kind of metaphoric language adds lusture to the texture of the epic. If the poet has said the same in a plain
language that the evening was set in the city, then it would
be prosaic without any beauty or delight.

In

all

probability,

one

may

rightly

hold

that

Bharathidasan has over and again maintained the revival of
ancient literary tradition. It is also proper to state that he
may be the first Tamil poet to personify dawn as a mother.
Though there are many poems like palli-y-elucci, it is not
certain that this kind of imagination had already worked in
the minds of the early poets.
River

as Mother

(aarru-t-taay)

In Alakin Cirippu, there is one poem that delineates
the River to be a Mother; aarru-t-taay. zz
Since all the
ploughmen tilled the land singing a melody peculiar to his
profession, cent per cent of the people are free from disease (-of hunger) and poverty.
On seeing her children
satiated with joy, the Mother River walks blessing the
world with all prosperity. Thus, the poet extols the glory
of the River,
Again this personification also seems to be a revival

of the

age

honoured

tradition

as

preserved

in Cilap-

patikaaram (300 A.D.)
where the cultivators, being the
saviours of the less fortunate and defenders of the king’s
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victory, are, treated to be the sons of the Mother

the River.”

Kaaveri,

The poems in the epic portion-entitled kaanal

vari are wonderful lyrics glorifying Mother Kaaveri.
The
epics and talapuranas glorify the river in an exaggerated
language in the chapter known as Aarruppatalam.
Since India has been basically a land of the people
whose chief occupation remains to be cultivation, they felt
the imperative need of water resources:
That is why the
literature, being the autobiography of the Nation, reflected

the hallowed

tradition

the River

of honouring

to be

a

Mother that feeds the crops and the people alike.

_ The language of personification does not cease with
Nature alone‘ it also embodies the individual objects of
The reminiscence of the poet’s visit to the
Nature.
wellknown

water

falls

at

turns

Tirukkurraalam

to

be

a

beautiful poetry.
Waterfalls

- the Damsel

The waterfalls that hide the space beneath the sky by
its enchanting beauty stood before the eyes of the poet as a
long Damsel with her frame enveloped with the golden
Her soft tresses form the ornamental
light of the sun.
flowery grove that soars to the sky, spreading fragrance
The Damsel neither danced nor moved, but
everywhere.
incessantly rendered a sweet melody (-The roaring sound is
The meaning of the melody projects
heard as a melody).
conveys a triple message:
It
.
the poet’s sentiment

only

then

1.

If at all Tamil is prospered,
also would prosper.

2:

The disease of caste should be cured.

3:

The recovery of Tamil
recovery of Tamilnadu. —

alone

would

the Tamils

bring

the
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Since the melodious roaring of the Falls aroused the feeling, the pure Tamils continued to gather.
Thus, the poet finds a reason for the gathering of the
people to bathe in the: waterfalls.
The wings of his imagination flutter up to perceive
the high waterfalls which appear to him also like a glittering old Lady. From her shoulders to her feet is stretched
the gold saree crawling with the jingling sound where they
bathed “with the satisfaction of getting their heart and body
cooled. (The dripping waters resemble a dress).
The poet has immortalised the Falls with
wand of his artistic pen. What make a lady to
are the pretty tresses, fair dress and radiance
figuratively attributed to the Falls. The Poet has
epithets to indicate the personified Falls.”
They
1.

WNetiyool - the Long
Long Fellow)

Damsel

2.

_Mutiyool - the Old Lady

3.

Annai - the Mother

Since the Falls jumps down
Name is suitable.
Nobody
beyond doubt and hence the
Because of her ripe age and
comes appropriate.

the magic
look lively.
which are
used three
are :

(-like the English usage

from a long height, the first
can fix the age of the Falls
second epithet is significant.
tenderness, the third name be-

_It is customary with the Indian poets to treat water,
one of the five elements that constitute the Universe, as a
woman.
Perhaps, in conformity with this tradition, the
poet should have personified the Falls as a lady. We have
already seen that the river, another form of water has also
been personified as a mother.
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of the object

of Nature

into

a

person takes place, it begins to speak, preach and teach. It
is evident that actually the poet voices through it, since he
has a social role to play.
For him, the poetry is not a
mere art, but a powerful media of propagating his principles. We have already mentioned that projecting one’s
own thoughts through Nature has been treated to be one of
the cardinal features of the Romantic poets.2”
Alastor, the
Skylark and other poems of Shelley are good examples to
attest this aspect.
Bharathidasan used to pay frequent visits to the
beach at Pondicherry that stands in the shore of Bay of
Bengal.
The expanded sea enamoured his heart and soul
enabling him to extol its endless glory. In ten poems, he
has marvellously delineated the vast expanse of the sea, the
shore and the related phenomena.
The sea is also personified as a Lady. Let us go through the decade on sea
to have a real picture of the poet’s imagination.

Sea - as Lady (tatam katal pennaal)*°
The spread of the sand, being the edges of the grand
sea, appears to be a matress. Its colour resembles that of a
squirrel.
The waves, that leap up to the shore in exaltation, and then recede, resemble the vigourous youth in the
educational institutions (- The youth, like the waves
agitate, protest and revolt for achieving their demands).

The falling of the waves looks like that of the flock
of the white hamsa birds after tiresome play. When the
waves recede, the little ones of the crabs move freely
creating a delightful scence.

two

The moods of the sea reflect in the poet’s mind the
Beyond the revolt peace
poles of revolt and peace.

prevails.

Likewise, beyond the dashing waves, the middle

sea remains calm and quiet.
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The

poet

says

that when

the sky

fetches

the

sea

water, the latter reflects the colour of the former. Here the
poet reveals his acquaintance with physical science, since
this idea became prominent only after the discovery of the
Tamil scientist Dr.C.V.Raman in the first quarter of this
century. His discovery has been called ‘Raman Effect’ for
which he won the prestigious Nobel prize.
We have already noted that the Romantic poet Shelley has exhibited
his knowledge of Newton’s discovery that the earth rotates
the sun.

tion.
of the

The next poem exposes the limits of man’s percepIt requires crores of winged eyes to survey the whole
sea

that

runs

between

North and

South

(-Thus

the

poet indicates the Bay_of Bengal).

sea.

At sun rise, he notices the golden drizzling on the
The yonder shore looks like a grove where the sun

resembles a reddish fruit for which
each Other to pluck it.

the clouds

vie with

The rising sun puts his anger ‘on darkness. The sea
birds felt.zhappy. Darkness dismantled. To create joy in the
hearts of all, the sun begins to scatter the golden colour.
The sea water and the azure sky go hand in hand.
The flood that lies between the two, forms a_ beautiful
harp. The blowing wind over the strings of the harp is the
musician who plays on it issuing forth immense joy to
everyone.
The

noon

sun is scorching.

The

sea with its cool

breeze soothes the poeple affected by the hot sun.. It is the
sea that grants pleasantness in the life of all.
Thus

describing

the

sea on

its various

moods

and

different contexts, the poet proceeds to personify the same
to be a lady, exhibiting his expanded

vision and aesthetic
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sense.
The day time ends to commence the night.
moon shines along with the galaxy of stars.
The
Moon

desires to wear

a night dress.

So, she

removed

The
Lady
the

golden attire (-ie. the Sun light) and dressed herself in a
pearl-saree around her waist (-the starry moon-light becomes the saree). The moon droped heaps of light.
The
poet extols the sea to live long.
Sea as a Lover
The gentle and genial nature of the sea
responsible for personifying it as a damsel.
vigourous and violent aspects of the sea
prompted our poet to personify it as a male

may be held
Perhaps, the
should have
member and

called

a musician).

that too

a monarch.

(-It has

also been

Though one is violent, he becomes silent before his sweetheart. Thus the sea has been personified as a lover.

The first consort
The Lover Sea has two consorts.
Sea has been the
the
Since
Dusk.
personified
the
' has been
from the
understood
as
queen
the
becomes
Dusk
the
king,
black
The
head.
her
in
crown
the
of
description
poet’s
a
producing
air,
the
in
flutters
that
dress
her
forms
space
of
cluster
the
been
has
pearl-necklace
Her
picture.
catchy
the shining stars. It so happened that she became sulky and
angry with her lover Sea. So she would not tum her face
Usually, it is the habit of the wife to resent her
to him.
husband if he goes astray, seeking the hands of some other
lady. Since the first wife being the Dusk is dark, it seems
that the Lover-Sea has preferred a beautiful white lady that
is the Moon who is described as her co-sister. On witnessing the arrival of her opponent, being the co-sister i.e. the
Moon, the Lady Dusk with her tresses loosened and the
She
gems in her crown being scattered walked away.

hated the sudden change in her husband. To the softening

and subservient words of the Husband-Sea, the Dusk turned
a deaf ear and did not tum her face to the East where the

Sea lies in anguish imploring her thus:
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"Oh my Darling Dusk with the brilliant face!
Why have you neglected me?”
Thus he called her thousand times. Due to hot passion his heart boiled heavily and he rolled.
Further beholding the direction where the Dusk disappeared, he was
confronted.
During that time the lady Moon (-perhaps as
substitute) came

should

have

embraced

and stood behind

operated

in

the

heartily the luminous

him.

‘Love

psyche

of

Lady Moon

at first sight’

the

Sea,

that

with his ex-

panded hands of the waves.
Because of the separation of the lady Dusk, the chest
of the Sea was blackened.
However, the arrival of the
splendid Lady Moon
made the body of the Sea luminous.
The happy blending of the cool Sea and Moon carried
away the poet’s heart.

The poet is of the opinion that a man should marry
only one woman.
Polygamy is against his principle.
He
always advocated monogamy in his poems. An instance is
given heres

"kantatu untoo aatavan irantupen koutatanai?”
(Have you ever seen a man wedded to two
women?)

But, it is his firm conviction that if one is lost his
wife, he has to wed another lady and vice-versa. It is ethical. This kind of morality has been exemplified even in
the imaginative picture in which the Husband-Sea only
after abandoned by the wife Dusk, preferred to wed the
Moon.
So, the poet is always conscious of his views that are
aptly and adequately projected into the ordinary happenings
of the objects of Nature. This is to be considered to be a
remarkable trait of a Romantic poet.
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There are some more objects of Nature that attracted
the poet in the form of a damsel.
Let us consider them
one by one.
Direction

- as a Girl

(ticaimakal)

The space is for convenience divided into different
directions (ticai).
Each direction is non-corporeal.
Yet,
the poet imagines the direction to be a young girl.
He
describes the sunrise and its visible effects on the
phenomenal world. The sun has broken away the door of
darkness in order to give clarity.
Then the people
embraces the girl of the direction in the world
of
knowledge.
Thus says the poet. One may ask how is it
possible for a corporeal person to embrace a non-corporeal
form. It is only a poetic way of expressing that the people
have begun their work in the early morning in the world of
knowledge, going to different directions with a sense of
love and craving to discharge their duties. Hach direction
is personified as a girl. The general usage of the epithet
ticaimakal suggests this elucidation, for the poet has also
personified a particular direction to be a girl in a different
poem.
The

East - as a girl

(kilakku-p-pennaal)

(-also ether) are excellent
The poems on ‘sky’
poetic creations. The poet depicts the setting sun and the
rising moon in picturesque language. The light is spread
everywhere in the day- sky. The clouds in the sky give
different colourful pictures to the poetic vision. The poet
sees into the clouds the appearance of the crowd of
elephants, bright emerald-like falls, the blue slopes, the assemblage of smoke, volcano, golden tiger and beautiful
garden. With all these, his imagination grows further.

The whole atmosphere seems to be a play ground.
The player is a single girl. She is playing throw ball in
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this court. The East is personified as the
as the ball which is made up of supreme
falls in the net which is nothing but the
The
that looks like red-flower garden.
drive away the darkness by liting up the
individual houses.

girl and the Sun
The ball
gold.”~
western horizon
domestic women
oil lamps in the

Thus the poet
has presented a delightful and dexterous picture of the evening. Evening itself appears to be
a lady and hence the poet’s personifications disclose her
beauty and potentiality.
Let us probe
the poems under
reference.

Evening - as a Lady

(anti-p-pennaal)

The poet narrates his imaginative experiences when
one day he seated himself beside a river bank in the forenight.
The atmosphere was congenial.
The cool moon
was shining; the breeze was blowing gently. The women
whose speech was like the tasty fruit juice were seated beside their husbands.
On one side, many friends have assembled to discuss the condition of the country. The boys
and girlsswho were between 9-10, practised running. The
children who looked like the holy lamp (-kuttuvilakku),
made up of supreme gold, gently walked, took the sand,
fell down and got up aspiring to get the moon above.
The water mingled with the moonlight made some
ficshness and sofily moved. The birds that flutter hither

and thither finally roost in the trees. The moon looked like
the silver-pot that poured out the pearls of stars. The poet
imagines

the dense-dark

evening

to be a lady

body with all brightness, blossomed beauty.

covered

her

:

After picturing the background, the poet proceeds to
portray the musical consorts in other languages that are
meaningless and intolerable to him.
Finally when he lis-

tened to the folk melody rendered by a Tamil musician, his
joy knew no bounds.
He wished that
Tamil should
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prosper in all arts.

oer

Thus ends the poem.

The whole poetry is musical.

Evening - as a Heroine (maalai naayaki)
The rustic couple Kuppan and Vajiichi after their expedition to the Sanjeevi Parvata returned to the foot of the
mountain, which has presented an enticing picture inducing
them to
indulge in sensuous joy. The kuyil-birds are
rendering musical notes; the beautiful peacocks are dancing. Perfuméd good breeze is blowing coolly. The fountains are like mirrors.
Fruit trees are in abundance.
Flowers are spreading fragrance. The beetles are entering
into every flower humming sweet music. This natural surrounding stimulates the lovers to indulge in pleasure.
The poet finds a similar loving couple in the Nature.
- He has personified the evening as a lady in the previous
poem.
But here, she becomes the heroine. 4 Who is her
partner? The mountain slope is personified as the hero who
is aspiring to embrace her.
This kind of union between objects of Nature seems
However, Vafichi expects her lover Kupto be mystical.
pan to emulate the jubilant mood of Nature.

- as a Mother (maalaipootennum

Evening

annai)

The poet loves both the village and the town. So, he
ten poems on village and another ten poems on
written
has
town.

He

admires

the

different

rows

of streets,

houses,

handicrafts and artefacts attracting the eyes. The people in
the city are very active, busy and progressive. — The
locomotives and automobiles are running quite often. The
ships in the sea-shore unload the cargoes. Like the sparrows, the workers are moving fastly. The bazaars are full
of emporiums reflecting the greatness of the human efforts.
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The
galaxy of realistic writers with noble objectives and
the group of mercenary authors came before the poet. The
lawyers who plead equally for truth and lie are found in
the court of justice.
When the poet visited the Hall of
Public Service, there again he found the same lawyers.
Thus presenting the urban picture, the poet proceeds
to project the evening which is slowly setting in the city.
To his poetic vision, the evening gives the appearance of a
mother.
So, he has personified it as a mother.~
The
workers are her children. It is the kind duty of a mother to
take care of her children. Here, the mother Evening caressingly lulls them, who are worn out due to the heaviness of
the day long labour, in the tavern through offering liquor.
Being a hedonist, the poet is: very fond of alcoholic drinks
which have been very famous in his native town Pondicherry, when in other parts of South India, prohibition
was strictly enforced.
If it is a child the mother offers
milk. Since her children are grownups, they require toddy
and other hot drinks to get relieved from the tiresomeness
of hard work. (- Toddy in Tamil is known as the milk of
the coconut). That is why the poet has made the MotherEvening to lull the children feeding with the drinks.
There are poems that glorify darkness to be a |
delighting damsel.
Let us have a glimpse of the penpicture.
:
;

Darkness

- a Lady

In the first anthology of his poetical creations, there
is a fine description of the moon that hovers over
the space. The poet perceives the world, the space
and
the directions
equally
blackened by the evening
darkness. Then
there
arises
the
dazzling moon in
the sky. To the poetic vision, the moon seems to be
the wild laughter of the lady darkness.°° When the
lady laughs, the teeth resemble the row of pearls.
The poet
sees
some
sort
of
relationship
between
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darkness and brightness which according to him are not
completely opposed to each other.
On the contrary, they
are in complimentary distribution. The poet deals with the
theme of darkness more vividly in Alakin Cirippu. That we
will see in the course of the next chapter.
In the first part of the narrative poem, Kutumpa
Vilakku, the poet has presented a delightful picture about
darkness that haunted him ygry much.
Here again, it has
been personified as a lady.
The setting sun is the fruit
for her supper. The azure sky is her blue dress. The stars
are her emerald omaments.
The melody of the wings of
the birds that roost in the branches of the trees is nothing
but the sound of her anklet.
The poet seems to have a likeness for black beauty.
The religious poetry treats the Goddess Shakti to be black
in colour.
So also Tirumaal is said to be utter black.
Even Cleopatra, the queen of beauty has been the embodiment of darkness. For the poet also, the Darkness being a
lady is very sweet.
So, she has been extolled to be as
sweet as the sugarcane. The external colour of the sugarcane is utter black; but when we see inside, it is pure
white. So also darkness in its outer form is black and in
the reverse form it is transformed into white.
Hence the
personification of darkness to be a lady and comparison to a
Sugarcane are quite convincing besides being a delightful
poetic imagination.
In the decade on darkness that forms one chapter in
Alakin Cirippu, a single. poem openly pronounced darkness
to be a lady (irutpen).
The poet addresses this lady in a
rapturous mood in this manner:
"Oh Lady Darkness! listen to a story;
The children feel asleep, beside me stood my
wife.

The mind does not fix on any object.
137-16
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When I straightened my head I saw you,
Enveloped in a cover (-sky) in which white
pearls (-the stars) are stiched.”
Then

the poet describes her cosmic

form

in a mystical lan-

guage that deserves to be considered in the next chapter
dealing with the poet’s aesthetic experience.
We
personified

have noted
to be

already that the mountain

a hero

and

evening

as

slope was

a heroine.

But,

some
poems
are
found
personifying the
hill
as
a
lady. They are interesting and awe-inspiring. Let us attempt to unravel the mystery in them.

The Hill - as a Damsel

(kunra mankai)

The sky looks like a brook. Its water is the radiant
sun light, that has been described to be the melted gold.
The gem-like sun again is depicted to be a reddish fruit
sinking in the above brook. (That is the setting sun). The:
beautiful body of the Hill is described to be emerald (The
green grass, trees and the like that grow on the hill form
the body of the hill).
A coral- like blanket has been
covered over the green body of the hill by the crimson
evening to be witnessed by the earth.
After depicting the physical frame of the Hill, the
poet passes on to delineate other objects of attraction in
and around the Hill:
The falls look like diamond-garlands.
The dense
creepers are the green silken cloth. The small birds look
like the pieces of gold. The cool flowers are the heaps of
gems. The lightning that goes against the moon resembles
a tiger pouncing upon a bull.
The dried leaves are the
bright golden plates.
The

parrots picked the ears of the paddy,

fluttering
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towards the punnai trees in the hill.
The mountain girl
_ watching the field, discharged stones from sling (kavan) to
scare the parrots and claimed that she has shot down the
wings of the parrots: Her companion laughed at her stating what she has shot down were not the wings but the
leaves of the fertile punnai trees.
(There is close
resemblance between these two; that is why the confusion).
Koovai fruit has the resemblance of a parrot.
So,
when a hilly man erroneously perceives the parrot in the
fruit, he was jocularly corrected by a girl. When he takes
up a short staff to chase a deer, another girl softens him
Stating that herseif is the deer.
(That is why the com-

parison of a deer for a girl).
falls.

The slopes of the hill are the tanks where jump the
The pigs plough the earth to get roots. The gipsies

(-the mountain women) wear omamenis made up of the
beeds and white teeth (of the tigers). Their face looks like

the moon. Their beauty and activity are further praised in
the subsequent stanza.
The,

poet

calls

the

Hill

a

young

lady

(kunra

mankai).
The sun disappears.
The Hill-Lady has lost
her brightness, stretched out her bamboo-hands accousting
her husband (-the setting sum) to come back to join her.
(On hearing this), the small birds shriek. The elephants
retum

to

rest.

The

resounding

noice

of

the

small

fox

echoes typically the word for utter darkness (i.e. irud, irul).

Like the heaps of gold are preserved within a black
curtain, and like the ideas are packed up in the fertile
Tamil

words, the hill has been masked

by darkness.

The description of the Natural phenomena

connected

with the Hills remains to be a feast for thought. Among

the hills, Potikai has been considered to be very old, attracting the attention of the poet whose heart is again
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delighted to personify it not as a damsel, but as a mother,
Potikai

- the Mother

(potikai annai)

In the vocabulary of Tamil, there are separate words
to denote different winds blowing from the fourfold directions. Tenral denotes the southern breeze,-while vatantai or
vaatai refers to the northern wind, kootai the west wind
and kontal the east wind. Among these winds, Tenral alone
has been warmly greeted by all, since it cools the atmosphere and serves as an antidote to the scorching summer.
The poet has acclaimed the gentle breeze, Tenral in ten
poems. In his over zeal, he greets it to be the wealth of the
south(-Tamil

Nadu)

and

admires

that

it has

revealed

its

pleasure not to any country but to the Tamilnadu. Since the
Potikai hills is supposed to be the birth place of Tenral,
the poet has personfied the Hills to be the mother, that
gave birth to breeze. There was the Tamil academy of saint
Agasthya that was also referred to by the great poet, kamban when he described the topography for the search of
Sita by the Vanaras. When Bharathidasan mentioned that
the Mother Potikai has also given birth to Tamil, it may be
presumed that there is an oblique reference to the Agasthya
myth.

However,
romantic.

treating

Potikai

as

a

mother

is

really

The
poet has also described some
birds with
feminine features, since they are invested with the rare
quality of speaking and singing. Let us consider those
poems that delineate the birds to be pretty girls.
Parrot

- as a Sister*!

Generally the bird is a symbol of freedom. In the
poem eniitled, ‘liberty’ the poet has depicted two parrots
with different features. One parrot, that is the little elder
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sister which flies freely in the street of sky, perching in the
coconut leaves, playing, liberally moving in the grove and
picking its food in the road side, has acquired the sky and
earth in her fold.
Another parrot that is junior, is encaged, though it is
being fed with palatable fruits and pleasant grains, besides
being adored to be gold and gem. Though this parrot called
for the help of its elder sister, liberty is not that easy thing
like dried ginger and pepper to be offered by her.
The poet indirectly appreciates the country, free from
foreign domination. He deprecates the subjugated state
whatever facilities its ruler extended to his subjects.
In this poem, the parrots are personified as sisters. In
the species of birds, there is no such relationship. In order
to stress the closeness and equal status between them, he
has imposed such a relation. The free bird stands for a free
state while the cage-bird symbolizes the fettered state.
Let us
Vaanampaati.

pass

on

to

study

the

poem

entitled

Skylark - as a Lady Musician
Skylark is known as Vaanampaati in Tamil. Both the
words etymologically convey the same sense. It is a rare
accident that people of two different cultures and nations
have properly named the bird.
The poet Bharathidasan is very much enchanted by
the delightful music of the wonderful bird. He imagines
whether the sky itself sang or the moon in the sky sang
such a beautiful melody. Or else, the little beetle after consuming the honey gone up the sky rendered the good
music. Or is it the thundering sound after transforming itself into mellifluous tone has offered such a sweet music?
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Or is it a Tamil musician travelling in a plane played in
his lute or harp? Is that musical note an ambrosia delivered
through the tone of a unique girl to the enjoyment of the
world people? 42 Thus the poet is brooding when the
skylark made its appearance before his raised eyes. The
flood of music gushed forth: from the bird, has drenched ~
the whole aye
Among the various descriptions of the bird, its role
as a singing girl deserves our attention. Music is a
feminine
art, though male-members also are well- ree
in that art.
It is heartening to note that Shelley has also composed a wonderful poem on the bird entitled, To @ skylark,
Herein the bird is described in several ways. It has been
treated as a poet:
"Like a Poet hidden
In the light of thought,
Singing hymns unbidden,
Till the world is wrought
To sympathy with hopes and fears it heeded
not.
In this passage, the bird is compared to a poet who
is not popular and well received because of the obscurity
of thought and esoteric meanings found in his poems, but
continuing his job never bothered about
the fame and
name, in the hope that one day the world would recognize
the value of his poems.
In the next stanza the bird is compared
virgin of high origin:
"Like a high-born maiden
In a palace-tower
Soothing her love-laden

to a singing
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Soul in secret hour
With music sweet as love, which overflows her
bower."

The song of the bird is unnoticed, just like the song
of the high bom maiden beautifully singing from a hidden
palace tower to console her own heart, afflicted by love,
till it attracted the notice of the waybearers.
ள்
When we compare the two poets, one has made a
personification, while the other has done a comparison to
the skylark. However, the skylark is supposed to have the
talents of a singing girl and also of a poet. Treating the
bird as a girl is the common feature shared by both the
poets revealing similar aesthetic experiences which may
vary in degrees due to the social milieu and individual
capacity.
Coming to the animal kingdom, Bharathidasan has
presented some descriptions out of which the one about a
dog is worth mentioning.

Dog - a Sepoy
In his Icaiyamutu, there is a musical poem on‘dog’,
Dog is a domesticated animal, famous for its sharp sense
of identifying the bad people. Its barking is an indication
or warming to be careful of one’s possession. It is proverbial for its loyalty and sense of gratitude. It serves the
master even at its own risk. All the poets in one way or
other have highlighted the good nature of the dog.
Bharathidasan admires its role as a watchman and hence
calls it a sepoy.> He calls it a good friend. Its playful activities are also portrayed in the poem which is primarily
meant for the school going children.
Next, let us pass on to study the poems on grove,
garden etc., that are personified as a beautiful maiden.
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Grove - as a Damsel (coolai ananku)
The

damsel.

flower

The

Tamil

garden

appears

to the

word Ananku

poet

as a divine

actually denotes

a girl

with some unusual power of inflicting pain on others. The
poet calls the grove an ananku. He has adequate reasons
for personifying the grove as a beautiful damsel, since the
various limbs of the damsel are taken from the flora and
fauna existing along with the garden.

comes

Her lips are the lotus-petals. Her musical richness
from the beetles humming in the flowers. Her deli-

cate touch

is due

to the breeze.

Her blue eyes

are the

kuvalai flowers. Her smiling white teeth are the jasmine
flowers. Her elegant gait is from the Annam (-It is a
mythical bird. It is known as Hamsa. It looks like a duck,
but with rare beauty and attraction. Its gait is always given
as a comparison to the walking of a girl). Her dance is
from the peacock. Her body is the fertile sprouts. With
these enticing and enchanting personality, the poet was

enslaved by the garden-damsel (- coolai ananku).
In one of his poems, he names the flower-garden a
temples, where the peacock beautifully dances spreading its
tails.
Flowers are soft, fragrant and lovely. Hence, the
poets are accustomed to ascribe feminine features to them.

Bharathidasan is a

lover of flowers. He has attributed the

womanish feelings to the flowers. Let us examine the relevant passages that portray flowers in feminine characters.

Night Queen
The poet in his later years desired to produce a film

out of his renowned narrative,

Paantiyan Paricu.

So, he

went to Madras and stayed in a rented bunglow for some
years. Budding poets studying in the institutions at Madras
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attracted by his ideals and talents used to visit him. One
day, in the night somewhere from his residence an unusual
flower blossomed, attracting the poet very much. It seems
that it was not a native flower. On enquiry from his young
friend, he came to understand its name to be’night queen’
that crept into his heart to get immortalized by his poem.
The poet properly named it as iravin ilavaraci (-the Princess of the Night). He felt its youthfulness and hence the
old name queen was replaced by the word princess. *® The
substance of the poem is given here for our understanding
and appreciation.
“A young girl from a hidden place emited fragrance
to the poet’s nose, though she did not appear before him.
To his young friend, he expressed his disappointment that
the girl did not even lend her petals of mouth for consuming (the honey-like saliva). To his dismay, his friend enlightened him that it was not a lady but the flower ‘Night

Queen’.
This is a spontaneous solitary poem and not included
in his poetic collections. It has been preserved by one of
his admirers and disciples in his diary and reproduced in a

book entitled, Paaveentar ninaivukal.
Other Aspects
When the poet observes the gentle flowers like jasmine and lily he is reminded of the white teeth of the
maiden. Hence he has composed a poem on ‘Laughing
jasmine? 49 In a different poem, he has_ personified
flower’ to be a girl who laughs on seeing the
‘Malligaa
wonderful dance of the beautiful peacock.

Similarly, the poet has made a maid out of a tender
tree known as Punnai. ' This kind of personification is very
ancient as evidenced by the poem in Akanaanuuru:
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"Annai kuurinal punnaiyatu cirappee”’.
Some flowers have the natural resemblance to some
well-known objects. The flower of Konrai tree looks very
similar to the gold coins. The red kaantal flower likens the
palm of a girl.
So, the poet’has created a fantastic picture exhibitin
that the kaantal-girl receives what the konrai girl offers.

This personification seems to be a revival of the already
existing descriptions available in the Tirumurai literature.
Let us proceed to evaluate the poems on a few
familiar phenomena of Nature for which some feminine

features are ascribed in particular contexts, while manish
characters are also attributed to the same in different situations.

Moon

- with the Masculine

Features

The moon shines by the reflected light of the sun. It
is mild, soft and gentle, soothing the body and mind. The |
- moon-light enlivens all kinds of organic beings. The ©
descriptions of moon is a must in an Indian epic poem. It
waxes and
wanes giving a lesson to the people that
prosperity and adversity come in tums according to the account found in one poem of Sangam celebrity, suggesting
to perfect one’s life. lango Adigal, the author of the Na-

tional Tamil epic Cilappatikaaram extols moon as, tipkalan
celyan, an epithet indicating the moon to be a Male.”
The
Pandyas are said to belong to lunar dynasty. so, moon has
been an object of attraction all through the ages. -

In conformity with the Tamil tradition, the poet
Bharathidasan has visualised moon as a male. The charac-

ter Utaaran in Puratcik kavi who has fallen in love with
the princess Amutavalli is unable to bear the love-sickness.
All that is cool for others are very hot to the love-stricken
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Utaaran, So, he says, tanalai- t-taan viicukiraan cantiranum enmeel. (-literally meaning fhat even the Fellow
Moon is showering on me only fire)”
This kind of expression is commonly found in the medieval Prabandhas on
love themes.

Moon

- with Feminine Beauty

Nevertheless, in many a context the poet treats the
moon as the very embodiment of feminine beauty. > The
epithets, niilamukkaattukkaari (i.e. she who has enveloped
her whole body with blue cover being the azure sky),
nilaa-p-pennaal (-the moon
damsel)
etc., reveal the
feminine features of the moon.
Again to the romantic eyes of Utaaran, the presence
of Amutavalli, his bewitched lady-love seems to be a moon .
descended from the sky to his dismay:
“enna viyappitu? vaanilee-irun
‘tittator maamati mahkaiyaay ae

ennetiree vantu ப
He

wonders that

it is not an earthly

girl but a celestial

moon manifested Herself in her form enticed him.
The
moon

iE

great Romantic
a

feminine

poet Shelley
feature

in

has presented
his

poem,

Skylark”

In the white dawn clear

Untile we hardly see-we feel that it is there. ’

And the earth and air
With thy voice is loud,
As, when the night is bare,
From one lonely cloud

"To

the
a
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The moon

rains out her beams

and Heaven

as a

is

overflowed.”
The musical note of the lark is dimly heard because it flies
in a distant sky at a very high altitude. Though the music
is dim, its presence is presumed. For this fact, Shelley has
adduced an apt analogy. The beams of moon are very dim
at early dawn due to the brighter light of the big sun.
Though the moon’s light is dim, its presence cannot be

negated. Here, the poet treats the moon as a maid.
In The Cloud, Shelley has again glorified the moon
as a Maiden. The mortals (-the people)wonder the heavenly
Maiden laddened with white fire, moving in an orbit and
call

it as

moon.

The

Maiden

(-

Moon)

sails

glimmering

over the cloud’s back which is very soft like the sheep’s
wool. When her unseen feet break the texture of the roof
of the cloud’s tent, the sound is audible only to the angels,
and the stars peep through the holes shining brightly. The
magnificent imagination of the poet is manifested in the
following stanza.
"That orbed maiden with white fire laden,
Whom mortals call the Moon,
Glides glimmering o’ er my fleece-like floor,
By the midnight breezes strewn;
And wherever the beat of her unseen feet
Which only the angels hear,
May have broken the woof my tent’s thin roof,
The stars peep behind her and peer..."
In his masterpiece, Prometheus Unbound the moon
has again been personified as a gentle woman whose voice
gives delight like her tender light, that gives a cooling effect to the seafaring people:
"And the weak day weaps
That it should be so.
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the voice of the delight
thy clear and tender light
man, borne the summer night,
ever calm’. 2

This passage is put in the mouth of the Earth, which
again is personified as Mother Earth by Prometheus, the
hero of the poem.
The medicinal value of the moon is also recorded by
Bharathidasan in his poems on moon.
Keats, the great aesthetician among the Romantic
poets has personified Moon as a queen in his Ode to a
Nightingale. The passage under reference is being quoted
here:
;
“Away! Away! for will fly to the,
Already with thee! tender is the night, a
And haply the Queen-Moon is on her throne,
Cluster’d around by all her starry Fays.....

The heart of the poet goes upward to be one with the singing bird, the Nightingale. Since the Moon remains to be
the sovereign of the Night-sky, she has been personified to
be a queen. The stars are imagined to be the faeries attending the queen. According to the critics, the poem was composed in the moming. But in the poem, the night-sky is
described. Hence it is obvious that the poet has recapitulated the past scene in the present stanza.

To the poetic vision of Byron, the Moon appeared to
be a mistress, i.e. a female master having control over the
When the poet was engaged in the description
sea waves.°!
perceived that everything was dead:
he
of darkness,

The waves were dead; tides were in the grave,
The Moon, their mistress, had expired before."
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The graphic description of the stillness and quietude of objects of attraction is beautifully drawn in the passage
quoted above.
Considering the moon as a female principle is a
striking feature commonly seen in the Western Romantic

Poetry as well as in the poems of Bharathidasan.

In one poem, the Tamil poet has honoured the Moon
Here,
to belong to the city of the sky; vaanattu uuraar.
singular
honorific
the
in
used
been
has
the epicene plural
The poet has
with the purpose of glorifying the Moon.”
of moon. The
claim
the
on
poem
also given us a wonderful
moon becomes the object of adoration for the young boys

of different faiths. An Islamic boy explains that the crescent moon is very significant in his religion. So also, a
Catholic Christian boy claims that the moon belongs to his
faith, since virgin Mary stands on it. Similarly a Hindu student puts

his claim

stating that Lord

Siva

has adored

his

head with the Moon. But, the boy of the self-respect movement discredits their claims by stating that all are equals as
human beings and hence that moon is common for all. The
poet evidéntly comes out from the narrow. frontiers of

religious fanaticism and looks at the moon to be a thing of

beauty to be enjoyed by all.

We have already seen that the poet has treated both
the Moon and Sweet Tamil to be the twin children of
Mother Nature who caressed them and brought them healthily.©* This kind of expression reveals the poet’s romantic
fervour and excessive love to the mother language and the

nature. His conviction, that Tamil is not a borrowed language but a language of Natural gift, is uniformly stressed
in his poems. The significance of the poem was felt more,
when a group of people during his life time stated that it
was a borrowed language. Now, due to the development
of
linguistics, it has been proved beyond doubt that it is a
natural language.
த
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Another object of Nature that bewitched the poet’s
heart remains to be the sky. His experiences with the
colourful scenes of the sky revealed him to personify the
sky both as a male and a female phenomena. Let us explore his poems on sky.

Space - as Goddess
In

the

(aakaayam,

poems
vaan)

of Bharathidasan

the

space

used.

The

sky, because

are invariably

and

sky
of

the association of the clouds and the luminaries is visible,

while space denotes that principle, which provides place
- for the existence and rotation of heavenly bodies and is
imperceptible. In the philosophical parlance, space and
ether are generally used as synonyms. Among the five
gross elements space stands first. The poet having good

knowledge in the Samkhya system should have known the
nuances of the words space and sky. But for the empirical
man, the two show no difference. The poet’s experience
with

Nature

is derived

at two

levels,

level-i.e. from the stand point of
(2) the deep level- i.e. from the
mystic or a metaphysicist. In the
ulakil, being a reverie, the Space
Goddess.

viz.,

(1) the surface

an innocent rustic., and
transcendental level of a
poem entitled Karpanai
has been personified as a

The poet is an optimist and hedonist. He has narrated
his adventurous and rapturous flight along with his sweet
heart to the peak of the sky where the two exchanged kisthey
ses and enjoyed to their heart’s contentment. Then
Space
opened their brows in the residence of the Goddess
is
(-aakaaya vaani viittil). The poem goes further but this
of
fitness
enough for our present purpose, to ‘examine the
personifying space as a goddess:

space
The space is limitless and endless. Though the
forms
it
,
Matter
rdial
has been an evolute from the Primo
tions. All
the matrix for the remaining evolutes and emana

:
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the remaining four gross elements are in order evolved
from the root of space(aakaayam). The aspects of sound
and movement are the effects of the space. In his excessive
love,

the

poet

has

declared

that

the

three

(speech, melody and dance) is the gift of the
free rendering of the poems is presented here:

fold

Tamil

space.

The

"Oh expanded Space, the Ether, the Matrix of
all products!
Thou hast given the wandering wind, water and
earth,

The red-fire and the rest!
Thou art the Seed of the world that contains
The visible Sun, Moon and the many objects.
The acts of your performance are wonder and
splendour!
Thou

(1)

caused the movement

there,

And vibrated the sound waves.
Thou caused the earth to be expanded into four,
To be perceived with all craving:,

Thou hast made the essence of all things,
And articulated the speech of pure Tamil!
Thou hast given the Musical Tamil
Through the sweet tone of the girls and
birds!

2

Thou hast set all things in motion,
As well in each of the beingsThou hast initiated movement;
The pleasure through words and melody
Caused us to experience.
Thou hast made the art of dance,
-That dispels the distress of all,
In the sweet movements of peacock, turkey and

dove.
This

kind

;
of

evolution

(3)
is

recorded

only

in

the
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Samkhya system
as expounded
in the Buddhist epic ©
Manimeekalai."
In all probability, the poet imagined the
Space, that has been the primary material cause for all the
subsequent products that constitute
the contents of the
Universe, should have been treated as the Mother principle
and that is why he has aptly personified it as Goddess(aakaaya

vaani

). The

word

Vaani

has

many

connotations.-

It also means sound, the subtle element (tanmatra) being
the propriety and evolute of the gross element space or
ether. The concept that sound is the product of Space is
found not in the Samkhya karika of Iswara Krishna but in
the Tamil version of the Samkhya system as preserved in

the Tamil epic Manimeekalai.

Bharathidasan was of the

opinion that the system has been the product of the Tamil
genius and Kapilar of Arur was its earliest exponent.
However, in the present usage aakaaya vaani , it is
beyond doubt that the poet has used in the sense of Goddess. It is only a personification i.e. attributing a name and
form being a poetic convention, to a non-corporeal object
of Nature, just because the Space as a Mother is considered to have delivered the natural objects.
Vaani in a specific sense has also denoted the Goddess of Learning as evidenced from the following line:

"yaani amaittittaal narkavitai!”
It means that due to the grace of Saraswathi, who is also
the Muse, Utaaran was imspired to create good poetry.
Though the poet turned to be a hard core atheist, he becomes modest due to the pressure of tradition that believed
in the

grace

Ottakkoothar

of Muse

and

from

others

the days

down

of Kalidasa,

to Bharathi

who

Kambar,

were

all

Her votaries.

Even it is not wrong if we think that one trait of the
Romantic poets has been the myth-making talent that is

137-17
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‘obliquely

or

obviously

found

also

in

the

poems

of

Bharathidasan. Even in the ancient Greek culture, the role
of the Muses was considerable. They were nine.in number.
Each literary form and art required the grace of particular
quote Wladyslaw
To
manifestation.
its
for
muse
Tatarkiewicz,

"The role of the Muses was to express
mythologically
the ideas of the period. There were nine of
them
Thalia represented Comedy, Melpomene tragedy,
Eratoelegy, Polyhymnia lyric (sacred song?)
Calliope oratory and heroic poetry, Euterpe
music, Terpsichore the dance, Clio history,
and Urania astronomy.”
This list is not exhaustive. However it is in all likelihood
to keep the literary tradition that the poet Bharathidasan

has personified

the art of poetry to be the divine

dam-

sel(vaani). Similarly, he has treated the space, the matrix
of all phenomena to be the goddess. It is to be taken that
it is only a figurative way of naming a principle that gives
birth to manyfold objects to be a Mother-in a more emotional language, a Goddess.That is all.
There are a few more poems in which we find that
sky or space has also been attributed with the features of
an earthly girl.
Space - as a Girl
To the poetic vision, the space (i.e. sky) seems to be
a young girl, addressed by a heroine who is suffering from
love-sickness..To the eyes of the heroine, the space-girl
is also pining like her. The stars seem to her eyes either as
pimples in the body of the heavenly girl, or as pearls
spread over her body (to give an impressive look to the
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appetite eyes of her lover, the big luminary that rules the
sky).
However, the poet does not lag behind to mark the
masculine features of the Space. The changing moods
cause the change in the figure. That is why it is commonly
said that poets are not static, but dynamic, bestowing fresh
form and name as_ per the dictates of the faculty of his
fertile imagination.

Space - the Philanthropist
Like the thoughts, the space is expanded. It. shines
with thousand colours that catch the eyés. The colourful
peacock is inspired to witness the roaring of the black
cloud after consuming these colours, the lightning and the

rainbow

and

danced.

The

jasmine flowers

are

the

evidence and as an expression of their joy they laughed.
With a view to honour and patronise the art of dancing,
the space (-sky) being the philanthropist distributed the
valuable pearls (-ie. the stars). ~ The peacock received
them, adorned her body and looked very lively. When the
eyes are eating this pleasant scene, immeasurable joy, like
a sea surging forth in the thought.
In this poem, we come across a number of personifications piling one after another revealing the intensity
of the creative genius of the poet. The peacock and the jasmine are personified as girls, while the sky (or space) is
personified as a Male (- philanthropist). His aesthetic experience is revealed in the last line that throws some light
on the process of enjoyment taking its origin from the external object and limitlessly blossoming in the bosom of
thought.

For the poet’s eye, even the artificial, man-made
things also look like a person. There are some passages in
his poetic creations that have relevance on this aspect. Let
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us look into them.

Newspaper

- as a Lady

Newspaper is a new comer to the country. The poet
welcomes it and has personified it as a lady.
He calls it
pattirikai-p-pen and ital-p-pen. The epithet koolattal may
mean in two ways:
1. the lady who is colourfut and 2.
simply the beautiful றஹ்.”
The poet hails the newspaper to be the brilliant light
illuminating the dark hearts of the people. She is born in
the hearts of the great intellectuals with the noble objective
of unifying the region, the country and ultimately the
whole world.
She fetches the water of
of the heart of the intellectuals
plants, in order to prosper and
activities.
One who has not
seen the world.

wisdom from the deep well
and pours out to the human
also to remove the parochial
seen her well-being has not

She brings the innumerable inventions and. discoveries of physical and biological importance, humanistic
thoughts etc., and presents them in palatable language.
She tells a short story and gives a big lesson. She corrects
the people by relating
the realities.
She brings caricatures, paintings, pictures, poems, comic comments, love
themes and heroic motifs.
The poet stresses the necessity of the Newspaper by
Stating that it should be equally in the hands of scavengers
as well as the great people who protect the country.
He
expresses his ambition that Newspaper is also to be
tailored to fulfil the needs of the budding people of five
years old.
Since

knowledge

gives

impetus

to

action, all its
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manifestations - let it be a poetry or a paper - are treated
as aspects of Shakti.
Clarion

- as Announcer

The romantic spirit of the poet has
choose workers and labourers to form the
his poetry.
In one poem, he describes
pangs of short separation that the wife of
is working in a cotton mill is undergoing.

inspired him to
central figures of
wonderfully the
the labourer who

The clock stroke five in the evening.
The wife already begins to feel his absence.
So, she addresses the
clarion of the Mill in a mood of pathetic fallacy.
She expresses her feeling that it is already 5 O’clock
and why the clarion is delaying to announce that work is
over so that her husband would rush to the residence to .
feast her eyes. Her eyes become tired incessantly looking
the street expecting his early retum.
She quenches her
thirst by brooding over his sweet words, the very thought
of each of which is issuing pleasure to her heart and
thought.
In her desparation, she finds a reason for the
delay of the clarion to make the dispersing call. She knows
that if the throat of a person becomes dried he could not
speak. So also she imagines that the throat of the clarion
is dried and hence it is unable to sound.
Clarion is inanimate, man-made object. The poet has
treated it as a person having a throat.
It becomes an
animate and, organic being due to the imaginative faculty
of the poet. In this context, it is appropriaie to quote his
predecessor, Bharathi who has personified two pieces of a
rope and named them respectively Kandan and Valli
revealing his philosophic bent of mind to perceive divine
presence even in such trivial, insignificant and inanimate
objects.
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There are some poems that personified the abstract
ideas or concepts to be feminine. To the eyes of thé poet,
they look like beautiful girls with charming personality.
_Let us consider these poems one by one.
Personification

1.

of Abstract Ideas

Beauty as Damsel

The adoration of beauty is ingrained. in the rich culture of the Tamils.
The embodiment of universal beauty
has been adored as Muruku which in course of time has
been extolled as ‘Murukan’ The paintings and sculptures
found in the Temple reveal the aesthetic sense of the
people to enjoy and extol beauty as a divinity.

As a poet, Bharathidasan experienced and enjoyed
‘Beauty’ in its innumerable manifestations universally seen
in the
objects of Nature.
He names this Beauty as a
Damsel ‘(alaku_enpaal) who has granted him the power of
creating poetry. ~ It is only an aésthetic way of expressing
that the poets are inspired by the visible beauty that forms
the source for poetry.
Bharathi’s ~epithet, alaku ennum
teyvam deserves special mention in this context.

2.

Knowledge

as (a Divine)

Girl

In the heritage of the Indians, the various aspects of
Nature are treated as different manifestations of Divine
Mother, ‘Shakti’.
Though the poet is cognizant of this
tradition, he is not inclined towards it, since it is against
his wedded atheistic ideology. So he calls them by the
epithets pennaal, mankai, ananku etc., which connote
simply a girl. But when we consider the greatness of the
significant role that she is invested, it does not appear to
be an ordinary girl, but one with some
extraordinary
power and speciality attached with her.
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In one poem, the good knowledge has been personified as a girl. The epithet, Nallarivu ennum pennaal
reveals the Indian poetic tradition that knowledge has been
honoured and extolled to be a divine girl.
However,
this epithet corresponds to the usual epithet, naana shakti
(.e. the power of knowledge)
that has been used in the
mystic poems of Bharathi.
He has also pronounced that
knowledge alone is god (arivee teyvam).

the

The supreme power known as Shakti is dynamic and
various aspects of Shakti are credited with different

funtions

and

assignments.

Hence,

each

modification

of

Shakti is attributed
with a significant single power and
accordingly is given a separate name.

University as a Mother
Since knowledge, poetry, arts and the like are treated
to be feminine, the divine principle of learning also has
been hailed as a Goddess. It is only a personification of
something abstract. It is common both in the Indian and
European cultures.
The University, being the Seat of
Learning has also been considered to be a Mother feeding
the milk of knowledge to her children of students. Edward
Gibbon

(1737-94),

the

reputed

historian

renounced

the

Universtiy education for various reasons. He expresses his
action in a poetic language which is presented hére:
"To the University of Oxford, I acknowledge no
obligation, and she will as readily renounce me for a
son, as I am willing to distain her fora mother”.
From this account, it is certain that the cordial relationship
between the
and her son.

university

and

a student

is that

of a mother

In the South, the Annamalai University has been unique in several respects. It was founded by the illustrious
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merchant prince Dr.Annamalai Chettiaar, Rajah of Chettinadu in 1929 to meet the growing
higher educational
needs of the Tamils.
It was celebrating its Silver Jubilee
in the year 1954, when the present author was a student
and winning First Prize Gold Medal for his proficiency in
composing poems on the Founder of the University.
To
commemorate this eventful occasion, on request the Poet
Bharathidasan has written two significant poems that have
been published in the Silver Jubilee Souvenir of the
University.
The first poem in Akaval metre is a lengthy
one beautifully recording the earnest efforts of the founder
in establishing the University and the marvellous achievements of its academics.
The poet endearingly calls the University a mother (kalaka-t-taay). She has been compared to a fertile mango
grove, richly yielding palatable fruits.
The poet wonders
the Mother University who has produced within a span of
quarter century thousands of Scholars of different disciplines, Pulavars of three-fold Tamil, Experts in Tamil
music, Writers, Poets, Economists and People of versatile

genius.

He admires that the output would have taken a

century, but the jealous yield in one fourth of the period is
hailed to be a rare achievement.
The poet’s association with the University was very
strong and his presence in the campus was a source of inspiration

both

for-the

students

and

staff.

He

was

admired

and honoured by the University at several functions.
It is a happy coincidence that Gibbon
have treated the University as a Mother.

and our poet

3. Victory as a Maiden
In the narrative poem, Paantiyan Paricu, victory has
been personified as a Maiden. The epithet,”
verri mankai
is a new coinage of the poet, finding its equivalent in the
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religious parlance ‘Vijaya Lakshmi’.
It is the age old
tradition that the Goddesses of Learning, Victory, Wealth,
Earth, Power etc., are wroshipped even by the innocent and
illiterate people, invoking their blessings.
These are the
essentials for the perfection of human beings.
It seems
that the religious epithets of the poet are earthly and directly connected with our empirical existence.
Let us outline the context where the epithet, verri
mankai (- the girl of victory) has been used. Between the
strong armies of Katiraiveelan and Vezha Veentan a fierce
battle was going on. On both sides hundreds of warriers
died. It was a decisive battle in which the Maiden of victory was searching hundred times to identify the victorious
That shows the equal strength
person but disappointed.
and strategy of the two sides fighting with the same intensity of loyalty and patriotic feeling.

If the usage verri mankai is taken to mean an ordi-

nary girl, is it possible for her to boldly go into the fierce
battle-field in search of the victorious person? Even if she
is treated as an earthly girl in conformity with the poet’s
wedded atheistic ideology, she should be treated to have
been invested with some unusual dynamism and daring
qualities.

There is one more context where the victory has
In his excellent dramatic
been personified as a damsel.
the prestigious award of
won
that
piece, Piciraanthaiyaar
created an emotional
has
poet
the
the Sahitya Academy,
prince and son of
the
Cholan,
Tango
situation describing
with his own
war
a
wage
to
planning
Kopporuficholan
father.

The youthful prince is marching, seated in his
chariot, surrounded by the four-fold army. His lady love,
Maniyitai, the daughter of the Army Chief pines away on
seeing him leading the army. To console her. he utters the
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following words which are a source of inspiration and encouragement also to the army man:
"What is it that the unfading flower-like face becomes fading? Could I forget you? To night, the
Damsel of Full success (-mulu verri mankai) would
step up to our house, also ascending to the top of
the storey-building. Abandon your anguish! Here is
the indefatigable army to effect good results."
Even though such personifications are in conformity with
the literary convention, the way in which they are
presented and the words in which they are depicted are
unique
and
wonderful
in
the
case
of
our
poet
Bharathidasan.
4. Liberation

- a Kind

Mother

Liberty is the birth right of every one.
But due to
ambition and animosity, one country encroaches the tertitory of other with a view to conquer. This leads to untold problems.
The servile state would
strive for
liberation.
When the poet Bharati inspired the people to
fight for the liberation of India from the domination of
British rule, his successor Bharathidasan cared more for the
South Indians, since they constitute one linguistic and cultural group, having a common origin. The poem entitled,
vitutalaiyee is an address made by the poet in the most fervent and touching language:
ர

Liberation is the brilliance in one’s heart. It is also
a parrot of perfect words. It is a pleasurable object. It is
a good status not allowing even a single person to fade. It

is a fire that dashes

affluent people.
the people.

Finally

the

against the wickedness

of the adamant

It is the brilliant eye that gives sight to

poet

has

personified

liberation

to be

a
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kind mother
(anpu-t-taay) blessing all prosperity to all./?
She remains always in the heart and consciousness.
She
removes the distress of the people. In accordance with the
equirement of the individuals, she distributes from the
flood of honey (i.e. prosperity), protecting them from
groaning and suffering from the wicked.
Thus, the poet praises, the Mother-Liberation
entreats her to step into his country (Dravidam).

and

To the poetic eye, most of the objects of Nature
seemed to possess feminine features and hence they were
personified to be a Goddess (teevi), Mother (annai, taay)

Damsel

(ananku),

or simply

a girl (pen, mankai).

With

regard to Sun, the poet has glorified it uniformly to be a
Male principle, again in conformity with the traditional
views current in this country.
Before proceeding directly
to. deal with the epithets that denote the Sun found in the
poems of Bharathidasan, it is not out of place to outline
the Tamil tradition preserved in our literary works through
the ages.

Sun - the Sovereign
that
been

The Sangam Tamils venerated the Sun and believed
it has
divinity. In Puranaanuuru,
possessed
it

extolled as the venkatir-c-celvan (-literally means He,

Kalitwho is rich in hot rays) that dispels the darkness.”
valitaru celvan (-He, the
tokai has adored the Sun as
In the same text, referrich one who brings the wind).
ence is also available that the Sun also brings the rain.
Perumpaanaarruppatai commences with a giorious note
that the sun consumes the darkness but delivers brilliance
This is an instance of oxymoron. Similarly,
to the world.°”
Tirumurukaarruppatai opens with a divine picture of comparing the Sun rising in the blue sea to resemble Lord
The epithet, flaayirru-pMuruga in His peacock Mount.”
putteel clearly indicates

that Sun

has

been

regarded

to be
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a Deva.*4

The worship of Sun is obviously noticed in the Sangam classics. Paripaatal, for the first time refers to twelve
sons

(Dvadasa

Adityas);

ulakirul

akarriya

patinmarum

iruvarum.
This concept seems to be a borrowing from
the Vedic lore.
The first Tamil epic Cilappatikaaram begins with a
homage to the Moon, Sun and Rain which have been
treated as divine powers of Nature, having direct contact
with all kinds of organic and inorganic beings.In the course
of the epic, reference to the temple of Sun God is clearly
recorded (ucci-k-kilaan koottam).
He was .worshipped.
The Cholas are said, fo be the descendents of the Sun God
(flaayirru-c-coolan).’’

When

Kannaki,

the epic heroine

lost

her husband due to the injustice of the Pandya king, she
appealed to the Sun, who is a witness for all the transactions in the world, and asked Him, whether her husband
was a thief.
The Sun replied (through a non-corporeal

voice) that he was not at all a thief and the Pandyan city
would soon be consumed by fire.”
So it happened. Even
today, the Sun becomes the object of adoration for the rustics as well as the learned.
Suriyanarkoil in Thanjavur ©
District, a place with a famous temple for the Sun God has
a long tradition.
In Manimeekalai, the enlightened, Buddha himself
was extolled as a Sun (putta naayiru) 7: 2 The epithets,
paritiyan celvan, katiravan, etc., in the same epic clearly
indicate that Sun has been treated as a Male God.
In
Cinentira Maalai, an authoritative text on astrology by a
Jain poet, Sun and Moon are stated to be the father and
mother of the cosmos.
In the Saiva tradition, Siva has manifested Himself in
the form of Sun (- vide, astamurta).
Sun is said to be His

right eye, the Moon

His left eye

and

Wisdom

being

the
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eye of His forehead.
In the Vaisnava tradition also, Sun
has been adored to be the divine form of Tirumaal.
All the descripitons, noticed both in the secular and
religious poems, reveal the singular fact that Sun has been
the Male principle of the Cosmos demanding respect and
regard, from the primitive period onwards, due to its practical need and perennial help to the people.
The Pongal
festival of the Tamils centres around the Sun.
With this background, now let us come to examine
the various
epithets
and
names
in the poems
of
Bharathidasan to glorify the many-sided greatness of the
mighty luminary, viz., the Sun, especially those that glorify
the masculine vigour that preserves and sustains the whole
world.

The Rising Sun
In the early writings we find the epithet utaya
Perarignar Anna made
cuuriyan to denote the rising sun.
this as the symbol of his political party. Jlankatir Ilam/t
pariti etc., other epithets also indicate the same sun.
is reall yy poetic when it is called pariti-k- kulantai (-the sun
It is a figurative expression that the sun appears
child).
in the sea, seated in a chariot and Arunan is_ the charioteer.
This has been hinted in the following lines:
"teerkali kolla amarntu celumpariti
aarkali meel kaatci alikkinraan”

first his face:
sun has revealed
budding
The
been considered
has
he
Since
94
olimukattai-k-kaattivittaan.
the epithets
gets
he
brilliance,
of
maker
io be the
of brightpossessor
the
(He,
celvan
oliyin
and
292 an
olicey
ness).
epithets,°°

koomaan

The
The other names are also significant.
Cutar-kkatir-k-koomaay (-the king of rays),

(-the king of light), cenkatiroon

(-He who

emits
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rays),

virikatir-c-celvan

(-The

spreads his rays of light), katiravan
are used to give prominence, fo the
the Sun. The word veyyoon”’’
has
viz., 1. He, who is scorching and 2.

affluent

as a

who

(-one with rays) etc.,
dynamic character of
a double connotation,
He, who is liked. The

etymology of the word is /vem/ which has two meanings

that we have noted here.
The words pakalavan and
pgkaloon’
are variants denoting the creator of the day.
‘Naayiru” "is the classical word to denote the Sun. But it
is also found in the living language of the people, since the
first day in the week is known only by this word.

Since the Sun was considered to be the major planet,
he was called as Mannan (-sovereign)!
The poet finds
him as a cultivator (-ulavan) because he ploughs the darkness to grow light.!°

Since the sun has been personified as a male principle, the poet describes the dawn in such phrases as Pariti
kan vilittaan (-the Sun opened his eyes) and pakalavan vili

celuttinaan

(-the

sun

kaattivittaan (He showed

has

cast

his

his face),!02

eyes),olimukattai-kThe

description

of

the rising sun and its effects over the natural phenomena
are beautifully drawn by the poet in his poems entitled
utaya cuuriyan.

The sunrise

awakens the beings in the world.

Dark-

ness is dispelled and lethargy is flown. Everywhere in the
space, he injects the golden light. The vast expanse of the
beautiful sea, seems to be a flood of ambrosia. Because of
the flood of sun light, the high mountains, groves, rivers
and other manifestations of Nature are saturated with
divine beauty.
The sun made happy in the hearts of the
people. As a result, poetry, crafts and other creations are
produced freshly (with new themes).

The third stanza of Shelley’s The Cloud presents a
splendid picture of the sunrise and sunset in relation with
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It is heartening to note that also Shelley has
the Sun as a Male principle, with his flaming

eyes being the meteors.

The

descriptive epithets

‘The

sanguine sunrise’ of Shelley and
takattakaaya utaya
cuuriyan of Bharathidasan have striking similarity expressing similar aesthetic experience and expression.
The luminous reddish sunrise with his shooting eyes
of meteors resembles, like a huge bird with burning
நட
sitting on the back of the cloud that sails in the
sky:
"The sanguine Sunrise, with his meteor eyes,
And his burning plumes outspread,
Leaps on the back of my sailing rack..."
The poem is structured in such a way as the cloud itself is
allowed to unfold its autobiography.
The poems under the title kaalai-p-pattu are the new
wine put up in the old bottle. ie
They are modelled on
the pattern of Paavai-p-paattu and Pallielucci, where we
find the divine descriptions of the dawning and the
preparations of the devotees to form a group to proceed to
the place of worship are graphically drawn. Bharathidasan
has faithfully adopted the poetic form that has been current
in the literary tradition, but has thoroughly
changed the
content. These poems are charged with intense emotion to
arouse both the charming maidens and bull-like youngsters
to direct them to embark on actions that would bring the
lost glory of the Tamil culture, besides preserving and
protecting their prestige, self-respect and high
டா.
These poems contain graphic descriptions of the
early morning and hail the arrival of the youthful Sun. Let
us point out one or two such descriptions, since they un-

fold the glory of the Sun, and reveal the vigour of the
poet’s imagination.
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The slow and steady spread of sun rays and the
stealthy and secret shrinking of darkness are wonderfully
contrasted by the poet. He visualises some sort of weaving
going on in the atmosphere. To his imaginative vision, the
darkness of the world resembled the warp of the blue
thread, while the bright rays of the sun likened the woof of

the golden threadJ05

Perhaps this inter-weaving of gold

and blue threads is meant to produce a suitable cloth to
cover the magnificient body of the Cosmic Man! (i.e. the
Sun).
In another poem, the poet has personified the bright
The rays are the melted gold with
sun to be a painter.
This kind of imwhich he is painting the entire space.
agination has its kindred forms in the Sangam classics.
One poet in Akanaanuuru describes the dusk in a very
pithy but picturesque language.’
"yentaaru ponnin anti puuppa”
The dusk is blossomed like the melted gold devoid of heat.
Perhaps due to the description of the dusk, the poet is
known
as
‘anti Ilankiiranaar’.
Poet Bharathi
described the dawn more or less in the same vein:

has

“tankam urukki-t-talal kuraittu-t-teen aakki
enkum parappiyatoor inkitamoo!”
If one melts the gold, naturally it would be very hot.
Hence the poet removes the hotness and mixes the melted
gold with honey and this has been spread everywhere to
serve a visual feast to the eye-sight. This sort of minus
and plus business takes place due to the poetic license, indicating his power of creative imagination.
A connoisseur of art would really admire the above
imaginations centering around the sun.
It is essential to
note that all the poets invariably attributed gold to
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resemble the colour of the sun.

Love as a Carpenter
The narrative
poem, Kaatalaa?
Katamaiyaa? is
based on some noble objectives. Is it love or duty? which
is to be preferred? - This is the theme of the poem.

Killai, a beautiful and dutiful damsel of royal origin,
and Makinan, a sincere citizen and leader of the patriotic
group of people of Konrainadu are fell in love with each
other. But they suspended their marriage till they reached
their goal of liberating their country from the subjugation
of the king of Maazhai country.
On beholding the captivating beauty of Killai, while she was bathing in a flower
tank, the king was infatuated.
At any cost he planned to
get her. Without thinking even a little about his high position. as a king, he came down to adore and implore her for
marriage.
He promised freedom to the country as an exchange of her love.
But she was not prepared to compromise love for freedom.
She was very frank and plain,
besides being dauntless and daring.
She advised him to
desist from thinking her, expressing her immutable love
and loyalty to Makinan. In her discourse, the poet has introduced the meaningful and wonderful personification of
treating love as a carpenter.
The business of a carpenter is to unite the two pieces
of planks without any cleavage.
So also, the Carpenter

Love has

united both the body

and

soul of Killai

and

Makinan in order to effect excellence in their life.
_ Appreciating the firmness of Killai, the narrative
goes that the king was happy
to declare freedom to the
country and to the happy union of Killai and Makinan.
Love has been adored as a God (Manmatha, Kama)
in the Indian tradition, and Cupid in the Western Culture.
137-18
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However, personifying it as a Carpenter seems to be fresh
and new, reflecting the creative talent and romantic spirit
of the poet.
The poems of Bharathidasan are abundant in the
_ descriptions of Nature.
He is very fond of personifying
the objects of nature in the metaphorical and rhetorical language.
The personifications that we have seen so far are
varied and rich, revealing his intense love of Nature and
inspiration, that he has derived from his closeness to Nature. All these personifications of Natural phenomena disclose the dichotomy of Male and Female principles for
which the appropriate and adequate attributes and activities
have been ascribed.
Describing nature in the language of personification
is a peculiar feature with most of the English Romantic
poets.
It does not mean that the Tamil poet has already

acquainted with them.

It is suggested that the poetic ex-

periences

since they transcend the limits of

are universal,

language, region, race, religion and time.
Bharathidasan has been endowed with the rare gift of
deep insight and keen observation.
He loved Nature and
_its different manifestations to his heart’s content. That is
why he treated them as a supreme mother, damsel, charming girl etc.
His Nature poems reveal the fact that he
should have been a mystic, animist and pantheist all rolled
into one, at least when he deals with the themes on Nature,
as has been the case with most of the Western Romantic
poets.

#2

Dynamic Power
In our tradition, we call the river, earth, flower and

the like a Goddess.
heroines.

We

Mangaiyarkkarasi

worship

quote

Our epics extol the glory of the
Kannaki,

Mathavi,

Manimeekalai,

and others to the ideal womanhood.

the Divine power, various forms of wealth

We

and
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learning to be different forms of Shakti. Nevertheless, the
womenfolk have not been given so far the due share and
respect in the society. They remained to be the neglected
section.
Bharathidasan, being a protagonist of the weaker
sex made in his poetical works many of the woman characters to excel in all respects the so called stronger sex. He
whole heartedly respected and revered the women without
whom the life of the men would become miserable.
Coming to his descriptions and personifications of
Nature, he beholds the dynamic and beautific feminine features in most of the manifestations of Nature, revealing his
firm conviction with regard to the superiority of womenfolk.
According to the Saiva Siddhantic tradition of the
Tamils, all the dynamic aspects of the Ultimate Reality are
collectively called "Shakti". Without the energizing power
nothing could move in the universe. The significance and
strength of Nature along with its delightful features are
properly understood and powerfully communicated by our
poet.

His earliest poem enkenku-k-kaaninum
reveals the poet’s experience witnessing in each
object of Nature. In his narrative poem entitled,
(-The Heroic Mother), the poet emphatically
the dynamic aspect of the womenfolk.

caktiyataa
and every
viirattaay
expressed

“nallatoru sakti vativam etu?
maamakalir kuuttam anroo?
So, when he looks the community of women, he perceives the good manifestation of Shakti, as he beheld in
the objects of Nature. Thus, there is a link and also a kinship between Nature and Humanity and this relationship
has been expounded aesthetically and artistically by the excellent poet.
:
The other aspects of his Nature poems

form the sub-
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ject-matter for discussion in the subsequent chapters.
As .a result of our study carried out in this chapter,
the essential and important ideas that have been highlighted
are enumerated hereunder:

Results of the Study
I

In pure nature poems, Nature plays an active and
significant role, for the whole poem is permeated
with the presentation of scenes from Nature.
In
other poems, where Nature becomes the backdrop
to delineate life-sketches, its role is only secondary.

ம்.

The literary tradition and
Tolkaappiyam and Sangam
that all poems with the
should have direct bearings
of the people.

3.

Kuruntokai (92) has a solitary instance for pure nature poem.

4.

During the Sangam period, divinity was attached to

practice, as gleaned in
classics revealed the fact
descriptions of Nature
with the life and times

the different manifestations of Nature.

3:

Animism and pantheism
Sangam Tamils.

were

not unknown

6.

The history of Tamil literature unfolds the fact that
the poets in any period sufficiently directed
poetic talents to glorify Nature.

to the

their

We

With the arrival of Bharathi, the horizon of creative
poems was widened and themes from Nature occupied a predominant position.

8.

Unlike the poems of Bharathi who was influenced
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by the Vedic Seers on the one hand and the
Western Romantic poets on the other, the poems of
Bharathidasan on Nature are something extraordinary and unique, revealing his originality and individuality as a Nature poet.
Bharathidasan has been the first Tamil poet to
glorify the various manifestations of Nature in a
whole poetic work, viz., Alakin Cirippu.
10.

His intimacy with Nature should have developed
from his early days because of his association with
the beach and shore of his native place and the
tural surroundings where he worked as a language
teacher.

Ely.

His love of Nature is limitless, as understood from
the descriptions and adoration of objects of Nature.

12:

He has treated Nature not only an object of beauty
giving joy for ever, but also a media to communicate noble sentiments and high thoughts.

13.

Though the poet turned to be an atheist, when he
beholds the beauty of Nature, a thorough transformation takes place in his psyche to transmit his
aesthetic experiences in mystical and meaningful
language.

14.

_ His nature poems are rich in personifications of different kinds.

15.

His treatment of Nature
as

a Devi

(Goddess),

and phenomena
Mother,

damsel,

of Nature
lady,

prin-

cess, maid, sister, lady-musician, girl etc., authentipoem,
early
his
of
message
the
cates
enkenku-k-kaaninum caktiyataa and his intense love
towards them.
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Some

objects

of Nature,

that

are

treated

as

an

aspect of Shakti, share some masculine features and
hence they are also personified accordingly.
17.

Some personifications of Nature are commonly
found in the Western Romantic poetry and in the
poems of Bharathidasan, though the portrayal and
purpose differ considerably.

18.

Perhaps due to the impact of his early acquaintance
with the theological concepts, he should have personified the space as a Goddess (-aakaaya vaani)
and held Vaani responsible for the creation of
poetry.

1S:

Even the artificial objects have also been personified as if they are animate and organic beings,
exhibiting the Romantic temperament of the poet.

20.

The poet has also personified some abstract ideas
such as beauty, knowledge and victory to be
féminine in conformity with the tradition of Tamil
culture.
The Sun, being the Sovereign among the galaxy of

stars and planets that revolve in the cosmos,

has

been singularly personified to be a masculine principle, giving vitality and vigour to the animate and
inanimate objects of the phenomenal world.
ம்

Projecting the feelings and sentiments to the personified objects of Nature, has been considered to
be a characteristic feature of the Western Romantic
poetry, and this feature is well revealed
ture poems of Bharathidasan.

in the Na-

Revivalism has been considered to be an aspect of
Romantic poetry. In the poems of Bharathidasan,

-
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the revival of ancient Tamil
been noticed beyond doubt.

literary

tradition

has
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Among
the different disciplines connected
with
humanities, Aesthetics occupies a significant place. This
subject has been solely devoted to discuss in detail the
theory of beauty, the manifestations of beauty both in nature and in art-forms, the relationship between the objects
of beauty and the experiencing subject, the attitudes and
moods involving in the experience of beauty and similar
aspects. The Keatsian concept, that a thing of beauty is joy
for ever, is meant not only for a particular people or for a
specific age but for all peoples distributed in the various
spheres of earth from the primitive period to modern times.
Though the study of beauty has a long history, it gathered
momentum only after the advent of Aesthetic Movement in
Europe during the 18th and 19h centuries. The artists like
painters, sculptors, poets, musicians, dramatists and others
have been enchanted and inspired by the charm and beauty
of Nature and reflected their rare experiences in their art
creations. So, the beauty in the original phenomena of Nature and their art-representations formed the theme of aesthetics. Aesthetics also denotes the system of art criticism.
The poems of Bharathidasan are studded with the
penpictures of natural sceneries revealing his intimacy and
inexplicable enjoyment with them. Himself being a good
painter, he has exhibited his interest and knowledge in the
art of painting.’ His erudition in music is revealed in the
melodious compositions on various themes. So, he has
been a good poet, painter and musicologist all rolled into
one. His poems provide rich materials to study hig aesthetic experience and expression. Before directly proceeding to explore the essential aspects of aesthetics as
embedded in his poetical creations, it is indispensable to
137-19
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have a bird’s eye view of the subject so that the poet’s encounters with the objects of beauty, especially as enshrined
in Nature and his unusual talent of transforming his aesthetic experiences into wonderful poetry would be better
understood and appreciated.

Significance of Aesthetics
First of all, let us consider the different connotations
and definitions pertaining to Aesthetics.
The term aesthetics in the modern meaning was first
introduced by the German scholar A.T. Baumgarton in

1750.

His

publication

Aesthetica,

a

treatise

on

the

criticism of taste became very popular among the art critics
and lovers of beauty. He meant by the term aesthetic to
signify something pertaining to the theory of taste and the
criticism of the beautiful. One, who lives for the beautiful
in the art manifestations is known as aesthete.
With regard to the etymology of the term aesthetics,
scholars have elucidated. The Greek
word
‘aisthéta’
etymologically means ‘things perceptible by the senses’. To
put it in other words, the objects grasped by the senses are
denoted by the word ‘aisthéta’.

According to A.F. Scott, aesthetics is derived from
the Greek word, ‘aisthetikos’ meaning to feel and to perceive. Hence, the discipline that deals with the finer feelings when one perceives the objects of beauty in nature
and in arts, has been designated as aesthetics.” In its extension of méaning it denoted the criticism of the beautiful.

J.A.Cuddon
considered
that aestheticism
was
a
genuine search for beauty and a realization that the beautiful had an independent value.
Aesthetics, according to Joseph T.Shipley, constitutes
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the study of the beautiful in nature and art, of its character,
of its conditions, and of its conformity to law.
Harry
Shaw explained aesthetics to be a study of
the emotions and the mind in relation to their sense of
beauty in literature and all the fine arts as distinguished
from moral, social, political, practical or economic conSiderations. From the utilitarian point of view, it has no
direct concern. Its chief concern rests with the concepts of
what is beautiful or ugly, sublime or comic, etc.
According to the Encyclopaedia Britannica,’ Aesthetics is a separate discipline concerned with the study of
beauty and to a lesser extent its opposite ugly. When we
talk of beauty, it is only relative. Not all objects in the external world

attract and demand

the appreciation

and adora-

tion of the artists. Things are of different nature and
features. In conformity with the individual feeling which is
either pleasurable, or painful or indifferent, the objects also
require a three-fold classification, viz., the beautiful, the
ugly or loathsome and the neutral or plain, that do not
evoke any feeling. Instances are also given. Among the
birds, Parrots are beautiful, crows are ugly and the hens are
neutral. This kind of judgement proceeds from the observation of the physical beauty. According to the Samkhya
system the predominance of Sattva guna both in an individual and in the object is held responsible for the
manifestation of beauty. Due to the change in the triple
gunas, the change in the structure is effected.
Though the study is primarily concerned with the
beautiful, for entertaining a comparative view, the repulsive
and plain objects also get into the picture.
In the Indian tradition, the study of beauty was included in the discipline of criticism of fine arts like dance,
drama and music in general and poetry in particular, as understood

from

the

enormous

body

of

rhetorical

literature
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known as Alankara Sastras in Sanskrit and Aninuul in
Tamil. The principle that endows beauty to poetry is
denoted by the special term, alankara literaly meaning embellishment or adornment. The Tamil word ani also means
that which is worn, a jewel and its extended meaning
denotes beauty, that forms the subject-matter of aesthetics.
As far as the western thought is concerned, every
branch of knowledge is rooted in the Greek culture and
hence an outline of the aesthetic views as understood from
this source becomes imperative.
The

Aesthetics of the Greeks

The ancient Greeks were great lovers of arts. Their
artistic creations are classical and model for others. Their
aesthetic ideas were originally embodied in works of art
such as sculpture, painting, music and poetry. In Greek,
‘Kalon’ meant beauty. It stood for everyting that is beautiful and very pleasant, pleasing the eye and the ear. The
Greeks had evolved their own views on beauty. According
to the pronouncement of the Delphic oracle, ‘the most just
is the most beautiful’. Homer, the father of Greek literature
considered that the main purpose of poetry was to provide
joy. Democritus opined that arts were created by imitating
nature. For instance, the sweet-voiced swans and nightingales were models for the Greeks to develop: music. He
maintained that contemplation of beautiful things produced
immence joy.
The

Sophists,

the staunch

believers

in morality

and

ethics had endorsed the Epicurean concept that the beautiful was that thing which generates pleasure through hearing ~
and sight. When the pleasurable impressions of the empirical objects enter through the doors of the eyes and ears
into the heart of the spectator, the recipient experiences —

delight and bliss. The Epicureans, being the hedonists
among the Greeks had identified beauty with pleasure. If

tw
SS
fad

Romantic Poet
beauty would not give pleasure, then it
treated as beauty. That was their opinion. —

would

not

be

Each thinker considered a particular object to be
beautiful. But Socrates, the great reformist and moralist
upheld that wisdom was the most beautiful of all things.’
His view comes very close to the Tamilian concept that
among
the various kinds of beauty,
the beauty of
knowledge alone fits for the name.!?
His disciple, Plato
treated beauty to be the greatest value and stressed that the
objective of one’s living was to behold beauty.”
For him
good and beauty are synonymous. His interpretation of
beauty was subjective. According to him, pleasure was not
a feature of beautiful objects, but only a subjective reaction
to them. This shows his idealistic approach to beauty.
Harmony in the form of orderliness, consonance, proportion
etc., is the hall-mark of the essence of beauty.

According to Wladyslaw Tatarkiewicz, “Plato was the
author of the famous triad of truth, goodness. and beauty’
which epitomizes the highest human values. ~ Among the
Romantic poets, Keats was Hellenic, because of his love
for beauty and Greek culture. In the above triad of Plato,
he inherited the two aspects viz., beauty and truth and
them

treated

to

be

identical.

In

his

‘Ode

on

a

Grecian

Urn’, he sings the glory of the urn which would continue
to be a friend and philosopher for humanity with specific
message that has been portrayed wonderfully in the followட்
ing lines:

"

a friend to whom thou say’ st,

Beauty is truth, truth beauty’ --- That is all’ _
Ye known on earth, and all ye need to know.”

The

famous

line,

‘Beauty

is

truth,

truth

beauty’

speaks to the highly aesthetic sense of Keats. Mathew Arnold has elucidated that to see things in their beauty is to
see things in their truth. Keats himself further substantiated
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the epigramatic line in his prose writing thus:
"What the imagination seizes as beauty must be
Truth." The imagination was a powerful appliance for the
Romantic poets to get at the root of reality which is
beauty. The transcendental truth and the source of beauty
being the essence of existence go hand in hand. The two
are inseparably connected like the two sides of a coin or
the whiteness and the milk. The Absolute Reality has been
described to be truth, knowledge and bliss in the Indian
tradition. However, it is very heartening to note that all the
three values viz., truth, goodness, and beauty, as contemplated by Plato correspond to our Indian concept
Satyam, Sivam and Sundaram, which again would be
elaborated in the course of this chapter.

Aristotle, the disciple of Plato has written a treatise
on Beauty, but it was dwindled into oblivion. He attached
special importance on the study of art. He regarded practice as an important requisite for the development of artistic talent. His ‘Poetics’ and ‘Rhetoric’ contain sufficient
materials on aesthetics.
Having gained some understanding about the salient
features of aesthetics of the ancient Greeks, it is proper to
know about the position of the study of beauty as envisaged in the ancient classics of the Tamils whose culture
and literature deserve to be ranked with those of the occident. It is to be noted that the ancient Tamils have
developed maritime contact and cultural relationship with
the Greeks, that has been proved beyond the pale of controversy not only with the help of the literary evidences
but also the archaeological findings unearthed in several
places of Tamilnadu. Hence, the views of these people on
a particular discipline that equally attracted the Greeks
deserve to be outlined.
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Aesthetics of the Tamils

The Sangam classics bear ample testimony to the fact
that the Tamils have been great lovers of beauty in Nature
and in Arts. The specialists in the arts of music and dance
known as Paanars and Porunars along with their betterhalves used to visit the royal
courts to exhibit their talents
and skill, besides amusing the patron and were amply
rewarded. The delightful description of their musical instruments known as Yaal (-harp), and the vivid portrayal of the
physical beauty of the female artists, from top to toe, are
recorded in the Aarruppatai poems, compiled under the
title Pattu-p-paattu (-Ten Idylls).
Tolkaappiyar (300 B.C.) the first codifier and systematizer of the Tamil grammaticaleand literary traditions
and conventions, has devoted many aphorisms in Eluttatikaaram, the first book of Tolkaappiyam, to promulgate.
morpho-phonemic rules for the words of botanical and
ecological importance. In the second book, Collatikaaram,
he has made a difference in the process of expressing in an
utterance the objects of Nature as against the man-made
Objects. In the third and final book, Porulatikaaram, we
have already noted in the chapter on Romantic Imagination
about his sagacious classification of land, time, flora and
fauna, besides the stratification of society into different
groups based on their avocations -- all preparing for the
backdrop for presenting the poetic themes. In Marapiyal,
he has elaborately enlisted the miriad categories of organic
and animate beings with one sense to the top of the species
viz., the man with six senses. The different names of the
young ones in the animal kingdom and in the family of
reptiles, birds, plants etc., that are enumerated by Tolkaappiyar
vouchsafe for his meticulous care in dealing with

the manifold manifestations of Nature.
The native lexical items, such as am, ani, alaku, iyal,

uru,

elil,

eer,

kavarcci,

kavin,

kool,

caayal,

tiru,

nayan,
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polivu, Porpu, mata, maanpu, muruku, yaanu, vannam,
vanappu
etc., that are abundantly used in the ancient
Tamil classics to denote beauty both in nature and in arts,
may be construed to authenticate the aesthetic involvement
ingrained in the very structure of the Tamil culture. Some
of the words, if not all connote different shades of beauty.

In the list of words that are enumerated by Tolkaappiyar to indicate some abstract phenomena to be grasped
only by heart, eer, elil and caayal have direct concern with
Aesthetics.”
In the light of Ilampuuranar’s commentary,
let us try to explore the semantic significance of these
words.
The word eer!? refers to the beauty like’ the one
found in the shining sprout. It is uniformly found in all
parts of a whole (- object of Nature), giving pleasure to
the perceiver. This kind of beauty is commonly manifest in
objects of all colours.

So, from the elucidation of the commentator, it becomes evident that eer denotes that kind of beauty noticed
in the objects in which the colours are inherently dominant.
Elil also means beauty. !?# This beauty is the result
of the natural harmony due to the proper orderliness, symmetry and consonance found among the various parts (limbs) which are high and low, soft and strong, besides
waxing and waning, lengthening and shortening. The commentary of Hampuuranar implies that a particular part that
is by universal nature soft, should be soft and its intrinsic
nature should not be altered (in the art creations).

other
be so
base
name

Similarly

features that are peculiar to the specific limbs should
and not be changed. This kind of harmony forms the
for the manifestation of beauty that gets a specific
elil.

The

next

word,

caayal”®

etymologically
a

means

that
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which is subtle, soft and gentle. In its extension of meaning, the word denotes beauty of a peculiar nature. This has
been exemplified by the commentator through a couple of
heterogeneous and homogeneous analogies given below:
Dogs and pigs are the negative examples, while
peacocks and cuckoos (-kuyil) are the positive examples. In
the beginning of this chapter, we have noted that aesthetics
as a discipline mainly aimed to study the beauty and also
included at least to a lesser degree the study of ugliness.
Then only the beauty will be easily identified and understood by contrast. Here, in the above examples produced
by Ilampuuranar (1100 A.D.), we have clear proof to surmise that in the study of Tamil Aesthetics also, besides the
beauty, the ugly also was taken into consideration. The
same trait and trend could be seen also in the poems of
Bharathidasan. In this context, it is enough if we quote one
valid illustration that takes into account both the beauty
and ugly so that the significance of the former would become intelligible. The poet! asks:
"kokku-p-paattum kuyilin paattum onraa?”
In this instance, the ear and not the eye becomes

the

instrument to gauge the standard of the note of a crane as
against the musical note of a cuckoo (-kuyil). Naturally the
two could not be the same, because there is vast of difference in the voice of the two, one is detestable and the

other is delightful. Even in the devotional lyrics of Maanickavaasagar

and

Aandal,

the

poems

addressed

to

a

reveal their admiration for the beautiful voice of the bird.”
If there is no darkness, the significance of light is
not understood. Similarly if there is no scorching of the
sun, the importance of the shade of a tree is not meaningful. So also, if there is no dog or pig, or crane, the visual
beauty of a peacock and the audio-beauty of a cuckoo are

not established.
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Tolkaappiyar~ has clearly mentioned that the eyes
and ears are the two essential channels in the cognition of
the featyres of physical phenomena. In his theory of cognizance,
he has given a rightful place for nencu, literally
meaning heart - may be taken to mean consciousness, (nencu kolin).
The redundant beauty in Nature has been described
in Tirumurukaarruppatai to be one that is not adorned or
created obY
hand:
kaipunaint
iyarraak
kavin peru
vanappu.
This definition for beauty in Nature implies
the beauty in painting, drawing and sculpture which are
wrought by the hand of the artists. Mango Adigal”° has
used the term Mankala Ani to denote natural beauty, according to the commentary of Arumpatauraikaarar and Adiyaarkkunallaar. The classical Tamil word Muruku means
beauty, youthfulness and divinity. Lord Muruga, the embodiment of cosmic beauty has always been the favourite
God of the Tamils. The cosmic dance of Nataraja as
depicted in the icons and sculptures has been admired by
the global aestheticians as a marvel of art creation. Saint
Appar’s hymn
kupitta puruvamum
is an excellent
portrayal of the same theme in beautiful poetry.
Tolkaappiyar’s concept of Vanappu throws some
light on the artistic beauty as understood during his
period.7® Vanappu literally means beauty, and it is used to
denote collectively the eight kinds of literary creations
marked by some special features of aesthetic significance.
He has also talked about vannam, literally meaning colour
but metaphorically meaning the poems painted with the
colour of particular sounds to heighten the emotional value
of the poetic creations.
In Paripaatal, we have clear references to the art
galleries in Tirupparankupram, containing paintings of useful themes,
attracting the visitors to fhe shrine of Muruga.
ae

The epithets,

oe

eluttu nilai mantapam*

9

and elutu elil; am-
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palam*° indicate such exhibitions of artistic beauty.
Though enough materials on the various aspects of
aesthetics are available in the ancient Tamil classics,it is to
be noted that this discipline did not attain a consistent and
coherent form, as is the case with the ancient Greeks.
Since the development of this subject as a separate branch
of philosophy belongs to a later period, it is futile to
search for its full-fledged existence in the classics of high
antiquity. The philosophical significance of aesthetics is
briefly presented here.

Aesthetics - A Division of Philosophy
A.F. Scott defined aesthetics to be the philosophy of
fine arts. The philosophical study of beauty in nature and
in

art-forms

has

been

designated

as

aesthetics.

The

iden-

tification and definition of beauty, its objective and subjective sides, the characteristic features of beauty, the
distinctive quality that isolates beauty
from other values,
its relationship with them, etc., constitute the subject matter
of the study of beauty. The experience of beauty, aesthetic
enjoyment, the art-impulse and similar subjective aspects
form the theme of the psychological study of aesthetics.
The study recognizes two kinds of properties in the
structure of art objects. The one is the abstract properties,
also known as formal features, which include the rhythm,
balance, proportion, symmetry and unity. The other is the
concrete properties or the thematic elements which include
the substance and content of the art object.
The

unity

(i.e. Samyoga)

in the combination

of both

the abstract and concrete properties determines the perfection and consummation
cemed art.

of

the

In the Indian speculation,

manifestation

aesthetics

of

comes

the

under

con-

the

~
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study of values.*! The theory of the valuable in general is
discussed in the branch of philosophy known as axiology.
Ethics, another branch of philosophy deals with the value
of goodness, while aesthétics is devoted to study the
beauty in all its aspects. Liberation, being the ultimate goal
in all the systems of Indian philosophy with the solitary
exception of Carvakas, has been. the subject-matter for the
branch of philosophy known as theology. Here again, we
recall the famous triad of Plato i.e. truth, beauty and goodness that are treated as the essential values meant for the
betterment and perfection of the human beings. These
values have been developed by the thinkers with the main
purpose of exterminating pain and eaming bliss.

All our activities have their source in our consciousness.

The

different

functions

are attributed

to the different

conditions of one’s consciousnes. The cognitive, volitional
and affective sides of the psyche are held responsible
respectively for the realization of truth, goodness and
beauty which have been regarded as high ideals for which
the human life is meant.
bah
In philosophy ‘Truth’ does not mean the physical
truth which tends to decay and disappear. It means the
transcendental reality or absolute existence. This Truth is
understood by the specific name ‘Satyam’ in the Indian

tradition. Its equivalents in Tamil are ullatu ulporul

and

mey-p-porul . Goodness in the empirical sense denotes what
all are considered good for the practical purpose of one’s:
day to day life. But in the ultimate sense it indicates the
supreme good which is otherwise known as ‘Sivam’. Its
equivalent in Tamil is also ‘civam’ Here it is relevant to
note that God is derived from ‘good’. Beauty in the ordi-

nary sense refers to the liveliness in the objects of Nature

and Arts. But in the cosmic level, it indicates the supreme
beauty known as Sundaram with its Tamil equivalents
being muruku, elil, alaku, kavin, cokku etc. What is expressed by the collective epithet, ‘Satyam Sivam sundaram’
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is in complete agreement to the concept of the Absolute as
realised in Saiva Siddhanta, the choicest product of the
Tamilian intellect.
The aesthetic arts like music, dance, sculpture and
poetry that are highly developed during the periods of the
Pallavas and Imperial Cholas, have been treated by the
Tamils to be the proper means for the realization of and
absorption with the Absolute Reality. The devotional lyrics

of Naayanmaars and Aalvars,
Arunagirinaathar and Vallalaar, besides the beautiful temples of Tamilnadu and the
Bharatanatya are the best representations of the matured
aesthetic
experiences
for which
the
Tamils
would
legitimately be proud. Though the Tamils have a rich cultural heritage, it seems that they paid little care for
developing aesthetics as a full-fledged system, since they
cared much for the practical side rather than the theoretical
side. But in the West, after the advent of Aesthetic Movement much attention was focussed on the quest of beauty
and questions and counter-questions were advanced with
regard to the theory of aesthetics. An understanding of the
background and principles of this movement would be
helpful for our study.
Aesthetic Movement
All through the history of literature, there had been
two views concerning the utility of the Arts including
literature. One group of scholars advocated that art should
have ethical bearing. Anything under the sun is meant for
the usefulness of the humanity and as such, arts also have
some meaning and purpose contributing to the promotion
and perfection of society. Side by side, there arose another
set of scholars, who were dedicated their whole iife in the
search of beauty and taste strongly supported the opposite
view that art should be autonomous and it should not be
employed as a media of propagating ethics and morals. Its
main aim was to delight and apart from pleasure nothing
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was expected from it. On the basis of these two opposing
views, the arts were classified into two categories:
1.

The pure arts that are meant for pleasure and enjoyment.

2.

The applied arts that are meant for the dissemination
of some objectives and ideals.

However, in the middle of the 19th century a fresh
movement proclaiming the autonomous status for Arts was
Started under the leadership of Walter Pater (1839-94). He
was a Londoner. He received his education at Canterbury
and Oxford. He was a Romantic of a later period. He was
inspired by the writings of the German scholars Kant,
Schelling, Goethe and Schiller who were regarded to be the
guiding stars of the Aesthetic Movement.
Pater was both an author and a critic. He was a synthesizer of both the Classical and Romantic thoughts as
well as Christian and Pagan beliefs. His penetrating studies
of

Coleridge,

Wordsworth

and

other

Romantic

poets

revealed his reflection and reaction to creative works and
his sense of appreciation to beauty in all forms. He contemplated that art should be treated as an ultimate value
and hence, it should not be subservient
to any overriding
reality.“
The main objective of the Aesthetic Movement
was to liberate literature and other arts from being
produced as evidences for anything other than themselves,
so that their real significance would be well understood.
The imitative theory known as mimesis as expounded by
Aristotle was not applicable to this new school of Art
critics.
The attractive slogan of the Aesthetic Movement: was
‘Art for Art’s sake’. What is meant by this criptive and
enigmatic formula? Singer’s attempt 9 explain this catching slogan deserves special mention..~
He elucidated that
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‘Art for Art’s sake’ fundamentally denoted
‘Art for
Beauty’s sake’. Since ‘Beauty’ was visible in the outer
Structure of the Art, the same slogan also meant ‘Art for
Form’s sake’. Nevertheless, Ruskin (1819-1900), a contemporary of Walter Pater denied such a theory on the analogy
that “Religion is not for God’s sake’, but for man’s sake’.
Just like a preacher who expounds the scripture which is
one manifestation of God, so also the artist has to elucidate
Nature which is another manifestation of God. Ruskin’s
view
was
not tenable for the main protagonists of the
Aesthetic Movement.
Pater did not subscribe to the
theological concept of Art.
Pater was undoubtedly an idealist since he believed
that the world of experience dependend for its existence
and reality solely on the mind of the individual. To him,
human life whether it is empirical or transcendental is the
sum total of the endless movements of experience. It seems
that Buddha’s theory of momentariness is operative in his
mind when he deals with the intricate relationship between
art and time. Everything is fleeting and things are in constant flux. Temporality

is the index of all phenomena.

The

impressions derived from the world of experience differ for
every percipient. Since these impressions are fleeting in nature, the underlying reality should be treated as pure temporality. Any perception is the result of the conglomeration
of ceaseless series of moments which cannot be fastened to
any sequence, as these moments are characterized by uncontrollable temporality. So, there is no such thing as the
fruit of experience, except experience itself becoming the
fruit.”
The momentary impressions that swiftly appear and
disappear are seized by the artist who transplants them into
a new context of heightened life. Pater opined that the
transplanting and the heightening are the two essential
functions of art that help the art-devotee to transcend the
fleeting experience and to realise that art is the ultimate
value of finite existence.
So, it becomes clear that art is
the beginning and end, and this message is being conveyed
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by the formula
autonomous

‘Art for Art’s sake’.

Thus

art becomes

and self-sufficient and does not require to be

treated as a means to reach a particular end. Preaching is
not the primary objective of art. He maintained that life itself should be viewed in the spirit of art. In short art
should be considered both the mean and end. Pater
focussed extra attention on the formal aspects of any art.
To him, substance and content are only secondary. The
purpose of art criticism was to derive the maximum
pleasure out of the art creations.
Pater’s interpretation to this theory is subtly differing
from that of Gautier, a French scholar who treated art and
life as seperate entities. Pater never considered that his
concept of art was antagonistic to a particular sotiological
reality. Through his concept he expected that human experience should be transformed into the consummation of

existence. That is why he treated life itself an art. Critics
like T.S.Eliot caught hold of the ideological difference between Gautier லூர் Pater and designated. the latter’s view a
moral concept.
Nevertheless, when Tennyson the Victorian - poetlaureate railed against the slogan ‘Art for Art’s sake’ it
may be presumed that critics like Gautier occupied in his
mind. The poet’s strong - criticism assumes the form of a
beautiful poetry which is presented here. ap
“Art for Art's sake! Hail, truest lord of Hell!
Hail Genius, Master of the Moral Will!
The filthiest of all paintings painted well
Is mightier than the purest painted ill!
Yes, mightier than the purest painted well,
So prone are we toward the broad way to Hell!”
It is his strong conviction that if art is not related to
morality, it would lead to disastrous consequences. He
pleaded for the ‘Art for life’s sake’ theory.
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Ruskin, the first Professor of Fine Arts at Oxford
University was the author of many volumes on Arts and
Architecture. He strongly endorsed the view, ‘Art for life’s
sake’. He attributed that lack of beauty was the reason for
the evil of social problems which would be remedied by
developing a taste for beauty both physical and spiritual.
He disliked mechanisation and industrialism which spoiled
the natural beauty of the country-side. Like Wordsworth,
he was a lover of nature and pleaded for the realization

and enjoyment of Nature.
However, the aesthetic views of Walter Pater attracted many a writer of the Continent and America. Oscar
Wilde regarded Pater to be his master and mentor. Emest
Dowsen, Lionel Johnson, Swinbume, Poe and others were
the protagonists of the Aesthetic movement. Nevertheless, —
the Marxist critics never accepted their aesthetic views.
They maintained that any art is meant for the betterment of
the society.
Coming to the Indian tradition, the poets as well as
the rhetoricians and commentators have uniformly accepted
that art-creations are always meant for delight and joy, besides instructing and educating noble sentiments and high
ideals so that the humanity would be doubly benefited.

So far we have cutlined the salient aspects of the
study of beauty as understood from the Western and Indian
traditions. With this preface, an attempt is being made to
enter into the poems of Bharathidasan to explore his aesthetic experiences and to identify his creative genius of
transforming his impressions into beautiful pieces of art.
Since the poet as an artist had his own views on art, art
creation and its relation to the people, let us first try to
highlight them as evidenced from his poems.
137-20
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The Poet’s Concept of Art
Th 76 are four poems under the title etu kalai (What
is art?)
They throw a considerable light on aesthetics,
being art criticism. The contents of these poems are
presented here.
i

In
Tamil the word kalai meaning art and kalvi
meaning education are derived from the root kal.
Though the two are emerged out from the common
root,
they
differ
in meaning.
Kalvi
means,
knowledge (-kalvi enal arivu aakum). Knowledge is
education

(-

‘arivee

kalvi’).

Kalai

is

not

kalvi.

Kalai is the unique potentiality of knowledge that is
latent in an individual. It is the wealth of all and
the attainment of pleasure.
The process of art creation has
and illustrated by the poet.

also been explained

2.

In the expanse of sea, the waves appear. In the curves of the deep water, the moving light appears.
There in the sky, invaluable ruby-like sun appears.
In the heart of the poet who drinks the sight with
his eyes, excessive joy appears. In his joy the creative skill finds expression.

3.

As a result,
pithy words.
residence, we
the light and
Thus stating,

he has produced a poem in brief and
Seated in an apartment of our
read the poem. He witnessed the sea,
the beauty. We forget the bitter world.
the poet continues;

"What was it that made us to forget this routine
world?
What was it that joined us in the pleasure of sea?
It is not the ordinary word but the effect of powerful
expression, which is art.”
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After explaining what
poem tries to illustrate.
4.

Bagavathi,

his friend

is

was

art,

the

poet

in

a well-known

the

last

actor.

One

day he appeared in the beautiful stage (-to act in a
drama). The poet (-being an audience) did not forget the identity of his friend. But when the scene
was set and the actor transformed himself in an
emotional mood to harangue against the villain to
champion the cause of righteousness, in him the
poet found an awakened poor comrade, thus forgetting the actor Bagavathi. What made him to forget?
i
That is art.
From the descriptive picture on art, we derive the
following principles that constitute the concept of art according to the poet.
1.

Art is the public wealih (-potu-c-celvam).

2:

Its chief aim is to delight (-inpa-p-peeru).
It is the reflection of the poet’s experience of joy.
A poem of artistic beauty
pithy words.

should

be in brief and

Art should be faithful to Nature.

The reader also should receive the same experience
of the poet.
Powerful expression is the hall-mark of art.
Art should make one to forget this bitter world and
to. transform to the world of Nature delineated in
the poem.
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Art should have some purpose and the actor should
be capable of identifying himself with the role to
which he is attached.

10.

Art enables one to forget the personal identity of
the actor and to witness in him only the character
that he enacts.

In these principles, we find the poet to be a good art critic
also.

There is one more poem entitled itu kalai (-This is
ஹ்.” This poem also explains art and its effect through
an illustration.
One artist pressed his brush in the mud and playfully
drew a picture in the outskirts of the house. When the poet
angrily approached him scolding that the cleanliness of the
place was spoiled, to his amazement he witnessed in the
picture a monkey dragging the tail of a dirty dog. At once,
the act (- that he initially considered bad), mud and brush
(- ie. the materials for drawing) along with his anger became absent in his consciousness. What made him to forget
them? It is not the monkey or dog but-the creative skill,
that effected the picture, is really the.art. The monkey and
dog are the creations of art.
This poem is also revealing tae sharp intellect and
artistic talent of the poet. The poet has also made some
valuable comments on art and art creations here and there
in the body of his miriad poems. He constdered that the art
should be ever fresh and it shouid produce fresh taste.He
expected that art has a message besides being an object of
pleasure. So, it should not be misused. He felt that nobility
of art must be preserved and its dignity should be maintained. In one of his narrative poems,
he railed at the
people who in the name of moder art spoiled the society
by inducing the professional artists to produce pictures and
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of young women without dress and displaying
only in the public places like the shops but in
residence deriving (false) pleasure in company at
sight of the drawings. Some rape scenes also were

produced.

The

poet

called

them

tiruntaa

ooviyam

(-the

painting that will not reform, or the painting that is not
perfect thereby implying an indecent art). He quotes one
more example in which a wicked fellow is drawn to strip
the robe of a woman. The supporters of modem art call
such pictures to be new art (-putu-k-kalai in the words of
the poet) fit to be exhibited in public places such as the
- temple and temple-car. (-It is a fact that in the traditional
temple-cars, sexual carvings attracting the onlookers are
made by the wood-artists). The poet could not tolerate the
obscene artistic expressions and severely condemned the so
called artist who never bothered about the prestige and
honour of the fairsex.
So it becomes evident that though the aft creation is
the object of joy, it should not be at the risk of our cultural values. Further, it is to be borne in mind that since
the poet has a social concem, he utilised his poetic skill to
create poems with some purpose. In his poems the skill of
an artist and the concern of a social reformer are clearly
noticed.
So far we have understood something of the poet’s
concept of art. Since he has left in his poems sufficient
comments
and observations on beauty, especially as
gleaned in the manifestations of Nature, let us endeavour
to evolve his concept with regard to beauty.

On Beauty
It is often quoted that Wordsworth used to behold
with his eyes fixed on the objects, disclosing the fact that a
Nature poet should meditate with one pointedness. If he is
wavering, he could not feel the intrinsic and esoteric sig-
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nificance of the various manifestations of Nature, and
could not identify with the indwelling soul which is in the
transcendental level called Absolute Reality.
It is often said that Nature itself took the pen and
wrote for Wordsworth. It may be an exaggerated statement.
But, it discloses the fact that the poet and Nature were
very intimate and close.
The main aim of the Romantic poets is to get at the
root of our existence and to describe the same experience
in a poetic language so as to enable others to receive the
same benefit.
If we study the nature poems of Bharathidasan, it is
evident that he has contemplated of Eternal Beauty being
the essence of the existing Nature. Further he has conceived Nature to be a Supreme power that is the life force
for the organic and inorganic objects that constitute the
whole Universe. He felt deliberately the limitations of our
ken of thought and power of sense organs in beholding the
expanded Nature. He has clear ideas about beauty that he
has experienced with the help of his poetic vision and aesthetic sense. The eternal presence of the everlasting beauty
in the Natural phenomena, the benefits on its realization
and the necessity to develop one’s inner faculty to learn
the mysteries of the beauty are understood from his poems. ~
When he describes beauty, he has abundantly used the
word cirippu i.e. smile. This usage throws much light on
the aesthetic aspect of his experience. So, let us first concentrate on such usages to understand his sense of beauty.

The Smile of Beauty
The title, Alakin Cirippu that has been given to the
collection of poems on Nature suggests the aesthetic sense
of the poet. When he observed keenly the objects of Nature, he felt that they are nothing but beauty which smiled
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in the form of lotus, moon, sun etc. The word Cirippu is
a living idiom and a synonym of the classical word nakai.
The poet has used this idiom at least in two senses:
Ie

In the sense of smile
mood of happiness.

or laughter to indicate

De

In a derogatory
stock’.

as in the

sense

usage,

the

‘laughing

We are concerned only with the first connotation of
the word. The poet considers that the objects of nature, as
a token of their blooming, present a lively picture that
seems to his aesthetic vision to be the smile of them. We
have in the previous chapter noted that the poet has personified utter darkness as a lady whose laughter has assumed
the form
of luminous
Moon.
To
him,
the
flower-garden is the manifestation of the Nature’s laughter
tyarkkatyin cirippuEven the title alakin cirippu
(the smile of beauty)
has been used by the poet in a lengthy poem that narrates
his trip to the hill resort Kunnur.~
His penetrating observations of the splendid sceneries comprising of the colourful trees, the pretty green leaves, innumerable flowers of
enlivening colours and chcerful creepers are all described
by him to be the smile of beauty (-alakin cirippu). In his
excessive joy and endless enthusiasm he pronounces that it
would take for him twenty years to complete the penpicture

of the

smile

of the Natural

beauty.

definitely exaggerative and hyperbolic.
traits of the traditional Tamil poets.
In

the

used the word

entire

gamut

cirippu

of his

poetic

This

statement

is

That is one of the

creations,

he

has

in more than hundred occurrences

to mean the smile or laughter of any one of the natural objects. Let us quote some chosen examples to illustrate his

aesthetic

and

artistic expressions

concerned

with

the bril-
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liance of beauty.
The recurrent epithet”? has been mullai-c-cirippu i.e.
jasmine’s smile’ to mean either the smile of the jasmine or
that of a beautiful girl whose white teeth resembles that
flower, while she is \gughing.
The usages maanikka-ccirippu (ruby’s smile)
muttu-c-cirippu
(pearl’s smile)
tennampaalai-c- cirippu (coconut flower’s smile), tumpai-c-.
cirippu (leucas’s smile) muntiri-p-paruppu cirittana (The
cashew nuts smiled), oli-c-cirippu (radiant smile), minnal
cirippu (lightning’s smile) etc., reveal the poet’s reflection
to the blooming nature. Further, he perceives that when the
leaves
in the myriad
trees burst into laughter the
onomatopoetic sound palapala is resounding.
In one poem, he describes that the lips of the damsel
are made up of smile and hence it has been smiling.”
In
another context, he expresses that _if the pearl-like teeth
laughs, then the whole face laughs.
All the references that extol the smile of beauty are
but the expressions or the pcet’s enjoyment in the company
of Nature.

Laughing Song
In this context, it is essential to note that William
Blake (1752-1827), one of the reputed early Romantics, or
Pre-Romantics has also used the word ‘laughing’ of the objects of Nature, offering immense joy and endless delight
especially to the children gazing at them. The following
songs furnish sufficient proof for the poet’s experience as
that of a child to derive pleasure and happiness in the intimate relationship with the Natural phenomena;

“When the green woods laugh with the voice of joy
And the dimpling stream runs laughing by,
When the air does laugh with our merry wit,
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And the green hill laughs with the noice of it,
When the meadows laugh with the lively green,
And the grasshopper laughs in the merry Scene,
When Mary and Susan and Emily
With their sweet round mouth sing‘Ha, Ha, He!’
When the painted birds laugh in the shade
Where our table with cherries and nuts is spread,
Come live and be merry and join with me,

To sing the sweet chorus of ‘Ha, Ha, He!’

These songs come under the caption Laughing Song included in his poetic collection entitled Songs of Innocence.
As the title suggests, innocence being the characteristic feature of the children has been considered to be a favourable
requisite even for the adults to return to the natural society,
marked by peace and pleasure.

Bharathidasan has described the child’s laughter
moving even the gross elements to burst into laughter. In
such descriptions, a rare experience of. the poet has been
revealed.

However, the commonness as found in the poems of
Blake and Bharathidasan seems to be accidental, as we
have mentioned somewhere in this book that great poets of
any time, claim, nation and language have had at least
some aspects of similar experiences.

There are some more epithets that adore beauty as if
a votary extols his personal God. Let us quote some of
them.
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Aesthetic Epithets
1. Treasure of Beauty (alaku-kalanciyam)
The learned Tamil Commentators
beauty into two categories:

used

to

classify

1. Beauty with reference to a particular limb of the
whole. This is known as ‘angasobai’.
2. Beauty with regard to the sum totality
whole. This is known as ‘smaudaya sobai’.

of

the

The poet seems to use this technique when he makes a
lover to eulogize the beauty of his lady love: Her frame
shines like the mango sprouts. Her parrot-like speeches
stand comparison to the intensified sugar of ten factories.
Her tresses of hair resembles the falls from the mountain.
The whole of her Personality has been designated as the
treasure

of beauty.

girl being the
2. Beauty’s

“It is an

exalted

tribute

to

a pleasant

embodiment of beauty and also exuberance.
Grazing

(alakin meeyccal)

In the decade on doves, the poet has created a new
compound, alakin meeyccal to project the dominance of
beauty in the structure of the bird. The doves are in
various colours that attract the heart through the channel of
eye. Some doves appear like the mvon. Some Jook like the
unblossomed lotus bud. Others are like the black tuft.
(karun

kontai)

of the weaker

sex.

Still others

resemble

the

block of led. Some doves are like the blue-lily (kaayaampuu). The wings assume the form of plantain-flower
(vaalai-p-puu).

The

poet

admires

the

colourful

doves.

He

appreciates their good qualities and exemplary habits. To
his aesthetic appeal, it seems that the doves are the
beauty’s grazing”
—
:

|
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3. The Pinnacle of Beauty (alakin ucci)
‘The poet makes
two circumstances:

reference

to

beauty

1.

When

he describes Nature, and

2.

When

he describes the fairsex.

essentially

in

This observation is general. There are some contexts
where the masculine beauty has also been portrayed. However, in the narrative poem, Paantiyan Paricu, the poet has
created many pairs of characters. Among them Niilan and
Niili demand our attention. He met his lady-love, Niili and
begins to pour out the maximum words of appreciation that
disclose his intense love towards her. He adduces reasons
for his preferences to Niili, neglecting Annam, the princess
of the country Katirnadu.

Niili has occupied his heart and soul. Her body is
the sprout. Her lips and mouth resemble the red
like
soft
lotus.

He

thinks

that Annam

could

never

become

a com-

parison to Niili. For this, he gives two similies, viz., gold
and flower to Niili, and brass and heaps of dried leaves to
Annam. He is not prepared to barter gold for brass or exchange flower for the withered leaves. He continues his
amorous language. Her waist likens the lightning. Her
words are as sweet as sugarcane. In short, in the entire
world she is the one, unique, being ‘the pinnacle of
beauty’. The coinage of the compound, alakin ucci is the
top of his aesthetic expressions.

4. The Stage of Beauty (alakin aranku)
The poet presents an ideal pair of lovers who according to him would appear once in thousand years. They are
equal in the tenfold fitness normally prescribed in the
treatises on erotics. The hero is none other than the Chera
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of this century. Among the three monarchs of the Tamil
country, the poet usually prefers a Pandya or a Chera to be
an ideal hero. Very rarely he talks of the Chola. In complete agreement to the hero, the heroine has been depicted.

She

is

represented

by

the

epithet

alakin

aranku

literally meaning the Stage of Beauty.~
If her entire body
becomes the stage, then the beauty would become to dance
in that stage. It is a fine imagery indicating that beauty is

dazzling and brimming over the body.

5. The Overflow of Beauty (alakin perukku)
The poem entitled ‘she’ (-ava]) is a soliloquy of a
lover. He recalls the past days that he spent with her. She
is novel in the world. She is queen among the fairsex. In
her sight, the lightning of love would flash. Each of her
words is both decent and sweet like the juice of the sugarcane. Her eyes are like the kendai fish. Her shining
forehead and warring brows enchanted him. Tasting her
lips, that are like coral, koovai fruit or the flame of lightning, would remove his death. Her subtle waist and her gait,
like that of the Annam bird bewitched him.
To his imaginative and emotional eye, she seems to be a flood of
beauty

(alakin perukku).

To the language, such fresh compounds add lustre
and beauty. There are many more expressions of this pattern that throw much light on the visual beauty as experienced by the poet.

6. Other Epithets
He
which is
For the
given by
Narrative

describes the sceneries of the hill resort Kunnur
a mutilated form of Kunruur (i.e. the hilly place).
tourists, it is beauty’s creation (alakin pataippu)
(the Mother) Nature.>* Killai, the heroine of the
poem,
‘Kaatalaa?
Katamaiyaa?’
has
been

described as alakin pilampu (-the embodiment of beauty or
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the flame of beauty).>> The decoration of the outskirts of a

house

in

the

dawn

beauty’s wealth).,”

is named

as

alakin

celvam

(-the

Cleanliness is one aspect of beauty.

When the poet witnesses beauty in the vast area in
Kunnur, he says that beauty itself in order to play occupied
the entire area
for contract of lease (-ainnuuru kaani-pparappai alaku moyttu vilaiyaata-k-kuttakai pitittatu). ந
Similarly ‘the poet senses the prevalence of beauty in the
orb of the moon. It seems to him as a heap of jasmine
flowers and the circle of the pearl’s brightness. Finally he
calls the 11001 to be the reservoir of beauty. (alaku vaitta
teekkam).
In one place
he mentions about unparallel

beauty(-iitarra alaku).
The poet has also
with other phenomena.
structural ‘beauty
of a
This is a general term.
aanalaku®1
and the

pennalaku.
The

manifestations

identified the association of beauty
The usage kattalaku®
means the
young man or a young woman.
But, the masculine beauty is called
feminine
beauty
is known as

of beauty

are further isolated and

admired. The beauty in the frontal portion of the body and
also in the back sidg are separated and noted with their
power of atfraction.
In one context, the poet mentions
nalla alaku° (-good beauty). It does not mean that there is
a bad beauty. The word nalla is heightening the beauty. In
Tolkaappiyam’”
it meant great, and hence this epithet may
be taken to denote great beauty. When the poet describes
a dancing girl, he states that she was born to add lustre to
the art of dancing(-aatal kalaikku alaku teeta-p-pirantaval).°° The beautiful gait of the girl is compared to that

of

a

dancing

maayiloo?).

peacock.(natai

alaku

kaattum

naataka
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Kg.
1. The white moon has created beauty.”
2. The plants and creepers are giving beauty.”
3. Because of joining of sky and moon there is beauty.”
4. The springs are beautified by the red lotus.”
5. The hangjoom
weare!s).

clothes

add

additional

beauty.(to

the

6. The lady who adds lustrous beauty to the apartment.”
7. The humming of beetless creates beauty.”
8. In that hill the) tank and the lovely
make beauty.

cool flower groves

The poet simply addresses charmful object as beauty,
as in the expression: Oh! the unique Beauty" (indicating
the moon).
When the rustic placed the parrot in front of
someone, he says: "He placed the beauty before him."
Here, beauty denotes parrot itself.)
In one context, like a lexicographer he states that the
word muruku meant beauty and youthfulness.
The poet has reverence and high regard for the exalted Tamil Saint cum poet, Kumaraguraparar who with his
deep scholarship and spiritual power went to Benares on
foot and won the favour of the Moghul ruler to establish a
Saiva mutt with the noble objective of spreading Saivism
_ and Tamil in the North. His biography has been beautifully
delineated by Bharathidasan in his Etirpaaraatha Muttham.
The famous passage, alaku oluka eluti-p-paartti-rukkum
uyirooviyam

is

interesting

(-The

Divine

Shakti

has

been
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depicted to be a soulful painting drawn with overflowing
beauty to be constantly perceived to the enjoyment of
Siva). The phrase alaku olukutal finds a place in the poems
of Bharathidasan.
An illustration is given here:
“mulu nilavu alaku olukum mukam 1°4
That is: the
with beauty.

face

that looks

like the full moon

flooding

All these references are adequate proof for the poet’s
love for beauty.

Reference to Paintings and Sculptures
The poet’s aesthetic sense is also revealed in his references to paintings and
forms that are developed
literature.

In

Tamil,

sculptures which are other artsince the period of the Sangam

ooviyam

and

cittiram

are

the

two

words that denote painting or drawing. One of the Sangam
poets bears the name: ‘Peruficittiranaar’ (-literally meaning
the great painter). The oft-quoted occurrence oova-c-ceyti
in Akam poetry was very significant and made one scholar
to elaborate the contents in the form of a scholarly publication. The Sangam classics, the epics and the devotional
lyrics have rich materials to study the concept of beauty as
revealed in the art of painting. Bharathidasan himself. was
a good painter. As an artist, the painter, sculptor and poet
share some common features. Through the media of
delighting colours, selected stone and powerful words, they
respectively convey their imagination and thoughts effectively and elegantly with artistic skill and aesthetic appeal.
The critic or an observer derives more or less the same
pleasure as the artist on tasting the art creations, let them
be painting, sculpture or poetry.
[Bz

9,427
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The poet was fascinated by the beautiful paintings in
the great Temple at Thanjavur being the product of the
period of the Imperial Cholas. Similarly he was attracted
by the artistic beauty of the shining
sculptures of
- Mahabalipuram, being a record of the Pallava’s aesthetic
perfection. But to the aesthetic vision of the poet, the
beauty of the child excels the art-creations. The poetic
lines are reproduced here: x02
"tancai-t-tamilan tarum ooviyam kanteen
mincu palivarattin minnumkal taccariveen
ancu murai kantaalum
aavalaraa unpativam"

Even if one sees many times, the appetite of seeing the
budding image of the child would not be satisfied. That is
the beauty of the child surpasses the one, found in the
manifestations of Arts. That does not mean that the beauty
of the art creations is lesser.

In -conformity

with

the

rhetoric

tradition

that

proclaims
that
the
object
to which
the
particular
phenomena is compared should be exalted and noble (uyarniatan meerree ullum kaalai), the poet has made the
above comparison.
The poet’s references to painting are abundant,!°6 He
names the painter as ooviyar (painter ooviya-p-pulavar (a
pundit in painting)ooviyakkarai kantaar (-Meaning one who
reached the limits of the art of painting). He has also
denoted the painter by the word arifian (-scholar or
knowledgeable person). He has also written a poem on
painter(- ooviyakkaaran) pointing out his calibre and skill
in the art of painting. The poet. has boldly stated that
among the arts, painting is to be held supreme.
When
he observes some objects of beauty in Nature, he immediately comes to the conclusion that the secrets of the natural
beauty are intelligible only to the painter-artist, Some illustrations are to be presented.
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The poet comes across a water tank which is full of
beauty with lotus. He exclaims whether is it possible even
for a pundit in painting to draw such a beautiful picture. If
the artists are able to draw pictures like the parrot, the poet
believes, that they would gurely get adequate recompense
in addition to admiration.!°
The

heroine -of the narrative, Kaatalaa?

Katamaiyaa?

bears the name Killai which means a parrot. Such a practice is not uncommon to the literary tradition. One of the
queens of Civakan, the hero of the Tamil epic Civaka
cintamani, bears the name Tattai, a synonym of Killai. The
cultural anthropologists considered that in naming the
children, the primitive people freely adopted the names of
flora and fauna as an indication of their intimacy with nature. The salient features of the primitive culture are also
recurring in the contents of Romantic poetry. In the poetical works of Bharathidasan there are a number of personal
names indicating the influence of the objects of Nature.The
poet describes the beauty of Killai in various ways. In
many contexts, he wonders that she resembles a painting

drawn by an expert:
“arinan elutiya ooviyam poonraal”
In another passage, he exclaims that she is as fresh
He continues to adand novel as a painting of an artist.
seeing. In a difworth
drawing
excellent
an
mire her to be
a praiseworthy
as
referred
been
has
she
context,
ferent
painting, unable to see anywhere in the earth. !4

in one -place, the lover being the Poet Utaaran is
made to admire the astonishing beauty of the princess
Amutavalli as a painting not drawn by hand. The epithet,
elutaata cittiram indicating the princess, is itself an aesIn another poem, the lady love is exthetic painting.
tolled as a poetry not written by a poet: elutaata
narunkavitai(-literally meaning an unwritten poem which is
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fragrant) ‘> In a different poem, the beauty of the peerless
and youthful Utaaran is being praised by his lady love, the
princess Amutavalli, as a painting, perfectly drawn without
any defect. ~ In one poem, Bharathidasan has described a
pretty girl to be a painting, drawn after frequently rubbing
it in order to make it perfect and pleasing.
"kalaittu-k-kalaittu varainta cittiramoo!”
In a_ different
ings:

poem,

the

fairsex

are

compared

to paint-

“"citranikar pentirkal"

The

flower

gardens

are

the beautiful

objects.

of

pleasure. But their prosperity depends upon the hard work
of the comrades who took pains to water them, The poet
addresses the gardens as cittira-c-coolaikal'|
literally —
meaning the gardens that look like paintings. They flourish
either by rain or by watering. Here, the poet concerns the
labour of the working class in shaping the gardens. A ting
of propaganda has crept into this poetry.
as

In the Sangam tradition the beauty of a city became
the comparison to a heroine.!!®
But in the poem of
Bharathidasan, it has been compared to a painting (nakara
ooviyam'").' 1? The rustic women who are moving in a rec-.
tangular path in the open space or in the street to prepare
the required thread from the yarn for weaving purpose are
described as ‘walking paintings’ 002727 ooviyankal) a compressed and beautiful expression.
There is a poem on ‘painter’ (-ooviya-k-kaaran).'?1
In this poem, the painter being a lover engages in painting
what he had in his heart. The slim waist, jasmine-like

smile, bow-like brow, and tresses of hair of the lady-love
are beautifully drawn. Above all, the amorous expressions
in the eye and the lightning in the lips are exquisitely ex-

_
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hibited. At her feet, his joining palms are represented and
the picture revealed her to rejoicingly protect him. In this
poem the art materials such as the brush and colour along
with theme and mode of painting are wonderfully noted.
The poem itself seems to be a painting in words.
In the lullaby song the poet enumerates a list of artists including the expert painters, the epic poets and the
sculptors
in whose tradition the child is hailing: !”
“ooviyak karai kantaar upmaineri taamvakuttaar

kaaviya cirpattil kavitaiyinil kaikaarar
unninattaar enraal unakkinnum veentuvaten?”
The mother, who sings the lullaby, injects in the blossomed
babe the proud heritage of cultural significance. The poet.
expects that the child should
grow with the meaningful
music that would invoke when it attains maturity.
So

far

we

have

noted

that

the

poet

being

also

a

painter has left with us enormous references on the art as a
record of his appreciation and admiration, These portions
bear additional evidence to his aesthetic sense.

The Essence of Beauty
- The

first three poems

of Alakin

Cirippu

constitute

one unit dealing with the presence of beauty in the external
world. It is clear that he is a realist and hence he feels that
Beauty exists in all the objects that are perceptible to
sense-organs. He visualises beauty as a Damsel and witnesses Her presence in the rising sun, in the spate of sea
water, in the groves, flowers, sprouts-wherever his eyes
have touched, there she has revealed Her presence. In the
emerald-like rays of the setting sun, she resided. In the
grove of the papal trees, in the rows of the parrots perching in the branches, the Damsel Beauty inspired the poet
In this connection, it is appropriate to note
with poetry.!
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that the Romantic poet Keats also has personified beauty as
a damsel. :
The poet continues to present the other objects of attraction where he has encountered with the principle of
Beauty:

"She is the brightness in the eyes of the little child”
She smiles in the lumious lamp which the poet calls
Tiruvilakku, literally meaning the beautiful lamp, but the
prefix of the word Tiru connotes many meanings out of
which ‘Divinity’ is the most appropriate meaning which is
also in consonance with the cultural tradition of the
Tamils.
The Beauty Damsel also dances in the pretty movements of the finger-bents of the lady who wreathes the
fragrant flowers to make a garland. She enjoys in the fresh
gait of the cultivator who bears the plough in his sturdy
shoulder and strong back. She fixed the poet’s eyes in the
body of the fertile harvest_land: Thus she migrated in his
heart making him happy.!7>
The poet beheld the compass, the space and its innumerable containers. He glanced at the movable (i.e. the
fauna)

and

those

that stood

(i.e. the immovable

flora).

He

experienced in all the phenomena the presence of Beauty
that offered him immense pleasure. He exclaims that the
Beauty has been the essence in all things that have essence. She is ever youthful and could not be subjected to
decay due to antiquity. One must behold Her with a sense
of craving. Then only one could feel Her presence
everywhere. The poet believes that if the Beauty becomes
our possession, then there is no agony. ~’ In this. context,

we have to recall the views of Ruskin that we have already
quoted that the aesthetic experience would destroy mental
and even physical problems.
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The excessive attachment to the essence of Beauty
reveals in a way the poet’s irrevocable and irresistible love
for Nature. According to the specialists in psychology, it
has been recognized as one kind of sexual passion.The Encyclopaedia Britannica elucidated that the stifled fire of
sexual passion would burst out in various directions which
are enumerated hereunder:1. One is religion. The urge is sublimated to intense
devotion to the Almighty and as a result devotional lyrics are produced.
2. Another is zealous philanthropy. The passion is
developed in such a way as to give away everything to all, especially to those interested and
engaged

in creative arts.

3. A third direction is the fondling
such as dog, cat etc.,
4.

of pet animals

‘But not the least fortunate is the love of nature
and of art, for Nature is also often a second
mistress that consoles one for the loss-of a first’.

The author gives importance to the fourth direction.
that is essential and intrinsic in the Nature poems of
Bharathidasan. Not only in the aforesaid passages, but in
the preceding chapter on ‘Love of Nature’, we have
profusely quoted for the poet’s inordinate affection and
boundless love towards the manifestations of Nature and
also for treating most of them as feminine principles, while
some of them at least, were personified as mistress or
heroine. When we deal with his communion with beauty,
we would understand the validity and veracity of the fourth
direction cited above.
beauty

Bharathidasan has
in the objective

noticed not only the extemal
world, but also the grace and
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consider them briefly.
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and

abstract

aspects.

Let

us

Quality and Beauty
One poem being a soliloquy of a lover expatiates on
the absence of his lady-love. He could not bear the pangs.
of separation. The evening in the grove, with the fragrance
and cool breeze is of no use, for the lady-love is not there.
He describes her to be a cuckoo bird (-kuyil) with good
quality (-kunam ) and beauty (-alaku). Here, the dichotomy
of quality and beauty is significant and requires some
elucidation. Both of them denote beauty with a difference.
In the Indian tradition, the good qualities such as modesty,
kindness, philanthropy, hospitality, forgiveness, endurance,
helping tendency, equanimity etc., contribute to the fruition
of the inner self or psyche. Though these qualities are understood only when they are revealed expressively in action, they have their origin only in the psyche. Actually
they beautify the inner personality. The inner beauty resulting from the consummation of these good qualities is collectively known as Guna saundarya. Maanikavaasagar(800
A.D.) calls it the beauty of consciousness and those who
possess this rare virtue are known as cittam alakiyaar.
They are the perfect and consummate souls. With the constant practice of some meditations, the mind is purified and
beautified according to the commentary of Paripaatal. In
one place, Bharathidasan refers to mana-v-alaku.!28

Though he had no faith in God and in the various systems

of Indian philosophy that advocate meditations for the frui-

tion of inner beauty, he had a liking for Samkhya system

which according to him was the essence of the Tamil
genius. About this, we have already noted in the foregoing
chapter. Samkhya is not detached from Yoga which
stressed the necessity of practising some meditation on
friendliness, compassion, equanimity, indifference etc., for
the inner perfection, and breathing exercises and asanas for
the physical perfection. Both these perfections confer all.
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round robust personality on the practitioner. The external
beauty or the beauty in the physical structure is known as
ae saundarya. These two aspects of beauty are noted in
he line:
“kunamum alakum vaaynta en kaatal kuyil பன
This concept seems to be Pan-Indian since it is found in
the ancient
tures.

The

Tamil

classics

queen

described as, a

and

also

in other

of CKurifcit-Tittu, Mallikai
painting

of good

qualities.

Indian

litera-

has

been

(-narpanpin

ooviyattaal). ~ Here again, we come across the concept of
inner beauty characterized by benevolent qualities.
The poet is daring and dauntless both in his words
and in deeds. He does not encourage peaceful means to attain the ideal objectives. He vehemently advocates: martial
means to realise the end. This aspect is a very significant
feature in the poems of Bharathidasan. He strongly recom_Mmends non-vegetarian diet for breeding heroic traits. In one
poem, he advises the youth not to get languished on seeing
the surging blood in a body and practising this tendency
alone constitutes

itee alaku)."

the beauty

Such

to a warrior

a brave man

would

(-poorviiranukku

withstand in the

battle front and for him life is immaterial.
‘In a different context, the poet expresses the beauty
in all the four directions (-naarricai alaku). ~~ Mention is
also made to artificial beauty as noticed in the rows of
buildings, structure of factories etc. ~~ However, he could
not tolerate that a hen or a crow acting as a peacock or a
cuckoo respectively. He deliberately states that the ugly
and uncouth coquettes decorate themselves to give a pleasing and beautiful appearance. They are compared with the
penurious people posing for the rich.
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So, it is clear that the poet discriminates between
what is beauty and what is ugly and adores the former in
unequivocal terms.
So far we have dealt with the aspects of beauty as
reflected in the romantic poems of Bharathidasan. Now, let
us move on to trace the process of sense-contact with the
external world, finally resulting in the attainment of aesthetic experience.

The Process of Aesthetic Experience
The man gains experience through sense-contact with
world. If the mind is detached then the senseexternal
the
acquire any experience. The sense-organs are
not
do
organs
poet
Our
of cognition.
the process
in
tools
only
inl
psychologica
the
understood
clearly
has
n
Bharathidasa
volvement in the process of sensation which is known as
nukarcci in Tamil and Vedana in Sanskrit. In the narrative

poem Kurincit Tittu, the poet describes the mental attitude

of the eagerly awaiting citizens, cabinet, army-chief and officials to greet their king, Tiraiyan after his foreign trip
against the conventions and customs of the country.

In the harbour

of the

island

Kurifcit Tittu,

the

aforesaid people assembled in the dawn. The poet has
beautifully pictured their mehtal state which was not in a
position to enjoy the beauty of the sea. He says that their
eyes did not get the view of the movement of the sea
waves on which the rising sun was glittering. Their ears
did not drink the roaring sound of the sea. ~~ Thereby it is
suggested that though the beautiful scene is present vefore
their eyes, it does not effect any influence on the minds of
the people. So also, their ears do not care to hear the roaring of the sea. Since all of them are watching with onepointedness,

the

ship boarded

with

their king

returning

to

their island, their eyes were spread only on the surface of
the sea with the sole purpose of sensing that ship perhaps
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coming at an invisible distance. From this account, it goes
without saying that sensation could take place only when
the consciousness is in conjunction with the external objects. This point is to be considered primary when we talk
about aesthetic experience. The subject-object relationship
has been vital in the experience.
Things are beautiful. We have every right to enjoy
the beauty. But there are certain things which even though
attract us, we should not crave for them, if our act is
against the ethical norms. The poet’s sense of ethics is
dominant and prohibits certain objects of beauty to be
over-looked or neglected. One illustration is presented here
from his narrative poem Tamilacciyin Katti.
Sudarsan Sing was a subhedar under Desingu Rajan
of Chenji. On one occasion, he was undeservingly hosted
by a rustic Timman whose wife was beautiful and innocent. Since the subhedar was villainous and voluptuous
he planned to send Timman on some-errand in order to
covet his isolated wife who was chaste and sincere. Understanding his evil intention, the rustic woman advises the
army chief thus:
“Each and every object (-that is beautiful) that comes
to the view of the spectator naturally attracts his heart. But
the immaculate knowledgeable persons would control the
(rioting) heart and fix it in a stand’.
This statement has some relevance in the theory of
aesthetic experience as upheld by the poet. Though he was
an atheist and hedonist, he was ethical and moral. For him

‘Tuling’ Ggatci)was meant the control over the five senseorgans.
The poet has left many references to the aesthetic experience derived through the different sense-organs. But the
primary importance is given to the eye and the ear. Among
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these two, the eye plays a significant role in experiencing
the delightful objects. The enjoyment of these objects has
been denoted by some specific verbal expressions out of

which

unnutal-eating,

tinnutal-biting

or

chewing

and

parukutal, kutittal-drinking are noteworthy. The passages—
that reveal the aesthetic experience ‘and enjoyment through —
vision are taken first for our perusal.

Experience of Beauty
1. The poet enlists the various objects of visual attraction.
They include flowers, humming beetles, sprouts, mountain, sea, tank, brook, the expanse of the eather, the
beauty of the earth, the moming sun, the evening moon
etc., attract the eyes and the mind (-kannaiyum manattaiyum kavarvana.)
;
2. The lady love, while expressing the way in which her
lover endeared her, adored him to be the embodiment of
masculine beauty who through the gate of her eyes
entered into the residence of her heart where he was
strolling.’ ? Further she mentions that it is impossible
and unusual to drag him out of her heart, and thrust
some one in his place, thereby hinting that she is not
prepared to adhere the advice of the relatives who stood
against her love. Here, the poet suggests that though
beauty is found in an equal object, attraction is applicable and possible only to a particular object of
beauty and hence it should not be replaced or substituted. The strength of true love and stress on the unaltered taste of the object are understood from this

account.
3. The young widow burst into pathetic fallacy addressing
the sky and sea, relating her plight and suffering injected by the kith and kin who did not tolerate her loveaffairs with a youthful male. She argues that because of
nature endowed her with eyes, she has seen the beauti-
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ful youth who went into her thought and mingled with
her soul”. Here, we see how the object of beauty
gradually gets entry not only into the heart but also into
the soul. It effected a lasting impression on the soul.
The love is not skin-deep but actually soul-deep..

4. The reciprocation of love between two youngsters has
been delineated by the poet. The damsel declares that in
her eyes the beauty of the lover exists and similarly in
her beauty his eyes are fixed.”
. This is a clear instance of sensualism.

5. Utaaran, the poet cum tutor instructing the princess
Amutavalli in the art of prosody highlights the situation —

- that led him to see her and suddenly fall in love with
her. He says:

‘I was in the usual darkness. In front of me her splendid beauty dazzled at me as if a thousand milky moons
shed their light. I did not do anything.’

In. this passage, the brilliance of the princess’ beauty
has been compared to thousand moons, suggesting the
magnitude of his intense love effected through the
pleasing and exuberant features of her.
6. A -similar experience is presented through a lady-love.
She shares her experience with her companion in the
following manner:

“Oh my friend: My sight and his sight dashed (with
each other) and flashed. My life has the impact of his
beauty and he has a share in it."
Here, we come

~

across the rare experience of a damsel

affected by the influence of masculine beauty. This is
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also an instance of sensualism.

7. The combination of cool sea and moon lifts the heart of
the perceiver (creating excessive joy). The poet perhaps
meant that the sea waves are soaring due to the spread
of full moon light presenting a béautiful and joyous
scene to the observers.
8.The poet draws a picture of his experience in the hill
resort, Kunnur. One line is most remarkable telling his
:
5
uate
145
involvement in the natural beauty. It is given here:

"yanna marankalin alakil valainta en kannai”
_ ["My eyes bent in the beauty of the colourful trees."]
The beauty is objective. It is the property of the
colourful trees. It caused his eyes to tum upon it. The eyes
turn towards the beauty of the trees, which become an object of appreciation and adoration.

The Taste of the Beauty
The portions that indicate the enjoyment of beautiful
objects through the expressions such as unnutal, tinnutal,
parukutal and kutittal deserve special mention. They denote
a particular mode of tasting the beauty. Some illustrations
for each such expression are presented here.
a. Unnutal

(Eating)

1, Eating is the function of the mouth. But the poet transfers it te the eyes, as if eyes have teeth. A young man
with extraordinary beauty is engaging in reading in the
hall of his residence. There enters the young widow
Sornam whose eyes which look like the cool flowers of
the brook, begin to eat his beauty. (-aanalakai ootai-kkulir mglar-p-paarvai-y-inaal,
aval unna-ttalai-p_patum" ~~ It shows her passion which is being quenched
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by tasting his beauty.
Similar
contexts
Bharathidasan.

are

many

in

the

poems

of

2. The poet describes the beauty in the hills where the
cool moon showers her pleasant rays that resemble the
scattered butter. He addresses his comrade to consume
such beauty to the maximum limit of his capacity eelu
mattum toolaanii etuttunpaay elilai ellaam.°
3. Minnoli, the pretty girl of low origin is basking in the
sun- shine. The prince Vaiyattiral standing at a distance
glances at her and delights. He eats her immense beauty
through his heart and thus enjoys.!
4. The

fullmoon

shines in all brilliance.

Utaaran stands be-

side a grove. The atmosphere is very congenial to- enjoy
the beauty of the moon. The poet says: ‘He gazed and
embraced with his two eyes the entire moon and ate (its
beauty) through his heart!’!4
These

illustrations

are

sufficient

to

understand

one

mode of enjoyment of visual beauty expressed by the word
Unnutal. Some examples are to be quoted here to another
type of experiencing visual beauty revealed by the world
Tinnutal.

b. Tinnutal

(Chewing or eating with biting)

Both the words Unnutal and tinnutal convey more or
less the same meaning. But, there is a difference in the
mode of eating. In both the acts, teeth are involved. The
first one directly concerns with eating. But the second
one tells upon a particular kind of eating in which
biting or chewing and tasting are intermingled. Such
acts

reveal

the

special

mode

of

enjoying

a

thing

beauty. Some delicate expressions are listed here. —

of
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He In a romance, the hero admires the lady love who eats
his soul through the enchanting smile that resembles the
flower of the cocoput (tennam paalai-c-cirippaalee tinnuvalee

en

aavi).~

One

should

not

question the

ap-

propriateness of this statement. It is possible in a
romantic world,
தர்the craving and. passionate nature of the lovers.
In a different poem on love theme, the attraction of the
beauty of a girl has been described. thus: Her. beetle-like
eyes run to the edge of the
ம டட face attracting
his heart and eating it.
‘ Tinnutal has also been used as an expression
the actual physical involvement of biting.

denoting

Eg.. He bites her fruit-like lips as a medicine to the affliction of love.
Here, the experience of beauty goes beyond the limits to
indulge in sexual activity.
. There are some contexts where the poet has expressed a
totally different type of consuming.

ne

Eg. The untiring scholars distribute their accumulated
Tamil Wisdom (-unarvu though denotes feeling or emotion, here it is meant wisdom or thought) to the enjoyment
of
many
(-teetiya
tamil
ynarvai- -t-tinnavee
palarkku-t-tantum vaataata pulavar. Ja > Here, the. word
Tinnutal has some _ psychological implications. The
receivers reflect over the given படத். and also feelings, gradually tasting them.
. In another context, the poet describes the unique feature
of the heroic Tamils(-tamil maravar), especially in the
enjoyment

of Tamil

music:

tellu

tamilil_icai- t-teenai-p-

pilintetuttu-t-tinnum tamil mazavaryaam.'>* The meaning

|
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of this line may be rendered thus:
‘We, the Tamil maravars taste the distilled honey of
music placed in the crystal cup of. Tamil’.
There is no doubt that music is as sweet as honey. To
understand the full significance of this passage, we
should know the social milieu that prompted the poet to
sing in such a vein. During the early forties of this century, everywhere in Tamilnadu, in the name of Carnatic
music, the Telugu, Kannada and Sanskrit compositions
were patronized and propagated. The need and necessity
of spreading the time-honoured heritage of Tamii music
led to the formation of Tamil Icai Movement by great
patrons and intellectuals like Rajah Sir Muthiah Chettiaar and Dr. R. K. Shanmugham Chettiaar. The poet
Bharathidasan was a powerful spokesman of this movement. Hence, in his poems, we have many references to
the rich heritage of the Tamil music.
The professional musicians and musicologists advocated that for classical music, language was not a must,
and hence the aforesaid languages indirectly were given
prominence. Since our poet was a staunch supporter of
Self-Respect Movement of Tanthai Periyar, he defended the
due-respect and prestige of Tamil arts and culture. He
pleaded that the language is equally important as the
‘music. And hence, he presented the heroic Tamils to be the
custodians of Tamil music. In his imagination, Tamil seems
to be the cup in which the distilled honey of music has
been furnished. The honey is being tasted by those who
have the intense feeling for Tamil and who are prepared to
defend their art and for this reason, they are noted as
maravar(-heroes).

So much has been said with regard to the aesthetic
experience through such expressions as unnutal and tinnutal. On a par with these usages, the word parukutal
137-22

|
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remains
to be studied.

C. Parukutal (-Drinking)
The words unnutal and tinnutal are mainly concerned
with the solids, while parukutal i.e. drinking is concerned
essentially with the liquids.
The tasting of a particular beauty is just like drinking

it. The

verbal

denote
seen:

this kind

expression,

Parukutal

of experience.

has

been

Some examples

used

to

are to be

1. Veelappan heartily loved Nakaimuttu.He used to drink
her beauty . with
sleeping).

half-closed

eye-lids(pretending

to

be

2. The poet drinks the beauty of the Natural objects with
his eyes.
3p de drank through his ears the melodious
birds.

sounds of the

The first two examples reveal the involvement of eyes in
the enjoyment of beauty. In the last example, the ears are
the inlet to pass over the melody of the birds to the enjoyment of heart. In all the examples, the expression parukutal
indicates the mode of pleasure, effected by the visual
beauty and pleasant sound.

1. Kutittal (-Drinking)
Though

the

words

parukutal

and

kutittal convey

the

same meaning, there is slight difference that should be understood only through observation. With regard to the lexical level, the first one is classical, while the second one is

rustic or rural. The

word

Kutittal has been used in the

sense of drinking or tasting the honey

of petal-like

lips
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(-malar ital-t-teen kutuppaan).'° 8 This is what is known as
atara paanam as adumbrated in, Naccinaarkkiniyar’s commentary on Ciivakacintaamani.
In another context, the
_ lover exclaims whether the: madness arising out of atara
paanam (i.e. drinking the spring of saliva in the mouth of
the lady love) has manifested itself in every visible
beauty. -

Similarly the word Urifcutal (-sipping)has been used
to

denote

the

pleasure

of

kisses

(-"killai

urificitum™

maamalar-t-teen'®
These expressions reveal the hot passion effected by the enchanting beauty of the lady-love.

Though beauty is often said to be objective and is
associated with some visible natural phenomena; its inseparable connection with other objects should not be
neglected. Usually the objects of pleasure are: classified
into five categories corresponding to the five sense-organs. —
Bharathidasan has been aware of this classification and has
noted at least in some passages about the things of beauty
that give joy to the fivefold sénsés. Actually, through the
channel of these senses, the soul experiences the different
kinds of aesthetic pleasure. First and foremost let us consider the references to the collective enjoyment through the
- sense-organs.

Feast

for the Five-Fold

Senses

In the Tamil literary tradition, the five sense-organs —
are assigned individually a particular function in experiencing the beauty. Accordingly, the body has the sense of
touch, while the mouth has the sense of taste, the eyes the
sense of sight,the nose the sense of smell and ears the
sense of hearing. In the statements like, ‘the eyes saw the
_ moon, the ears heard the music” etc., the sense-organs are
functioning only as aids or tools when the soul is actually
experiencing the five-fold objects. The objects are external,
while the subject is internal. The contact between these

-
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two is made through the spheres of sense-organs.
Tiruvalluvar has splendidly noted that the beautiful
better-half becomes the object of the collective enjoyment
of all the five organs. 162 Th his foot steps, Ilango Adigal
deliciously has drawn a_ picture of Koovalan adoring the
beauty of Kannaki. She is the defectless gold giving joy to
his eye. She is the precious pearl giving pleasure to his
body. She is fragrant pleasing to his nose. She is sugarcane, a good taste for his mouth. Her words are honey,
giving pleasure to his ears. So, she is an ideal beauty
providing pleasure for all his senses at one time. ~ Similar
descriptions are many and they are hedonistic in nature and
temperament.
Saint Appar has made a deviation from the tradition
when he portrayed that Lord Siva provides supreme joy to
the five-fold

senses. The

grace of his lotus feet endows

on

the votary the pleasure of hearing, as the one effected from
the defectless harp, the delight of sight as the one resulted
from the evening moon, the delicacy of smell as the
fragrance drifted in the breeze, the tenderness of touch like
the feeling produced by the spring season and the taste of
pure water like the one effected by the tank with full of
flowers where the swarm of bees are humming. 64 All the
objects in the Nature offered Saint Appar the divine delight
and hence they are associated with the grace of Lerd Siva.
However the experience of the individual differs. It
depends upon the age that produced him. In the Sangam
tradition, the poetry was sensuous, charged with emotion. It
was down to the earth. The same condition continued even
in the post-Sangam poetry. But after the advent of Bhakti
cult, the shift was from terrestrial to celestial level and
hence we have lyrics of Saint Appar revealing the rare experience of sensualism sublimated to a spiritual plane.
Coming to the modem

period which is predominantly
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romantic arid also materialistic, the revival of the classical
literary tradition comes to the light of the day. Hence, it is
no wonder ‘that the poems of Bharathidasan are saturated
with sensualism. He advocates a life of sensation. Senses
play a significant role in the perception of physical beauty.
Some illustrations are to be presented here to the collective
enjoyment of all the sense-organs.
1. The poet had a pleasurable trip to the hill resort Kunnur
surrounded with surplus beauty, gratifying all the senseorgans. He passionately narrates his experiences in
beautiful poetry. A portion that has relevance to our

point is being summarised:!°>
"My
My
My
My

eyes
ears
nose
good

phere).

eat the beauty (of the objects),
eat the sweet music,
eats the fragrant smell,
body eats the coolness ( of the atmos-

:

--While thus I was engaging
A man invited me for eating!
Whatelse remained for eating? Thus I asked.
He replied: ‘Whether the cooked vegetables and
roasted fish
Are not nectar (-amutu) for the mouth?’
If they are also here, then
_ The pleasure will know no bounds."

After narrating this experience, the poet was overwhelmed
by the sense of taste, renouncing the feast for the remaining four organs, walked to take the delicious preparations
that are like ambrosia to his mouth. The poet is earthly and
hence he is frank and plain in recording his preference for
taste. That does not mean that he has no inclination or
devotion to other senses other than the sense of taste.

The reminisence of the love experiences of a very
old couple has been delightfully drawn by the poet in one
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his

master-pieces

known

as

Kutumpa

Vilakku.

At

present, their faculties are declining. Even then, they relive
by recalling
memory.

the

past

life

that

is ever

green

in

their

The grand old lady aspires to regain the same sweet
experiences of her early life with her inseparable and ever
pleasing partner. She says thus:
"The
The
The
The

body should touch, the mouth should taste,
eyes should eat the beauty;the nose to smell
lovely shoulder emiting fragrance of sandal.
ears should listen to his Tamil".

With the subtle elements of touch, taste, sight, smell and
sound she longs to enjoy with her aged lord. How is it
possible! The very thought of enjoying itself confers on her
the expected effect. She says further that this day, in her
heart she showers honey-rain without separation. This is
quite possible only through reverie and also through the
constant association with him, since physical acts are failing. She continues that her hands that did charity, the legs
that walked with the children in the arms, the ears that listened to the powerful words of the Tamil scholars and the
eyes that witnessed the various activities, declined. But

even in the ripe old age, her heart that bears her husband
whom she calls Maravan (the hero) does not decline,
thereby hinting that though the external sense-organs and
motor-organs

become

weak

and waning,

variously known as heart and mind never
and vitality.

the internal organ

பட் its vigoun

The illustrations cited above are enough to understand the poet’s stand with regard to the role of the fivefold sense organs, collectively engaging in the experience
_ of external objects of Nature. Since the function of these
organs result in enjoyment of some aspect of beauty and

pleasurable objects,

these organs find a dominant place in

_
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the process of aesthetic experience.
Among the Romantic poets, Keats has been identified
to be more sensuous, passionate and emotional. The delight
in nature gratified his senses. He has noticed the principle
of essential beauty in all the forms of Nature. His inex-

haustible poetic power enabled him to forcibly communicate his aesthetic experience gained through the channels of
sense-organs. With him the sense of beauty obliterated
other aspects. He has been a votary of Beauty as directly
observed by the senses.
Actually the sense-organs took
an active role in his perception of beauty. The critics have
profusely quoted passages from his creative works to illustrate his sense of beauty perceived individually through
the sight, touch, smell, taste and sound. Even a” cursory
glance of the poems of Bharathidasan provides one with
sufficient and efficient materials to establish his sense of
beauty derived from the objects connected with each of the
sense-organs. So, it is not out of place to present some examples to strengthen the above hypothesis. First of all, let
us commence with the sense of touch, in accordance with
the order of enumeration of the sense-organs hinted by the
poet himself.

1. Touch
The pleasure of touch is derived mainly from the
southern breeze. In Alakin Cirippu there is a decade on
Tenral, the gentle wind getting its name from the south
direction from where it is blowing. In Tamil, individual
words are available to indicate the wind coming from a
particular compass. We have already noted that the wind
that comes from the North is known as Vaatai as Vatantai,
while the wind from the East and West are respectively
‘called Kontal and Kootai.In the language of the fishermen
living in the coastal region, many more words are found to
denote even the slight change of the motion of the wind,
since they are sea-faring people and have developed a
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sharp sense to study its movement which is indispensable
for their safety and security. However, the poet has identified the gentle breeze visiting from the South to effect a
pleasurable mood in the body of the people.
The lover wonders whether the lady who touched
him was the cool breeze whose effect has gone even to the
heart. — In another poem, it is stated that since the breeze
comes through the jasmine flowers, it brings the pleasant
smell.!®? The poet enjoys the cool breeze that blows after
visiting the sandalwood of the Potigai Hills, wafting the
fragrance of the flowers on the way, listening to the pleasing melody of the beetles and then touches the body. This
sort of description tells upon the reason for the breeze effecting coolness and freshness through touching the body.
Even its small movements enliven the frame. It soothes the
sturdy shoulders and strong chest of the blacksmith toiling
all the day at the furnace.
In one context, the poet has delicately described that
even

if the breeze

removes

the ladies’

irremovable

dress (-

that conceals their secret organs), they will not remove it,
thereby suggesting that they are overwhelmed by the
pleasure due to the touch of the breeze. ip
The poet has also expressed in the same poem that
the rare imperceptible form of the breeze with each of its
gentle and small movements bristled him with boundless
joy.
The lover engages in a word-play while he is bathing. His young wife asked him whether the water poured
in the vessel was cool enough in the days of the summer.
He replied that though the water was burning, the place of
her touch in his body was really cool enough and bristling. " Here, the pleasure of touch not by the breeze but
of the better-half actually created a happy mood.
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In his narrative poem, Etirpaaraata Muttam, the poet
has presented a splendid experience of a lover. Ponmudi,
separated by his sweet heart, Poongothai feels her presence
in each and every phenomena of Nature. When he sees the
circular moon he sees her face, and in the showering cold
he experience the pleasure out of her physical touch. In the
music of the skylark, he listened her poetic words as sweet
as the sugarcane. In this description, among, other details,
the sense of touch finds a dominant place.!
Next, a few examples
taste are to be quoted.

for the pleasure derived from

2. Taste
Among the sense-organs, tongue has double role. It
is treated as a motor-organ when it articulates the speech
sounds. As a sense-organ, it discriminates the different tastes which form the source of a particular type of pleasure.
The poet had a good sense of relish. He was a nonvegetarian and hence he has given elaborate details of the
various kinds of non-vegetarian menu. ~ It is essential to
note that in the narrative poem Kutumpa Vilakku dealing
with an ideal house-hold life, he has mentioned only
vegetarian dishes for which also he has developed a sense
In Etirpaaraata Muttam, he has clearly
of flavour.!’*
stated that the South Indians are Saivites and hence do not
of animal
Culture
Indian
_to the -North
subscribe
preparapalatable
the
poems
sacrifice.!/> Even in-other
mentioned.
frequently
are
diet
tions of vegetarian

However, in the poem he has enlisted the ripe fruit,
juice of sugarcane, treacle, honey, the cow’s milk and the
coconut water, the taste of each of which is of course
sweet but the soul-like Tamil is sweeter than all these. :

That is why the heroine of Kutumpa Vilakku finds in ‘the

The same
fire-like mango fruit the sweetness of Tamil.
idea has also been stated in an inverted expression. The
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same lady commenced to sing a beautiful
which she added the taste of the fruit.

Tamil

song

to

It is said that the poet lived in the Perumal Koil
Street(at Pondicherry) where the Vaishnava Brahmins lived
in large number. Though he was anti-Brahminic, he lived
in harmony with them and used to play cards with them in
leisure. So, he was conversant with a peculiar palatable
food, known as Akkaaraaticil famous in the Vaisnava
house-hold. It is a special food cooked with sugar,
cashewnut, grape and kindred ingredients to be offered in
the temple of Tirumaal. It seems that the poet has experienced

the

relish

of the

sugarfood,

and hence

he made

the queen of Kurincit Tittu to talk of his king.as an Akkaara Aticil. To her taste, he was as sweet as this food.!’
The
poet has a preference of taste. He asks if there
:
aie
‘
De
is no bitter, nobody knows the significance of sweet. 18
These examples are sufficient for the poet’s sense of
taste.

3. Sight
Among: the references to the sensuous’ enjoyment,
those for sight and sound are comparatively many. In the
poems of Bharathidasan, the descriptions of the beautiesperceptible to the sense-organs are abundant, colourful and
varied. His aesthetic experience is very much concerned
with the visual beauty. He aspires to depict something con-

crete rather than the abstract. In Paantiyan Paricu, -he has

delineated a delightful picture of the western horizen that
produced a wonderful scene of a golden river in which the

ruby red sun hastens like a boat. The whole picture be:

comes “the honey of sight" (- kaatci-t-teen’)'** and then
the eyes of the observers naturally ‘become the beetles to
taste it. It is a splendid description revealing the poet’s active sense of aesthetics. This is an instance for the poet’s
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imagery,

the

pleasure

of

In a different poem, he visualizes the sky as a great
grove where the sun resembles a mango fruit.!°? This picturesque imagery also reveals his insatiable taste for the
visual beauty.
The full moon attracts the poet in various ways. In
one poem he has presented a unique picture of the full
moon which is full of beauty that germinated in the sky.
That looks like the smile of a wept face, the blossoming of
the lily flower and a thrown silver plate that hangs on the
sky. These similes are all visual. The poet goes a step further in his imagination and brings forth an abstract idea to
be a comparison to the full moon that is delightful. He is
out and out a revolutionary, protesting against the age-old
‘beliefs and customs that stood on the way of human
progress. Nevertheless, he does not totally neglect the
goodness in the antique aspects. So also’ he does not totally
subscribe to all that is new. He chooses the best both in
the past and in the recent. The combination of these two
has been a welcome feature. He has aspired for a cross-fertilization of new thoughts into the old culture that is appealing and applicable to the growing generations. Hence,
to the poet the shining of the full moon looks like the brilliance generated by this kind of intermixture of the best in
the past and present. ~~ In this case, some extra- aesthetical aspects are also crept into the poem. However, to the
Indian mind Nature is not a mere object of joy for ever,
but it has also been associated with some message that is

esoteric and interpreted by the creative genius.
In one poem he describes the nature-beauty that he
experienced when he stood on the hill-top.!®* The evening
_ sky is over-flowing with golden beauty. What a wonderful
scene it was! That actually effected in him some enlightenment. He envisages that the principle of essential beauty
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visibly found in the hills has been personified as Lord
Muruga leading to myths and legends. (-We have elsewhere noted that the classical Tamil word ‘Muruku" meant
beauty, youthfulness, fragrance and divinity, as established
first by the great Tamil doyen Tiru.Vi. Ka.). Such imagination has been parochial. The ancient poets being the
votaries of Nature imaginatively named the red sky and the
blue sea respectively as Velan(-a synonym
of Lord
Muruga) and His mount, peacock. Temple is no need for
the sweet scene that issues immense joy to the observers to
the extent of their contemplation on it. Further, the poet
continues to rebuke the rituals centred around the image of
God and advocated kindness and compassion to all living
beings. Here is another instance for the poet’s equal involvement both in the beauty of nature and its preaching.
Colours are dominant in the visual pictures of the
poet. In a poem especially meant for school going children
he has illustrated all the prominent colours that attract the
eye and delight the heart, The poem is freely rendered in
the following form.!®
‘The sky is blue,
Jasmine is white;
Elephant is black,
Alari flower is red;

No doubt in this.
Leaf is green
The grinded millet
To be mingled with honey
Is shining with yellow.”
Though this poem seems to be a lesson for the primary
Students, it is full of meaning enlisting the enchanting
colours that are inseparably and inherently connected with
the substance.
The pleasing colours add lustre to the objects of Nature.
The multi-colours as manifested in the
rainbow attract more and more the sight and heart of
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Rainbow

Rainbow has been the object of perennial interest not
only for our poet but for the Nature poet Wordsworth also.
His poem on rainbow is very popular. It reveals not only
-his sensuous joy on seeing the object but also a high
philosophy that the child is father of the man.
Before
Studying the Tamil poem on Rainbow, let us have an idea
about the poetic piece of Wordsworth.
The whole poem
has been reproduced here to our admiration and appreciation.
‘My heart leaps up when I behold
A rainbow in the sky;
‘So was it when my life began;
So is it now I am a man;
So be it when I shall grow old,
Or let me die!
The child is father of the Man;
And I could wish my days to be
Bound each to each by natural piety .”
It seems that the poet had enjoyed the colourful rainbow even when he was very young. His passion and love
to this nature, when he reached the various stages of
growth culminating«in his ripe old age, continued unabated.
His interest for the beauty ever increased.
The innocent
child is not contaminated or polluted by the so called matured people who are excited, debating and scheming. To
experience the Divinity in Nature, the quality of innocence
as in the childhood was felt a necessity. That is why the
Tamil tradition points out that the child and God become
expressive only in the place of their adoration. The pure
and clear mind of the child with its fresh senses becomes a
perfect instrument to observe the objects of Nature with a
sense of delight and joy. The statement that the child is
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is born.

So

also, the poet has

that out of the mire of clouds, the wonderful

suggested

and charmful

rainbow comes up. If we further expand the meaning, that
one should not discard or disrespect the ugly place or the
backwardness of a group, since bright and _ beautiful
phenomena would spring forth from such dorment and
dirty condition.
However, the poet’s sense of beauty
should have tempted him to draw such a fine penpicture.
The poet has written two more poems on rainbow
found in the poetic collection known as Kuyil Paatalkal. =
These poems express the encounter and experience of the
poet with the arresting beauty of this object. First he is attracted by the dawn of the rainbow that is bent encompassing
the earth, hills, sea and similar contents of the
universe. Then the delightful colours are appealing to his
eyes.
In the first poem, he narrates the different colours
visible in the rainbow in the most imaginative language.
"The entire gamut of the sky is spread with black
sand on which the ruby, the majestic emerald, plates
of diamond

are strewn.

Inside shines

sight. and heart are overwhelmed by
this scene that goes deep even to his
rightly calls the whole picture to be a
with boundless beauty, unable to be
and adequatly expressed’.

a brook!

His

the beauty of
soul. The poet
play of Nature
fully perceived

In the second poem, the poet continues to reflect his own
feelings arising out of his appreciation and understanding
some philosophic truth occupies the mind of the poet in
communicating the message as revealed by the rainbow.
The rainbow is really a wonder (-putumai itu)!
painting seen in the sky faded away every instant in
’ water of the cloud.
The poet just contemplates on
ephemeral nature of this enchanting rainbow.
In
evanescent earth nothing is eternal. Things are coming

The
the
the
the
and
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going. Nothing is stable, and permanent.
Nobody should
forget oneself in pleasure or engross in pain since
prosperity and adversity would appear in no time and
similarly disappear.
Therefore, there is no place to talk
about ‘this’ and ‘that", since these two suffer change leading to decay. Such a high philosophy of impermanence is
taught eye to eye by the rainbow.
The original lines
deserve to be quoted:
“putumai itu! vaanitai-k-kantaav-v-ooviyam
pooy, mukil punalilee notitoorum karaintatee!
itu atu ena-c-colla eelaatu olintatee!
inpamum tunpamum yaayumee ivvannam
katumena-t--toonritum maraintitum enpatat- -kkan etir-k-kaattavarum.
a
This passage is moralizing the beautiful scene of Nature.
This has very little to do with the aesthetic enjoyment of a
creator or a critic.
Nevertheless, the subsequent phrase,
kan etir-k-kaatta varum vin elutu kavitaityaam is marvellous
and excellent, revealing the poet’s sense of aesthetic
pleasure.
The rainbow is a visible poetry drawn by the
“sky-poet’. The sky is personified~as a poet and it is the
author of this perceivable poetry that is called Rainbow.
This little phrase has big charm and also has vouchsafed to
his creative genius. Further, he added that the heart of the
poet is larger than the expanse of the space that produced
the

rainbow

(anriyum,

kavinar

ulam

avvaana

virivinum

peritu enpatu arivamee!).
It seems that this high view has been expressed completely in conformity with the similar one embalmed in
Malaipatukataam, one of the Sangam classics.!8? The Sangam celebrity has statea just like the space that provides
place for accommodating endless organic and inorganic
beings, so also the heart of both the artist and the patron
has been encompassing all.
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However, to Bharathidasan, the Natural phenomena
let it be a rainbow or sun or moon, does not remain merely
a thing of joy, but something more i.e. a message-giver.
There are some more poems on the rainbow written
in a different occasion by the same poet. In these poems
he describes all the seven colours collectively and commonly

called

as

‘VIBGYOR’

(i.e.

violet,

indigo,

blue,

green, yellow, orange and red).
The rainbow appears in
the opposite direction of the sun either in the moming or
in the evening. Here again the poet calls it a wonder and
also a beauty.
He illustrates each colour with a comparison ~ :a.

In the rainbow the smiling
like the red flag.

b.

The green bangle of the hand of Ammai (-literally
mother, but here, it may mean the dynamic Mother
Shakti) is seen there.

Cc

crimson

is blossomed

a

Like the flying of the king-fishers,
fected!

the blue is ef-

d.

Like the running
produced!

ட்

Like the brush of the painter the violet is shone.

f

Like the garland
was brilliant.

g.

calves of the deer the yellow

of black-blue

indigo

Like the poems of scholarly poets it was filled with
golden colour (-i.e. orange-colour).

On witnessing the seven coloured
the people hastened to be flexible.
_ 137-23

flower, the

is

rainbow,

the minds

of
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These pieces of poem are meant for the beginners to
remember the seven colours, and hence have an educative
purpose.
However, the poet’s sense of natural charm has
imprinted even in these mini poems.
So much we have seen for the poet’s visual taste
from the treasure of natural objects. Now, his preference
for the fragrance has to be substantiated.
4. Smell

The nose is one of the sensitive organs.
It could
identify the object merely by its smell, even if it is far
away and imperceptible. In the civilization of the Tamils,
perfumes formed a significant part. In Paripaatal, one of
the Sangam classics, there is a reference that the fragrance
of

the

perfumed

women

wafted

for

a

distance

of

one

yojana, i.e. ten miles or a longer distance (-oocanai
Kamalum vaaca meeniyar).'?
There may be some exaggeration in this statement, but it reveals the supreme
quality of the perfumes, the smell of which reaches a
remote place.
Bharathidasan also exaggerated that the
scene of the sandal mixture travelled to a distance beyond
two streets, thereby hinting the high quality of the object
that emits the fragrance.!?
But the degree of exaggeration
is limited in this poem, when we compare the one in
Paripaatal.
ட்

Particulars of the fragrant articles are many in the
Tamil epics and other poems.
Sundarar, one of the
Teevaaram Trio. friendly asked his master Lord Siva, the
presiding God at the port city of Nagapattinam, to provide
him with the best perfumes to adom his body.!?
This
reveals the fact that even the religious apostle finds delight
in the fragrance of perfumes.
Coming

to Bharathidasan, there are

sufficient refer-

ences to the perfumes and natural fragrance of the flowers.
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A few examples are to be cited.
1. The fragrance of the jasmine before its fully flowering
and the fragrance of the defectless sandal grove are
really praiseworthy.
But they become insignificant
when one smell the top of the child’s tender head.
This idea being the expression of a grandmother: in the
lullaby song seems to be more imaginative. But there
is a fact, both physical and psychological. Even in the
ancient legend it is stated that the tresses of the Lady
possessed natural fragrance even without applying any
perfumed articles.!
Havelock
Ellis,
the
great
psychologist has expatiated on this subject and endorsed
thata lady has fragrance of her own. If that is so, why
not a tender child? So, what our poet has said is not
fictitious but a fact to be understood only by those who
have that affection and care for their young ones.

2. In a previous context, when the poet described the wedding hall, fragrance becomes very significant. In Tamil
‘the word manam has two meanings, 1. fragrance and 2.
Between the couple the fragrance of love
marriage.
fructifies, and hence wedding is called
and
blossoms
The poet says that the whole of the wedding
manam.
hall was filled with pleasant smell of perfumes.!?° This
custom of decorating the hall with fragrant flowers and
besmearing with scents reveals the aesthetic sense of
smell.

3. The poet also records the usual practice of sprinkling
the perfumed water, known as panniir on those who attend the wedding, and also distributing fragrant flowers
to them. The couple are also garlanded with the note
that all through their life their love should run smoothly
and tenderly with all fragrance.

4. Ina different poem, the poet had adduced reasons for
It is sweet smelling because it
the fragrant breeze.
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comes through the sandal wood of the Podigai Hills,
drifting also the
across its way.

fragrance

of

the

flowers

that

come

Each and every object that has beauty and attraction cast
an indelible mark in the mind of the poet. His enjoyment
with the sensuous objects has been expressed personally
and also through the chosen characters of his creative
works.
5. Sound

We

have already pointed out that the eyes and the

ears among the five-fold sense organs are singled out by
our ancients to be the most perfect and aesthetically most
significant senses.
The references to the enjoyment of
delightful scenes and delicious music are very many in the
entire corpus of the poetic creations of Bharathidasan. The
poet’s sharp ears deligitted in the variety of mellifluous
and melodious sounds, just iike his artful eyes rejoiced at
the variety of colourful scenes, his nostrils enjoyed the
various kinds of fragrance, his tongue experienced the
flavour of different preparations

of food

and his body

ob-

tained pleasure from breeze and coolness.
Our poet has been a good musician and rendered.
many melodious songs and rhythmic Vannams or Cantams.
He has derived pleasure on hearing the hormonious sounds
of Nature.
Our ancients derived immense pleasure from
the music of Nature as understood from the wind blowing
through the hollow substance of a reed or bamboo, the
pleasing sound of some birds and bees, the sound arising

from the movements of the leaves, boughs in the trees and
plants, the resounding of the clouds, the resonance of the
waterfalls etc, and developed their sense of music. In the
Sangam period, the traditional songsters and musicians
known as Paanars were very popular and their music both
vocal and instrumental thrilled even the wild elephants to
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subdue and the highway robbers to abandon the bow and
arrow.
—s- The reference to the art of music in Paripaatal
and Cilappatikaaram bear evidence to the aesthetic sense
of hearing. Then it was essentially secular, slowly tending
towards spiritualism. The devotional lyrics of Saiva Saints
are saturated with divine music that sublimates the human
‘souls,

_

Bharathidasan

has

been

attracted

by

the

wonderful music of the Teevaaram and Tiruvaacakam
lyrics that made him to declare that these poems should be
the Proper means of worship in the shrines of the
Tamils,”
where in the course of time the Vedic mantras
have been recited. First of all, let us consider the portions
in his poems that disclose his sense of delight on listening
to the music of nature.
:
To his sensitive ears, the humming of beetles becomes a source of joy. Among the different types of folksongs, Cintu is very famous in regaling one’s ears with its
characteristic rhythm and thrilling note. Hence, the poet is
tempted to name the buzz of the dragon-fligs and beetles to
be the singing of Cintu in varied patterns.
In one context, the poet identifies the tuneful sound of the beetles to

be the melody of pancuram which is an alternant form of
palam

pancuram

of the Patigams

which

has been

one

of the Pans

(tunes)

of Saint Tirunanasambandar
and

Saint

Sundarar.
The poet considers that this is a specimen
of the high Tamil music.
In a different context, he calls
the sound of the swam of bees to be a new song.
In
another poem, he extols the beetle to be a doyen of harp
music.2”
Next, the sweet sounds and pleasant notes of the
birds become a source of delight to the poet. They affect
the ears just like the colourful scenes affect the eyes. His
poems

on

skylark

and

cuckoo

(-kuyil)

reveal

his

aesthetic

He admires
sense for the sweet notes of these birds.
skylark or
a
of
melody
the
be
to
girl
pretty
a
the song of
tune of
captivating
and
soft
gentle,
the
revealing
cuckoo
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Even the roaring of the sea has been a music that
has penetrated miraculously into the depth of his heart
through the channel of ears and excited him.
The eastem sea (i.e. Bay of Bengal), the poet says, has been a
Nature’s gift to the Dravidians and it is the emperor of
music (-icaiyaracu) requiring no extra artist to create the
sound.
:
Yaal

(-harp)

and

Kulal

(-flute)

are

the

two

musical

instruments, peculiar to the cultural tradition of the Tamils,
frequently noted in their classics.
The poet very well
knows the significance of the instrumental music.
The
Tamil music is not only sweet and pleasant but also ennobling the persons.
But, he finds a fourth member in the
order

of

music

that

surpasses

and

excells

not

only

the.

aforesaid instrumental! music but also the Tamil _ Icai(-music). That is the pleasing sound articulated by the
blossomed mouth of the baby.” °

Another source of joy through the inlet of ear
- Temains to be the amorous words of the lady-love.
Her
words are as sweet as the juice of sugar-cane. ் They are
also compared to the honey.
Her language is saturated
with the relish of a good poetry.
It is musical.
In
another context, the poet compares her pleasant words to
the sweet diction of. Bharathi’s Tamil.

Not only, the utterance of a lady but that of a lover
also is equally sweet. It is compared
to the sweetness of
the cool Tamil.
-

In one poem, he has enumerated the different sources

of the sweet sounds that included the tune of the beetles in
the grove, the sound of the running brook, the flute-music,

the melody of the harp, the prattles of the children and the

amorous

movements

of the ‘ladies’ lips which

are actually
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desirable.
Nevertheless, to the poet - as he has declaredthat before his love and passion for the Sweet Tamil, they
are nowhere.”!’
The relation between the language and
the poet is that of the body and soul. So, the very word
Tamil becomes the perennial source of pleasure for the
poet.
The pleasant features of the objects that delight the
_ five-fold senses constitute the sensible beauty, according to
Wladyslaw Tatarkiewicz.
However, the brilliance of
scenery, the sweetness of melodies, the fragrance
of
flowers, the flavour of food, fruit etc., are said to be
pleasant rather than beautiful. Even then, they are ‘reated
under the study of beauty. That is why we have examined
some of the poems of Bharathidasan in the light of the
concept of sensible beauty. The poet’s perception is very
wide in the identification of a supreme beauty which is
otherwise known as cosmic beauty that is to be explained
subsequently.

Cosmic Beauty
Unlike the ordinary people whose visionary power is
limited, the great poets generally possess a cosmic vision
that apprehends a wide range of Natural phenomena existing in the vast Universe. Bharathidasan is not an exception to this. He is capable of conceiving the Cosmic form
of Nature. His Nature poems furnish enough evidence for
his creative genius in presenting the cosmic forms of Nature with a sense of reality and beauty. Let us quote some
illustrations.

When he describes both the violent and silent activities of the wind, a cosmic picture is elegantly drawn.

He beholds crores of planets known as antam, (--literally
meaning that which has the oval shape, and this is confirmed by modern science also) rotating in the wide expanse of the space where the wind is dancing! The wind
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(in the form of tempest) turns the mighty rock into heaps
of dust and also (in the form of breeze) passes through the
soft Aniccam flower unnoticingly. Thus the malignant and

benign aspects

of

the

described by the poet.7!?

cosmic

wind

are _ beautifully

The soft and strong aspects of the breeze have also
been interpreted and elucidated by the great Romantic poet
Wordsworth. The very beginning of his immortal autobiographical poem, "The Prelude" contains the description
of the polar qualities of the breeze. The relevent lines
are reproduced here to understand the significant extent of.
similarities,

noticed

in

the

poems

of

Wordsworth

and

Bharathidasan:
"Oh there is blessing in this gentle breeze,
A visitant that while it fans my cheek
Doth seem half-conscious of the joy it brings
From the green fields, and from yon azure sky.
What’ er its mission, the soft breeze can come
To none more grateful than to me .....
While the sweet breath of heaven

Was blowing on my body, felt within

A correspondent breeze, that gently: moved
With quickening virtue, but is now become’
A tempest, a redundant energy,

Vexing its own creation. Thanks to both.”

The gentle breeze tuming into a wild tempest has
been beautifully portrayed by the two poets marked with
individuality in their expressions. Proposing thanks to the
wind as found in the above poem is not wanting in
Bharathidasan who made the perching birds to thank the

wind that moves the branches to swing and to lull.27°?

The poems on Sun also reveal the mysteries of the
great luminary that dispels the darkness and inspires the
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living beings. The poet sings;oF

‘Long Live Oh Sun! —
You plant your crores of luminous hands in the sea!
‘In the space expand your crores of hands upon
The mountains, jungles, villas, lakes, rivers and the
like,
Completely enwraping them with your light!’
The poet imagines that if the sun light becomes extinct, the stars in the space would resemble like the different nuts and dried seeds loosing their identity and
beauty. 22 He personifies the sun to be a ploughman who
has cultivated life, when the world was barren. This personification is fully meaningful. A ploughman cultivates
the land and then raises crops. So also the Sun is held
responsible for the cultivation of various species in the atmosphere of Nature. The poet has used a rare word: paal
which conveys many meanings. Paal, the Premordial Matter that has been accepted to be _the first principle in the
Sarhkhya system (- the only philosophy reliable to the
poet),

forms

the

source

of the

evolved

empirical

world.

Only after the emanation of Sun, different types of lives
were evolved. Here again, we see the poet both romantic
and philosophic in the portrayal of Sun, which has been
described to be the root to the green crops and a blanket
for the biting cold. It is the firm belief of the poet that the
world has been a direct product of the planet sun and
hence he interpreted the first couplet of Tirukkural in the
light of this view. He held in the place of aati pakavan
mutarree ulaku the fresh reading aati pakalavan mutarree
ulaku- and argued that the word pakavan is a contracted
form of pakalavan. However, this interpretation requires
some textual support.
In another poem, the poet engages in contrasting the
littleness of human kind with the vastness of the wide

space and asks us to think over this glaring difference, the
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realisation of which would enable the human beings to
abandon their arrogance of speaking high and low among
themselves. His comparison of the earth to a young koyya
(-i.e. guava) and man to a small ant in it, is really romantic exposing the smallness of mankind as against a gigantic

entity.
The Beauty of Darkness
The poems on Darkness are wonderful creation with
artistic perfection.“~”
Even a cursory glance of these poems
may tempt one to boldly say that no Tamil poet has ever
made so fascinating a penpicture on Darkness as our poet
has drawn. As a realist he admits the existence of Darkness aS a Separate entity. It has its birth along with space.
It fills the whole atmosphere (-evvitattum niraivurraay).
The poet treats both the object and its shadow as real. So
he proclaims that if there is object, the positive presence of
its shadow is inevitable. The darkness, he considers, is the
shadow of the Natural phenomena. He illustrates its existence in the empirical objects with which we have daily
contact. In the particles of milk, the poet finds the presence
of Darkness. In the two sides of the projecting beautiful
nose, in the edge of the fish-like eyes, in the middle portion of the ears of a girl, its presence is felt. It is the
directing force revealing the index of woman’s face. Its
significance is better known only by a painter!
It resides beneath the petals of
each and every petal, it forms the
which will destroy the beauty of the
ciple of Beauty in all things existing

the Lotus flower. For
block, the absence of
Lotus. It is the prineverywhere.

The poet’s descriptions of Darkness reveal his mystical and metaphysical bent of mind. In a picturesque language he presents the majestic Cosmic personality of
Darkness, which seems to be an டத் or a Damsel to the
poetic eye.

*
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With Her blue stone-like wings she envelops and
embraces the whole of mankind and entire kingdom of different species that are get tired after day-long activities,
finishing supper, ready to repose. This kind of rest is essential to recoup living beings to fit for the next day work.
Hence, this act of the Darkness is hailed as a symbol of
loud affection, just like a mother caressing her child for a
sound sleep. So, the poet expresses his gratitude (-as if a
sole representative of thy innumerable species) to the
Darkness.
Since he has personified the
(“irutpen"),

the various

dresses

and

Darkness

as a Damsel

omaments

gigantic personality are to be visualised.
tional lustre to the Lady.

These

to suit Her

add

addi-

She grows from earth to ether to the wonder of all!
The poet glances at Her splendid body. In conformity with
the worldly women who change their dress often to present
a fresh look, the Darkness also alters Her attire frequently.
Her dress in the day time is the golden saree! (-Thus the
sunlight is personified). Her night dress is the saree, made
up of omamental white silk! (Thus the moonlight is personified).

When the Damsel turns her body and flower-like
eyes towards the poet, he beholds in Her tresses of black
hair a dazzling diamond head ornament known as Villai, (the

circular

moon

is thus

personified)

usually

worn

by

a

Tustic girl.
The meeting with the Damsel of Darkness, makes the
poet to become sensuous and his heart is confused, finally
led him safely to the sacred presence of his own wife.
On going through the descriptions on Darkness, one
may raise a rational question about the possibility of the
existence of Darkness not only in the moon-lit night but
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even in the scorching day time. The Romantics are against
rationalism and they are wedded to creative imagination
and sensuous emotion. Hence, Bharathidasan, as a Romantic poet never bothered about the rational background of
his descriptions. To put it in other words, as long as he
remains to be romantic, he ceases to be rational.
One more answer is worth mentioning. In Saiva Siddhanta, Darkness is not a negative aspect but a positive
reality existing even before the sun, in a concealed form.
Its absence does not mean its negation. Both the light and
darkness are treated to be physical realities. The possibility
of the influence of his study of Saiva Siddhanta works in
his formative period is not excluded in penning these
poems. In this context, it is better to consider some of the
poems

on Darkness

by the Wester

poets.

Among the English Romanti¢ poets, Byron has written a lengthy poem on Darkness.-~ He has wonderfully
described the physical nature of Darkness in the opening
lines of the poem that are reproduced here for our understanding:

"The bright
Did wander
Rayless, and
Swung blind

sun was extinguished, and the stars
darkling in the eternal space,
pathless, and the icy Earth
and blackening in the moonless air...."

This passage reveals the poet’s forcible expression of what
is that thing called darkness. The human activities, the terrific nature and horrified aspects of the animals, the stilllness of the rivers, lakes and ocean etc., during the dark
night are vividly portrayed in this poem.
Byron has awefully personified Darkness as a Cosmic woman, when he delineated the night sea. Since the
whole passage speaks volumes to the aesthetic sense of the
poet, it is presented here under:
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"Ships sailorless lay rotting on the sea,
And their masts fell down piecemeal: as they
dropped

They slept on the abyss without a surge-The waves were dead; the tides were in their grave,
The moon, their mistress, had expired before;
The winds were withered in the stagnant air,
And the clouds perished" Darkness had no need
Of aid from them - She was the Universe."
Really, this piece of poetry is a good penpicture of the features of the Cosmic Lady ie. Darkness.
When we compare the two poets with regagd to the
portrayal of the Darkness, a significant difference is
noticed. Bharathidasan has been drawn towards the fascinating beauty of Darkness which he depicted in relation
to the heavenly bodies. But, Byron was concemed with the
fearful beauty of the same phenomena and he described it
mainly in connection with the sea. Both of them are, no
doubt, original and their individuality expresses the type of
experience that they earned.
=
Shelley has written_ five’ poems entitled ‘To Night’
that are really romantic. 227 He addresses the spirit of Night
in the most personal language. Her form is enwraped in a
gray mantle with»spotted stars. Her eyes are filmy and
murmuring likens: ‘the noontide bee. The eyes of Day become blind before Her dark hair. She kissed the Day until
the latter become extinguished. Then the Night rambled
everywhere i.e. city, sea and land, touching all with Her
magic wand.

The poet had a longing for Her. When he got up
from slumber and noticed the dawn, he wept for the night.
He waited patiently for the onset of dusk. Slowly the dew
has become extinct due to the ride of sunlight. Noon artived

with

heaviness

on

flower

and

tree.

Thus

the

day
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wearied and turned to repose. The poet is waiting for the
arrival of Night, the Lady. His passion and craving for Her
is portrayed in the line,
"Lingering like an unloved guest’
This shows that the love is one-sided and not
reciprocal. But in the case of Bharathidasan, the passion is
so romantic, alluring him to have an embrace with Her.
It is unique with Shelley to personify
child of Night and death as its brother.

ர. as the

However Shelley expresses his desire to settle comfortably and closely nearby the Night.
Comparisons
the delightful night
of the. poems on
thetic attitudes and

are only partial. The experiences with
of the individual poets form the theme
Darkness that reflect the different aesmoods of the above. mentioned poets.

Elsewhere we have noted that there are two sides in
the aesthetics, one side dealing with the objects that are
beautiful and the other side discussing vividly the particular experience of the subject. So, for the enjoyment of
beauty, two entities are inevitable. They are the object and.
subject. If there is no will or liking on the part of the subject, then even though the objects are beautiful, they do not
effect any joy in the subject. So, for the attainment of joy
the relation between the subject and object should be cordial. Beauty is the property of the object and pleasure as
an effect of this, arises in the subject.
The two words saundarya or alaku meaning beauty
and aananda or inpam denoting pleasure are pertinent,
since they indicate respectively the Objective and subjective
aspects. What follows is an outline of the poet’ 8 ‘subjective
feelings over the objective beauty.
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Experience of Enjoyment
Aesthetics is mainly meant for the realization of
beauty and. real enjoyment. Rasanubhava or the experience
of enjoyment is the ultimate goal. The poet has described
pleasure as he has described beauty. He has isolated and
identified at least five kinds of pleasure as enumerated
hereunder:
1 Pleasure of poetry
2. Pleasure, arising out of service
3. Pleasure of beauty in Nature
4. Pleasure of sensuous objects
5. Pleasure of sexual union
As_a poet, he has given due respect to the poetic
pleasure.?78 He is convinced of the superiority of the
poetic beauty of Bharathi and he finds inexplicable interest
and insatiable enjoyment in his poems.
_ He is a poet of the public. He used poetry not only
an art but an effective media of propaganda to resurrect the
fallen society. His social concern impelled him to work for
the betterment and prosperity of the society, the progress
of the country and the promotion of the language. He has
derived unique pleasure through his service to the three
viz., society, country and language.
References to his immense joy in the company of
Nature and contact with sensuous objects are very many in
his poems. Some illustrations are sufficient:
1. "As I beheld
pleasure”.

the

beauty,

I

experienced

great
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2. "I got the visual pleasure".

3. "Oh breeze! as usual, you gave me joy”.
4. The fertile grove feasted his eyes. As a result, he
was relieved from distress and experienced immense

pleasure.

(The

medicinal

value

of

the

Natural beauty is indicated here).
5. The beauty in Nature
bitter world.

enabled

him

to forget

the

The poet has apily stated that only those, who are cognizant of taste, would be able to communicate the condition of joy. In this supreme experience, the loss of egg is
conspicuous. The poet’s expressions are the following:
1. "I lost myself; I live in the sphere of pleasure."
2. "Oh the Moon, the milk-foam of pleasure, coollamp! I lost myself since I absorbed in your
beauty".
These statements are enough to understand that the enjoyment is possible only in the absence of ego.
The poet has coined certain aesthetic epithets that
reveal his intense joy derived from various sources of
beauty. These coinages are pertinent in the study of aesthetics, since they reveal the type of joy derived by the
poet.
Epithets of Enjoyment

232

English Equivalents

Inpa utal
Inpa ulaku
Inpa-k-katal

pleasurable body
pleasurable world
Ocean of pleasure

Inpa-k-kulam

Reservoir of pleasure

-
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Inpa-k-keeni

Well of pleasure:

Inpa-t-tamil
Inpatturai

Pleasure giving Tamil
Field of pleasure

_ Inpat-tenral
Inpa-i-teen
Inpa narunkavi

Pleasurable breeze
Pleasurable honey
Pleasure giving sweet

_ poem
Inpa vaalkkai
Inpa vellam
Ulaka inpam

Enjoyable life
Flood of joy
Material pleasure

These epithets are only samples from the multitudes
that disclose the poet’s involvement in beauty and his enjoyment to his maximum capacity. They further support his
view of life and optimistic outlook. Beyond doubt, he has
been down to the earth advocating an ethical hedonistic
way of life.
Limitations

of the Senses

The essence of beauty is universal and its comprehension requires an evolved perspective and expansion
of consciousness. The poet is painfully aware of the limitations of the senses. He says that a simple survey of the
spate of sea water is not possible for the heart with the
It requires one crore wings and
two wings of the eyes.”
hence the mortal heart withdraws.

The poet does not discourage through exposing the
incapability of the senses. He is quite satisfactory to enjoy
the beauty to one’s capacity. An illustration from a poem
in Alakin Cirippu is given here: The beauty is abundant in
the hilis. The pastoral woman, being the Moon, has
sprinkled the butter in the hills. The poet accosts: “Oh
brother! consume all the beauty to your possible extant,”
thereby indicating the imperfectness gf our sense-power,
not in a position to drink complete joy.
127

94).
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Hedonist and Mystic
Bharathidasan has been a hedonist, and hence he has
recognized the pleasure resulting from the sexual union to
be peerinpam i.e. great pleasure,~~
differing from others
who called liberation from the entanglement of earthly existence to be peerinpam. In one place, he names it "the

beautiful pleasure" (-koola inpam).236
There is another role of the poet, i.e. the mystic,
which has been hitherto unnoticed, when he indulges in unusual communion with Nature..Let us quote one or two examples from his poetic creations to justify that the poet’s
super-experiences with Nature that constitute one type of
Bridal Mysticism. In a higher plane, where he has treated
the Natural object to be a female principle, he remains to
be a passionate lover, embracing and enjoying the Beloved
Nature to his heart’s content.
4

1. In

many

places,

language

Sweet

the
Tamil

poet
to

personifies
be

the

a Mother.a

mother

virgin and

also a beautiful girl. But, there are contexts where he
personifies Tamil to be his better-half, pattini. This
shows the worldly reality that one’s love grows to the
maximum when it is directed only to his sweet wife. All
else is subordinated.
The poet says that the Potigai Hills being the Mother
gave

birth

to

two

daughters,

the

first one

is Tenral

(i.e.

breeze), the next one is Tamil. The former offers pleasure
to his physical body, while the latter provides him with
inner joy. He declares that this experience cannot be forgotten by him even in his dreams. This experience suggests
that the poet has the two personified consorts, one fulfilling the external pleasure and the other furnishing the internal joy.
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word, punarcci actuaily means union.
In the poetic and
mystic language, it connotes a sublime union between the
Lady Breeze and the Lover Poet. It has been a customary
practice of the Breeze to embrace the Poet and endow him
with immense pleasure.
This kind of union
ence of the personal self
ture is accepted and the
former with the latter is
the poet has gone beyond
ternal beauty of Nature,
thetic experience.

is possible only when the existand the Universal self in the Narealisation of the mingling of the
attained. Hence it is evident that
the level of facination for the exand reached the pinnacle of aes-

Spousal Relation
Here
again,
a
surprising
similarity
between
Wordsworth and Bharathidasan in their mode of experience
with nature is to be significantly noted. The following lines
from "The Prelude" deserve to be quoted:
"Yes, | remember when the changeful earth,
And twice five summers on my mind had stamped
The faces of the moving year, even then
I held unconscious intercourse with beauty ...... ்
Nevertheless, there isa difference in the contact.
At so
young an age of ten, the eminent English poet had been
enamoured and enchanted by the excellent Natural beauty
with which he had an inexplicable intimacy, as noted in
the last line of the above passage.
But, in the case of
Bharathidasan, it is the Breeze that has voluntarily
embraced the poet. However, such kind of expressions are
really romantic, revealing the impressionistic ட.
of
Nature on the psyches of the poets.
As

a result of the

study

carried

out in this

chapter,

the essential points worth mentioning are the following:
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1.

Though the study of beauty has a long history, it became prominent only after the advent of the Aesthetic Movement.

De

Aesthetics includes in its subject-matter not only the
study of beauty as enshrined in the objects of Nature
and art creations, but also the system of art criticism.

3

Though
study of
repulsive
with the

4.

In the Indian tradition, the rhetorical works have
been considered to be the earliest texts to discuss the

aesthetics
beauty, to
and plain
purpose of

is

basically concerned with the
a lesser extent the study of the
objects have also been entertained
getting a comparative view.

theory of beauty.
5.

The ancient Greeks developed their own theories of
beauty.
The concept of Socrates that wisdom was
the most beautiful of all things seems to be in consonance with the Tamil concept as found in the ancient classics.

6.

The innumerable native words that denote beauty and
the references to the beauty in Nature and art creations indicate the rich heritage of the Tamils with
regard to Aesthetics.

es

The two different theroies viz., ‘Art for Art’s sake"
and ‘Art for life’s sake’ are well-known to the Tamil
tradition.

8.

Bharathidasan has visualised his own theory of art,
as deduced from the contents of some of his poems
on the subject.

9.

Though he advocated that art should provide pleasure
and also knowledge, he stood against the degraded
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IS),

Ibid, pp.114-115.

16.

Complete
p.295.

We

These

Poetry

lexical

and Selected Prose

items

are used

of John

Keats,

in Tolkaappiyam

(300

B.C.), Sangam Classics (300 B.C. to 300 A.D.), postSangam works (300 to 500 A.D.) and the early devo-

tional hymns (S00 A.D to 900 A.D.). However, the
metrical lexicons known as Nikandus have enlisted
and classified the synonymous words that denote
beauty.
They are presented here for those who are
interested in the further study of beauty.
a. Tivaakara Nikantu

i.

(800 A.D.)

“eer, vanappu, elil, yaanar, maamai, keel, taiyal,

kaarikai, tootti, kavinee, vitankam,
vaamam, vakuppu, oppu, mancu, porpu,

kaamar, ani ivai kattalaku aakum”.
-Sutra, 1580
ii. "navvi, antam, pai, puu, polam, arputam,

cevvi, onmai,

maanpu,

ai, cittiram,

alakee”.

Sutra, 1581
=

ili. "yicittiram peeralaku".

- Sutra, 1582

All in all, there are thirty words, meaning

beauty.

b. Pinkala Nikantu (850 A.D.)

"eerum, vanappum, elilum, tramamum
kaarikaiyummaavum, ammaiyum, kavinum,
celumaiyum, pantamum, teecikamum, nookkum,
aniyum, anahkum, yaanarum, paaniyum,
maatarum, maalaiyum, caayalum, vakuppum,
vannamum, valamum, puuvum, porpum,
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Ibid, p.56.

123: _Alakin Cirippu, p.5.
124.

V.N.Sinha,

The

Imagery

and

Language

Odes, p.60.
125.

Alakin Cirippu, p.5.

126.

Ibid.

127.

Encyclopaedia Britannica, Vol.1,

128.

Panmanittiral, p.53.

129.

Bharathidasan Kavithaikal, Vol.IV, p.52.

130.

Kurincittittu, p.77.

131.

Panmanittiral, p.273.

132.

Bharathidasan Kavithaikal, Vol.1I, p.105.

133.

Panmanittiral, p.188.

134.

Kutumpa Vilakku, p.83.

135.

Kurincittittu, p.9.

136.

Tamilacciyin Katti, p.48.

137.

Ibid, p.110.

138.

Bharathidasan Kavithaikal, Vol.1, p.17.

139.

Ibid, p.78.

140.

Ibid, p.81.

137-25 |

p.150.

|

of Keat’s
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141.

Bharathidasan kavithaikal,

142.

Ibid, Vol.1, p.28.

143.

Ibid, Vol.IV, p.33.

144.

Kuyil Paatalkal, p.79.

145.

Panmanittiral, p.190.

146.

Bharathidasan Kavithaikal, Vol.I, p.72.

147.

Alakin Cirippu, p.21.

148.

Bharathidasan Kavithaikal, 701,111, ற.44.

149.

Ibid, Voll, p.19.

150.

Ibid, Vol.I, p.5.

15].

Icaiyamutu, Vol.II, p.7.

152:

Bharathidasan Kavithaikal, Vol.I, p.50.

153.

Alakin Cirippu, p.28.

154.

Icaiyamutu, Vol.I, p.42.

155;

Kutumpa Vilakku, p.118.

156.

Bharathidasan Kavithaikal, Vol.1V, p.141.

UST.

Kaatalaa? Katamaiyaa?, p.25.

158.

Kurincittittu, p.48.

152.

Citvakacintaamani (U.V.S. Edition), p.101.

as a

Vol.II, p.51

i

20 6.
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அடு.

Ibid, Vol.IV, p.70.

216.

Ibid, Vol.I, p.82.

217

Ibid, p.87.

218.

History of Aesthetics, Vol.II, p.53.

219.

Alakin Cirippu, p.10.

220.

Wordsworth Selected Poetry, pp.178-179.

as a

2208. Alakin Cirippu, p.41.

221

Ibid, p.31.

222-

Ibid, p.33.

223%

Alakin Cirippu, p.37.

224.

Ibid, pp.50-53.

225.

Ibid, p.51.

226.

The Selected Poetry of Lord Byron, pp.269-271.

220.

The Selected Poetry and Prose of Percy Bysshe Shelley, pp.425-6.

228.

Bharathidasan

Kavithaikal,

01.11,

77-79;

701117,

p.173; Kutumpa Vilakku, p.8. 23, 24, 84.
229.

Veenkaiyee

Eluka,

p.45;

Dod:
230.

a. Alakin Cirippu, p.5.
b. Alakin Cirippu, p.26.
c. Alakin Cirippu, p.12.

Kaatalaa?

Katamaiyaa?
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. Ibid, p.110.
Kurificittittu, p.96.

வட்ல.

ம

6) பொடு

மே

230.

. Alakin Cirippu, p.29.
. Bharathidasan Kavithaikal, Vol.1, p.21.

ல

231.

ome)

ஐ

d. Alakin Cirippu, p.27.
. Bharathidasan Kavithaikal, Vol.IV, p.142.

Bharathidasan Kavithaikal, Vol.Il, p.43.

க

Bharathidasan Kavithaikal, VolJI, p.35
. Kurificittittu, p.35.
. Bharathidasan Kavithaikal, Vol.II, p.36, p.53.
m. Bharathidasan Kavithaikal, Vol.I, p.120.

233%

Alakin Cirippu, p.7.

234.

Ibid, p.21.

D3:

Kaatal Ninaivukal, p.13.

236.

Bharathidasan Kavithaikal, p.96.

DSi.

Alakin Cirippu, p.13.

238.

Bharathidasan Kavithaikal, Vol.1, p.96.

220.

a.
b.
c.
d.

240.

Wordsworth Selected Poetry, p.193.

Ibid
Ibid
Alakin Cirippu, p.12.
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In the foregoing chapters, we have sufficiently
noticed the poet’s intense love of Nature that tempted him
to personify the various objects as if they were invested
with the human characteristics, and his experience with the
essence of beauty that endowed him with everlasting enjoyment. In this chapter, an attempt is being made to examine
another significant aspect of Romanticism, i.e. the emotive
feature of Nature.
The View of Wordsworth
The Nature has a personality, soul,
power of expression. The esoteric language
of Nature has been properly comprehended
language by the
cated in the human
metaphysical poets. The concern of Nature
life becomes the theme of many poems of
poets,

amongst

Wordsworth

whom

has

been

language and
of the objects
and communimystical and
in the human
the Romantic
unique

in the

understanding and interpretation of Nature. He’ realised that
like the human beings, the Natural phenomena such as the
trees, plants, birds, animals etc., have sensations and feelings which are communicated in a language peculiar to
each one of the species. Since from his early days he was
intimately associated with the rural atmosphere, especially
in the Lake landscape, he had developed a phenomenal
craving

for

nature.

He

sincerely

believed

that

one

could

learn more from the Nature than from the barren leaves of
the books. That does not mean that he was against the
traditional learning. His wide scholarship and accumulated
knowledge are evidenced from his poetical creations, especially ‘The Prelude’. As a protest to the short sighted
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rationalism undermining the human values, he strongly ad- vocated the religion of Nature that imparts wisdom and offers solace to the ardent observers. His poems under the
title The Tables Turned bear ample evidence to his concept
of Nature being a teacher.! His hatred towards bookishness
and his interest and taste in the Nature are recorded in the
following stanzas:
"Up! Up! my friend , and quit your books;
Or surely you'll grow double:
Up! Up! my friend and clear your books;
Why all this toil and trouble?
The sun, above the mountain's head,
A freshening lustre mellow
Through all the long green fields has spread,
His first sweet evening yellow,
Books! ‘tis a dull and endless Strife:
Come, hear the woodland linnet,

How sweet his music! on my life,
There’s more of wisdom in it.
And hark! how blithe the throstle sings!
He, too, is no mean preacher:
Come forth into the light of things,
Let nature be your Teacher."
‘Return

to Nature’

these poems,

is a vital

Wordsworth

aspect

addresses

in Romanticism.

his friend

In

to get away

from the routine world and to enter into the domain of Na_ture that is ready to receive and bestow pleasure to all the
senses and prevail quietitude, besides transmitting noble
wisdom.

The

sun,

the hills, the

crimson,

green

fields

etc.,

clear our looks and become food for sight. The birds furnish sweet music and also impart some lessons. That is
why he advises to quit the books and to come to the
presence of Nature that provides us wonderful and useful
lessons not to be learnt from books. Further, the poet unfolds the mystery of Nature in the following stanza:
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"One impulse from a vernal wood
May teach you more of man,
Of moral evil and of good,
Than all the sages can."

He thinks that the wood in the spring season offers moré
ethical lessons than all the sages could teach. Though such
expressions are highly imaginative and exaggerative, there
is some intrinsic and essential truth. After the advent of
machineries and factories, man became more and more inhuman. Further the beauty of the countryside was distorted
by the interference of these fresh arrivals. The primitive in
the company of Nature enjoyed a supreme bliss and conducted a life conducive and congenial to the natural atmosphere with calm and content. In order to revive that old
condition, it seems that the poet is advocating in loud tone
the necessity of maintaining intimacy with Nature.
- The lessons imparted by Nature are meant only for
those who have special preparation and deep devotion to
receive them, Hence, he advises thus:
"Come forth and bring with you a heart
That watches and receives.”

Nature unfolds Her mysteries only for those whq approach
Her with honesty and sincerity. Wordsworth has been fully
convinced

expected
entertain
written

of the educative value of Nature.

In addition, he

that a poet should use his pen not merely to
his readers, but to enlighten them. In his letter
to

Sir

George

Beaumont

(-

Feb,

1808),

he

ex-

pressed his earnest desire to be a teacher to guide the
society in the ethical path. His actual statement is given
here:

"Every great poet is a Teacher; I wish either to be
considered as a Teacher, or as nothing”.
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_ What he received from Nature formed the theme of
his teaching, conveyed in his poem. In the words of Edward Albert :
"To wordsworth nature is not only a procession
seasons and seasonal fruition. It is the eye of
things, natural and supernatural, into which the
servant soul can peer and behold the spirit that
habits all things. Nature is thus amplified
glorified."

of
all
obinand

So, it is crystal clear that his observation and interpretation
of Nature were directed towards the identification and apprehension
of the underlying
reality of the natural
phenomena.
Nature provides joy and this aspect has been discussed in detail in the previous chapter. Nature has a message to convey and this aspect as understood from the
poems of Bharathidasan forms the subject matter of discussion of this chapter. Before that, the significance of certain
technical terms relating to the aspects of Nature pertaining
to this chapter has to be pointed out.

Some Concepts
In the study of Nature poems, the technical words
animism, anthropomorphism, empathy, and pathetic fallacy
deserve special mention.
The concept, that all objects of Nature-let them be
birds, animals, plants, etc., and even inorganic objects like
hill, sun, moon, earth, river etc., etc., possess soul, distinct
from their physical frames known as animism.
The idea, that these objects both animate and inanimate have forms and qualities, similar to those of
human beings, is called anthropomorphism.
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Projection

of

human

feelings

into

the

different

manifestations of Nature-let them be animate or inanimate,
is technically named empathy.° According to Harry Shaw,
empathy indicates the identification with an object and
sharing in its physical and emotional sensations. It also involves ascribing the feelings and attitudes present in
oneself to the plight of characters in a literary work and
also attributing them to the objects of Nature.’ The
Romantic poet Keats revealed his empathic attitude in the
following lines.

"If a sparrow comes before my window,
I take part in its existence and pick about the
gravel’,
J.A. Cuddon explained empathy thus®:
"|... The experience is an involuntary projection of
ourselves into object. Thus the contemplation of a
work of sculpture(-or an object of Nature) might give
us a physical sensation similar to that suggested by
the

work

(or object).

This

to the common

is related

watching a man or

experience of lifting a leg when
a horse jumping.’

What he said for sculpture may be extended
other arts, but also to the objects of Nature.

not only to

The literary term, ‘Pathetic fallacy”® has been invented by John Ruskin in 1856. However this concept
should have already been in existence in the worid literatures.

The

Tamil

tradition

(300 B.c) has named

as preserved

it paal kilavi.

in

Tolkaappiyam

Again Cuddon’s

ex-

planation to this term is interesting:-

"A writer was pathetically fallacious when ascribed
human feclings to the inanimate. For Ruskin, it was
a derogatory term because it applied not to true ap-
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pearences of things to us’, but to the ‘extraordinary’
or false appearances when we are under the influence
of emotion or contemplative fancy.’

Such a form of personification has been used countless times from Homer onwards and still is... "
However,

the

poets

find

Nature

to

be

an

image

reflecting the passions and feelings.
of the people.
According to Harry Shaw, pathetic fallacy means
crediting inanimate objects with the emotions and traits of
human beings. Since all the feelings attributed to Nature
produce in us a faiseness in all our impressions of external
things, it is called pathetic fallacy. Though it is a fallacy
from the logical stand point, it has its own psychological
effect both on the creator and the connoisseur. These
aspects
of animism,
anthropomorphism,
empathy
and
pathethic fallacy are abundantly found not only in the
poems of Wordsworth, Shelley, Keats and other Romantic
poets, but also in the poems of Bharathidasan, suggesting
the romantic character of his creations. Let us examine
these ideas under the following sub-headings:

1. Nature as Teacher
2. Projection of human feelings
3. Articulation of Nature and
4. Reflection in Nature.
The first in the order, i.e. ‘Nature as Teacher’ remains to
be the catchy slogan of Wordsworth. This aspect is nothing
new to the Tamil literary tradition. Let us commence our

study from this significant aspect.

—
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As far as the Tamil poets are concerned, they envisaged Nature not a mere object of rejoicing, but something more. To them the silence of Nature is very deep and
its changes and movements are mystical and meaningful.
One example is enough to illustrate the role of Nature as a

Teacher.

Mutukannan
Caattanaar,
one
of
the
Sangam
celebrities has elugidated an unnoticed fact through the
analogy of Moon. ~ In the mundane life we come across
the fact that what is increased once has becoming
decreased at a different time and what is born is subject to
decay and death, while what is dead would be bor again.
This fact should be understood through one’s learning. But
those, who are illiterate and ignorant, are instructed
through the visual education transmitted by the divine
moon (through its waxing and waning, disappearing and
appearing). The words of the commentator kalvimukattaan
deserve special mention, since
ariyaata matavooraiyum
they throw much light on the source of knowledge being
education. What is lost by not learning is regained by the

observation of Nature. So, Nature (-i.e. Moon) teaches a
of.
on the theme
example
by its own
lesson
good
reference
under
passage
The
reproduction.
transcience and

is oft quoted
tion.

to be an example

for interpretative imagina-

Coming to Bharathidasan, the lessons imparted by
objects of Nature are varied and very useful
different
the
n of day to day life and to the elevation of
perfectio
the
to
inner consciousness. These natural phenomena include thedoves, crows, sparrows, bees, ants, dog, plants, creepers,
trees,

sun

and

sky,

rainbow

and

even

darkness

become

teachers to enlighten and ennoble the human beings. Let us
consider them one after another.
137-26
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ம்

1. The

Doves

The pretty doves are the attraction for the poet.!? He
describes their beauty in a realistic language. He keenly
observes the behaviour of the doves. They also live in
pairs, leading a life of contentment. They too partake their
food of grains without any quarrel. The blind custom of
discriminating beings into high and low is not existent
among them. They fly in the air with a sense of joy and
freedom. Their gaits are majestic to be learnt even by the
rulers(-kings).
Even in the conjugal life, they preserve morality. The
poet advocated re-marriage, if any one of the partners died.
So, he mentions that the same is followed among the
doves. The poet is practical and he witnesses in the society
that some male members exercise force and vehemence to
seduce and rape the fairsex. This wrong course of action is
also found with some of the doves and the poet attributes
that even among the immaculate doves, some immoral elements are mixed and they should have learnt from the bad
people to compel a female dove to sexual gratification.
Here, we come across a different type of imparting. It is
not from the side of Nature. The poet hastens to say that
in Nature everything is perfect and if there is any imperfection, it is due to the imperfection of human beings
thereby assailing the base instinct ingrained in some people
with a view to correcting them to lead an ethical life. It is
not certain that in the English Romantic poetry, such a
reversal of learning i.e. nature learning from the people (not for good) is noted.
With regard to feeling and sharing, the family of
doves teaches a lesson to the humanity. The parent doves
of the little ones set an example to others for the excellent
affection to be shown towards children. Caressing their
young ones, they fondly feed them in their mouth.

.
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3. The Sparrow
The sparrow is an object of attraction. It becomes a
symbol of busyness and also freedom. Bharathi also was
fascinated by this little bird and he has picturesquely
described it in his prose work. He aspired to become
liberated and to wander freely like a sparrow. His follower
Bharathidasan also beholds the sparrow and derives delight.
He has delineated its size and structure wonderfully. The
beaks of the sparrow are like the buds of jasmine. But they
are aS strong as iron capable of cracking the nut. Usually it
builds its nest in the eaves. If anyone disturbs its nest it
would scold. Its eyes are like the broken coriander. Its
sight soars to the hight of the space. In the field it would
approach its hen and converse.
With its astonishingly small personality, it teaches a
good lesson that everyone should be busy, active and
dynamic.
4. The

Bees

The bee-hive is a fascinating object.
The Sangam
poet Nakkiirar compares it with the sun in the sky.
Bharathidasan closely observes the hive and presents a
graphic picture.!
He says that in a hive there are about
two thousand cells. All of them are beautiful and clean.
Each one of them has equal size and hence appears same.
In each cell which the poet calls room, the beautiful offSprings of the bees perfectly live. They drink the honey
and sleep. It is really a wonderful arrangement. The whole
set up of the hive seems to the poet a honest institution.
After presenting the picture of the bee-hive, the poet
turns to the side of the society. He aspires that healthy inStitutions for breeding the children should be established in
each and every place. He laments for the untimely death of
the young children due to the negligence and poor care.
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So, he contemplates that public establishments of maternity
wards and centre of breeding children should function if
the country would prosper. For every welfare measure,
there used to be some critics whose vain talk would not
favour such an establishment. The poet identifies these
frivolous idlers and positively argues that they should observe the activities of the busy bees who set an example
that it is quite possible to run establishments for taking
care of the children. Further he chides the people for they
do not have the wisdom of the bees with regard to the
child care. He advises that the parents should emulate the
bees in nurturing their offsprings. Since the poet has considered that the children are the legal inheritors of all the
wealth of the country, he has devoted much of his interest
to the proper breeding of the children.
5. The

Ants

The miniature among the different creatures is the
ant. Though it is small, it is smart. To the poetic eye, the
ant resembles the dust of gold sprawled in the ground.
They have some orderliness. They move always in a row
to collect their food. Even the soldiers require at least one
year to practise marching and hence the less privileged ants
should require at least two years for its marching. The poet
says that it is not so, since the orderliness

and-the habit of

forward march are ingrained in the very nature of the little
ants which did not learn them from anybody, and which
stand a worthy example for others to follow its traits.
The poet ridicules the human beings though they
possess ethical texts, never practised the contents. He continues to describe the activities of the ants.

was
path
Their
moved.
incessantly
ants
The
obstructed by a small block of stone. But the ants ascended the stone and descended continuing their walk. A
box was laid on the way.
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If there

is any

obstruction

on

the

way,

the

as a

man

would prefer to go in a round about way. But it is not so
with the ants that march straightly without changing their
course, climbing the box and crossing the next side. Again,

the ants met with a hurdle i.e. a wall stood on their way.
The ants neither hesitated nor trembled.
their strength and their fast movement
They continued their march and reached
rice. Each of them lifted a particle of
safely to the ant-hill.

They did not loose
was not suffered.
a heap of broken
rice and returned

After narrating the brisk and brave movements of the

ants with their determination and destination, the poet ad-

dresses the people seized by the incurable disease of laziness to derive a lesson from the ants to be always alert,
active and persevering so that they could get what they
aimed.
The poet aptly calls the activities of ‘the ants to be
்
19
்
penance (- erumpin tavam).~
The minds of those who
have undertaken some penance would be one-pointed and
directed towards the attainment of their goal. The ants set
an example for the people to come over the hurdles. with
courage and faith, perseverance and positive thinking for
the attainment of success.

6. The Crow and the Ant
The poet has written many poems on Nature especially meant for the young boys and girls. It was his ambition that these future citizens would draw many lessons
from these poems on Nature. One such poem depicts the
activities of a crow and an ant in their association with a
buffalo.

In the horn of a buffalo a crow seated itself. It accosted a little ant crawling nearby, boasted itself and
laughed at the poor creature. The ant entered into the ear

-
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of the buffalo (for shelter). Unable

to bear the pain and un-

easiness caused by the entry of the ant, the buffalo boldly
shook its head that caused the crow to fly immediately. On
seeing the flight of the crow, the ant took a chance to
laugh at the crow.
From this account, the lesson drawn by the poet
remains that boasting is not proper. Those who boast
would suffer a lot in the course of time.

meant

Though the poem is meant for the juniors, it is also
even for the adults who are psychically immature.

However,

the role of nature as a teacher (in whatever form

it may be) has been substantiated adequately.
7. The Plants and Trees:
Bharathidasan has written some five songs under the
caption tyarkkai-p-paa-tam (i.e. The lesson of Nature). In
these poems, he would like to propagate the message of
Nature that preaches that the wealth belongs to the people
at large
The poet, being influenced by the ideologies of Marx
and Lenin aspired to establish a classless society in which
each individual should have equal share in the wealth of
the country.

Normally

the workers

are not given their due

share. The capitalists thrive. In order to put an end to the
economic
and
social
inequalities,
ithe poet
forcibly
employed his art of poetry to effectively communicate the
communist

ideology, submitting examples

from the empiri-

cal reality.The base act of manipulation is not found in the
objects of Nature.
_ The plants, creepers and the trees are made
in the following vein:
‘Oh,

Comrades!

I

would

like

to

to speak

communicate

one
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fact to you. Though we grow on earth and yield
good results, we never eat what we have produced
and never become fat. We distribute the whole yield
to those who tilled the soil and caused us to grow’.
Through this speech of the flora, the poet expects the
people to understand the basis for the concept of public
property so that they could aim to create a casteless society
with liberty, equality and fraternity.

8. The Dog
Among the domestic animals, the dog is significant.
It is proverbial for its sense of gratitude and loyalty to its
master. As
a hound, it helps its master in hunting the
forest animals. It is a good watchman. Its sense of smelling
helps the people to trace the hide out of the thief. These
are the plus points. Dirtiness and dog go together. It becomes an image of humility. However, the poetic tradition
never failed to record the merits and demerits of this
animal sa as to instruct the people to eschew the detestable
qualities and to emulate the desirable traits.
Bharathidasan has written some poems on dog with a
view to eliciting some lessons from its behaviour.*~
It has
the good nature of being subservient to its master who
even though drives it out, it would not desert its owner but
reside at his feet. It would not forget the feeding by its
master, even after a lapse of three years. It is a good companion. It receives whatever the master offers. As a token
of gratitude and affection it waves its tails.
However, the poet has also pointed out the bad features of the dog. It used to quarrel with its own species.
Nobody could see a group of dogs. They always live in
isolation and when the impulse of mating arises it chasés
its partner to get united.

©
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The poet advises the boy not to breed
their mouth is dirty and they are barking and
in the at. One has to follow the good traits of
the poet aims to instruct in this way, when he
poems on the little animal.

dogs, since
they excrete
the dog and
penned the

Next let us pass on to knew something about
message of the sun and sky as interpreted by the poet.

the

9. The Sun and the Sky
There is a metaphysical poem under the title, iyarkai
tarum upimai literally meaning “the fact that conveyed by
Nature".
In this poem, the poet deals with the principle
of Guna which occupies an important place in the system
of Samkhya Philosophy.
Whether it is physical or
metaphysical, all the objects that are perceived directly and
conceived indirectly are made up of the particles of triple
gunas,viz., the Sattva, Rajas and Tamas. The first one is
characterized by luminosity and brilliance. Rajas is the
basis of activity and motion, while Tamas is inertia and

lethargy. According

to Samkhya,

that which

is beautiful

and intelligent is due to the preponderance of Sattva guna.
All the gunas are both subjective and objective. Due to the
constant flux of things, these gunas tend to alter, or
modify. Prakriti is the equilibrium of the threefold gunas.
Due to the preponderance of one Guna over the other, the
equilibrium is affected and thus the evolution takes place.
The poet in a different poem has clearly stated that due to
the vibration and motion, the five gross elements and the
different evolutes are emanated from the Primordial Matter
Its equivalent in
that is known as iyarkai in Tamil‘
Sanskrit is ‘Prakriti’.

In the present poem, the poet has evidently mentioned that due to the inter-action of the gunas, one thing
changes into another thing. The following lines deserve to
be quoted:
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Le "Canankalee inku-c-cakalamum maarum"

2. "Kunankal maarum"
3. "Onru marronraal ulakitai evaiyum
kunankalil maara-k-kuutiyavaiyee™

4. "Onru
The
modified
stantiate
from the

marron

raay

ulakitai

evaiyum

maarum"

poet adds that if there is will, the guna would be
or changed. (-kunankalai maarralaam). To subhis stand, he provides us with apt illustrations
nature of Sun and Sky.

The sun is scorching when it is noon. Before it sets
in the west, it presents a delightful scene, devoid of even a
little of bad aspect. The poet is seated calmly in the centre
of a dried lake(without a drop of water). The space that
once was burning with fire (i.e. in the noon) becomes cool
due to the visit of the gentle breeze. He was encircled by
the beautiful green trees. The leaves and all the species of
birds relieved him from the grip of hot sun enjoyed
through dancing and singing.
From this picture of dusk, the poet proceeds to
delineate a pleasant scene as a sequal to the previous one.
The flood of light inundates the Western Space.
There are hundreds of colours intermingling with each
other. The tank of purple colour ran and mixed in the
flood of melted gold. Whiteness entered into the black
colour. The Sun disappeared after scattered the brilliance of
ruby. The space, that became dull, again changed into blue.
Everywhere in the space, the heaps of diamond are spread.
What a wonder! What a change!
Thus
philosophy

exclaiming,
that

in the

the
world,

poet
that

communicates

forms

the

the

base for the
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change of one thing into another, all things would modify,
change

and

transform.

The

change

is

the

order

of

the

natural phenomena. This is the lesson that is taught by the
Nature as a Teacher. Accepting this general fact of changing, the poet advises that the people should change their attitude. They are separated by the divisive forces of
religion, caste, nation etc., They should give up the evil
course of life and follow the virtuous path. Toleration and
respect to others should be cultivated. Universal brotherhood should be developed.
Finally, the poet expects that the lesson imparted by
the Nature should be faithfully followed and practised to
the benefit and betterment of the humanity at large.
10. The Rainbow
We have already treated his poems on "Rainbow" in
different contexts. Since the Rainbow has been invested

with the avocation of a teacher, again we have to consider

them, stressing its relevance to the topic at discussion. This
should not be treated as a repetition, since the Tamil tradition holds that it is not a mistake, if an idea is repeated to
serve a different purpose.
ae

The poet imagines that ‘Rainbow’ is a poetry written
by the (poetess) space. This metaphorical expression speaks
volumes for the aesthetic sense and artistic skill of the
poet. To him, rainbow with the facinating multi colours
resembles like a beautiful poetry, the author being the
space herself. In some other poem, the poet Bharathidasan
has personified space as a goddess, i.e. aakaaya vaant.
Vaani also is a synonym for the Muse, or Goddess of
Learning. So, when he sings vin elutu kavitaiyaam yaanavil
we can easily identify that vin should be adkaaya yaani
then only the poetry will be complete and perfect in its

meaning. He knows well the nature of Rainbow. Though it

is charming

and

beautiful,

it is transient.

It exists

for a
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while and goes out of existence. Keenly observing this
evanescent nature of the colourful Rainbow, the poet feels
that it conveys a message to the people at large.
It is really wonderful that even the hedonistic poet
Bharathidasan was struck with the concept of the transitory
nature of the empirical existence. In Paantiyan Paricu,
there is a thrilling scene that depicts the heroine Annam
and her lady campanion Neeli rowing in a boat to get
relaxed and refreshed. But, it so happened that a great
tempest and a heavy rain suddenly visited and the boat was
trembling. The heroine wept bitterly indicating the transcient nature of earthly existence. It is essential to note that
the same concept in one form or other is advocated from
the days of Tolkaappiyar to modern period to instruct the
people to perform the possible good deeds within the short

span of life time. Hence, we may think that the Rainbow
of Bharathidasan imparts an ethical teaching.
11. The Darkness
In one of the poems on the darkness, the poet
deliberately stated that the darkness transmits the wisdom
that everyone should have purity (-in thought, word and
deed). The polarity of brilliance and darkness has been
depicted by the poet in many a poem with a definite purpose. Brilliance being the quality of sattva guna radiates
knowledge and represents good aspects. Darkness being the
nature of Tamas clouds our knowledge resulting in ignorance leading to untold miSeries. To eradicate nescience,
one should cultivate purity which bestows
one with pure
wisdom. The relevant lines are quoted here 2
“kattaayam tuuymai veentum ennumoor arivutannai
ittalittitta nall irulee! un perumai ennee!”
The poet glorifies the darkness for the valuable lesson that.
it communicated.
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A lesson can be imparted in two ways:
1, Positive way and
2. Negative way
If it is said that people should be pure like the brilliance of
the day it is positive approach. On the contrary, if it is
said that people should not be impure like the darkness of
the night, it is negative method. These two examples are
respectively called anvaya and vyatireka by Caattanaar, the

author of the Buddhist epic Manimeekalai.

?

Here it is clear that the poet has employed a negative
analogy to preach a noble fact.
There are many more examples for establishing the —
Wordsworthian concept of assigning Nature the role of a
teacher. Since there are some more aspects connected with
the language of Nature to be explored, the above illustrations are sufficiently enough to understand the lofty preachings of the natural phenomena.
Next, let us take up the second aspect, as we have
already noted i.e. projecting human feelings into the objects
of Nature. This aspect also has been identified to be a
prominant feature of the Romantic poetry as we have noted
elsewhere.

I. Projection of Human

Feelings

Human feelings are normally expressed directly. But
in poetry, in order to lay stress on the significance of a
particular feeling or emotion in relation to a specific character or incident , the poets used to make the objects of
Art and objects of Nature to be the effective media of expression, that is, the objects themselves express their concem and involvement, and exhibit their feelings, and
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function

as if they

are manifested

with

the. human

as a

per-

sonality. Thus the world of Nature and the world of
humanity are bridged. This kind of emotional concern is
called Empathy by the Western critics. Empathy indicates
the power or state of imagining that a work of Art or an~
object of Nature shares one’s own feelings, and therefore
of understanding. Dealing with the aesthetic attitude, what
Shipley has stated deserves to be quoted here:
"Essential in the aesthetic attitude is the fact that we
animate the art-object i.e. that we project into it
something of our own nature.”
What is applicable to objects of Art are equally
agreeable to the objects of Nature. Blending the human
with Nature is predominantly found in the poems of the
் Romantic poets. Usually the objects of Nature express
themselves to the human beings. They also converse with
other members of the kingdom of Nature.
The observation of Mrs. Mary David with regard to
the projection of one’s own sentiments into the objects of
Nature has to be presented in this. context:
"When

about

Shelley

what

is absorbed

is going

on

in himself,

and

writes

within himself in contact

with nature;he is more appealing;and it is then that
he makes nature the mere image of his own feelings,
the creature of his own mood, as in his "life alone

both Nature like". This is essentially the Romantic attitude to nature-projecting
sentiments into nature.

one’s

own

feelings

and

It is essential to mention that Keats also has such
tendency. C.H. Herford has observed thus:
"He projected himself instinctively and eagerly into
the nature of other living beings, not merely
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some‘immortal’ nightingale whose song set wide the
magic casements of romance in his heart, but the
mere sparrow picking about the gravel before his
window."
So, it is clear that projection has been
aspect of the Romantic Nature poems.
The above
poems of Shelley
similar attitudes
record that such

identified

as one

interpretations with regard to the Nature
and Keats are highly useful to examine
in Bharathidasan. It is also essential to
kind of projections are abundantly found

in the Tamil classics. In the Indian rhetorical tradition, they

are classified under the title of a particular figure of
speech, viz., Tarkurippeerram
in Tamil and Utpreksa in
Sanskrit. So it becomes evident that most of the aspects of
Romanticism were already existing in the Tamil classics
and what the poet Bharathidasan has done was thei
revival. In addition, some fresh aspects also have been introduced by the poet. The famous historians of English
literaure, Legouis and Cazamian categorically stated that
Romanticism was ever present in the background and what
the Romantics did was merely to resurrect it.
With this brief background, an attempt is being made
to explore some

of the portions of the poetical creations of

Bharathidasan, indicating the significant aspect of projecting oneself in the garb of Nature. The human functions and
sentiments are aesthetically attributed by the poet to the
various manifestations of Nature. These may be studied
serially.

1. Greeting
The poet himself took an expedition to the forest. It
was ong, evening. First he was greeted by the western
The blue smoke that concealed the direction of
horizon.”’
west seemed to be a mass of honey. He continued his jour-
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ney on the ups and downs of the rocky tract. The doves of
a particular kind were picking up the tiny stones. Sensing
the arrival of the poet who was in a jocular mood, the
forest was pleased to send the peacock to welcome him.
The melodious screeching sound of the peacock seemed 10
be a recital of welcome address extended to the poet.
This kind of imagination seems to be in consonance with
the one depicted in Paripaatal.
The lotus flowers are the object of attraction and
also adoration. Since they are soft, beautiful and shiny they
are compared to the various organs of the human being.
Some of them resemble the mouth. Others become a comparison to the face. Still others look like the palm of the
hands. The poet attributes some reason for the third mentioned flowers. Just like the hands that raise to invite some
dignitarigs, so also these pure flowers welcome
the
visitors.
The plantain trees in the village bear in their
shoulders the ripen bunches of fruits. They sympathize
with the dried poor. With a view to appeasing their hunger,
they call endearingly these destitutes.”
It is implied that
those with surplus wealth should take care of the havenots. It is understood that indirectly the plantains also
delivered an ethical lesson.

Manimeekalai Venpaa has been a marvellous adaptation of the original Buddhist epic Manimeekalai (500
A.D.). This adaptation is marked by the poet’s creative
genius and mastery over the Venpaa metre which is very
difficult to handle. In this work, there are many instances
for the poet’s projection of feelings and actions into the
Nature. One instance is given here.
The poet describes the arrangements being made in
connection with the celebration of Indra festival in Poom:
pukaar. The blossomed flower-plants grown in the jugs
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greeted the swarm

of beetles with honey, requesting them

to render melodius din (-since festival is characterized by
many, features that include the performance of music

also).°2
In Kutumpa Vilakku, the depiction of a wedding
house has been drawn. Naturally the concert is in progress.
The poet calls it the rain of music that got into the chariot
of southern breeze, went to each street. and every house
and announced in the ears a hearty welcome to the wedding.”
It is a wonderful imagination reflecting the cultural
tradition of the Tamils.
The early morning is really pleasant and interesting.
Peace prevails everywhere. The cocks are the rural clock to
announce the dawn. Their crowing seemed to be an announcement to the inhabitants to get away from the bed.
The description of flags flying in the fortress of a
capital city is commonly seen in the Tamil literature. Normally the flags are made to apprehend the imminent danger
awaiting for the epic hero and hence their flying seemed to
be the waving of the hands impelling the characters, marching to enter the city, to return back safely. Thus in
Cilappatikaaram, the famous poet Ilango Adigal has made
the flying flags in the castle of Madurai city to wam
Koovalan and Kannaki, the chief characters of the epic, not
A similar
to enter, but to return back to their country.
Villibharatham.
in
found
also
is
description

But Bharathidasan, being romantic and revolutionary
by nature, has directed his imagination to effect a change
to extend a positive welcome through the flags flying in

the long fortress of Katirnadu, to the oncoming army of the

enemies.** The poet himself calls this as something new,
Putumai.

Though
137-27

flag is not an object of Nature, it has been
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classified along with the objects of Nature, since it shares
the common feature of conveying some message or concern to others.
Some more functions significantly
Natural phenomena are to be noticed.

ascribed

to

the

2. Blessing
1.

Blessing and benediction are to be offered by the
elders and superiors. The river-mothey majestically
marches blessing the world to prosper.

2.

Like the large army with their uniform dress standing
in an array to pounce upon their enemy, the inundation of the river flows freely all through the night.
The tall trees along the banks of the two sides of the
river bless the flooded river heartily throwing flowers
strétching their shoulders of branches.

3.

The poet has painted a horrible penpicture of the
forest, revealing his imaginative skill. The elephant
has broken a young and tender tree. The cat approaches the nest of the owl. There comes a tiger. In
the yawning mouth of the big serpant that looks like
the mouth of a vessel, all the animals enter to die.
The calf dismays, not seeing its mother-deer that was
already devoured by the serpant. A fox jumped over

the desolated calf and killed it.
When the cock runs on seeing the loss of its hen, the
swarm of mosquitoes seated in its tail gave the appearance’
of a cloud that stimulated the peacock to dance expanding —
its tail that hit the bee-hive to drop the honey. The bear

that comes to the spot to consume the honey thankfully
blesses the peacock.’
With

regard to the blessing of the Nature,

one sig-
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to be present at that particular day. On hearing this all
wept expressing their, sympathy to the queen. Even the sea
also cried and wept.
The petals of the lotus are closed. The poet projects
a reason for this. The husband who left the house in the
moming on duty delays to return. The waiting wife expects
his arrival in the evening but in vain. So, sh ட் is sobing.
Like her, the lotus is faded enclosing its petals.

In the absence of the sun, there is no blossoming of
a lotus. So also in the absence of the husband, there is no
blooming of a wife.
This kind of projection is already made by the epic
poets. In Cilappatikaaram,
the River Vaiyai is said to
have wept concealing her feelings and controlling her emotions on seeing Kannaki, as if she knows what is going to
happen in the near ‘future for her. Similarly, the bees humming in the different flowers cried as if they knew without
any doubt the impending calamity to be experienced by
both Kannaki and Koovaian.
In Ciivaka cintaamani also, such projections are
many. For the suffering hero of the epic, the falls shed
their tears and even the hill wept.
In the previous

about

the

smiling

chapter,

of

the

we

have sufficiently

numerous

objects

noted

of Nature.

Hence, they are not repeated here.
Some more aspects attributed peculiarly to the
Natural phenomena, hitherto not mentioned are to be outlined.

7. Boiling
The

poet

beholds

the

space

in the

night.

The

in-
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numerable stars are twinkling in the sky. To his vision they.
are not stars, but pimples. How did this happened? The
poet gives an interpretation to this aweful sight: 2
"All those who work hard are happened to be the
poor!
If they demand their rights, they were inflicted with
untold pains,
By the mean people, who are happened to be the
rich!
On seeing this wretched condition, of the suppressed
and submerged
The Boiled emotions of the expanded space were
burst into pimples!."
Here again, we notice that the inanimate space has been
portrayed to have feelings and powers to witness the classconflict, and sympathise with the working class. The poet
has projected his feelings through the space-imagery. His
compassion remains always with the labour class. He
despised
and
detested the inhuman
attitude of the
capitalists. He wants a society where the working people
get their due place.
Here

is an

instance

to note

that among

that moulded
the poet’s personality,
the
ideologies actually played a considerable role.

the

factors

communist

8. Guarding
One set of scholars are of the opinion that a vast territory of land known as the continent of Kumari was
devoured by the hungry sea, some thousands of years ago.
It was considered to be the homeland of humanity and
an
cradle of the ancient civilization. The poet has imagined

island under the name Kurincittittu that was left out by the
mercy of the sea supposed

to have existed in the centre of

the lost continent of Lemuria

(-Kumari).

A guard is essen-
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tial to defend a place from the attack of others. Here, the
attacking enemy being the sea herself is made to be the
guard who is defending all the sides of the island.

9. Hiding
The poet describes a public tank, spread over with
the water plants. The damsels of the place, are bathing and
playing in the water at the early morming. They are very
beautiful. Their faces are immaculate moons. The rising
sun is blushed to see them. Hence he does not ascend but
hides himself behind the Nocci tree.
Since it is not our
custom to behold the bathing women in the banks of a
river or a tank, the sun behaves properly by hiding himself
in conformity with the customary law of the land.

10. Sweeping
The poet depicts the natural scenery of the hill resort
Kunnur. The green trees and creepers attract him. The arica
trees with their green leaf-stalks bearing in their armpits,
the gem like nuts in clusters are Grown very tall as if they
are sweeping the dust of the sky. ~ This statement is something hyperbolic. However, it shows the height of the
poet’s imaginative faculty. The tall persons in the society
hesitate to set an example to others by performing some
social service to keep the environs clean and neat. The tall
trees are made to teach a lesson on the responsibility of
every one to maintain at least external purity that would
develop a pure psyche.

11. Moving
The movements of the natural phenomena are indicated by the verbal expressions that are pertinent to the
human kind. Some
பட
are given here.
்

Like the ignorance that is dispelled gradually through
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the acquisition of knowledge, the dense darkness is slowly
going out due to the onset of the dawn.
The poet describes the first night of Vedappan and
Nakaimutthu. They engaged in sensuous enjoyment. Time
became short for them. The heroine with closed eyes and
unclosed heart was lying on the bed, The hero also was
lying on the other side like a played harp. The night ran
very fastly as if it had legs and hence it was denounced
contemptuously.
The sun has arisen in the east. For the
lovers in union a very long time becomes
very short,
while they are in separation, the very short time seems to
be very long. That is the theme of the Sangam poetry,
Netunalvaatai.

The

psychology

of

the

young

lovers

is

revealed when the night is made to run very swiftly.
Next the speeches of the objects of Nature form a
central place in the poét’s treatment of Nature. Most of
them are conversations. They constitute some parables
teaching high morals and practical philosophy. These are
authentic evidences for the poet’s myth-making power,
which has also been recognised
as one of the Romantic
aspects. A few examples are to be presented here to note
the significance of the articulation of Nature.
Iii.

Articulation of Nature

1. The

Forest

and

Brook

The conversation between a forest and a brook is
The forest is so dense that even the
quite interesting.

sun beams

could

not penetrate,

but the cuckoos

would

enter. It is the residence of innumerable trees, the moveThe enchanting
ments of which render pleasant music.
flowers in the branches of the trees emit fragrance. In the

From each hive
branches, there are many a bee-hive.
Thus the
emerges music (of the bees) as sweet as honey.

forest is feeling happy for its valuable possessions.
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In the forest, there is the brook running with
singing tone.
Out of anguish of being enclosed by
forest, the brook soliloquizes thus:

the
the

"In the midst of the dense trees, plants and creepers,
I am unable to run freely without any hindrance.
The forest is really cruel.
The rise, scorching and
setting of the Sun are imperceptible to me. Is it impossible to consume the bright warm of the sun? To
rejoice at the twinkling stars in the sky, the milky
rays of the moon and to commune with them, the
forest stands as an impediment to me”.
Thus the brook uttered with a broken heart. Further
it wished that the forest should be destroyed so that
it would have freedom with the visible world. Also
it raised its voice: "Is not my roaring reached the
ears of some one?”
Immediately, the forest responded:
"Well, Oh Brook! you scolded me.
Please listen.
You are a little child crawling in my lap. So far I
listened your demands.
The statement of the wise
that the wisdom eye for the child is blind tured to
be true in your case also. I grow you, giving fertile
shade to avoid the scorching of the sun that rotates
in the sky. To protect you from the disturbance of
the tempest, I placed you under the shade. Without
being burnt by the falling comets, I protect you like
the lids guarding the eyes.
If there is no umbrella of the branches, thick with
leaves, your body of water would
have been
evaporated. The dry condition would have caused
poverty in your life. Before the germination of your

wings, is it possible for you to flutter and fly? It is
better to be patient so that you will become strong.
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You could reach the equal ground (i.e.delta) peacefully. Many of your brothers would give company to
you. Unity would foster all of your strength, so that
you could march to many a place. Then, your name
brook will be changed and you will be christened
with new names such as a river and a big river. The
people would rejoice at you. Then, you become free
to drink the rays of light discharged from the sun. —
Even you could reflect the sky in your expanse of
water. You could play in the company of the wind.
You will be happy at the toil of the people."
Thus, the forest concluded her speech with full of
wisdom.
On listening to this, the brook-child felt happy
and ran swiftly!
The conversation between
closes the fact that the immature
elders, while the matured people,
to instruct what is needed and
period in the onward march of a

the brook and forest dispeople find fault with the
reasoning everything aim
to be offered at an early
long journey of life.

2. Cencaamanti and Tumpai
themum

(Garden

Chrysan-

and Leucas)

The twa flower-plants were endearingly engaged in
conversation.
The red flowers in the Caamanti plant
resembled the young men’s novel dress (-indicating the followers of Marx and Lenin, donned with red dress to
redress the grievances of the poor). The white flowers of
the Tumpai plant are smiling.
Nobody could resist the
determination of both the plants that decided to be one in
heart.

But, the wind with a view
tween these two plants, lifted the
silk-cotton) tree and placed it in
plant. On seeing the dried brown

to creating a quarrel bedried leaf of Ilavam (the top of the Caamanti
leaf on the head of the
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-Caamanti, Tumpai laughed at it.
and became more red (-blushed).

as a

The red flower got angry

It is in all probability that the poet has made the redflower aS a symbol for Marxian-cum-Leninian ideology. It
denotes something aggressive and violent against the social
injustice.
The white Tumpai is to be taken a symbol of
purity and passivity. Both should be fused together so that
a balanced outlook be formed.
The poet seems to bridge
the two extremes of the ideology,
supposed to be represented by the two different colours.
Though the two are
teady to be reconciled, the intolerant middle-man (- the
wind) intervened to create a chance for dividing them.
People should learn a lesson from these plants that they
should honour each other without giving room for divisive
forces.
3. The

Parrot

and

Crow

The, little ones of a parrot and crow had an interesting talk.©© The young one of the parrot, seated in the soft
matress Of the fibrous cloth like web about the bottom of
the leaf-stalk of the coconut tree, was singing beside its
mother.
A vulture rotating in the sky suddenly ascended
down and picked up the mother and flied away.
The
young parrot told its friend, the little crow, that its mother
has lifted the vulture and during its journey it was singing
a good song.

On hearing this, the little crow asked where did the
mother parrot lift the vulture. The little parrot replied that
some wicked people should have disturbed the vulture and
hence the mother parrot out of mercy had taken it to ee
pide’ in the banyan tree.
Thus when the little one was expressing, the head of
the mother parrot was fallen before the young parrot.
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The Domestic Hen and the Forest Hen

The
poet has made the two hens to converse with
each other.
Their conversation is really interesting and
meaningful revealing two different planes of existence.
It
is presented hereunder:
The domestic hen opens the talk:
Those who feed me take every care with regard to
my food and health.
In the moming, they throw
before me millets for my breakfast.
When they eat
idlies, they used to put some broken pieces to me.
In the evening, I am fed with the mixed food of
braw. In the night, I am covered by a big basket to
alleviate any calamity. In order to ward off disease,
they used to wash me in the acorus water. I cannot
find words to express their benevolence.
On hearing this, the forest hen asked: |
“Are they not benefited of you?”

Domestic

Hen

To lay egg I used to reach the corner (of the house).
In anticipation my householders,
after placing the pan in
the oven, pouring ghee on it would cover me with the
usual basket and out of anxiety would open it many times
and in a hurry collect the egg, prepare omelettes and eat
them with extreme pleasure.

Forest

Hen

Would they allow some eggs for incubation?
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Hen

In a big basket, they spread the husk. On it, they put
five to ten eggs and also thrust me into it and then cover
me.
After a lapse of twenty two days of incubation, the
chicken would emerge out to my joy. Then and there, I
am sufficiently fed. On seeing the chicken, the joy of the
householders is more than my joy.
Forest Hen
What would the chicken give them?
Domestic Hen
Within fifteen days they select some among the
tender chicken and properly cook it roasting in the ghee
and taste them.

On seeing this, I would be weeping.

Forest Hen

As you are loosing your eggs and young ones to
your householders, the Tamils also are sacrificing every
thing to the North. Oh my dear! I will put a question to
you: Which is your homeland? Can you point it out?
Domestic

Hen

My homeland
humming music of
way from Salem
grandmother to my

is a bush in a flower-forest with the
the bees, existing somewhere on the
to Hosur.
Thus narrated by my
mother who told me about my original

place.
Forest Hen

very
The
my motherland.

same place with flower-creapers is also
Listen this, Oh my sister! In that land,

:
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insects, worms, and golden grains are in abundance for our
food. The front chest of the cock is the mirror to see our
luminous face. The wings of the tail that scatter light roll-

ing on the earth is a unique scene! Under the jack tree, on
the
come

silk cotton,

the

out from

them

eggs
shine

are hatched.

. The

like the mango

chicken

fruit.

They

that
are

surrounded by sweet music that drives the fox to a distance.
Feeding for killing business is unknown in our
homeland. So fly to reach our land!
Domestic Hen
Though I have wings, I-do not know the way to fly.
Forest Hen

Hold my back to enjoy freedom, devoid of sorrow.
Thus ends their conversation.
Though the fettered
one is provided with all facilities, it is not ideal and proper
way of living. One should get liberated from the shackles
of slavery. That is the essence of the conversation. This
poem becOmes more pertinent and meaningful when we
consider the plight of the people who were under foreign
subjugation.

5. The Eyes and Legs
In the head of the impressive personality of a person
there are two beautiful eyes ‘that measure the whole world
with their function of seeing. They are happy.
At the bottom of the body there are two legs like the
trunk of plantain tree. Since they bear the whole body and
walk freely on the earth they have their own pleasure.
Even though there are many parts in the body, the
reason for the mutual jealousy between the eyes and legs is
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beyond comprehension.
eyes
and
So,
dust

One day the legs addressing the eyes stated that the
occupying the upper part of the body without exertion
difficulty perceive the world and derive pleasure.
they become jealous dashed the clod so as to reach the
to the eyes which are thus disturbed.

The eyes lost the nature of seeing.
So, the body
rambled and tired. One day it was stumbled by. the roots
of a jack tree and fallen. The legs were broken. With in-

creased distress, the legs talked ill of the body that com-

manded them to walk.

However, the legs commenced to think. Finally they
realised that without the eye sight, the body could not
function properly. Were not the legs that disturbed the eye
sight? After loosing it, the body could not see the ups and
downs, flood and roots. Thinking thus, the legs repented
for their fault and foolishness. They felt that it is due to
the warring
mentality and jealousy that the various parts
of the body breed enemity among themselves.
Meanwhile, somebody lifted the broken body to the
hospital for treatment.
All the dusts in the eyes were
removed. The wound was cured. Again the eyes regained
sight.
The broken legs were also amended and acquired
the capacity of walking.
The legs offered apology to the
eyes.
With the good quality of bearing the mistake, the
eyes responded that there was no relative if one
entertained one’s fault.
_ Thus. they

reconciled with each other and embraced

_ in friendship like the Tamil ahd its music.
Further the leg commenced to talk:
"Oh eyes!
137-28

Both

,

of us are living in the same

body.
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Yet, our natures differ. The nature
of one part is
not found in the other.
You could see any object,
but you could not walk to any place. With the help

of your guidance, I could walk safely the ups and
downs, forest and field.

Let us be mutually helpful".

Thus it expressed in a low tone.
cepted with thanks and added:
"Please
world".

take

me

to all places,

Accepting the request,
directions of the universe.

the

Finally the poet concludes
cause of unity and co-operation.

legs

To this, the eye ac-

worth

seeing

walked

that the

world

in

in the

all

the

runs

be-

In this poem of symbolism, the body indicates the
society. The limbs are the individuals. The class conflict
between the upper and lower stratas of the society is indicated through the quarrel of the eyes and legs. The realisation that everyone is important and indispensable for the
proper functioning of the society is understood through the
reconciliation of these two parts.
Conclusively, unity in
society is stressed.
Since man is considered to be one among the natural
creations and his limbs are also treated to be objects of nature, their conversation also has been taken here for study.
It is also proper to think that the two principles in
the Samkhya system, viz., Prakriti and Purusha are indicated by the limbs, the leg and the eye. Prakriti is blind

and Purusha is lame.
tial for the activities

The interaction, of the two is essenof the world.
The story of the

twin poets known as Irattai Pulavar also reveals the same
idea.
Since Bharathidasan had high regard for the

as a
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Poet:

What is the purpose of the removal of slavery?

Moon:

To

remove

the harshness

and

to defend

the

com-

munity.
Poet:

| What is the aim of defending the community?

Moon:

To establish peace in the battle on earth.

Poet:

| What is the purpose of establishing peace?

Moon:
Poet:
Moon:

So that all the beings would enjoy their life.
| What is the nreaning of joyous life?
To experience
liberation.

the joyous

state

as the

result

The poet has always been a protagonist of
Romantic concept of liberty, equality and fraternity.
There is also an
between an artificial
moon, indicating the
:
population to be ruled

of

the

interesting and esoteric conversation
young moon and the natural full
unity of humanity and the entire
1
under one head.

So far we have seen the portions of the poetic creations conceming the conversation between objects of Nature, revealing lofty thoughts and ethical philosophy
required for the betterment of the humanity at large.

Let us pass on to deal with another aspect pertaining
to Nature in which the particular character is made to
project. the image of his sweet-heart owing to the intensity
Some illustrations are given
of love and affection.
hereunder.
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IV. Reflections in Nature
Veelan, the ideal hero of the Narrative Paantiyan
Paricu, heartily loved Annam, the Princess of Katirnadu.
To him, she is unique among the earthly women, just like
the moon among the innumerable stars.
He is unable to
bear the pangs of separation. Since his heart is completely
occupied by the thought of Annam, he finds her reflected
in every object that comes to his view.
In the technical
language of Tolkaappiyam this kind of projection and
reflection is known as nookkuva ellaam avaiyee pooral.
This
romantic
aspect
is
beautifully
depicted
by
Bharathidasan.
Veelan looks Annam at the water where he. goes to
~ bathe, even in the wind that blows, in the moving groves,
in the searching objects, in the tasteful edibles, in the
flowers attracting the humming beetles and in the rays of
the setting sun.
He spent all the night in her_thought
without sleep. Even in the dawn, he noticed her.’>
Such
is the condition of a sincere lover afflicted by the lovesick.
In another Narrative poem, the hero Ponmudi was
separated from his lady love Poongothai. He was sent by
his father with merchandise of pearls to the North along
with the group of merchants. The heart of Ponmudi was
overwhelmed by the very thought of Poongothai who was
none other than his own uncle’s daughter. Due to the bitter enemity prevailing between the two families, the innocent lovers were subjected to untold hardships.

On the way to his trip to the North, Ponmudi noticed
various objects of Nature in which he found the fair perIn the night when he looked the
sonality of Poongothai."”
her face. In the downpour
beheld
circular moon, in it he
experience of her physical
the
d
recollecte
of coldness, he
of skylark, he heard her
music
sweet
the
In
pleasure.
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melodious voice which was as sweet as the sugarcane.
Really, the poet is delightfully talented to depict the human
psyche afflicted by love.

Next, an illustration to a different type of love experience is presented to note that the poet did not neglect
. any section of society in picturing their feelings.
Nallamuthu Katai is a dramatic narrative.
In this
work, a scene is created to exhibit the amorous feelings of
a widow, Ammaakkannu, who had a son of marriageable
age, and who fell in love with Vellaiyappan, who had also
a son of the same age group.
Both of them reciprocated
their love. Even the separation for a short period was not
bearable to Ammaakkannu, and equally for Vellaiyappan.
One day he came to her house for sense-gratification.
With the intensity of emotional love, she addresses him
thus:
"If you did not come here this day, my soul would
have been departed. If I take a morsel of food from
the bowls, it becomes bitter. I do not even drink a
drop of water. Not even sleep, because of longing.
If the cat rolled the
the sound of your
barked, thinking that
disappointed. If the

pot, I used to think that it was
coming.
Similarly, if the dog
you were coming, finally I was
donkey brayed I used to think

that it is your sound indicating your arrival.

Though

I am disappointed, I saw you in each and every object. To me the grinding stone is you; the oven is
you. the vessel is you; the pot is you. The house is
you; the cattle is you;
if I went out of the house,
the trees in the street are you; the leaf stalks are you.
The donkey is you; the horse is you. To me everything appears-as you.
Here

after,

you

should

not

leave

me

even

for

a
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If you leave me, I could not survive".

Then Vellaiyappan consoled her convincingly.
Her
talk reveals her innocence and rustic expression of empathy.
The concept of nookkuva ellaam avaiyee pooral
(reflection in objects) has been beautifully, humourously
and descriptively depicted in the above poem,
bringing
forth the Suppressed sexual urge of a middle aged
woman.
Such a description is not to be found in the
traditional Tamil literature that appeared before the advent
of Bharathidasan. He is not only romantic. but also realistic in presenting the feelings of different types of people.
In another work, Manimeekalai
similar reflection in the objects.
Utayakumaran,

Venpaa,

we notice a

the Chola Prince was informed by the

merchant Prince Etti about Manimeekalai, a lovely damsel
and daughter of Maatavi, going to the grove for plucking
flowers for the offering to Buddha.
Since the prince was

infatuated with the beauty of Manimeekalai, he chased her
way to the grove.
On the way, he felt the blowing cool
wind to be the touch of her tresses of hair. In the tender
sprout of the mango, he saw her lovely body. In the humming of the beetles, he heard the jingling sound of her
In all the objects of nature, some aspects of
anklet.
Manimeekalai were projected to the eyes of the prince.

In a sense, this is one kind of pathetic fallacy. Such
examples are many in the poems of Bharathidasan, revealing his emotional attachment with nature.

There are some poems addressed to the southern
breeze. A young girl expresses her feelings to the breeze
in the following manner:
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"Oh Breeze! I cover my body
With my upper garment frequently,
But you remove it incessantly
To be ridiculed by others;
You blow to bristle my body.
You besmear my body with
The smell of Centtaalai flower.
When I walked with agitated steps,
You caused my under garment to wave here and
there;
You touched my cheek frequently,
You kissed my Vallai-like ears!
Why have you sought my lotus face?
Why have you covered it with my tresses?
You made me cool incessantly,
This made me immense happy!

Oh Breeze, you put your hand into me,
Thus, you put joy into my soul, my Breeze!”
In these poems, the breeze has been invested with the
physical features and movements of a person.
The intimacy between the poet (-here, the girl) and the breeze
along with the excited ecstacy resulted in its company are
beautifully portrayed with some mystical colour.

Symbolic Language
It is the Classical Tamil literary tradition to employ
symbolic language to communicate delicate matters conceming love affairs. Such’ euphemistic expressions are
made in the light of the emotional
movements reflected
through the flora and fauna. An illustration is given here.
Vedappan and Nakaimuttu loved each other.
Then
they were separated by time and place. However, one day
Vedappan happened to go to Villiyanur, the native place of
Nakaimuthu to collect some arrears from a local grocer.
Naturally

he

was

led

to

the

residence

of Nakaimuthu

by
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the force of his intense love thoughts. There, he met her
in the mango garden in the back side of her house. They
exchanged words of endearment.
The spot was free for
their union, since the father of Nakaimuthu left to Pondicherry on some errand, and her mother to the neighbouring house for gossiping, while her brothers to the school.
All on a sudden, the mother entered the house and searched for her daughter who got alarmed, while .Vedappen
like an innocent person hastened to the front of the house
as if an arrow has been discharged from the bow.
Then
the mother greeted him with kind words. Subsequently she
asked her daughter Nakaimuthu, how the grandfather, under
whose care and custody, she was placed, has left the campus.
On hearing these words, the grandfather from the
back side of the house responded that he had not disappeared altogether, but watched the couple of young squirrels playing in the trunk of the plaintain tree and after they
left, he returned.
In this statemgnt of the grandfather, there is some
symbolic expression.
The plaintain’s trunk is a metaphor
for the thigh of a person. The young squirrels are nothing
but the young lovers. The play is the indulgence to their
heart contentment. The silence of the spectator i.e., grand
father indicates the approval to the love of Vedappan and
In modern Tamil literature, the creative
Nakaimuthu.
writers have seldom engaged in such symbolic expressions
which are classified under the technical terms, ullurai and
Though each of these
iraicci in the literary tradition.
they are to be unconnotation,
its
in
difference
a
has
terms
expressions
cultured
and
refined
the
for
models
as
derstood
are to be
Bharathidasan
in
instances
Such
love-affairs.
of
taken as aspects of revivalism of the classical traditions,
which we have noted elsewhere to be one of the Romantic
features.

So far we have dealt with the human passions and
feelings as reflected in the different manifestations of Na-
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The inture, as an outlet of the suppressed emotions.
since
continued
been
has
timacy between man and nature
had
poets
Romantic
the primitive period. It is clear that the
understood
be
developed the language of Nature that could
and interpreted only by those interested and trained in it.
As a result of our study made in this chapter, the
chief and significiant points to be noted are summarized
here below:
1.

| Wordsworth sincerely believed that one could learn
more from Nature than from the barren leaves of the
books.

2,

‘Retum to Nature’, the concept of Rousseau has been
exemplified in the poems of Wordsworth.

3.

The poets find Nature to be an image
passions and feelings of the people.

4.

The aspects of animism, anthropomorphism, empathy
and pathetic fallacy are abundantly found in the
poems of the Romantic poets.

5.

The Wordsworthian romantic concept, "Let Nature be
your Teacher" has alreddy been found in the Sangam
classics.

6.

Though the human
ses (including the
fauna with lesser
rational beings
Bharathidasan.

I

Bharathidasan
among
some

beings are endowed with six senfaculty of thinking), the flora and
senses convey lofty lessons to the
as revealed
in the poems
of

has
noticed
some
immoral
habits
of the doves.
Since he strongly

believed that everything
he attributed

reflecting the

those bad

in Nature
habits to be

has been perfect,
imitations

from
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the immoral and imperfect human beings. It is not
Certain that in the English Romantic poetry, such a
‘reversal of learning has been indicated.
Through the illustrious life of the bees, the poet
aspired for the establishment of national institutions
for the healthy breeding of the children.
The steadfastness, perseverance and smartness
collectively called penance which has been
emplified by the activities of the small ants.

10.

tile

are
ex-

The poems under the title, "The Lesson of Nature"
indicate to establish a casteless society with the
noble objectives
of liberty, equality and fraternity.
The poet had a good understanding of the Samkhyan
concept of triple gunas, attributed to the constant flux

of Nature.
12.

The concept of transitoriness has
through his poems on the Rainbow.

12

The Romantic aspect of projecting one’s own feelings and sentiments into Nature has been wonderfully
expounded in the poems of Bharathidasan.

14.

Contrary
agination
ing the
Romantic

15.

Some of the emotions and expressions of Natural objects are directed not only towards mankind but
among themselves.

16.

The poet’s sympathy for the working class has been
projected through the space imagery.

been

illustrated

to the literary convention, the poet’s imconcerning the flags in the fortress welcomenemies may be taken an instance of his
spirit. -
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The poet has projected and portrayed the feelings,
sentiments and actions of the rational beings through
the animate and inanimate irrational objects with the
main purpose of educating the former.

18.

The conversations between the objects of Nature
have revealed not only the poet’s creative genius but
high philosophy of humanism, wisdom and ethics.

19:

The poet’s dialogue with the moon discloses his firm
conviction in the Romantic
equality and fraternity.

Concept

of

liberty,

20.

The Romantic aspect known as "reflection in Nature”
has been called nookkuva ellaam avaiyee pooral in
the Tamil literary tradition.

21.

The poet as a humourist has well established through
the Romantic expressions of Ammaakkannu.

22.

The intimacy between the poet and breeze has been
beautifully portrayed.

23)

The symbolic and euphemistic expressions known
ullurai and traicci are also found in the
us
Bharathidasan.
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Among
shaped

the

the

different

substance

and

movements
structure

and

doctrines

of literature

and

that
other

art forms, humanism occupies a significant place. It has a
long history going back to the classical period of the ancient

Greeks.

The

Sophists

(S00

B.C.)

are

said

to be

the

founders of the intellectual movement of humanism, nurtured by Socrates. Protogoras, the great thinker estimated
highly the value of man kind. His maxim that “man is the
measure of all things’ became the watchword even for the
modern humanists who came to prominence during the
period of European Renaissance.
Essentials of Humanism
Earlier to our attempt to trace the essentials of
‘humanism as embedded in the poems of Bharathidasan, it
is better to know something about the significance of the
word humanism. The word ‘humanism’ has been derived
from the Latin humanitas, humanus, homo meaning human
beings.! The system of thought connected with the needs
of human beings is known as humanism. It is secular in
character and has nothing to do with religion. It treated
man to be the crown of creation and ‘the paragon of
and dignity of
animals’. It laid stress on the potentiality
is found in
strength
human beings. The source of man’s
He is
activities.
own
his
himself and his life is carved by
place
no
is
there
hence
and
the architect of his own self,
sigthe
recognized
Humanism
for divine intervention.
supthe
undermining
existence,
nificance of the earthly
posed existence of here-after life.
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The concept of humanism is sufficiently ancient,
though the word is of very recent origin. Accordi..g to
specialists, the word humanism has been used for the first
time as an equivalent to ‘anthropocentric’ in Pattison’s
"Man’s

place

in

the

cosmos"

(1857).

However,

the

dif-

ferent aspects of humanism have been the subject matter of
discussion among scholars for a very long time. At least
two related schools of humanism are being identified.* The
first one remains to be the school of philosophic humanism
that endeavoured to explain everything in the light of
human experiences and upheld that human knowledge was
enough to discuss any problem in the world. So, man becomes the centre of knowledge. As a result of experiences,
man fathers wisdom and knowledge. Due to the biological
development, the mental faculties are improved.

The

literary

humanism?

was

the

result

of

the

Renaissance that. blossomed in Italy after the Turk’s capture of Constantinople, the capital of the Byzantine empire

in 1453

A.D.

Slowly

but steadily it spread

to the other

parts of Europe. The revival of the study of Greek and
Roman literature and culture was the effect of the Renaissance. A revolutionary change both in the outlook and lifestyle of the people took place. The critical mind was
developed. The chief concern of the literary humanism was
to revolt against the established institutions including the
church and its clergy. It stood against the dogmatic views

of the Middle Ages. The humanists exhibited enormous interest and love for learning and aesthetics. They sincerely
believed that those aspects that did not conform to the
human needs would pale into insignificance. They advocated freedom and individuality. They fought for the
deliverance from bondage. They aspired to estbalish a
democratic society in which every one should be strictly
governed by ethical norms. They suggested even some
coerce means to correct people when they went astray. For
the preservation of the dignity and decency of the in-
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and

reasoning

were

made

the essential

After the advent of Renaissance many discoveries
and inventions were made. They widened the domain of
literary creations which are marked by freshness of thought
and optimistic outlook. Humanism has been rightly called
the philosophy of human freedom. Humanism strongly
pleaded that the democratic values of liberty, equality and
fraternity should pervade all the spheres of human life.°
Further

it

recommended

that

these

values

should

be

reflected fully in the production and distribution of
economic foods. With regard to the curriculum. activities,
there should not be disparity among the students of. the
various stratas of society. These principles of trinity should
effect a society in which the ups and downs between different groups should be totally eliminated. The women
should be treated on a par with men. So sexual superiority
naturally
went to the ground. Humanism aimed to exterminate poverty and ignorance. Before making an effective
social change, the humanists realised the importance of a
cultural transformation. They desired to educate the people
in the democratic principles of equality, liberty, discipline
and such other values that were essential to sustain and
support the reformation.

Humanism

and

French

Revolution

According to V.M. Tarkunde, the humanist movement was held responsible for blasting the basis of the
divine right of kings, inspiring the great French Revolution.
and establishing the democratic regimes in many European
It is clear that the writings of Rousseau and
countries..
other French authors contributed much to the outburst of
the French Revolution were to a larger extant influenced
by the humanistic spirit of the Renaissance and these
authors only elaborated the doctrines already upheld by the
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literary humanists. Since the cardinal aspects of the literature of the Renaissance period were continued in the 18th

and

19th centuries, the Romantic

period was

also called

"the age of the Second Renaissance.”
Humanism

and Romanticism

The Romantic literature evinced a keen interest in the
development of the individual and in his position in the
world of nature. The human soul has become the centre of
literary art. The romantics strived to liberate not only the
literature from the established traditions, but to extricate
the individual from the inequalities imposed on him. The
romantic poets taught the society to be humane and to love
man kind. They heralded the dawn of a new era tharked by
the democratic ideals of liberty, equality and fraternity.
They sympathised with the under-privileged and championed
their cause. In their writings, humanism becomes
the love of mankind.
In "The Prelude", the spiritual autobiography of
Wordsworth, we come across the fact that his love of Nature has led him to love the human~beings. The theme of
the eighth book of this immortal work reveals this truth.
The following passage conveys his love to the innocent
shepherds:
"For me, when my affections first were led.
From kindred, friends, and playmates, to partake
Love for the human creature's absolute self,
That noticeable kindness of heart.....
And Shepherds were the men that pleased me first..."
The poet spent much of his early life in the
landscape of Lake District which was abundant with the
beauty of Nature, that led him to love the people leading
simple life in consonance with the natural background. The
pastoral poem, "Michael" bears evidence to this:?
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"Of shepherds, dwellers in the valleys, men
Whom I already loved; not verily
For their own sakes, but for the fields and hills
Where was their occupation and abode".
Being a lover of mankind, he attached much importance to the unlettered rustics leading precarious life. The
portrayal of the old Cumberland beggar, the idiot boy, the
solitary reaper, the leach gatherer, and others exhibits his
intense love of mankind, especially the neglected portion of
the society.
Shelley who was a rebel by nature rediculed the
weight of customs and the might of the church. He
repudiated the institution of monarchy. He revolted against
the social inequalities. He worried himself to witness the

miserable

condition

of the massess.

In "The

Revolt

of

Islam", he burst out on seeing the disparity of the existing
social order: "One man riots in luxury, whilst another
famishes for want of bread." He aroused the feelings of the

people to establish a new social set-up. Reverence to
human beings forms the keynote of all the Romantic
poems. Due to humanism, "benevolence and blessedness
spread like a fragrance everywhere". Byron’s poems also
bear ample evidence to his spirit of humanism and

:

supremacy of human power.

With this back ground, let us make an attempt to
bring forth the essential aspects of Humanism as embodied
in the poems of Bharathidasan.

Significance of Human

Beings

Considering man as the apex of creation is nothing
finds a
- new to the Tamil tradition. This humanistic view
The
idasan.
Bharath
powerful expression in the poems of
on.
attenti
following passage deserves our
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“iyarkatyin uyirkat kullee manitantaan

evarrinukkum

uyarcci”
Among the different manifestations of Nature, he
considered
that man alone remains to be the apex. In the
same

poem,

he

adds

further,

that man

alone

has

the

rare

faculty of communicating what he has understood to the
world and he alone has the exercise of endeavouring endlessly to the human progress.
In a different poem, the same poet has stated thus:!!
“uyirkalil manita uyir uyarvillaiyaa?”
It means: "Is
ferent species
basic doctrine
all things, has
Bharathidasan.

not the human soul supreme among (the difof) living beings?” So, it is clear that the
of humanism, treating man as the measure of
been explicitely expressed in the poems of
It seems

that

this

humanistic

attitude

was

not due to his bookish knowledge, but it has gushed out
from the depth of his heart spontaneously. Even before
him, Appar (650 A.D.) Taayumaanavar (1750 A.D.) and
Raamalingar (1850 A.D.) have regarded the human birth
something unique and rare. The long lived Appar, the embodiment of compassion declared thus!?:
“yaayttatu nantamakku titoor piravi matittitumin”
(Please honour
gift of God!)

this unique

birth

given

to us

as

a

Taayumaanavar considered that in the series of countless
births, the human birth alone is the rarest. If one looses it
idly, then nobody knows the nature of the subsequent birth.
Since birth is decided

by one’s own

deeds, it is not certain

that one could take again human birth. Though one sect of
Mimamsakas subscribed to the view of metempsychosis,
being a Saivite, Taayumaanavar never thought that a man
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would be reborn only as a man.)
‘However their views of rating human birth to be
Supreme are purely religious and not secular, since they envisaged that the particular birth alone was conducive to
realize and reach the. absolute. But the humanistic concept
of regarding the superiority of human birth is purely
secular and centered around the welfare of the individual,
and nothing to do with theology. Though Raamalingar was
religious, he was practical due to his excessive compassion
towards not only human beings but even to the plants,
birds and animals. He faded whenever he witnessed the
fading crops.!
He commenced the charitable hall at
Vadalur to feed the hungry masses. Again the munificient
activities of the chieftains of Sangam period
Paari and
Peekan exhibiting extreme compassion respectively to a
wavering jasmine creeper and a shivering peacock by lending the royal chariot to the former and a costly carpet to
the latter. > Such examples from the Tamil classics disclose the fact that the people, who shared mercy even to
the irrational and inhuman beings, stood second to none to
be considerate and compassionate towards mankind.

of
humanism
that .the
think
may
we
So,
fabric
very
the
in
already
ingrained
been
Bharathidasan has
of Tamil culture and for the sake of comparative study, we
consider it to be a common feature also found in the
Renaissance literature and the Romantic poetry.

The Trinity of Humanism
and
discrimination
not tolerate
did
Humanism
should
They
people.
of
groups
various
division among the
and
be treated equally. They should enjoy all eligible rights
hatred
discharge the assigned duties. They should eschew
should be
and renounce bickerings. Animosity in any form
y with
harmon
in
wiped out. Every creature should live
prevail
should
ss
every Other creature. Kindness and calmne
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everywhere. They should exchange goodwill and extend
mutual help. The concept, "Return to Nature" indicated the
primitive life, marked by benevolent innocence and peace-

ful co-existence. We have already noted that the trinity of
Rousseau was evolved from the humanistic principles advocated by the authors of the Renaissance literature. In the
poems of Bharathidasan, we listen to his full throated voice
artistically articulating the basic concepts
of liberty,
equality and fraternity. It is essential to note that the
French society prior to the revolution was divided into different groups called "Estates"!
Usually the religious inStitution, the church was given prominence. The clergy
formed the First Estate. The aristocrates, the oppulent and
the nobles constituted the Second Estate. The upper middle
class people consisting of the
advocates, physicians,
educationists, poets and the merchants were called the
Third Estate. Another division i.e. the submerged population consisting of the peasants and labourers were treated
with contempt and hatred. They were the majority. They
had to pay excessive taxes to the treasury. If they could
not pay, they were severely punished and crushed. The
concept, ‘that nobles fight, clergy pray and people pay’
was the order of the day. The church with the enormous
property did not function properly. The wealth was
misused and the clergy lived in luxury. The wealthy nobles
were also debaucherous and licentious. To eradicate the extremities and excesses in. the life of the upper Estates and
to establish equality in the society as a whole, Rousseau
and others wrote and fought. Thus the necessity for the
trinity of liberty, equality and fraternity was felt an urgent
need to arouse the social conscience and to put an end to
the tyranny of the minority over the majority of underprivileged population.!’ They realised their goal when the
revolution became successful.
Coming to the social set-up of the Tamils, the people
were divided into four groups resembling the Estates of the
French. This division was not native to the soil. It was im-
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posed and enforced by the Tamil monarchs who were
under the spell of the vedic culture, adhering to the
religious principles of the Aryans who thrusted the injunc-

tions of the so called Law giver Manu. The

division was

known as Varna Asrama Dharma, a device to suppress the
natives to obey and serve them. The Sangam poets, the
ethical philosophers including Tiruvalluvar, the devotional
Naayanmaars and Aalwars, the rebellious Siddhars and the
social reformists tried their level best to establish a casteless society characterized by unity, equality and brotherhood, but in vain. Our literatures and religious books
possess abundant ideas of humanistic significance. But in
the practical life, the division and disparity continued
beyond limits.
The great social reformer and humanist, Periyar
E.V.R. endearingly extolled “our father" (-Tanthai), has
been the dynamic force to raise his voice against the cruelties of the WVarnasrama system and promulgated
ail
measures to exterminate the caste distinctions and to establish a classless society. He was inspired by Buddha among
-the ancient thinkers, and Karl Marx and Lenin of the
Modern world. It is learnt that M.Singaaraveelar, the great
interpreter of the communist texts, like
free thinker and
Karl Marx’s ‘Das Capital’, Periyar and Bharathidasan were
“initially introduced to the new wave of thoughts.

the mouthpiece of the
Since Bharathidasan became
Tanthai Periyar, he
by
Self Respect Movement organised
in the most
humanism
articulated the basic principles of
minds of
the
g
stimulatin
expressive and emotional poems
the sigrealise
to
literates,
the masses as well as the
and to
being
human
individual
the
of
‘nificance and worth
to
and
man-made
purely
are
which
sink their differences
boldly
he
poems,
many
In
ce.
co-existen
develop a sense of
repudiated the heartless Manu and his unconventional and
atrocious legal codes that divided the originally caste-ridden society of the ancient Tamils into four major groups

oe
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with sub-members, each of them were allotted with a
specific avocation in such a way that the majority of the
population were deprived of all privileges and benefits and
continued throughout as slaves and serfs with untold sufferings and inhuman treatment from the so called upper classes who formed the minority of the entire community.
Let us illustrate from the poems of Bharathidasan for his
undaunted attitude to advocate liberty, to establish equality
and to insist fraternity.
Liberty

His poems under the caption "Paaris vitutalai vilaa”
celebrate the remarkable victory of the French over the
Nazis in the Second World War. The stanza, that extols the
democratic ideas of the French is quoted here.
pirappurimat kaan yaarkkum vitutalai enappilinta
narunteenai enkum peytaay! naalvakai-c-caati illai;
tarukkurum meelkiil illai camamyaarum enraay!
yaanil

araintanai muracan makkal utanpirappaalar"enree”
A free rendering of the poem is given below.
"Liberty is the birth right of everybody. This is the
distilled honey sprayed everywhere by you, the city
Paris! The classification of the four-fold castes is not
found. The arrogance of speaking high and low is
absent. It is you who delivered the Gospel of
Equality! It is you who trumpeted from the space the
concept of fraternity!”
The poet has clearly expressed in this passage the Rousseauan concept of trinity being the driving force for the
success of the French. He further continues boldy to speak
high about their educational policy that extended learning —
to one and all, irrespective of the social status. He has per-
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sonified the educational knowledge as a damsel who
visited with equal joy to the residences of both the rich
and the poor. Here again, the Rousseauan concept of
education has been recorded.
Bharathidasan has employed various techniques to
stress the significance of liberty and democracy. He has
given a wonderful adaptation of a foreign story emphasizing the seriousness of the socially retarded to turn against monarchy to reclaim their rights.”
A brief summary of the
poem is presented here below, since it’ reveals the poet’s
genius in introducing the democratic and humanistic concepts to the Tamils.
There lived a king in Persia. He was very rich. However he was luxuriant and arrogant. One day he met a man
of well

bearing

and

expressed

the following:

His

treasury

was unusually filled. He was joyous. The army was strong
and

ready

to

smash

down

the

roots

of the

enemies.

The

fortified palaces were many. The bards eulogizing him
were also many. After unfolding his fabulous status, he
told the serene man that he would reward him sumptuously
if he indicated him what else remained to be accumulated
by him.
The

man

replied:

"Oh

kind king!

really you

are uni-

que in all respects. You do not know what is meant by the
word ‘pain’. You know only joy and mirth. You live in
‘this country beyond our existence. Please look here. In the
same country, the people, stricken by poverty are numberless. As for as you are concemed, you are well and good.
But see the people, who are deprived of even a morsel of
food and devoid of even a thatched hut. Everyday we work
hard like the bull. We deliver the goods to the royal court
and we become hallow. We are under the grip of poverty.

ting
Just think over: Who has become fat by exploi
Are
us?
ng
crushi
by
e
olenc
benev
us? Who has received all
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not the officers

in the

like parasite and

leech? The

royal

administration
Army

men

who

who

suck

us

never exerted,

the conservative clergy and the administrators who treat us
inhumanly are the rackrenting heartless people. Your
- wealth is nothing but the heaps of our toil, exploited by
your officers. Is not your life ephemeral like the show in
the dancing hall?
You do not know what is pain and poverty and what
is meant by exertion. But you do not think that we will be
passive to all the atrocities of the officials. Learn that out
of the union of the famished bodies, the arisen fire-rod is
functioning. Your luxury and pleasure would come to an
end.
We are the sons of this soil, the unique Mother
Earth. The future would teach a lesson if there is pleasure
on one side, and poverty on the other side”.
Thus
completely
crown and
in the state

the solemn man instructed the king who was
moved. Ali on a sudden he threw down his
declared democracy and blessed that every one
should enjoy like him.

The dominant concept of Rousseau that "the power is
rested with the people" is well expressed in the poems of
Bharathidasan. The firy speech of Utaaran addressing the
public and arousing their consciousness reveals the dignity
and worth of man who created the habitation, irrigated the
fields, manufactured the tools and dived deep into the sea
to bring forth the pearls. Actually the people shed their
blood on the field and toiled to make the country fertile
and prosperous. Alas, they are treated like a rat and rabbit.
The affluent who exploited the society don in the tiger’s
robe. They never regard,
even a little, the sentiments of
the public.
Though

the

immaculate

and

reciprocal

love

of

—
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Utaaran with the Princess Amutavalli was condemned, the
public on hearing the eloquence of Utaaran extended social approval unanimously and raised to revolt against the
monarchy. By that time, the king himself became humane
and declared democracy, making legislature for promulgating all the properties to be owned by the citizens. In that
democratic state, there is no distress, since all facilities become abundant.
In many of his narrative poems, the poet has made a
citizen and a royal member to get united in wedding thus
eradicating the caste differences and in the end the state
becoming a free land of democracy. Paantiyan Paricu,
Kaatalaa? Katamaiyaa? and Katalmeel Kumilikal are some
examples. All these narratives convey mainly two messages
of social relevance:
1. The extinction of caste system and
2. The establishment of democracy.
The characteristic features of a liberated state are excellently elucidated in his poems. Z They included the intercaste marriage, compulsory education, adult literacy,
absence of exploitation in any form, punishment for those
who upheld caste system, the concept of one God without
any form, the extermination of religious animosities and
the welfare measures.
Let us move on to deal with some of the poems that
propagate social equality, an essential and inevitable prerequisite for the smooth functioning of democracy.

Equality
The supreme value of social equality is the keynote
of most of the poems of Bharathidasan. In one passage, he
stoutly stated that the doctrine of the Tamils treated all the
137-30
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people
ane
fold castes:

and

that

of

the

Aryans

was

the

as a

four

“namatu kolkai makkalelaam nikar
naanku caati aariyar kolkaiyee.”
In a different context, he expects the day to hear the
peaceful tone of declaring that all people are equal.”
His
poetic mentor,
Bharathi boldly proclaimed that al are
kings of this country

(“ellaarum

innaattu

mannar

).

ராட்

same idea is being endorsed by our poet:
“inta naatu potumakkal naatu anrog?
niivir elliirum innaattu mannaree! ல்

What is meant by this statement is to be elucidated. The
country belongs to the public. It is owned by them. So,
they have every right to rule this country, their possession.
In a democracy, anybody has the right to become the head
of the State. In this sense, it is stated that all are kings of
this country. The poet who vehemently attacked the ‘rule of
monarchs would not have aspired to create another form of
monarchy in which the power is vested with a single person. In another poem, only Bharathidasan has expressed in
a different vein:
“ellaarum innaattu makkal enru unarntaal
cellarum nilaikku-c-cellal ‘ileecu." 28

It becomes easy to achieve the rare unattainable position, if
we

realise

that

we

are

citizens

of

this

country.

Through

this statement the poet desires to make the people to understand the duties and responsibilities of a citizen to be
discharged in favour of his motherland. He has composed a

lengthy poem in the model of the Siddhar’s poetry under
the title, Cammattuva-p-paattu
It elaborately
the humanistic principle of equality.7”
Some
enshrined in this poetry are worth mentioning.

discusses
thoughts
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1.

It is due to the sense of equality that the society on
the earth derives pleasure. Also it is due to the differences that the same society falls down.

2.

The society that speaks high and low of one’s birth
would not prosper.

3.

If there is no equal perspective,
would not be liberated.

4.

then

the

country

If the sense of brotherhood is not developed amongst

us, the evils in the State would not be driven out.
5.

Those who accept the concept of untouchability do
not abstain from getting favour from the so called
untouchables.

6.

It is cruel to call them ‘Panchama’. If one realises
the greatness of these untouchables, then everybody
would like to be called by this name.

Te

Since the Adi Dravidas who did not accept the Aryan
views, they were lodged in a separate habitation, far
removed from the main stream.

8.

The concept of sacred and profane is absurd.

9,

Equally absurd
caste-names.

is

calling

the

people

by

different

After exposing the folly of caste divisions, the poet
s,
proceeds to plead for the temple entry to the Adi Dravida
the
against
was
poet
the
Though
ables.
the once untouch
r he
ceremonial religion and priesthood, as a social reforme
backy
fought for getting an equal position for the sociall
of
liberty
the
ward and suppressed people with regard to
caste
the
that
worship. The poet contemptuously remarks
Hindus

tolerate even

the dogs and

crows

to cross

into the
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temple, but are intolerant to see some of the people (-i.e.
Adi Dravidas) in the campus of the same temple.3! If the
orthodox people would say that God, who created the
privileged, is different from the God,
who produced the
poor, the poet submits his rejoinder humorously that if the
two different Gods were melted jointly, then the common
God would germinate. The poet strongly pleaded for the
temple entry of these under privileged people. The poetry
becomes meaningful only when we think of the thirties of

this century while the inhuman

treatment of the Harijans

was rampant and Gandhiji, the father of the Nation,
ganized mass movements for their temple entry.

or-

Apart from the social equality, the poet championed
the cause of sexual equality. The Indians including the
Tamils considered the male birth as high and beneficial,
while the female birth was despised even by the educated
and also by the women themselves.
But, Bharathidasan
upheld that the latter alone is superior. He went a step further
to proclaim that women are more powerful, ethical
and helpful to the family. He has quoted Bernad Shaw who
mentioned that due to the, wife the husband became disciplined and immaculate.~
He is lingering for the day
when his ears would receive the sweet news that in the
Tamil country that woman and man become equal because
of their mutual love, which is measureless like the sea.”
க்
In another poem the poet aspires that justice should
be rendered common for both the sexes:
“maatarukkum niiti-aan

ர

makkalukkum onree”
The poem wished that the women should be properly educated and they should be better housewives. They also
must be prepared to take all jobs hitherto assigned to the
stronger sex. The poet advocated love marriage to establish
not only equality of sex, but also to eradicate castes.

-
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The humane outlook of the poet could not tolerate
the young widowhood. His special sympathy was meant for
the abandoned women. He sirongly yoiced for the remarriage of the innocent young widows.”
He quoted the examples of even the aged widowers who came forward to
marry a second wife. He regarded womanhood very much.
The next aspect in the order of trinity is fraternity.
Let us consider some of the poems that depict this
humanistic feature.

Fraternity
There is one poem under the caption cokootaratuvam
entirely devoted to this aspect of brotherhood.”
The sense
of fraternity nurtures unity in the society. By developing
this kind of attitude, the evils of enemity, ill-will and
jealousy would be destroyed. In this poem, the poet again
teaches equality, patriotism and perfection in life. The following line is very significant:
- "teecattinarkal oortaay tantitu ceeykal’

All the country men are the children of one mother. The
. sense of fraternity fosters the strength of the state
is indispensable .for the
like-mindedness
Developing

development of brotherhood.

The poet has written a poem entitled orrumai-p-paattu. A portion of this poem deserves to be quoted.

“ellaarum makkalee-y-aavar-inku.

ellaarum nikaraavar ellaarum uravoor

elllaarum orutaayin celvar-itai
ennaata makkalai maakkal enpoomee.”

The rendition of this passage follows:
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"All of us are human beings. All of us are equals.
All of us are kinsmen. All of us are the dear children of
one mother. Those who do not think like this are better to

be called animals." From

this message,

the poet’s expan-

sion of inner consciousness to embrace all the humanity by
brotherly affection is vividly revealed. It becomes a recurrent theme in his poetry. Again one more line from a different poem is reproduced here.
"orutaay mannin makkalnaam"
(We are the children of the unique. mother earth).
So
as
the
of

it becomes clear that the poet has treated all the people
brothers and sisters. The same spirit has been aroused in
minds of the readers who are carried away by the force
his language and the ardent appeal to all.

The poet prefers socialism (camatarmam) to be established everywhere under the sun, since he believed that

it would effect happiness to one and all.-”
He detested orthodoxy for he thought that it would degrade the society.
He aspired to find a glorious renaissance in the society
which he called camutaaya-c-ciir marumalarcci.
It seems

that the word marumalarcci may be considered to be a true
translation
of the
English
word
‘Renaissance’,
i.e.
Teawakening the social consciousness resulting in the
revival of the past glory and regeneration of the fresh
thoughts to establish an ideal state.
If the trinity of liberty, equality and fraternity
developed from
strength to strength, then the actual
Tenaissance. would dawn in our country gradually. Though
India won its independence in 1947, still in the practical
life these humanistic aspects are not fully practised and
favoured.
It shows that the weight of tradition would not be set
aside so easily.
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Some more tendencies that exhibit the poet’s: concern
and sympathy towards the fellow beings are identified.
Since they are also inseparably connected with humanism,
let us say a few words about them.

Kindness and Compassion
The poet’s love of nature was
with his love of mankind. There
poetry which, according to the poet
them in his artistic creations. In the
the poet has enumerated elaborately
tion:

developed side by side
are many objects for
requested him, to treat
poems on Tamilpeeru,
those’ objects of attrac-

The brook and lotus flowers, the groves,fields and
the blue sky, the gentle breeze, the peacock and the annam
birds, the emerald-like sun etc., appeared in the vision of
the poet, entreated him to delineate their beauty. Not only
these objects of Nature, but the beautiful girls who
resemble the dancing peacock demanded the poet to
describe
their
soul-deep
love.
The
hero’s
hill-like
shoulders, that carry the weapons, asked him to paint their

prowess.
4

Such objects came in multitudes. But, the poet
though a lover of Nature, admirer of beauty and appreciator of heroism, was melted on seeing the pitiable
plight of the Tamils, who occupied his whole heart. This is
a clear indication for the kindness and compassion that the
poet has exhibited towards his fellow beings.

In one poem, the poet instils in the minds of the
brethren, the sense of self-respect so that they could wipe
out the distress, and would progress in their life. He even
goes to the extant of informing them to spit over the inhuman people who look down over the suppressed. He encourages them to boldly proclaim that all are equal when a
particular section claimed superiority. He advises them not
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to embrace any religion as it is sufficient if they
service to humanity.
Further the poet moves:
"Oh

Comrade!

See

the hungry people who

have

as a

render

no

vital power even to open their mouth! For them
you should be prepared even to part with your flesh
with the love of a mother’
Such a statement
and his personal
neglected people.
be shown to the
Tamil traditfon,

comes forth from the depth of his heart
life also justifies his compassion to the
His reference to the motherly affection to
fellow beings is very significant. In the
it is held that the love of a mother has

been the supreme form of kindness. That is why,the Sangam poet advised the king , to protect the country with the
tender heart of a mother.”
If one possesses that kind of
life, then there is neither division nor disparity in the
society.
The poet finds a remedy to_the malady of the masses. He desires to create a new world in which the possessions belong to the public. He could not tolerate the
individual ownership. He laughs at those who favour individual ownership. Further he says that the cruelty of
claiming possession should be discarded. He wishes that
the heart of the people should be drenched in the river of
kindness, a clear indication for his compassion to all.
Sympathy towards the poor and the illiterate are frequently stressed. Service to humanity has been mentioned
to be an essential duty. Though the poet fought for the
recovery of the freedom and privileges of the Tamils, his
heart has been very large and his sympathy towards
mankind transcends the limits of region, language and race.
When he received the tragic news of the good North Indians, who were crushed in the hungry stomach of massive
death during the earth quake at Quetta in Baluchistan in
the year 1935, his body shivered and trembled:
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"colla-t-tutikkutataa-utal

tuuya vata naattaar —
allal peruncaavin-vayirril
akappattu araipattaar.
This passage reveals the poet’s humanistic reverence and
boundless compassion to the North Indians.*° The Phrase
tuuya vata naattaar, meaning pure and good North Indians,
discloses his open heart discrediting the false statement that
he has always been against the people in the North.
His feelings and sentiments are reflected in his
poems entitled kuvattaavil kuutta-k-kolai bearing ample
evidence for his humanistic attitude even for the unseen
and unknown people. Since the poems are saturated with
his deep sympathy and studded with encouraging message,
some of the significant thoughts are given here.*
ih

The reasons for demise
in this world, since he
store.

2.

If the pot in the oven is burst into pieces, is it possible for the boiling pulse to escape?

3.

havoc

The

that

are innumerable. Man exists
has forgotten the lot in the

destroys

the

human

beings

never

gives a prior warning.

4,

If the Mother Nature waves her little finger, then the

5.

The palacious buildings were erased to the ground,
finally entering into the bowels of the earth. The

whole earth would turn into heaps of dust.

tender children with their young mothers

died in
ground.
6.

It

is

a flurry.

unbearable

earth

The

even

to

think

has

of

agitated and

become

this

a burial

cruel

earth-
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quake.

How

was

it for those

who

could

have

as a

wit-

nessed the terrific scene?
The tragic death of thousands of people moved his heart
very much. However, collecting himself to calmness, he
prescribes a rare medicine for the people to take it twice
daily. The medicine is the meditation on the impermanence
of the existence. Death is certain and inevitable. If one becomes cognizant of this truth, then he becomes calm and
firm, gaining confidence and clarity to embark on social
obligations. The poet advises that so long one is permitted

to live, he has to work and serve for the betterment of the
people. He should alleviate the feeling of fear even
happens to be surrounded by fire.

if he

Humanism consists in the service to humanity.‘7 He
calls it makkal tontu. It should be done with all kindness
(anpinaal ceyyum makkal tontu Ne To help the miserables
is considered to be the public ethics..”
The mother desires
to hear that her son after becoming an adult should work
for the prosperity of the poor and always strive for the
welfare of others:

“periyavan aaki eliyavar vaalvu
perukitu maaru puriyaayoo?

pirarnalam naati olukinai yaaka

iruceyi viila makileenoo?"
The ideal narrative, Kutumpa Vilakku makes the hero
of the poem to self-examine and to reflect whether his
family has done so far anything that would be beneficial
for the public and he has spent a single penny for common
weal, except endgavouring for selfish motives from the
dawn to the dusk:

“atikaalai totankinaam iravu mattum
atukku atukkaay namatunalam ceerppa tallaal
ituvaraikkum potunalattukku enna ceytoom?
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eppootu tamilanukku-k-kaiyaal aana
namatu ulaippai orukaacai-c-celavu ceytoom?"
It is a plain statement that most of the people behave selfishly never worried about their fellow-beings.
The poet has great respect for the epigramatic
sayings of Saint Tirumuular who declared the concept of
one community and one God, indicating the high sentiment
of universal brotherhood and reverence to the Absolute
Reality, formeless and nameless in the transcendental nature. Bharathidasan has taken a significant stanza in
Tirumantiram and rendered it in the modem diction that
discloses the greatness of service to fellow-beings delighting the God Himself:>”

“natam aatum kooyil katkee
naam onru tantaal-iranki
nalam onru purintaal-atutaan
utanee pooy-p-paramanukkee
uvappai-c-ceyyum

appaa-periyaar

ulaittatum tappaa?”
Here, the word "periyaar' denotes Tirumuular.
The
wandering poor people are denoted by the epithet natam
aatum kooyil a beautiful expression, meaning the moving
temple. Do not think that God abides only in the sanctum
of the temple. He is everywhere and his moving temple is
the poor and hence service to this temple would fetch the
result to be accrued from the ceremonial temple worship.

The poet is not a rank theist. Though

he accepted the

‘Reality’ but he has his own views. He never subscribed to
the views of the Vedic rules, priest-craft and beliefs. His
compassion knew no bounds. So, he advises not to spend
lavishily in the name of God but to divert the amount to
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appease

the hunger

of the miserable

and

to shelter and

safeguard them.
He gives due respect. to the human beings. He uses
the word maanitam to denote
the humanness.
He honours
the greatness of man power.
So, he does not like hoarding and individual ownership of properties. In a righteous
fury, he fired that if the country is meant for one man’s
need, then it is better to be destroyed. His predecessor,
Bharathi in a different vein has already roared that if there
is no food for an individual, he would be prepared to annihilate the entire world.
Even the Sangam poet, after
examining the disparity and polarity of bliss and pain,
cursed the creator to be an uncultured and uncivilized person.>’ All these references go to prove the fact that from
the ancient days of the Sangam poet down to the modern
period
of Bharathidasan,
though
the
evolved
souls
strenuously endeavoured to disseminate the principles of
humanism to be practised in the daily life so that peace
and plenty would prevail, it becomes futile just like the
ciren call does not affect the deaf people.
The poet expects that if the_seeds of humanistic
thoughts are sown in the tender field of the young ones
hearts, they would turn to be good citizens. Hence, he has
given some terse, pithy sayings preserved in the Aatti
Cuuti, being a primary text with epigrams for the beginners. The

following maxims

deserve

1. naintaarkku utavicey
(Help the worn out people)

2, marravarkku utavicey
(Help others) —
3. pirar nalam naatu
(Seek for other’s welfare)

speical mention.”
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The poet has written many poems for the young boys and

girls and they ate collected under the title JJaifar Ilak-—

kiyam, besides the two mini books of Aatti Cuudi. He

championed the cause of the children and longed to establish separate institutions to look after them and to educate
them properly.” His epigram, ciraar, nalam teetu is significant...
Though it is included in the children’s series, it
is directed also towards the adults, especially the family
members to take care of the youngones so that they could
become ideal citizens of this country. All these ideas
authenticate the poet’s concern and kindness extended to
all children without any discrimination which again speaks
to his humanistic tendency and service mentality.
The poet in many a poem relates to religion and
society. Hence, next we would like to bring forth his observations on this subject having relevance to his ideal of
humanism.

Humanism and Religion
In the beginning of this chapter, it has been stated
that humanism is secular in character and hence against
religion. Most of the systems of Indian philosophy and
theology advocated the doctrine of karma to answer the

riddle of high and low, ups and downs, joy and sorrow

prevalent in the society. According to Bharathidasan this
karma theory was imported to the Tamil country in the dim
past when the Sage Agasthya from the North settled in the
South Potigai Hills. Because of his propagation, this
According to
doctrine of karma was spread everywhere.
due to his
is
it
prosperous,
is
one
if
concept,
this
On the
birth.
previous
a
in
performed
deeds
meritorious
if one is suffering, it is due to his evil deeds
contrary,
done in the pre-birth. But in the daily life we witness that
some good people are suffering and the bad persons also
are happy. For this disparity, it is said that these two different categories of people respectively had performed evil
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and meritorious deeds in their pre-births which determined
the present condition. Since they are good and bad in this
birth, in their re-birth they would reap the due consequences. In a way, this doctrine contributed for the accountability of a man’s action. The inexorability of moral law
contributed to certain extant to the peaceful co-existence.
But it should not be carried to the extreme. For instance;
before the poor and hungry people,
if one adduced the
authority of karma theory for their pitiable condition, then
it reveals the inhuman tendency of the religious man.
Bharathidasan has pictured, the real position of his times.
Let us quote one passage:
"Paatikkutee paci enru uraittaal-ceyta
paavattai-k-kaaranam kaattvaar.’

If one said that the poor is affected by hunger, they attribute sin as the reason for their poverty. The poet calls
such statement as Matha Vaada or religious argument. The
Same temperament was prevailed in France, preparing a
strong ground to revolt against the institution of the church
and clergy.
The poet has quoted an anecdote from the biography
of Vivekananda,
the reputed
religious firebrand who
travelled far and wide both in the West and East and interpreted the basic principles of Hinduism in the light of
Humanism and established the honour of India even in the
countries dominated by the Whites. One day, five Brahmins went to see Vivekananda, the lion among the saints,
admired by Sister Nivetita, a gem among women with
sharp intellect and honest heart who inspired much even
Bharathi. They entreated Swami Vivekananda to give
liberally, presenting a memorandum in which it is stated
that since the members of the committee for the protection
of cows did not grant any money all the cows are starving
and hence protecting them is equal to protecting the —
supreme being. On seeing this, sparkles of anger sprinkled
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out from the firy eyes of Vivekananda. However,
ling himself he commenced his talk thus :

control-

"Everywhere in the country roasting poverty prevails.
Since there is no rain, scorching of the sun burnt everything. No water. No proper food. The people are shedding
tears. Unbearable poverty causes even the children to dic.
Unable to resist the suffering in disease, they even cursed
the God in the temple. When the fellow beings are starving
to death, nobody comes forward to take it as his duty to
alleviate their distress, by offering
at least a morsel of
food and talking consoling words. But, there are people
ready to institute organisation for the protection of cows
and birds without showing mercy to their brethren. What is
the use of those organisations?"
Thus

said

Vivekananda,

the

humanistic

ascetic.

The

Brahmins retorted and replied thus:
"It is due

to the sinful deeds

of the previous

that the people are suffering, afflicted by famine”.

birth

On hear-

ing this, the Saint, being the Hill of excellent qualities, instantaneously got wild, became a volcano showering fire at
the merciless people. He rediculed them exposing their
hypocrisy in the following manner:
"Do you think that the cows and birds have no relation with evil deeds. You are heartless titans, never sympathizing with your brethren. It is disgrace for the
humanity to identify you as human beings. Every day the
sheep and cattle are slaughtered by the cruelhands of the
butchers. You may very well take it to be the karma of the
sheep and cattle and be free without asking for donation to
protect them."

On listening to his illuminating lecture,
approached him for donation were ashamed.

those

who
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After vividly narrating this anecdote, the poet implied

that the poor people

they were

were treated cruelly and harshly

considered

below

the animals.

The

and

poet, like

Vivekananda was provoked to righteous indignation to put
an end to the inhuman attitude of the so called upper class
and the privileged people. He raised his tone to promote
the standard of the poor. In this context, it is essential to
record the view point of the Satva Siddhanta philosophy of
the Tamils in considering that the ommission of doing a
goad” ieee is aS serious as the commission of a bad
deed.°*
So, without considering whether suffering is due
to one’s fate or not, it is better to plunge into the service
of the neglected people.

In another

poem,

the poet has mentioned*that

the

religion is meant for the people’s welfare and not vice
versa.
If religion functions as a divisive force, then it
should be discarded. But we should think that people of
any party and any religion are our kith and kin. The message of all religions basically remains the same. They
proclaim in loud voice that all should live a happy life.
They

never uttered

to lead

a miserable

career.

Further

the

poet advises the people to extract the essence from the.
religion and leave the rest to the waste box. For this, he
has given the analogy of the sugarcane. After getting its
juice, the waste is thrown to the wind.
He ன ர ட. kindness for one’s joyous life. He has
also praised the religious leaders who preached the gospel
of grace and served for the unity of the humanity:

"pan matam ceernta palkooti makkalum
naankal onrupattoom enru navinraal

matahkalin talaivar viraintu vantu
pirintiruhkal

enraa pitarruvaar?

—

_ ayarkal arulullam kontavar allaroo?®”’
He

glorified Jainism which

was

the outcome

of the
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penance of our mother country to teach non-violence, when
the Vedic culture of killing living beings in the sacrifices
was predominent.
Similarly, he praises the Buddha, who
preached social equality and compassion to all beings.”® He
regards Raamaanuja who denounced caste distinctions and
proclaimed deliverance to all, when it was claimed to be
the property of the privileged upper class.°” To establish
unity and spread humanism Raamalingar was bom to meet
the spiritual demands of his period. ° "All such accounts are
adequate proof to our poet’s regard to the truly religious
souls who are humane and service minded.
The poet gives a fresh interpretation to the concept
of God. He explains that the sincere feeling to work for
the public is God: uurukku ulaikkum unarvee katavulaam.!!
The realization of this feeling residing in our consciousness
is essential for our service to the society. In his poems on .
the Yoga of Arabindo, he clearly stated that the real yoga
consists in the service to one’s village: uurukku ulaippatutaan yookam. ~ However, the poet no longer tolerates
begging. The dialogue between a carpenter and a fat beggar reveals the fact that the physically strong people should
work hard to get their bread and they should not beg. Begging should not be encouraged. That is the poet’s view ~.
Another aspect of humanism is found in the poems that
propose to eradicate poverty totally. Let us consider them.

Eradication of Poverty
The plight of the poor, who took shelter in the dais

affected
of the front portion of the house, in the cowshed,
road,
the
of
sides
two
the
in
by the mosquito bites and

caught the

sight

of the

poet. They

cooked

their food

cared for.
around the unhygienic places. They were not
The poet
ons.
directi
the
to
thrown
They were neglected,
ed
support
it
that
stating
ment.
govern
then
appealed to the
the
that
them
only the rich to become richer, and reminded
discharged spears
tears of the poor should be taken as the
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against it. If the government had a thought to earn a name,
it would be proper to implement welfare measures to eradicate the distress of the poor.

In a specific poem, the poet advises the people to
tread on the path chalked out by the great and good souls
in order to alleviate misery and sorrow. The condition of
the poor who spent the whole week in hungry and pain is
due to the tyranny of the affluent. To effect a change and
to realize the 50019] justice, the guidance of the good
people is essential.

To describe the delight derived at the sight of the
_ luminous, cool moon, the poet searches for a suitable comparison. Finally, he presents an apt analogy, never found
anywhere in the previous literary works. The born poor
people, who are famished, though worked hard without getting even a little, searching for a little gruel, happened to
gaze at a pot of cooked rice that is as white as the moon.
Really, their joy, that knew no bounds has become the
proper comparison to the joy that the poet has derived on
seeing the beautiful full moon.’°
This simile reveals the
poet’s concern and compassion towards the miserable lot.
This poem has the dynamism to effect a change in the
outlook of the people, to fight for their right.

The poet condemns the disparity between the poor
and the rich. He raises his voice against the tendency of allowing the rich becoming the richest and the poor becoming the poorest. For the sake of the luxuriant minority, the
poor majority have to sacrifice their life, without any
return for their hard work. He never spared the heads of
the Mutts who are fattening their body taking nutritious
anc nourishing
diet, whereas the poor people are famishing day oy day. Equal justice would 61150 a good result to
exterminate the disparity in the society.’
The poet has created

a wonderful

analogy

to depict a
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realistic picture of the poor and the rich. The Tamils used
to take their food in the plantain leaf or the knitted banyan
leaves. If the leaf is with many apertures, whatever has
been placed in it would tend to be leaked out, with the net
result, that it does not serve the required purpose. The
“same is the case with the poor. Whatever is given to them
goes again to the affluent and hence_the rich has become

like the vessel fully filled with water.’® Because the wealth
reaches only the rich making them merry. and luxuriant, the
poor are agitated like a worm. The only remedy is to
abolish the feudal set-up in which the capitalists are soaring high and the labourers are sinking down. The poet
lingers long to create a classless society, to make all the
resources to be the public property and to arrange
everybody to_exert tO one’s capacity in order to get the required needs.

The narrative poems, Kaatalaa? Katamaiyaa? and
Kurifcittittu are created by the poet with the ‘specific purpose of revolting against the institutions of monarchy, aristocracy and religion, and with a view to create an ideal
society shaped by the democratic and socialistic principles.
Even the mini epics Puratcikkavi, Viirattaay and Katalmeel
Kumilikal have the same theme of completely supplanting
the system of monarchy and the supremacy of the
capitalists to establish a socialistic republic.

Concern

for the Labour

Class

The intense love for the labour class and innocent
rustics assumes various forms for expression in the lofty
poems of Bharathidasan. The humble rustic characters like
Vanchi, Kuppan, Nallamuthu, Cuppamma and others form
onthe central figure in some of his creations. His revoluti
his
of
outcome
the
are
ary poems on equality and fraternity
class.
middle
the
and
deep concern with the down-trodden
His

excessive interest in

the washerman

induced

him

to

proclaim that he would be supported only by his donkey
rs
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that carried the clothes
not the unknown God.

to the

river-bed

for cleansing,

and

The poet has whole heartedly praised the labourers of
different
denominations.
The
weavers,
tillers, factory
workers, potters, smiths, masons, carpenters, axers, the

vagabond

kuravars,

the pestling

women

and

the like at-

tracted his heart very much. He has written many songs on
the dignity of their work and their deserving value in the
functioning of the society.”
His poems entitled, kuuti-ttolil ceyka
(work
united)
tolilaalar vinnappam
(The
Demands
of the workers) and maanita cakti
(Manpower)throw: much light on the worth of the workers and
their role in the state’ . They demand the capitalists to surrender the ruling power unto their hands so that justice
would be done.
This kind of giving prominence to the ordinary
people, out of affection and respect seems to be a departure from the deep-rooted tradition of singing the glory of

the

rulers,

chieftains

and

the

affluent.

humanism i.e. loving the rustics has been
one of the chief features of Romanticism.

This

aspect

regarded

of

to be

There is one more dimension of humanism resulting
in the culmination of universal love that we are going to —
_ see presently.
‘Universal

Love

It is often said that Bharathidasan has been a
regional poet, singing the glory of the Tamil country and
its culture. That is true to certain extant. He felt that it was
his bounden duty to make a cultural revolution before

launching a social and politicial revolution. In order to instruct the people to know

cient

Tamils,

he has

about the past glory of the an-

written

many

poems

on_

the

significance of the culture, literature, history and thought of

:
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the ancient Tamils. To get them liberated from the sentimental bondage to the so called upper class people, he
exposed the folly of class divisions and the cruelty directed
towards the Tamils in the name of the authoritative and
dogmatic religious institutions. All these vital aspects are
collectively known as ‘local cult’ which again has been
considered to be one feature of Romanticism.
Bharathidasan does not cease merely as a Tamilian.
Even he does not restrict himself as an Indian. As a man
he views the whole universe as his house. He teaches this
high philosophy rooted in universal love to the budding
boys and girls so that when they grow, their love towards
the humanity at large would naturally grow. His maxim is
this: niil nilam un illam™
(i.e. The expanded world ts your
home).

He

advises these tender students to live in order to

make the whole world live (vaiyam vaala vaal)®
The frequent occurrence oru taayin makkal (children of one
mother) reflects his sense of integrity and universal
brotherhood." In a poem, he declares that all are our
country men and all are our brethren (anaivarum naattaar
anaivarum

cootarar),®

and

this kind of attitude should

be

developed. He praises this world to be the residence of the
Pleasure should not
good people who are guiding them.
the world-confrom
be selfish and it should spring forth
tact.

There is an excellent poem

entitled, ulakam un wyir,

un uyir iv-y-ulakam, meaning the world is your soul and
He has given the essence of
your soul is this world.
A brief summary of this poem
poem.
this
in
love
universal
is rendered here.

"Bach and every thought of you should be about the
world, and each and every action of you should be
meant for the benevolence of this earth. If you contemplate in this way, your thought and action would
turn to be perfect and good.

You

protect your house.

is
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"Look here, you are one among the men, and not a
clod;
Open your eyes! Stand up, Think well!
Raise your shoulder! Lift your bright face!
Twist your moustache and raise it above!
Illumine the world with the light of your eyes!
Roar your laughter! Conduct the world!
Smash down the blocking wall that stand
Between your house and your neighbour's;
Remove

the curtain in the midst of the streets,

Annexe the country with the adjacent.
Ascend! Without leaving, ascend on the summit of
the Mountain
That hits the sky;Ascend above and above!

(Now you are in the pinnacle of the whole universe!)
Now perceive the people on this earth!
Look at your vast domain of humanity!
Glance at the Battalion of your brethren!
Rejoice at the great ocean of people,
That kindly received you as its tank!
Devour the people with your expanded vision!
Embrace it! Get yourself mixed with it!
Cry, that "I am the ocean of humanity"!
No division, No difference everywhere;

Eat, along with the world eating!

Don, along with the world donning!
Tell you:

"Possession belongs to the public

Guide the world, guide it in common!

Oh my comrade!Convey this message,
With the flood of love that soars up to the sky
To the short men

(-i.e. the parochial and short-

sighted)!

This poem may be taken as a classical example for the
poet’s unlimited love that aspires even a short-sighted man
to shed

the

narrow-mindedness,

and

to cast away

the dif-

ferences so that he could expand and enlarge his inner consciousness to envelop the whole world with boundless
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affection. Actually, the poet has envisaged a thorough emotional evolution in the consciousness of the inferior man
who could become by proper mental culture a super man
in whose vision the entire humanity becomes one and the |

same. The poet often used the word kulla manitan (-dwarf

‘man) to indicate the narrow and short minded man whom
he totally detested and despised. He should become a Cosmic man(-as in the Tirumaal story, a dwarf becoming a
Tirivikrama; this analogy is only partial).

Those critics, who viewed the poet to be a local and
regional bard, are requested to go through such of his
poems that -portray his universal philosophy touched by
“lofty humanism.
=

There are some more poems that also reveal his
universal love. Let us ponder over them to understand him
sufficiently if not fully.
Evolution

of Consciousness

Curiously enough, the poet speaks about the ‘unity of
the world’ (-ulaka orrumai) which again reveals the fact
that his consciousness has crossed the frontiers of land,
language, religion and race. In the particular poem, he has
depicted beautifully the various stages in the process of
psychical development.” He has identified different types
of consciousness in the human psyche. He has given a

delightful simile to each of them.

Accordingly, one who

has mustard-like heart cares only for his own family. He is
utterly selfish. Those who possess the pulse-like heart
would admire their own village. Bigger than that is the
coconut heart that aspires to use its force to disturb others’
territory. People with mango-heart would indulge in quar-

tels.

But,

there

is the most

being the embodiment

evolved

magnificent heart,

of maternal affection, pure and big,

that treats all the people of the world to be one, and-where

it exists

there

is no

warfare,

since

there is no selfish mo-
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tive. Further, such psyche alone functions as the spring of
JOY.
The poet
graded similies
to compare the
ferent types of

has drawn from the objects of nature the
such as mustard, pulse, coconut and mango
mental conditions of the people with difheart, revealing indirectly the gradual evolu-

tion of one’s own consciousness

which

attains the fullest

perfection when it exhibits the limitless love of the universal mother in the equal treatment of the people in’ the
globe.
The analogies adduced in this poem may be taken to
indicate that the poet has passed all the lower stages of
local attachment soaring high in thought and feeling to
embrace

the

world

at large

with

the

arms

of

abundant

humanism.
National Solidarity
It goes without saying that an evolved soul that
to talk about
is quite natural
universalism
speaks
title naattiyal
the
under
poem
immortal
His
Nationalism.
of National
importance
the
on
expatiated
naattuvoom
Let us outline the contents of this poem.
solidarity.”

This country was originally called Naavalam Tiivu in
Tamil and Jampudivipa in Sanskrit, since Naaval trees
grew there in customs. The boundaries of this country are

Himalayas in the North, Cape Comerin in the South sur-

rounded by the seas in the East and West. This ancient
peninsula has possessed many languages and races. It
produced innumerable teachers, artists, poets, leaders,
scholars and scientists.

But through those literate people it did not care
ion
much for spreading education among the masses. Educat
ise.
franch
is a must in a country that granted adult

~
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In this country there are
less, it should be understood
from people. They are like the
the soil should look the human

as a

many religions. Neverthethat religions are different
altering shirts. The sons of
beings removing the cover

of the religions. If it is realized that those human beings
are the sons of the soil, then there is possibility of permanent unity and automatically, animosity would leave
once and for all. If the crores of people belonging to
various religions expressed that they are united, would the
religious heads hurry to babble that they should be
separated? Are not they with heart overflowing with grace!
This ancient land that possesses many races and languages is proper to be called a unique University! But, the ~
tyranny of thrusting the language of one race over the
remaining people would not contribute to the unity of the
country. Giving equal importance in the development of the
individual languages is essential for the endurance of emotional integrity and national unity.
In this country all are good. All are warriors. Ail
poets. If a man in the slopes of Himalayas coughed, all
a sudden, one who lives in the Cape Comerin rushed to
North with medicine. The tendency of taking what
come to one, has come to all is developed sufficiently.

are
on
the
has

Himalayas
has been recovered.
Look
here, the
Chinese commenced te run shedding their blood as tears in
the battlefield.

The heaps of the harvest touched the
dustries

are

profitable.

Our

prosperity to our Mother-Earth!

needs

are

sky. Our infulfilled.

Let it be drenched

Hail

in kind-

ness".
This poem has been composed during the period of
Chinese aggression in 1962. The patriotic ferver of the
poet is reflected in glowing language in this poem.
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It is heartening to note that the poet has described an
ideal, educated family to be an institution worthy to be
called a university (-nalla kutumpam palkalai-k-kalakam)
calls the biggest unit i.e. the country itself to be a university.
“pala inam palamoli parri oru cila:palamperu nilattil palamoli pala inam
iruppataal, iktuoru palkalai-k-kalakam."” 3
This shows that if the fundamental unit i.e. each one of the
families received liberal education, then naturally the whole
country is illumined and enlightened. Education alone
removes the darkness of ignorance. That is why he called
. the illiterate family as /runtaviitu (-i.e. Darkened Housc)
whereas the literate family, especially the educated housewife has been hailed to be Kutumpa Vilakku (-i.e. Lamp of
the family). Darkness and brightness are symbols indicating
respectively all the evils arising out of ignorance, and all
the merits originating out of knowledge. The educated persons treat all alike. In a sense, humanism is strengthened
and stabilized by enlightenment.

Regionalism
If the poet is national and universal, it is not necestically
sary to say that his perspective has included automa
of his
much
d
devote
has
the regional cult. Bharathidasan
and
arts
native
the
,
culture
poems to glorify the local
.
fecling
l
regiona
a
ing
nurtur
rs
literature, poets and schola
meanis
it
birth,
his
of
place
the
to
Without being faithful
salism. His
ingless to talk about high philosophy of univer
u bear tespoems on Tamilnadu along with Tiraavidanad
He has extolled
timony to his loyalty to his: native land.
the bounties of natural

resources, the fine arts,the greatness

trade and comof men and women, dress and ornaments,
civilization.
and
re
merce and the similar aspects of cultu
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Finally he admires and appreciates the country and ine
Tamil language on a par with..the luminous moon, the
radiant sun and the cool breeze.”~
In his excessive love to
the language he has glorified Tamil that was bor along
with the moon, the prosperous sun, stars and sea. The antiquity of Tamil could not be fixed so easily.
It is essential to note that since Robert Caldwell has
established the existence of the Dravidian linguistic group

scientifically in 1856 in his monumental work, "The Comparative Grammar of the Dravidian Languages", the concept of the cognate languages become very popular in the
beginning of this era. Our poet, being an ardent disciple of
Tanthai Periyar, who was the founder of Dravida Kazhagam, naturally led to sing the glory of the Dravidian culture. By birth, he was a Tamil. But his love is too large to
embrace
the people of Telugu,
Kannada,
Tulu and

Malayalam

- all belonging

to one

ethnic

and

linguistic

family.

So, it becomes very clear that in the psyche of
Bharathidasan, there are at least three layers of Humanism
which may be conveniently called: 1) Regional affection 2)
National love and 3) Universal humanism. They are like
the flower, unripen fruit and ripen fruit of pleasant taste,
one arising from the other in a sequence. Each of them is
க்க and interrelated.

வ்

|

ee exe

In one of his poems on Pongal festival (-the famous
harvest festival of the Tamils), he expressed his ambition
that all the houses in the street should resemble like one
house, and all the streets in the South should resemble the
similar street, and all houses should be saturated with mirth
and joys”
This shows his regional affection and local
. loyalty which has been developed into patriotism which in
its highly evolved stage turned into universal love being
the pinnacle of humanism.
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Prior to the advent of Bharathidasan, the poets from
the classical period to the days of Bharathi, generated the
sense of human love that has become the essence of the
excellent literary creations. So, it is ingrained in the very
nature of our culture to consider that all countries are ours
and all people are our kith and kin. But the artistic expressions to convey the message of universalism are peculiar
-and original in the poems of Bharathidasan. They reflect
the cultural maturity and mental perfection of the poet.
_
The
facts.

“1s

study of

this

chapter

discloses

the

following

The concept that ‘Man is the measure of all things’
has been the central idea of Humanism.

Dae The school of Philosophic humanism endeavoured to
explain everything in the light of human experiences
without the intervention of supernatural agency.

3.

The school of literary humanism was the outcome of
a_ revolutionary
and advocated
the Renaissance

change both in the perspective and life style of the
os
people.
feature

main

of

this

school

was* to

4.

The

5.

The upholders of literary humanism aspired
establishment of a democratic society.

6.

The two schools of Humanism
influence in

the

psyche

of the

for the
்

effected a powerful
authors

Revolution and thereby the Romantic

72

protest

against the established institutions and conventions.

of French

writers.

of
Bharathidasan has considered man to be the crown

creation,

and

this is in conformity

with

the Tamil
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tradition and also with the romantic spirit.
The trinity of Humanism viz., liberty, equality and
fraternity as expounded by Rousseau, the father of
European
Romantic
movement
has
become
the
central theme of many a poem of Bharathidasan.

The extinction of caste system and the establishment
of democracy constituted the keynote of his literary
creations.
10.

Kindness and compassion
hallmark of his personality.

11.

His humanistic attitude is well
ing poems on the sad demise
in the deadly earthquake that
in Bluchistan, now in Pakistan,

2.

He has frequently stressed the tendency
the people in distress and despair.

15

He discarded the authority of the doctrine of Karma
that attributed sin to the poverty of the poor and appreciated Vivekananda, the indomitable apostle of
Modern Hinduism, who rediculed the orthodoxy that
neglected totally the submerged population.

14.

He cared much for the labourers and innocent rustics.

153

Though the local cult is predominent in his poems,
he has crossed the parochial limits and sufficiently
expressed the high ideals of national solidarity, emotional integrity, and universal brotherhood.

16.

His

universal

love becoming

towards

all

become

the

revealed in his meltof innumerable people
shook Quetta, a place
in the year 1935.

the theme

of helping

of many

of

ays!

7,

Tamil poetry has undergone various changes both in
form and content during the passage of time.
The great
poets who contributed much to the enrichment of the language and literature are ever remembered and regarded,
whatever may be their period, profession, region and
religion. In the Tamil literary tradition Bharathidasan has
been credited with the unique honour of being the first
Revolutionary poet who aspired to revolutionize and
restructure the fossilized social set-up, rejuvenated

the lan-

guage and introduced fresh themes and new techniques to
the structure and texture-of Tamil poetry.
His poetical
creations bear ample testimony to his creative genius,
mastery over the language, command over the metre, imaginative faculty, impressive and emotional appeal and aesHis poems are rich in the descriptions
thetic expressions.
Humanism is the essence of all his poetical
of Nature.
After his advent, the stagnation in the realm of
works.
literary creation was removed and a new chapter in the history of Tamil poetry was commenced.

The poems of Bharathidasan have been studied so far
by many a scholar from various standpoints. But for the
' first time, an honest attempt has been made in this study to
bring forth the Romantic aspects that are noticed in his
As a result, the essential findings and
poetical creations.
important points have been enumerated at the end of the

individual

chapters.

However,

a collective

assessment

would reveal the various facets and vital aspects of the
The major findings
poetic personality of Bharathidasan.
and main points marked in the course of the study are
briefly presented here.
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-The innate poetic talent of Bharathidasan was properly shaped and nurtured not only by his mentor, Mahakayi
Bharathi, but by the founder of the Self-Respect Movement, Tanthai Periyaar. The materialistic thoughts of Marx
and Lenin and the ideals of the Puritan Tamil Movement

of Maraimalai

Atikal exerted

a considerable

influence in

the poet’s psyche.
He has been a scholarly poet.
His.
erudition in the Tamil classics enriched his poetic talents.
Since hundreds of ‘poets imitated his style, imbibed his

views, elucidated his principles and echoed his voice, they
constituted
a separate
poetic
school,
rightly
called
Bharathidasan Paramparai.
Hence, the literary period of

moder

Tamil

poetry

may

be

known

as

"the Epoch

of

Bharathidasan.”
Since the poet was a citizen of the French India, he
was exposed to French learning as evidenced by his references to Victor Hugo and the vigourous propagation of the
trinity of liberty, equality and fraternity as emphasised by
Rousseau, the father of the Romantic Literature and the
vital impulse of French Revolution.
Bharathidasan has left some valuable observations
and vital references with regard to the theory of new
poetry which meets the requirements
of what is known as
Romantic poetry in the Western literature.
The epithets
putu murai, putu natai, putu neri, putupporul etc., indicate
the various facets of Romantic poetry.
The contrasting

picture of old and new poetry and the proper identification
of Bharathi to be the path-finder of Tamil Romantic poetry
are clearly made by Bharathidasan. The Romantic features
of the poems of Bharathidasan include the usage of rustic
language, portrayal of rustic characters and the usage of
folk literary forms.
They also contain the propagation of
revolutionary thoughts, democratic principles, glorification
of Tamil and ambition to establish a brave new
world.
His poems
are replete with adequate
examples
for

revivalism, one of the essential aspects of Romanticism. At

|
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his hands, poetry has become a proper vehicle of thought
and powerful engine of propaganda.
The chief features of Romantic imagination
projected by the fertile poems of Bharathidasan.
examples are abundantly found to the aspects of
ing, Escapism and Myth-making. His imaginations
only romantic but also revolutionary and creative:

are best
Copious
Dreamare not

The Nature poems of Bharathidasan form themselves
a separate class, exhibiting his intimacy with nature. His
originality in creating excellent poems exclusively on Nature is conspicuous. To him, Nature was both an object of
joy and a teacher to instruct the society. Though the poet
has been considered to be an atheist, a thorough transformation has taken place in his psyche to communicate his
love of nature in mystical and metaphysical expressions.
He has clearly envisaged the dichotomy of Male and
Female principles in the different manifestations of Nature.
His poems are rich in the different types of personifications, that are considered to be a vital aspect in the poems
of the Western Romantic poets, Byron, Shelley and Keats.

The rhetorical works in Tamil and Sanskrit are the
- earliest Indian texts to deal with the study of beauty and
The concept, that aesthetics deals not only
art criticism.
with the study of beauty, but to a lesser extent the study of
the repulsive and plain objects, has been in conformity
_ with the views of the ancient commentator of TolkaapBharathidasan contain enough
The poems of
piyam.
materials to reconstruct his theory of beauty and also his
concept of art creations. He expected that art should ennoble the minds of the people, besides providing perennial
joy. He was against the deteriorated and degraded exhibitions of art.

The poet’s exalted experiences with the beauty in the
different manifestations of Nature are delightfully and dex-
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terously drawn in his poems on Nature.

His fresh crea-

tions of aesthetic epithets and the attributive constructions
of aesthetic significance bear testimony to his intense love
of Natural beauty. His equal interest in the beauty of the
art-forms like paintings and sculptures has been evidenced
from the innumerable references to these creations available from his poetry.
The poet has experienced not only
the earthly beauty but also something wonderful and
Supreme.
His realization of Universal beauty has been
revealed in many poems found in Alakin Cirippu. Though
some simildrities are found in the aesthetic experience and
expression between Bharathidasan and the Western Romantic poets, the individuality disclosing the unique features of
each one of them

is not ruled out.

Bharathidasan has been

ethical in advocating the purpose of aesthetics.
The Wordsworthian concept, “Let Nature be your
Teacher" is fully endorsed in the poems of Bharathidasan.
- The aspects of animism, anthropomorphism, emapthy and
pathetic fallacy that are found in the poems of Western
Romantic poets, also find powerful expressions in the
poems. of Bharathidasan.
The Romantic aspect of projecting one’s own feelings and sentiments into the objects of
nature has been noticed in his poems.
The poet’s love of nature and love towards mankind
had a simultaneous growth.
He regarded that man is the
apex of all creations and respected the human feelings.
His love of mankind did not tolerate the inequalities found among the different stratas of the society. He championed
the cause of women. He fought for their rights. He advocated for their equality in the male dominant society. Out
of humanism, he shed tears for the sad demise of innumerable people in the terrible earthquake at Quetta in the

North.

His sympathy was always with the suppressed and

submerged population.

His
limits

poems
of

reveal
race,

He was not

his universal

language

and

parochial or regional.

love

region.

transcending
He

has

the
given
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